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EDITORIAL , v· . 
:,,,t_· gy 

1971: The year of enlargement :-:-.::. ' · 

Very appTOpriately, the "Economist" gives the title of "The year for Europe" to its first Edit r1 
of 1971. If we adopt the title of the "yearof enlargement", it is nevertheless clear that ~eare tal 
about exactly the~ problem, seen from two s~etrically different sides. We. too have long and ten c 
ly supported the view according to which the entry ot the United Kingdom into the Community is an ine 
and above all positive, ffact, both for the United Kingdom and for the member countries of the presen 
unity. To the arguments which have been mentioned in support of this view, and to which time has give 
aore weight, developing economic and political reality is adding others, which are no less important. 
have no ontention of again repeating them, but we must add that if entry into the Community will not,~ 
itself, solve the numerous problems posed for Great Britain, likewise the enlargement of the Communit ~1 
certainly not be the panacea allowing all the difficulties experienced by the building of European uni 
be overcome. 

It is, however, one of the essential conditions for these problems and difficulties to be approa 
with a chance of success in overcoming them. There is one condition for this; that enlargement should m 
progress for the Community and not be a step backwards in the integration process. In their realistic way, 
the British have recognised (and the article in the Economist gives several examples of this, also mention
ing the recent study of the National Institute of Economic and Social Research) that the integration of 
their economies has given the economic development of the six. Community countries exceptional buoyancy. It 
results from this that ~t would be abs*rd and illogical to make an enlargement of the Community coincide 
with a relaxing of integration, in other words, of the key factor of this expansion and buoy;mcy. In other 
words, enlargement must be a means for strengthening, and not for weakening, this cohesion. 

The Economist points out, in the article mention as well as in other articles, what are the forces 
present in Great Britain, and their impact on public opinion. We here find the confirmation of what we had 
already remarked on, namely the need for an information which allows the Government to act, having wide 
support from public opinion. The problem is no doubt difficult, since negotiations are in progress. Never
theless, the trend to passively follow rather than guide and enlighten public opinion about the real stake 
of a choice can be a sign of weakness and of opportunism. 

But if the Government in London has a duty to fulfil, those of the six CollllllUnity countries have, in 
turn, the precise duty of doing all in their power to fin~ the "meeting-point of the various interests", to 
which Mr. Pompidou alluded today, while recognising that the entry of Great Britain is in the interests of 
Europe (and of France, he added). The effort of the Governments can be greatly facilitated by the interven
tion of the European Commission: it is the Commission which can take the various interests into account 
and suggest technical solutions for the most arduous problems. Above all, its intervention can prevent the 
negotiations from founder.ing in a sterile game of tactics which would slow them down dangerously. The Brit-
ish Government has often had doubts as to the utility of conferring an important role on the Commission: the 

in which Mr. Deniau is be' received at this ve moment in London allows us to believe that somethin--

Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: 111971: the year of enlargement" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The New Year messages and Europe - After the commuting of the death penalties -
Paris and British entry - Holy See signs the TNP - UNO Security Council 

DAILY BULLETIN No 716 (new series): 

3 - Community activity resumes this week 
- Austria, Finland, Porrtugal, Iceland: new cycle of11 exploratory talks" 
- Mr. Deniau in London 

4 - Trade barriers: meters for liquids other than water 
- French standards for the sizes of blankets hinder trade 
- American quantitative restrictions on certain farm imports 

5 - Hourly wages and working da~ of workers in industry in the Community 
.;... ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

6-7 - Road safety: reply to question no. 295 from Mr. Seefeld 
7 - The practice of rebates is incompatible with the rules of competition of the EEC 

- ESC: death of Mr. Breart 
8 - Energy: total needs of the Community in 1971 
9 - Rolled steel: production 

-~ gradual harmonisation pf the proposed taxation 
10 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: EAGGF- Contributions for the production of sugar - Deficit of frozen beef 

and veal - Levy on imports of frozen beef and veal - System of minimum prices for the intra-Commun
ity trade in certain products - Advisory Committees fo~ tobacco, flax and hemp - ~mports of wine 
from a certain number of Mediterranean countries 

11 - Weekly Echoes 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1548 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDI@ 

Le .,_, bulletin ttont -~~- ou ~lol~. \~' oductlcn cu dltfuolon en eot rlgcuJOUoemenl lnterdlte 11n1 aulorilltlon prhloble. 

b..- .• ;~~ Europe·· of th~:::::~s and that of the utopians (~ 
The l r pf the review 11~reuves11 publishes an article by Mr. Franco Maria Malfatti entit~l~ •. 

"The Europe Realists"·· It would be surprising to hear the President of the European Celllllission 
press himself otherwise than in terms of realities, since he was summoned to his functions to act in a 
context and to make sure that the Community has a direct impact on an ever more vast reality (which i 
in fact, doing at the moment by overflowing the framework of the customs union to change itself into 
economic and monetary union). 

However, we advise Jthe readers of 11Preuves11 not to stop at the title of this article, and to re_ . .....,..::...
in order to have a precise idea of the "realism" which Mr. Malfatti claims for himself. It often happ 
fact, that some call themselves 11 realists11 in opposition to the 11 utopians11 , who would pursue goals ...... ...,..£ ......... 
ly "beyond reality", thus condemning themselves to inefficacity. 

Let us say straightaway that this sub-s ecies of realism is onl 
ause it is in the nature of man to see beyond A;he re.a ity surroun · im, and po itical foolishness, 
ause politics is the art of dominating reality and of not submitting to it. In fact, those who define t 
se~es as realists as opposed to utopians do not want to change the state of affairs such as they found 
they are therefore against rea~ity, which is perpetual change and renewal. Their so-called realism separates 
them from reality and finally they are always behindhan .. ·. with an idea or a revolution. 

These considerations of a general nature are obviottsly valid in the context of European integration 
and of the forces which are committed to it. Today the 02mmunity is a reality. Who could dehy it? Nobody. 
But yesterday, it was an utopia. And what is utopian today will probably be a reality tomorrow. But the 
transition from utopia to reality does not happen automatically and does not necessarily obey "the force 
of things". There must be the wp.n and action of the so-called utopians, to act on reality and to transfo.na 
it. Robert Schuman once confided in someone, the day after his speech of 9 May 1950: "we have taken a leap 
1nto the ynkllown". He had accomplished the act which was to enable the utopia of that day to be transformed 
into the reality of today. And today those who railed against his 11utopianism" are PWing a hypocritical 

· tribute to bis realism. 
Let us return to Mr. Malfatti 1 s article. For those who are closely following the words and actions 

of the.Presiaent of the Commission, there is nothing particularly new in it. But there is enough in it to 
recognise that his realism is that of the reformers and creators and not that of the adminitrators. "The 
realm of political reality in which the development of our Community is included - writes Mr. Malfatti -
requires not a restrictive but a d amic inte retation of the role of the various Communit institutions, 
and this is a so true for the Commission". And again: "We ave to move forward with European integrat1on in 
realities and in the political environment of today. It is on them that we must act, with the means which 
are at our disposal". And finally: "The problems posed by the gradual transfltr to the CoJIIIIWlity of some of 
the competences reserved until now for the national Go~rnments must be approached with realism, and not in 
a dogmatic spirit. These transfers affect all the institutions of the Community ••• This deve~opment will 
tdagicidly ~suit in. the election of the European Assembly by universal suffrage". 

This is the realism we need. Em. G. 

SUMMARY ~'"Jc::ntUA~ l '(q-1 M> · --:::j-1-j-
l - EDITORIAL: "The Europe of the realists and that of the utopi<p1s11 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: W.E.U.: ~ext Council meeting- Mr. Baunsgaard in favour of direct elections to the 
E.P. -Mr. Moro in Rumania - The birthday of Grand Duke jean of Luxembourg 

DAILI BULLETIN No 717 (new series): 

3-5 ~ First Community budget fed by the Communities' own resou~es prepared by the European Commission 
6 - Production of and trade in honey~ Community standards 

- "Colllll\mity Transit": delay in the application of the rules 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION~ Suppression of the compensatory tax on mandarines and similar citrus 

fruit from Algeria - Wine: various administrative measures taken 
7 - Training of management for European industry: reply to question No 314 from Mr. Oele 
7-8 - Aids for goods transport by road in the FRG; reply to question No 324 from Miss Flesch 
8 - Standing Labour Committee: towards the first meeting 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATIOO 
9 - Nuclear power in 1975 

- Rate of the ECSC levy published in the O.G. 
10 -Steel industry: investment:projects in 1970 

- Lord Robens leaves the National Coal Board 
ll Publications of the European Communities 
12-13 - ECOOOMIC INT:mPENETRATIOO No 1549 
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EDITORIAL 

Art Jther Utopia which will become a reality (currency) 

In the course of a long interview for 11L 1Express11 , M.Michel Debre had occasion to speak, 
topics, of currency and Europe. This he did in recalling that he had been Finance Minister for 
).t.Debre said:"a single currency - and he was thinking of a single European currency - is at pre--···"'--. 
political Utopia". · 

We suppose that in saying 11at present", M.Debre wished to reject finnly for the time being, 
exclude, the theory that this Utopia might be transfonned into reality. Indeed, he even described 
process: ''There will have to be joint conjunctural action, joint budgetary action, joint fiscal 
That is how Europe will be built, not monetarily at first, but initially politically". • 

· If these words are correctly interpreted, it seems that M.Debre entirely shares the point 
those who follow what has been called the "economists!" line, which appeared within the Werner Committee 
opposition to the "monetarists"' line, the fonner believing that priority must be given to the coordination, 
and then to the unification, of economic policies, without which a supposed monetary union would be quite 
illusory. As is known, the "monetarists" on the other hand hold common action in the monetary sphere to be 
essential for the success of any economic cooperation. This "fruitless difference of opinion" (M.Barre' s 
definition) had been cut across by the formula of "guaranteed parallelism" invented by Mr Colombo, which 
made it possible to arrive at a Wemer Report balanced in its different parts, and at the proposals of the. 
European Commission. A report and proposals, however, that do not propose the creation of a common currency 
today, or even tomorrow, but forsee a process lasting ten ears or so, "whose conclusion might be a common 
currency". 

One can see no fundamental difference here with the words of M.Debre. That the significanCG of this 
process would be jsut as political, there is no doubt. But nor is there any doubt that the process which 
will end in political unity is something else again, and we hace long insisted that it is so. It is anyway 
certain that currency is "99% politics": which is why of course certain knots are difficult to cut through. 

M.i>ebre seems to admit, by his statements, a giving up of sovreignty (since he forsees "common action." 
which cannot be other than "common policies"), for example in the question of budgetary policy, which are 
doubtless more important than those necessary for attaining a common currency. It is doubtless possible that, 
while the governments have the illusion that they are defending already lost prerogatives, the progress of 
reality will bring them some surprises. Already the practice of issuing loans in European units of account 
(t) is acting as a lubricant and is arrousing much interest among bankers and savers. Perhaps in a not-too
distant future initiatives will be taken, as a result of which the price-tags on manufactured goods will 
appear in t, allowing immediate comparison and favouring competition to the benefit of consumers. Such an 
event would have a spectacular impact. ' 
, What would the Debres do? Shoot the inovators bt'.forbidding them to use an account currency born of 
reality? It is no good shutting the door on Utopia.: it will merely return by the window ••• 

Jiln.G. 

~ - ~ITORIAL: 1'Another utopia which will become a reality (currency)" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: For Mr. Heath, there is no conflict between belonging to the Commonwealth and 
membership of the EEC - 11 Pravda11 1 s warning to the neutral countries - Mr. Gregorio Lopez Bravo: 
Spain and the EEC - Regionalist movement in Alsace-Lor~aine - Talks in London on negotiations with 
the Community • 

DAILY BULLETIN No 718 (new series): 

3 
3-4 
3 
4 
5 

- Mr. Deniau in London: very fruitful contacts 
- Mills Bill: after its non-adoption, the Community must now tak~ the initiative 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 134.72 
- Austria - Finland: exploratory talks with the Community 
- !greements in the sector of fertilizers 
- Serious irregularities in the carrying out of a project financed by the Community in Congo/ 

Kinshasa 
6-7 - EEC/AASM: The report of the EEC/AASM Parliamentary Conference on the functioning of the association 
8 -Misuse of dominant positions on the C.M.: towards a prohibition decision? 

- Court of justice: resumption of activities 

9 

10 

ll 

- ECONOMIC AND FINMCIAL INFORMATION 
- H[drocarbons: im~rting programmes and investment programmes in the sectors of oil, natural gas 

and electricity 
-Natural gas: production 
- EUratom: resumption of the work of the experts 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 40.17 Dollars/ton 
- Communal tax on meats in force in Luxembourg! complementary reply to question no. 263 from Miss 

Lulling 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Special Agriculture Committee: next meeting -Mr. Mansholt: press con

ference - Italian law amen~ fannland leases: reply to question no 349 from Messrs. Biaggi and 
Hougardy 

12-13 - ECoNOMIC INTERPENETRATIOO No 1550 
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·' .. , . EDITORIAL ' . <~:\: For coherent Industry-Research action, included in an overall strategy 

As we point out in our· Bulletin today, the Community work on the industrial policy is now enterin~ 
a new phase. It was high time, because ten months have gone by since the Colonna Memorandum was made-~ 
(we devoted four editorials to it in mid-March 1970). U.nfortunately, the Community mechanism is what it~ 
Its natural cumbersomeness is joined by the more or less justified concern of not irritating the Gove~ 
or taking them by surprise. Although the industrial policy group, instructed on 24 June to report to the 
»ermanen~ Representatives, has taken enormous strides, it was only able to provide a result just lately~ 
Permanent Representatives, ·whose attention is divided between the negotiations for enlargement, the eco~ 
and·monetary union and other urgent tasks, will also have to study this report, draw certain conclusions 
from it and submit it to the Council. If a valid common line were to emerge, the st e of concrete decis' 
should quickly be moved on to. 

Without repeating what is written in our Bulletin, it seems necessary to us to stress here the i~~~ 
ance of one of the essential ideas which emerged from the discussions of the group: that of the creation of 
a central bod in other words of an Industrial Polic Committee, in which the senior officials who, at 
nation level. have great responsibilities concerning the structural policy of industry (and, why not, indus~ 
trialists!), would be required to take part, beside the senior officials of the Commission. The mandate of 
this Comriri.:ttee would be very broad, and would include, amongst other things, the examination of the .efgn±fic
ance at the level of economic policy of the particularly important process of the re-organisation of indus
try, including where there is the participation of firms from third countries. This Committee is therefore 
outlined as a bodl for tl1ought and contacts: it should enable the executive bodies of the Community to take 
rapid decisions, based on reality and on the established needs of change and development. Some parallelism 
can be.n.oted with the European Committee for Research and Development, whose creation the Commission pro
posed in the field of scientific research (and with which it should no doubt establish links). 

· Therefore, an overall strategy is in the pricess of being outlined: it should be guickly taken to its, 
farthest conseguences. Coherent 11 industry-research11 action cannot be conceived of outside tliis strategy, which 
includes, moreover, on the one hand, the enlargement of the Community and on the other, the setting in mo~ 
ion of the economic and monetary union. 

It is needless to insist on the many links existing between these various elements of a single strat
egy. It is enough to think of the problems of industrial structures, of the regional aspects of this polic~, 
of foreign investment, to understand the links existing with the economic and monetary policy. And it is 
enough to think of the factor for balance which a policy for industrial re-organisation could become in a 
predominantly agricultural Community, to understand the interest which this would present in the context 
of the negotiations with the United Kingdom •••• 

This is why we believe that, here too, there is not a minute to lose. 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY -;:f"J4rt~ J'fTJ ~0 . 7-J 1 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11 For coherent Industry-Research action, inc uded in an overall strategy" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The problem of the Middle East discussed in the WEU - Declarations by Mr. Altiero 
Spinelli - A Social-Democrat party founded in Lux.embourg -Mr. Scheel in London -Mr. Luns in 
Washington - Mr. Schumann: voyage to Spain postponed - The ups and downs of a reversible common 
market - Those sentenced to death in Cameroon 

• DAILY BULLETIN No 719 (new series): 

3 
3-4 
4 

5 

- Ministers of Finance of the Six: next meeting 
- The industrial policy of the Community 
- The sessions of t~e Council devoted to the economic and monetary union and the negotiations with 

the U .• K. will be held in February 
- EEC/Portugal: first phase of the exploratory talks 
- Communit 's own resources: the Council has adopted the application regulation 
- EEC Yu oslavia: Joint Commission meets 

6-7-8- EEC AASM: the report of the EEC/AASM Parliamentary Conference.on the functioning of the Assoc
iation 2) 

8 - Associations of the EEC with Africa: related texts 
-Economic Committee of the E.P.: Memorandum on the industrial policy 
- EEC/Greece Parliamentary Commission: short meeting 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

9 - Court of justice: Rulings 
lO-ll - Draft amendment of t4~ application rules of art.60 of the ECSC Treaty 
11 - Acieries de C~p~ole: majority holding 

- Coal industry: production costs 
12 - Publications of the European Communities 
13-14 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1551 
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is worth notin are reviewed under t 's headin ~ 

"AGENOR", Transnational left review, monthly, Brussels, 13 rue Hobbema.- ~ _;~~· 
This review, one of the most lively and courageous of the publications amongst those which we 

in the context of European integration, comes to us in a new form, less "P,uxurious" from a grap 
of view, but no doubt presented in a way more appropriate to its contesting nature. For the mo OR 
is published in English, with the French and German versions of the texts being available on~ qu~· t. e 
should like to see outlined a more precise and coherent view of what Europe should be and is not ., 
from the point of view of the geograhical and ideal dimension, a Europe which, if we have, indee , .r-
stood the spirit of AGENOR, should be good for both the Europeans and for those who do not live in t js 
"peninsula of the Asiatic continent". 

DRS. L.A.V. METZEMAEKERS: Alfred Mozer Hon aar Duitser Nederlander Euro eaan Uit ave van d 
Beweging in Nederland, 44 pages.- This pamphlet contains tributes to Mr. Alfred Mozer, who, for 
years, was the Personal Private Secretary of Mr. Mansholt. "It is difficult to measure the enonn t-
ical task which was accomplished by our friend Mozer, and it is now that his untiring efforts to c 1nce 
his political friends across the frontiers (Austrian and Nor~egian Socialists, for example) have born fruit", 
writes Mr. Jean Rey, foriner President of the European Commission. 

- CNEN: Notiziario, November l970,Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, 00198-Roma (Viale Regina Margherita 
125).- In the summary: Planning for nuclear power in Pakistan; Supply and Requirements of Primary Power 
Supply (paper presented at the International Meeting organised from 7 to 11 ScpteJllber 1970 in Turin); Tech
nical and Economic Aspects of Heavy Water Production, 4th. European Conference on'Controlled Fusion ru1d• 
Plasma Physics. 

- OECDt Development Assistance, 1970 Review, Efforts and Policies of the Members of the Development Assis
tance Committee, OECD, Paris, December 1970, 235 pages, Price: $ 6.25, £2.15.~ This report was presented to 
the high-l~vel DAC meeting in Tokyo in September 1970. 

- OECD: Innovation in Higher Education: Reforms in Yugoslavia, Report prepared by the Institute for Social 
Research, University of Zagreb, Paris, 1970, 207 pages, Price: $ 4.25, £1.9.0.- This. work contains an anal
ysis of the ma.iru 1aspects of the higher education system in Yugoslavia. The achievements and drawbacks of 
the important reform launched between 1958 and 1960 are discussed in it. 

- THEODORE K. RUPRECHT and CARL WAHREN: P0 ulation Pro rammes and Economic and Social Develo ment, Develop-
ment Centre Studies of the OECD, Paris, l 9 pages, Price: 2.75, l s This work studies the develop-
ment of the population situation in the developing countries and its impact on economic and social develop
ment. lt also examines the response to population problems and gives some estimat~s of future prospects. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Will tho'S~~entenced to;· death receive clemency? - The Belsian Social Christian Party 
is for the election of the E.P. by universal suffrage - French Government: re-shuffle - Mr. Rippon 
to· go .. tb the USA and Canada 

DAILY BULLETIN No 720 (new series): 

3 - E.P.: short session in Luxembourg and oral question No. 14/70 from Mr. Triboulet on the difficul-
~in the textiles sector 

3-4 -EEC-U.K.: next resumption of the negotiations at Deputy level 
4 - Monetary Committee: first meeting of the year 
5 - EEC/Iceland: first round of the exploratory talks with the "non-candidates" 

- 110traco Affair": cautious stand taken by the Commission 
- The U.S. recall their hostility to the proliferation of preferential agreements. 

6 - Short-term economic situation according to the "Graphs and Brief Notes on the economic cycle in 
the Community". No 12/1970 . 

- Algeria has largely unified the tariff system applicable to imports from France and the other 
EEC countries 

7 - Enlargement of the EEC, the AASM and the African Commonwealth countries 
8 - I.C.C.: re-launching of the idea of a new "Kennedy Round" 

- Mr. Sassen has assumed his functions in the Permanent Representatives Committee 
9 - Fuel oil: increase in cost 

- State aids for the coal industry: Community system published in the O.G. 
- Supplies of steel products from the Eastern European countries 

10 - Trade with the Eastern European countries: the Government of the USA i6 favour of its development 
- Trade with the DRG 
- ECONOWIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - The Week ·in Europe 
12-13 - E~C»>IC INTERPENETRATION No 1552 

:EUROPE/Documents No 591 - U.S. Investments in Europe 
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An intergo"Y'ernmental cqnference will meet at the beginning of next month to discuss the problea 
ating a European University. The initiative has been taken by the Italian government, and me 
they reckon important progress can be. made. We have taken the opportunity given.by this announcelllent 
a summary in today's bulletin of the results of the first intergovennnetal canference, which was held ~~!1,~/ 
October in Florence under the chainnanship of Ambassador Attilo Cattani, who, as we all lmow, has 
and tenaciously taken it upon himself to bring tfrl.s difficult enterprise to a happy cmclusim. 

It seems however from this sum.nary that the progress made at the last cmference was not spec1t:a<:q,}l'x~"" 
One may even onder, and we will explain why in a minute, whether they are going in the right 
us begin by recalling briefly that the problem goes back to 1'957, the date the &lratom treaty was 
article 9 of the said treaty, the member states undertook to create "a university-level institutian, 
parameters will be fixed by a majority in the Council an the proposal of the Comnsssim". When the T ~.,,.,..__. 
came into effect at the beginni g of 1958, and in the context of the "territorial distribution" of the COm
munity's organs and institutions, the governments agreed to form this future University in Florence. We will 
not here repeat the intenninable discussions - both at parliamentary as well as intergovernmental and even 
academic level - which have taken place since. One must however ephasise that the initiatives of a cultural 
nature taken in the framework of the policy of intergovernmental cooperation started in Bmn on l8july 1961 
(and which finally collapsed in Paris on April 17 1962) included amang other things the "creation in Florence, 
by Italy, of a Fllropean university, whose intellectual life and financing will be cantr'buted to by the six 
governments". The cultural cooperation never happened, for it went the way of the Fouchet Pl~, but the work 
and studies on it continued, ending in the setting ip of certain projects, notably that of Mr Pescatore in 
1965. The creation of a European university in Florence thus became an intergovernmental matter, something 
which was very clear after last October's conference, when the French d legation in particular objected to 
financing it communally, implying ties with other organs of the Community, and even a voice for the European 

· Communities in the Administrative Ceuncil. We have lost ground threfore even with respect to the 1965 Pesca! ... 

~
ore project. . 
· That Italy wishes to see this European university project in Florence successfully concluded is quite 
atural. Is it necessary however for her to accept a whole series of specifications leading one knows not 

where? The profound changes taking place in education would seem to indicate rather a national initiative, 
European by vocation and by its openness, adaptable to the· circumstances and the aims of a post-university 
education of the future, and its needs. When we hear talk of education and research in the following fields: 
history and civilisation, political and social science, law and economics, we have the right to ask if we 
are not a cultural generation behind. Have university circles, teachers, students, been sufficiently consUl
ted? noes one know properly Wh$).t a European university might be for? Has the Italian government asked itself 
whether, in accepting the finance from outside, it is not depriving itself of the chance to starting an 
initiative which is forward-looking (and might now be begun elsewhere)? 

. Em.G. 
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3 - European University: 2nd. Inter-Government Conference 
- The Ministers of Finance have met at Arnhem 

4 - EEC u oslavia: first session of the Joint Commission 
-EEC U.K.: definition of the stands of the Six 
- Economic and Monetary Union: resumption of work 

5 - Europ~an university: still large differences of opinion amongst the Six 
- "Otraco" Affair and the E.P. 

6 -·Scientific and technical co-operation 
6-7 - TJ).e unions and the industrial policy 
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world level - Towards a demonstration by Belgian farmers - New professional organisation in the 
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EDITORIAL 

The future of Sterling and the enlar~ement of the Community - I 

Susan Strange has written a book whose title "Sterling and British Policy11 (published for Chath 
House by Oxford University Press, London, 80/-) points to actuality and whose sub-title: "A liti~ 
of an international currency in decline" constitutes in itself an unorthodox standpoint. T · s is, in 
a political study, which is therefore not limited to an analysis of economic data and of more or less 
ropriate mechanisms, but which concerns political choices to be made. This study also gives a precise, 
severe, judgement, of the choices which have been made until now, to reach the conclusion that the Po· 
a currency 11in decline", and that the consequences must be drawn from this at political level. We rec · 
that Mrs. Strange wrote a study in 1967 devoted to the problems of the Poind in relation to the Communi 
a study published in 1967, when the United Kingdom knocked on the Community's door for the second time. We 
also recall that the major argument put forward by France to veto the British application was at the time 
the weakness of the British economy and the impossibility for the United Kingdom to assume the burdens res
ulting from her eventual membership. This is an argument which is heard a great deal lately ••• We adq, 
finally, that this book is published under the patronage of the Royal Institute of Foreign Affairs ~·'that 
the ideas expressed in it partly result from the debates in which eminent figures took part (even if they 
do not share these ideas) '1 

All these reasons show that this book by Susan Strange deserves to be read with special attention, the 
more so since it comes at the right moment, for the problem of the Pound is coming to the surface not only 
in the context (even it not in the framework) of the negotiations in progress, but also because the Basle 
Agreements of 1968 are expiring in September and the debate on their renewal is already open. It is gener
ally recognised that this renewal must give rise to a radical revision, which, however, could not take place 
before the conclusion of the negotiations with the Community. According to some, it would be desirable to 
proceed purely and simply to their renewal for two years, possibly accompanied by conditions (Mr. Harold 
Lever, spokesman for Labour for European affairs, has just Jisted some of them in an article in the "Banker", 
notably suggesting entrusting the management of consolidated Sterling balances to the IMF). It could be 
imagined, therefore, that once membership is obtained, negotiations on the final settlement of the balances 

·could be conducted with serious chances of success. 
The book by Susan Strange naturally mentions this problem amongst others. We shall try to give an 

overall view of the ideas developed by the author. But at the moment we can note that this study is a ser
ious attempt, full of reflexion and animated with much imagination, to free ~reat Britain from centuries of 
incrustation, and from ehat the author calls the "top currency syndrome", as a result of which the British 
economy is haunted by the nightmare of its balance of payments and ends by sacrificin its best energy to 
this cruel myth. We believe that this view of things, being courageous and iconoclastic, is particularly 
encouraging at this difficult turning in the future of Europe, from the point of view of its enlargement and 
of its consolidation as a monetary entity. (To be continued) 

Em.G. 
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- Ministers of Finance of the Six: problem of the economic and monetary union 
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- Public works contracts: towards a solution of the problem of liberation · 
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\\ ~\$)~• The of Sterlin~ ""d~~:o:~~rgement of the C"""""'-ty (3) f'Lii' 
~The behaviour, not only of the political authorities, but also of most of those responsible in the~ 

public and private $ec~ors is conditioned by the "Top currency syndrome" and therefore, according to Susan:(j 
Strange, (and this is quite a wide-spread opinion today in Great Britain) it goes against British interes 
Instead of thibking and acting with a view to the building of a new society, Britis~ politics is fascina 
by false problems. The younger generation, which has perfectly understood this, and which realises the con(j 
sion to be carried out in the political and social field, does not seem to realise (perhaps because the p i 

lem is of a technical nature) that this very conversion must take place in the monetary field. · ' 
In the last chapter of her book, Susan Strange tries to foresee, from the conclusions which we have 

presented, what the future (which she regards with some optimism) could hold in store for Great Britain, 
supposing that the a~areness of the need for change does in fact take place. She does not neglect the ~ 
known factor constituted by the possible membership of the Community and, while admitting that forecasts 
about this would be "a baroque form of prophecy", she doe:s. not rule out the possibility of a failure, if 
the conditions proposed were inacceptable. In admitting that a slow improvement in the balance of payments 
could be outlined, Mrs. Strange proposes: 
a) that the two fundamental objectives should be fixed, in othe;: words, the means necessary for assuring 
the security of the nation and the stability of the national currency, by fixing appropriate parameters. 
b) that an end should be put to indebtedness, by the long-term consolidation of all the short- and medium
term debts, under the surveillance of a consortium of creditors {thus freeing the IMF from this task). 
c) that the exchange rate of the Pound should be able to float, by leaving the fixing of a new parity up to 
the laws of the market. The loss of reserves which precedes any devaluation would thus be avoided. The 
Pound would automatically abandon its role as a transaction currency, and the London money market would no 
longer have the heavy task of administering a "negotiated currency". ·~ 
d) a selettive control of imports and an appropriate policy regarding overseas investments should be set up. 

Susan Strange does not take a stand regarding the possible entry of Great Britain into the Common 
Market. It is, however, clear that the changes which she wants would contribute towards eliminating some of 
the major problems which are posed in the context of membership. Let us not forget that the "Oral Report" 
of the European Commission on the consequences of the devaluation of the Pound {published in EUROPE/Docu
ments no. 455 of 15/12/1967) considered that a reform of the international role of the Pound was a positive 
factor for possible entry. It might be wondered whether the time is not now ripe, on both sides of the 
Channel. This book by Susan Strange seems to suggest a positive answer, concerning the change in the British 
attitude. But is it not the sign of the existence of a certain desire for 11 neo-insular.ism11 , involving the 
renunciation of the dreams of the past, the maintenance of which has become too costly, but also of the 
adventures. of the ~futurs:, of which the building of Europe could be the most exalting one? 

This is the doubt in which the reading of this book·has left us. (The End) 
Em.G. 
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2 POLITICAL DAY: At the Commonwealth Conference - Mr. Rippon in the Caribbean - The Finnish Socialists 
and enlargement - Count of Coudenhouvc-Kalergi wants to create 11Frangalit" until European Fede:;:'ation 
comes - Consequences of entry for British Economy - A European Symposium for manageme~t at Davos -
~· Kirschlager's visit to·Warsaw. 
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- ROutt. RI - RICCARDO MONACO - ALBERTa TRABUeCHI: Trattato Istitutivo della COIIII.Ulita Euro'J)ea del Car-
bone e d 1-Acci"a.i.o - Commentario, GIUFFRE EDITeRE, Milano, l97V, 3-:vo}Oumes pr.tc~it A.t'.2ti;:OOO ffi.- Volume-~ 
comments on articles 1 to 45 of the ECSC Treaty, Volume 2 on articles 46 to 100 and Volume 3 on the annex~ 
to the Treaty. --..... 

- DUCCI - OLIVI: L1Europa Incompiuta, Puqblicazi0ni della Secieta Italiana per l'Organizzazione inter.nazio,tiiQ
Padova-Cedam, 1970, 697 pages, Price: 11,000 lit.- ~e shall return more fully to this_ book. ~ 

- SUSAN STRANGE: Sterling and British Poli~, a political study of an international currency in decline, ~
ford University Press, London, Price: So/-tThis book was begun in the .editorials of 12, 13 and 14 January) • 

.. Euro 'ische Gemeinschaft No l/19.71, January 1971, Liaison Office of the European CoDDmmity in Bonn (Zittel
mannstrasse 22 , Price: 1 DM.- Under the general title of "Denmark's road towards Europe", five Danish experts 
comment on the economic and social situation in Denmark, as well as on the membership negotiation~ with the 
European Community. Moreover, we mention an article by' Mr. Wilhelm Haferkamp, Vice-President of the European 
Commission, who, at the beginnirig of the New Year wrote: We all have a vital interest in keeping the spirit 
of The Hague alive. ' 

- Europa-Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeit~g fUr die Vereinigten Staaten von Europa, January 1971, Bonn (Stocken
strasse l-5), Price per number: l DM.- This number contains an article by Mr. "\f"!'!t.eppenheim on the prospects 
in 1971 (cf. Bull. of 13 January, page 2), a proposal to create a Gennano-Polish Youth Office and an account 
of the Werner Plan, until now the greatest challenge for European integration. 

- OECD: Inflation, The Present Problem, Report by the Secretary General, Paris, December 1970, 119 pages, 
Price: £1.50, $4.50.- In an annex, this report, which was discussed last November by the Economic Policy 
Committee, contains new information, and particularly a more detailed analysis of the experience of some 
countries with incomes policies. 

- FEDERAL TRUST FUND FOR EDUCATION AND RESEARCH: Report of Activities 1968-1970, London (12a Maddox Street), 
23 pages.- This.po-oklet:..contains the activities during this period of the Federal Trust, an organisation 
founded in 1945 to promote a better knowledge of international relations in general and of European integrat
ion in particular. The report examines all the public conferences, seminars and study groups organised by 
the Federal Trust on various aspects of the development of the Communities as well as on international relat
ions, international monetary policy etc. 

- Notes on Current Politics, No l/1971 of ll January l9pl, (The Industrial Policy Bill}, Conservative Central 
Office. ' 

- Le. Co ere di San Gior io S eciale. alluvione 1970, Camera di Comercio di Genova, Via Garibaldi 4.~ This 
special ntmber of l pages is entire y devoted to the floods which, on 7 and 8 October 1970, caused wide
spread damage in Genoa. An abundance of photos illustrates the damage caused as well as the efforts of the 
citizens to re-establish normal life. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: In view if the Franco-Gennan Summit - The 11Inter-Gennan Dialogue" - At the Common~ 
wecil th Conference - Germano-Bri tish Meeting on Europe - Declarations by the Australian Minister of 
the Interior - Cameroon: co~uted sentences, but also executions 
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3 -Economic and Monetary Union: preparation of the Council's deliberations 
- Mr. Guazzugli Marini leaves the Commission 

4 - In view of British entry: a series of flllestions on monetary problems 
- EEC/Iran: talks in Brussels 
- Cyprus insists on the opening of negotiations 
- Agreements: publication of the latest decisions on the subject 

5 - Tenns and conditions for the inclusion of Hong Kong amongst the countries benefiting froa the EEC's 
offers 

- The President of the E.S.C. visits the candidate countries 
6 - Legal co-operation between the Court of justice and the national jurisdictions 
7 - Italian law on agricultural leases: reply to question No 349 from M'eas·rs •. Biilggi and Hougardy 

- Spreading out of the holidays: reply to ~estion no. 329 from Mr. Vredeling 
-Community's 11 own resources" and the Collllllission: reply to question no. 320 from Mr. Couste 

8 - Transport: application of certain Community and national provisions 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Insertion of agricultural provisions into national legislations: reply 

to question no 313 from Mr. Richarts - G.B. removes restrictions on exports of eggs to a certain 
number of third countries - Commercial standards for shrimps and stocking contracts for tobacco 

9 - Building of motor cars by the Community industry 
- First electric car before the end of 1971 

10 - Steel producers: consultation with the Commission 
- Study on chellical engineering 
- Trino Vercellese reactor 
- ECONDHC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

1~ - The Week in Europe . . 
12-13 - ECONDUC INTERPENETRATION No 1557 
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EDITORIAL 

1'L 1Europa incompiuta11 by Ducci and Olivi(l)a coherent overall view ~ 
In our ".European Library" we announced the appearance of a book (700:pages) in which the authors hOOJ 

assembled, under the title ·"L'Europa incompiuta11 (Europe uncompleted) roud abou.t 70 documents or dossi:iiDr 
on the building. of Europe from the "proto-Europe" of Briand to the Hague C~que. We retum to this v 
ume because, more than just being a collecti~ of documents, it is a unique occasion for 11 rethinkin~t" e 

Let us begin by recalling that the authors of this collection have been and are . closely linked w:i. : 
past of Europe, but a recent past which is of great concern to us with one eye on the future. ({)· 

the process of unifying Europe. Long before cooperating on the drawing up of the Davignon Report (where . ,. 
tried to bring in as much as possible), Ambassador Ducci was one of the negotiators of the Treaty of Rome. 
As for Hr Olivi, his role as spokesman of the European Commission, that is as a 11 channel of communication" 
between a sometimes badgered Executive and an often worried public opinion, taught him many things. 

What was the authors' aim in publishing this book? Not only to provide a precious instrument of con
sultation in gathering together documents often impossible to get hold of, but above all to show that the 
unfinished enterprise which the building of Europe is tday is still worthy of being :;a., priority target of 
the European peoples in the 1 70 1 s. Their work aims therefore much more to encourage future action than to 
provide a documentation of the past. The reader's judgement must thus be formed on the basis of these two 
questions: (a) is the choice of documents and their presentation such as to give a coherent picture, and a 
relatively complete one, of what has happened, as well as of the point at which the building of Europe haf' 
at the present arrived? (b) Have the authors proved by the choi~e of documents and the conclusions to be 
drawn from them the fact that the European entexprise must be persued, perhaps by different methods than 
those adopted today? 

We will quickly deal with the first question. Although it is impassible to claim that collections like 
this one can ever be "complete", we can recognise that the authors have made a choice which is at once wide 
and very telling. So good is it that even those who lived through this unfinished epoque have the feeling 
that the "coverage is satisfactory11 • Above all it seemsthat the choice was made froma certain view of things, 
which makes the result coherent and comprehensible. Each chapter and each document are also accompan.ied by 
short commentaries which place them in the appropriate historical perspective, allowing 'the reader not only 
to inform himself but also to be able to form his own judgement. 

We might perhaps have added one or two pieces, to make it clearer to the reader who was not a witness 
of these events what the motivations or reactions were at the time, to make it more readily understood. We 
might quote, as an example, the famous Pe)!:refitte Memorandum giving advice on how the interior of the Comm
unity was to be dismantled, o:t: the preamble of the Franco-German Treaty imposed by the Bundestag as a condit
ion of its ratification. Or again, certain documents concerning the repeated attempts between 1967 and 1969 
(Harmel Plan,_Nenni proposals) to start the WEU on a new lease of life, but which were really aimed at gett
ing the Community out of its impasse,which the summit at the Hague final managed to do. 

> These observations are anyway purely marginal, and we belive the authors achieved their first aim 
perfectly. As for the second, we will return to it (to be followed) 

Em.G. 

1 
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sUMMARY 18 ""Jttn\..U:\:<f. l C(f-} No, i~(p 
- EDITORIAL: 11L1Europa incompiuta11 by Ducci and Olivi. (l)a coherent overall view. 
- THE POLITICAL DAY: The programme of the Assembly of the Council of Europe - U Thant will not renew 

his mandate - Anniversary of 18 .January 1871 - Next visit by Mr Heath to Bonn - Budapest-Vieruta 
contacts. 

DAILY BULLEriN No 726 (new series): 

3 - Session of EP: no debate on regional policy or the economic: .and monetary union 
3-4-9- Oil: possibilities of Community actions 
5 -EEC United States: start of technical conversations 

- EEC Ireland: session of negotiations (deputies) 
- EEC Yu oslavia: technical and scientific cooperation 
- International Institute of Technology Management: creation in Milan 

6 -Court of .Justice: first week of activity 
- 11Euro ean S stem of inte rated economic accounts11 : completion 

7 - EEC Ar entina: negotiations to open 20 January 
- EEC atin America: lteply to the declaration of Buenos Aires and reply by Commission to written quest~ 

ion no. 31 70 by Mr couste 
8 - Fertiliser sector and a Dutch cartel in liquorice: written questions no.443/70 and 440/70 by M.Vredel: 

- Fanning expor· s to East Gennany: reply of the Commission to question 373/70 
-Office staff of EEC in forei countries: reply of the Commission to question 317/70 
- EEC East bloc countries: trade negotiations 

9 - American steel industry: price increases 
- British steel industry: production record in 1970 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

10 - Community coal: production, profit and return in 1970 
ll - AmiCULTURAL INFORMATION: preparing the Council of January 25 and 26 - Luxembourg authorised to apply 

a corrective on milk - stocking prices for sugar - opening of the International Grain Conference -
:refonn of agricultural structures - general assembly of ~ 

12 - Weekly annexe 
13- - ECON<MIC INTERPENEI'RATION No 1558 
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EDITORIAL 
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"L'Europa incompiuta11 - (2) a defeat ot" an unfinished revolution? 

BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

One of the themes that one finds again and again in the documents assembled by ·Mssrs Ducci and u,..,......,. 
and which constitutes the ideological coherence of the book, is that the aim persued by those~who 
or who battled for, the unification of Europe is essentially the same, even if there are transforma 
the methods proposed f r achieving it. It is only, however, in the eleboration of ideas in federalist 
that the notion of European unification associates itself more and·. mare with that of transforming 
socio-political structures. So that in the most recent official, or diplomatic, manifestations of it 
gins to see the influence of this new perspective reveal itself, a perspective which could well 
dominant characteristic of the development of the European idea in the coming years (and the authors 
wish this, if we have correctly interpreted certain passages both in the introduction and in the 
of this work). 

Another element which emerges from reading this documentation is the tenacity, ot" rather the obstin
acy, with which those who believe in Europe, in spite of defeat·s, retreats or indifference, return to the 
attack to propose or defend, in various contexts and seizing the most diverse opportunities, the European 
solutions in which they believe. A coherent face for Europe is slowly drawn. It is true that in Mr Aristide 
Br.iand 1 s proposals of 1930 we are struck by the vigour with which the independence of the states is affirm
ed: "It is on the plane of absolute sovreignity and complete political independence that the entente between 

· the European nations must be realised", but it is clear that in the Balkanised structure of Europe after the 
Versailles Treaty, the guarantee of balance and of the absence of secret hegemonial desires was de rigeur. 
But in Briand 1 s text the expressions "European community" and 11 common,market11 are already in use, and one 
ean also read in it that prior ty must be given to the political side, since 11 it is normal and logical that 
the economic sacrifices to be made by everyone can only find their justification in the development of a sit
uation in politics which calls forth trust between peoples". The attack not on the existence of states, but 
on their "absolute sovreignity11 will not come until later, in the "Ventotene Manifesto" written in Fascist 
prisons during the war. But it is striking to note that Luigi Einaudi, later to become President of the It
alian Republic, thought already in 1918 that the League of Nations was of no use because it was based on the 
absolute sov:reignity of states: this is the same statement as Jean Monnet was to make, who at that period 
took on his functions as deputy Secretary General of the League of NAtions. Clearly it took the Second Euro
pean Civil War to convince people of the impossibility of founding unity on division •. But the "European con
flict" between the builders of unity and those who believe in the eternal nature and inviolability of the 
Nation State has deeply marked our era and has prevented rapid progress being made towa:rds unity, as seemed 
possible twenty years ago .. Must one conclude from this that the great European revolution has been defeated, 
and that the initiators did not foresee the difficulties to be surmounted? We will tra to answer this quest
ion 

1 

2 

(to be continued) JW.G. 

SUMMARY l <=f clqVl.VlQ"'(r L q_-:y1 tJc, ' -=t d----=t' 
- EDITORIAL: "L'Europa incompiuta" - (2) a defeat or an unfinished revolution? 

- POLITICAL DAY: Visit by Messrs. Colombo and Moro to Paris at the end of January - Europe and the 
Middle East - Entry of Great Br~ta1n 1nto the Common Market: debate in the Commons, statements 
by Mr. Enoch Powell and Mr. Geoffrey Rippon 

DAILY BULLETIN No 727 (new series): 

3-4 
5 

- Euro ean Parliament: Session in Luxembourg - Speech by Mr. Dahrendorf 
- EEC Irelan : meeting of Deputies 

n1 e tates: exchange of views on trade problems 
6 - AASM: EEC/AASM parliamentary conference 
7-8 -~ sources for Western Europe: study of the European Coal Association 
9-10 - Community rules for the lead content of petrol and fiscal harmonisation for fuels: Commission's 

reply to written questions Nos 306 and 326/70 
-A lication of the V.A.T. in Bel ium: Written question No 453/70 asked by Mr. Westerterp 
- E.S.C.: Plenary session on 27 and 2 January 

le 

- International Conference on Wheat: Admission of the EEC 
11 - Coke production: in November 1970 

- Soviet steel production: 116 million tons in 1970 
- Iron ore prodUction in the Community: in November 1970 
- ECOO'(JHC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - ECOO'(JotiC INTERPENETRATION No 1559 
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'~r' \.,,,.~;L 1 Europa incompiuta" (3) To create a 11pre-revolutionary" sttuat1cn. 

In the introduction to the volume we are in the process of analysing, one reads that the sto 
by the documents collected .in it "is that of a great revolution undertaken and which has tin.·now-· foiifl.lk!ll"eti 
ln looking for the reasons for this defeat, the authors - visibly struck with the rapid changes whi~~n::: 
world has undergone (and which will become more accentuated, if Hermann Kahn' S· predictions prove co 
seem to think that one of these reasons resides in the fact that the men who led the European revolu 
were not entirely conscious of the goal they wished to obtain. 

This merits some comment. If it is correct to speak of the building of a united Europe as if i 
a. "revolutionary" fact, one must nevertheless recognise that, if a revolution is a total change whi 
troys the social relationships and the organisation of society, not only has there been no revoluti 
could almost say that no-one wanted to start one. Thus it becomes absurd to talk of a stalemate to the rev
olution. What is true is that there has been a revolutionary way of looking at certain problems of the Euro
paen nations and their mutual relationships. And that changes of a revolutionary nature, that is to say, a 
break with established tradition, have been introduced into these relationships. 

From a more general point of view, what has happened in··:the last twenty years is rather part of an 
attempt to create a situation and conditions (psychological climate, convergence of economic interests, em
bryos of new institutions,etc.) favourable to the making of a revolution, which certain people think can be 
done without recourse to violence. How can one decide, under these conditions, if there has been a stale
mate, and if this stalemate is partial or total? And the French Revolution: whendid it begin and when was it 
achieved? How long did the preparatory phase last? It is true that on these questions, as on many others, 
the historians, sociologists and philosophers have given answers. It is still too early to say when the Euro
pean "pre-revolutionary" stage began and to lmow when the convergence of permanent and accidental factors 
will conspire to release a burst of decisive action. Of course we are, and ought to be, in a greater hurry 
than ever, and we must be aware of the fact that not only decades, but even six months, count. But no-one 
can deny that things have changed and that many myths have lost their attraction. 

As for those who up until now have lead the "revolutionary" struggle, we think we can say that they 
were farsighted enough to realise perfectly well the distant objectives to be attained in a changing world. 
But since they were men of action, they had to persue their objectives in relation to a given situation. 
Could they make a revolution without troops? The authors in their introductiOn recognise that those who in
flicted defeats on the Europ~an leaders had important objective advantages to hand (de Gaulle was able to 
exploit the geopolitical position of France, without whom there can be no Western EUropean tinity - and his 
successors could do the same). In spite of that, the adversaries of integration have had to retreat: this 
is an incontestable fact. Which does not exempt us, however, from having to discover why we have not got 
further and which are the best means to make use of. 

We will try to decide this point tomorrow. (to be continued) 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY % """Jq \'\U ... ll:0·~ { Gf'"::f-· ) 
1 - EDITORIAL: "L'Europa incompiuta" - (3) To create a "pre-revolutionag" situation 

2-2b - POLITICAL DAY: Declaration by Mr. Palme - Mr. Schroder in Moscow and Mr. Barzel in Warsaw- United 
States: International Economic Policy Council - Fortcoming visit by Messrs. Colombo and Moro to 
the United States - Debate in the Commons on British entry into EEC - Presentation to the press of 
"L'Europa Incompiuta" '· 

nAILI BULLETIN No 728 {new series): 

- Financial effects of the Commission's 
- japan: reduction of import duties 

3 proposals: implementation on 1 January 1971 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 139.17 
3-4 -A ricultural Council: on 25 and. 26 January 
4 - EEC Ar entina: Opening of negotiations 

- OECD: examination of the oil crisis 
5-6 - EEC Ireland: meeting at Deputy level of yesterday and Commission's reply to written question no. 

33 70 
6 - EEC/Norway: meeting of Deputies 
7-8-9 - Session of E.P.: Financing regulations - ECSC levy- Work in the collieries - Seeds - Fruit trees -

Legislation concerning mayonnaise - Free establishment of activities carried out in a mobile way -

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

Death of Mr. Hein 
- Generalised preferences: Dutch proposal 
- Meeting of European and American industrialists 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Expenditure of the EAGGF for lst. half of 1970 - Italian fruit and vege-

tables sector- German fruit and vegetables producers' organisations - British butter imports -
Comp~nsatory taxes - Pigmeat 

- Common market for steel: orders in December 
- Aeronautical and Space sectors! Commission study 
- Composite price: 41.17 dollars/ton 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1560 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

le pr6eent bulletin 6tant ......,6 au 

EDITORiAL fJil!r' 
11L 1Europa incompiuta" - (4)To link the idea of Europe to that of social renewal. /5i:::. . 

In spite bf the disappointment caused to them by the comparison between hopes ~d today's reali~~ 
the authors of this collection of documents state that the building of Europe remains a prime objecti~ 
the Ellropean peoples· and they seem to think that a "relaunching" of the "European revolution" is c

1
once1., 

We are completely in at;reement with this conclusion. One incontestable fact emerges from the whole of t . 
documentation, and this is that in spite of the ups and downs, new positions have been reached and new · 
can be set. Changes in the international context are taking place, and new oportunities are presenting•CI!JJill:··.··' 
selves. The forces working for Europe must seize these oportunities. . .· 1 

.Certain new forces may provoke "a chain reaction of liberating energies" comparable to those of h) 

Renaissance. European unification now finds itself confronted with problems and goals which do not seem, per
haps, as clear as at the beginning of the road. Beyond the revolutionary factor which the establishment of 
new relationships among the European states presents, the need to go further and deeper is evident. As the 
authors write, the unification of Europe must give an answer to the turbulence of our.time, and help to or
ganise a new distribution of the subjects and instruments of power. The building of Europe must clearly ap
pear, for tomorrow's Europeans, as a factor of change in international relations. But it must be a change 
which is not limited to moving the seat of power, or seeking impossible balances. A change of "quality" in 
human relations on a world scale; there is a truly revolutionary objective, one which is able to mobilise 
opinion and create the "preconditions" of a European revolution. In other words, it is not a question only 
of making clear the independence of Europe: it must be possible to say what will be done with this indcpend-

~· 
On the other hand, we do not think that an analysis of this documentation necessarily leads one to 

condemn the methods which have been employed up until now, or to rule it out for the future. People have 
been saying for a long time that the "automatic" transition from economic to political union (in which no
one ever believed: the "spill-over" effect being only a way of provoking cri.ses,i.e. potentially facourable 
circumstances) ha not worked out that way, and that the 11 jump in quality" once hoped for has not happened. 
Even if this is true, must we then give up the idea of travelling a road which had necessarilytobe travel
~? Must one condemn the high degree of economic integration already attained? Was there another, quicker 
route? Did the strength to take it exist? Here are the questions one must have the courage to put, and reply 
to them with sincerity. It is true perhaps that the Europe of the diplomats cannot take us far. But for the 
moment the distance travelled has been so because there were diplomats to hand, who acted,· it must be said, 
under the pressure and' with the support of political forces. A diplomats' Europe is not enough. On that 
score we are entirely at one with the a.ilthors of this book. Everything points to the fact that, to go fur
ther, we must link the idea of a united Europe to that of reform of society, of breaking down static struc
tures, of tranferring to a world scale a new system of relations between countries and groups of countries. 
Whether with or without violence, that indeed will be a genuine revolution. 

Em.G. 

1 

2-3 

SUMMARY ~ \ JaYUA.A,~ 117) ltJo • f d---4 
- EDITORIAL: "L'Europa incompiuta" - (4) To link the idea of Europe to that of social renewal 

- POLITICAL DAY: Declarations by Mr. Pompidou - Debate in the Commons on British membership of the 
Common Market 

DAILY BULLETIN N~. 729 (new series): 

4-5-6 - Econbmic and Monetary Union: state of the work 
6 - Economic and Monetary Union: preparation of the first application measures 
7 - EEC/Great Britain: towards a common stand of the Six 
8 - Indu~trial Policy: work of the "Industrial Policyn Group of the Council 
9 - E.P.: balance-sheet of activities from President Scelba 

~ EEQZfsrael: first meeting of the Joint Commission 
10 - Oil: Community efforts - Teheran Conference 

- MTIIS Bill: Mr. Mills to present his bill again = EEC/Argentina: conclusion of the first phase of the negotiations 
ll - Enrichment of uranium: Written question no 446/70 from Mr. Vredeli.ng 

- Scientific and technical co-operation: work of the Aigrain Group 
- Petten Reactor: fuel order 
- IAEA: study days 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1561 

EUROPE/Documents No 610 - New EEC Associations with the African countries. 
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BULLETIN QUO'IJDIEN 

E U R 0 P E AN L I B RA R'Y 1 / 
$ooks which are sent to us and whose publication ~ 
lis worth noting are reviewed under this heading \ ~ 

- Les Problemes de l'Europ,e, No 50, Association pour l 1 Etude des Problemes de l'Europe (Paris, 38 bis Av · 
George V - Roma, Viale Platone 47), -This nuber contains a resume of debates, the text of written repo 
and the conclusions of the l'OUJ).d-table held in Berlin, on 30 and 31 October 1970, on the theme:"Youth ..al'l~\1~!'\il 
Europe". 

- European Community, January 1971, London Liaison Office (23 Chesham Street, London S.W.l.) - In the li 
of contents: British membership negotiations; Federal Gennany 1 s European policy; cooperation in space; t 
economic and monetary union; regional policy. 

- Comunidad europea, No 67 - Janaury 1971, Montevideo - Santiago de Chile.- This number is devoted especially 
to social Europe and in particular the Economic and Social Committee of the Community. 

- Euro ean Communit Greek edition), December 1970.- In the list of contents: Greece-EEC (eight years of 
association ; the Wemer Plan; the free circulation of labour; the daily press in the Community. 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrift voor Europese Eenheid, January 1971, The Hague (Alexanderstraat 2). - We draw 
attention to an interview with Mr J.D.Kuipers, president of the Economic and Social Committee, as well as 
an account of the Hilversum meeting of school magazine editors, at which several European MP' s were present. 

- L'Europe en Fonnation, No 130 - January 1971, published by Presses d'Europe Paris (6 rue de Trevise). -
We draw attention to the article on Peguy, the year in Europe 1970, Sweden and Bavaria. 

- B.I!NELUX, Anal se corn arative des de enses et des recettes de l 1Etat 1959-1969 Bel · ue - Pa s~as -Lux
embourg. A report published by the General Secretariat of the Benelux Economic Union Bruxelles, 39 rue de 
la Regence), 76 pages, Price: 140 BF. 

- CERN: Courrier, December 1970, Geneva.- This number contains a _report on the Council session of 22 Decem
ber, in which the 300 GeV accelerator project was the most important item on the agenda. 

- UKAEA: Atom, No 171 - January 1971, The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority.- We draw attention to art
icles on safety in atomic power stations and tunnel explosions. 

- Dossiers Pedagogigues, No 36, Europe-Universite, 6l rue des Belles Feuilles, Paris l6e. Monthly, price: 
2 FF.- In the list of contents: Daily press in the EEC; the Yaounde conventions; school systems in the EEC 
countries; the free circulation of labour. 

- Nouvelles E.C.E.News, United Nations European Economic Commission, Geneya. December 1970.- This number 
contains an account of the third study cycle of EEC/UNO on the building trade, whcih took place in Moscow 
from 5 to 10 October 1970. 

- Etudes Sovietigues, Illustrated monthly review, No 274-January 1971. Editor-Administration: Paris,l7e, rue 
de Prony.- The January number of this monthly review of Soviet affairs contains the speech given by Mr Brezh
nev in Budapest at the lOth Congress of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party. 

- Unity, review of the articles published by the Novosti Press Agency (2 Pushkin Square, Moscow, USSR), ap
pears in Russian, English, French, Spanish and Gennan.- Number 8-J-970 contains in particular the speeches 
that the foreign hosts made at the formal meetings of the Workers of the Soviet Union, on the occasion of the 
lOOth anniversary of the birth of Lenin. 

1 
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- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- THE POLITICAL DAY: Debate in the Commons - the Commonwealth conference 

DAILY BULLEI'IN No 730 (new series) 
3 - Oil crisis: Expose by Mr Haferkamp 
4 - EEC a an: report by the Commission to the Council 

- EEC USA: Positions taken by Messrs Harmel and Rey 
- EEC C rus: opening of explorat·ory talks 
- Economic and Monetary Union: Barre-Schiller discussions 

5 - Hamani Diori: received at the European Commission 
- AASM: geographic enlargement of the Association 
- Bilateral agreements: Proposal to the Council by the Commission 
- Foreign investments in Belgium: 

6 - Community V .A.T. income: technical work on the subject 
- Motor vehicles: obligation for dual brake-systems 
-Biologically reduceable detergents:Community and Italian legislation 

7 -Monday's Council for Agriculture meeting:agenda -AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
8 - EEC a reements with India and Pakistan on 'ute roducts: Commission's reply to written question 330/70 
8-9 - Monetary policy in the USA: reply to question 294 70 

- Employment of women ~ ECSC-Sweden contact group - the Otraco affair - products from Hong Kong. 
1~ - Cooperation between finns: measures taken in Gennany 
U - European week from 25 January to 1 February 1971 
12-13 - ECONGUC INTERP.I!NETRATION No 1562 
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EDITORIAL 

The "Third Europe" or Europe of the "Thirties"? 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

We still do not know whether Mr. Pompidou is going today to submit to Mr. Brandt - as some say - a 
real plan for the building of Europe, which would adopt in their organic form the ideas present~d by the 
French President in ·his press conference last Thursday. In following the method· dear to his predecessor, ~ 
Mr. Pompidou. would thus .f-ate his interlocutor with a "fait accompli", by publicly stating in advance vlE-~ 
and stands which thus become impossible to abandon on the negotiations. _.. 

However this may be, such a pl~'would enable Mr. Pompidou's European plan to be better understood. /i1r 
Until now, in fact, the President of the Republic seems to have preferred, rather than to present an overal\l!i,. 
and structured vision of the future of Europe, to bot~ .. re-assure some of his friends and encourage others, 
and finally to keep for himself the widest freedom of action, according to the circumstances. In his state
ments he: (a) denied the "permanent" validity of a certain institutional view based on the Commission-Council 
dialogue; (b) affirmed his will to maintain and continue the building of Europe; (c) outlined not a plan, 
but one of the possible assumptions for the future, without giving any indication about the foreseeable 
deadlines. Finally, stating that "it is events which will dictate the development", Mr •. Pompidou both atten
uated the concrete significance of his proposals, and authorized any hopes (or almost any hopes). 

From this rather vague whole, one has the feeling that Mr. Pompidou wanted to suggest that as from 
today, not:one, but two new leaves have been turned over: firstly, that of the Europe of Monnet, and then 
that of the Europe of de Gaulle. We would therefore be entering the era of the Third Europe, that of Pompi
dou. This is a Europe which is marked ••• by the absence of any precise character: it has vague outlines, 
inspi.rt-d by an empiricism, pragmatism or realism which is no better defined. One point should, however, b0 
clear (hut is not): that th1.s would be the building of a confederation endowed with "a Government whose dec
isions would be imposed on all the States who will be members of it". We might think we are dreaming: for in 
a confederation, there is no central Government. Let us admit that there is a Government: the question is 
naturally how to form it and make it function. Mr. Pompidou proclaims the priority of politics and states 
that i.t is impossible to build such a Government from technical organisations such as the European Commiss
ion. In fact, the Commission is not a technical organisation~ it carries out a political role, in liaison 
with the Council, which is a Community (confederal?) body. And why, in any case, could the Governments not 
give the Commission a "political status"? Another thing: this "Government" of which Mr. Pompidou talks, how 
could it "impose its decisions on all the States" if the Ministers which form it were not independent of 
the States in question? 

The further we go in this analysis, the more perplexed we become. ~e are in the presence of an amalgam 
of ideas, which are not, in themselves, entirely good or entirely bad. ~e cannot, therefore, say whether 
the Third Europe will go further than those which preceded it - and which it claims to supplant - or whether 
it represents a step backwards. On the whole, it seems to take its inspiration in the ideas which prompted, 
in 1930, Briand's proposals. For the time, these were relatively courageous proposals. But we are in the 
~and political ideas are surely not old fashions which can be resurrected at the whim of human volubility. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Without the 11delegation of power", how could "solutions be impos~ on the ~ 
Member States? ~ 

While waiting to anaiyse the results of the Franco-German meeting of the last fev days, which wil 
be fo11owed.at the .end of the week by a Franco-Italian meeting (perhaps less spectacular, but signific 
for amongst other thinr;s, it deprives the former of the nature of a bilateral pre-negotiatioil of Connw~!1iJ 
questions), it is perhaps useful to mention further striking contradictions which can be found in Pres · 
Pompidou's press conference (cf. our Editorial yester4ay). These contradictions are not such as to mak 
reject all the ideas presented/,,. but they shed a particular light on these ideas, by stressing their "po 
lism.", which is based far more on the development of minds and on the demonstration of political wills than 
on schemes or principles. 

Amongst these contradictions, there is one that several political commentators consider6d as being the 
very expression of ~ollliion .sense and as being "not easily refutable". This is the comparison made by Hr. 
Pompidou between a "coalition Goveriunent" and the Council of Hfnisters of the CollllllUllity, more especially 
concerning the voting arrangements. Hr. Pompidou himself recognises that the two terms of the comparison 
are of different natures (which makes the comparison impossible). In a coalition Government, he say in 
substance, the minority has the choice between bowing to the wind or withdrawing from the Government, in 
which case everything is prejudiced. In the·Community, one cannot withdraw, for this would be the end of 
the Community. Hence, according tu Hr. Pompidou, the need for an unanimous vote. But Hr. Pompidou should 
have taken, as a term of comparison, some national Government, whether a coalition one or not. The deliber
ations of this Government - if we are in a democratic system - will be imposed on the minority of the coun
try, because they have been taken in the interest of the country as a whole. It is here that the shoe pi.nches. 
A Community - and Hr. Pompidilll will certainly recognise this - is something other than a coalition, and the 
problem consists precisely tn defining the institution which would be able, in a CollllllUllity as in a national 
State, to define and.impose the common interest. 

This interest bf the Community could not go against the vital interest of one of the Member States, 
for otherwise it would no longer be the "common interest", by analogy with what is happening in the natio
nal framework. Whatever may be the objections which may be put forward- and sometimes they are legitimate:· 
such an important act is not carried out without difficulti~s - the search for this 11 co111110ilf;interest11 can 
dont justify decisions "which are imposed on all the ~ember States". It c~ only be entrusted to an insti
tution to which the Member States have themselves dele ated art of their overei t in other words, tJ'l · 
more or less extensive powers acco ing to the common policies which are to be undertaken. 

tf this discussion were based, as Mr. Pompidou seems to want to do, on efficacity and not on well
known doctrines or allergies, the res¥lts could be much more positive than might be imagined at first sight. 

Em.G. 
SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: Without the "delegation of power", how could 11 solutions be imposed on the l!eni>er States?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Six hold "political consultations" on the Middle East - Statements by M.Spaak -
Hr Rippon before the House of Commons - the Franco-Gennan summit 
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'4-5 - "~ricultural" Council: end of the ministerial session 
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-Maritime freight charges applied to the transport of food pastes to Africa: reply to question No J46 
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EDITORIAL 

19eme ann~e - No 733 l 
mercredi 27 janvier 1 

The ncgotiatjous with the United Kingdom: (1) A question of time-limits. 

Mr. Pomridon was not very forthcoming when he replied to .a British colleague who asked hip] wh~h#.1lrl~ 
negotiations on the entry of the United Kingdom were "well under way". He merely said that France wan 
Great Britain's entry into the Common Market and that she believed in it. ~~~--

He then Sil,id the words which the British themselves took as a flash of wit, about the ·"hUIIIourotis,._,,..., .... 
which will continue "yet a while". This stage should be followed, according to President Pompidou, by 
stage of tebacity (and we are to suppose that we have already reached it "a while ago"), and finally b 
Stage of "realism", which must finally triumph. The President added: we shall do -our best for this. In 
words, for rea.lism to triumph. 

Let us now see what all this can lead to in practice. A first remark is necessary. France's stand 
this affair is no doubt totally different to what it was before the Conference of The Hague. An undertaking 
was made and it will be kept. The will to suceed is there and it is explicit. Moreover, it is normal that, 
since the negotiations have been begun, it cannot be guaranteed that they will succeed: this also depends 
on the other party. It is also conceivable that in the present phase of the talks, each of the parties is 
stressing that it is the opposite party which must make a "move to . .cp!De·closer". All this is a question of 
tactics. 

Haying said this, we have the impression that Mr. Pompidou is thinking of "long periods of time". Yes
terday, during his talks with Mr. Brandt, who insisted that the major part of the negotiations should be 
settled before the summer (in other words, in substance, during the French Presidency), Mr. Pompidou said 
thatr.one should rather think of the autumn, adding that the assumption of a settlement before autumn could 
not be ruled out. But what does"before autumn" mean? According to those who know customs in Brussels, this 
Means at the end of July or beginning of August. All.in all, the assumption is acceptable. But this leads 
to having to settle the extremely difficult question of relations with the "non-candidate" countries during 
autumn. This is· .a question which can have psychological repercussions in Great Britain. 

We recall that next autumn will be a very critical period from the point of view of British politics. 
It is in autumn that the three parties, notably the Conservative Party and the Labour Party, as well as the 
Trade Unions, will hold their Congresses. Thes~ Congresses determine the political lines to be followed. lf 
at that time the negotiations are still in progress on essential points, and the British Government i~ forced 
to make large concessions, its position will become very difficult regarding a public opinion which will 
be tired and which is subjected to a hostile propaganda which uses facile arguments· (cost of living). The 
result could finally be the hardening of the attitude of the British negotiators and, one never knows, the .. 
failure of the negotiations. This failure would "naturally" be imputable to the British, but it would have 
extremely serious consequences for the Community. 

Negotiations c~ot be held in this perspective, and this is why everything should be done so that 
the knotty problems of the negotiations are decided on within a reasonable time-limit, which is also as clogc 
as possible to the present. We shall return to this point tomorrow. (To be continued) 
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EDITORIAL 

19~me annee - No 734 
jeudi 28 janvier 

with the United Kingdom: (2) Towards a global confrontation 
at the highest level. 

As we said yesterday, it would be inadmissible to conduct the negotiations with the British fra~~~ 
viewpoint of making things drag along until the Government in London is forced ·- for reasons which w~~~~d 
explained - into an unbearable situation, in which it would only have to choose between surrender or 
To avoid such an outco11e - which nobody wants, either in Brussels or elsewhere - we IIIUst insist.:an 
that is necessary so that the main problems are, in fact, decided on, as Chancellor Brand~ asked, ~b~~~ 
the summer, in other words, at the end of July at the latest. 

But, while recognising that this reasoning is founded .• everybody is aware in Brussels that the 
between the starting positions, such as they have been outlined until now (with greater precision ~D~~~ 
British side, for the Six, for their part, are still at the stage of exchanges of views in the s rch for 
a common stand), is still too great for a direct (and practically public) confrontation to be desirable and 
useful in the very near future. 

The weeks to come should therefore be used to try and reduce this gap, to establish realistic assess
ments of the very subject of the controversy, and to forrulate a ran~e of assumptions which would allow it 
to be established that • • • • things are not as black as. they seem, especially iL.the~Iuture is seen from the 
viewpoint of dynamism (Mr. Uwe Kitzinger tried to do something of the sort, in his article published by the 
"Times" on Tuesday). 

At a given moment, and in favour of the approxim*tion which would then be achieved, it would probably 
seem that the difference of opinion only concerns the ap1ounts which are absolutely not just.:.fied in the ass
!!J11Ption of a break. The fundamental fact is often forgotten that the United Kingdom accepted, without any 
kind of reservations or reticence, the final system of Community financing based on the system of the Comm
unity's own resources. Here, and we should recognise ii;t, ;we .have gone beyond the h~urous stage, as well 
as the stahe of "teflacity". In other words, realism has already tni.umphed. 

It is perhaps at that moment, certain important problems which are at present rather in th~ shade hav
ing in the meantime come to the fore, that a global confrontation could be planned, at an adequate lcV.cl, 
and in an appropriate framework, in other words, during which negotiations at two levels would not have to 
be resorted to, for Which tae French seem to be afraid of some danger (which is connected with the fact that 
somet~es, an agreement of the Six is only considered as a negotiable starting·basis for an agreement of 
"the Seven). 

This is, as President Pompidou would say, only one scheme amongst many others. But what is impor.tant, 
is that we are arriving quite quickl~ at this stage and that the acceptance of a solution does not appear 
to be a surrender, on one side, as on the other. 

Mr. Pompidou is no doubt in good faith when he hopes that Franco-British relations will "fully.reco~er 
the warmth of the pastn, and that realism will triump. A surrender, a breaking off, negotiations which would 
create 1!yictims11 , or even only 11 viptors" and "vanquished" cannot be reconciled either with the idea of friend. 
ship or with that of realism. 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11 The negotiations 
highest level" 
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6 - Support railway tariffs for farm products from Souther Italy 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Resolution of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe - Com
pensatory tax on imports of mandarines and similar citrus fruit from Algeria - Cauliflowers: ser
ious state of crisis - W.F.P. - New criticisms of the Belgian farmers organisations tWine prov. 
isions: reply to question No 366 from Mr. Droscher 

7 - Food Aid: programme for 1971 
8 - Inyestment projects and oil imports : question No 474 from Mr. Oele 

- Steel Industry: price changes 
- Steel industry: investments 

9 - Acquisition of land: reply to question No 304 from Mr. Esteve 
9-10 - Community provisions concerning competition and the free movement of goods: reply to question 

No 335 from Mr. Kriedemann 
10 - The oil negotiations in Teheran 
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.....--- E U. R 0 P E A N L I B R A R Y -----... 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this he · 

- ROBERT BLOES:, Le "Plan Fouchet" et le Probleme de l 1Europe Politique, College d 1Europe, Bruges (BelgiuJS 
1970, .542 pages, Price: 500 . BF (The 11 Fouchet Plan" and the Problem of Political Europe).-

The particular aim of this volume is to re-constitute the development of the "Fouchet negotiatio~ 
1961-62, while trying to discover a perspective for the future of Europe, for, according to the author 
difficulties which caused the "Fouchet Plan" to fail in April 1962 still exist, and have even become mo 
specific and have repeated themselves with strange parallelism." Quite rightly,'the author situated this 
work in a context going beyond the framework of Community Europe, for at least one of the actors challenged 
the institutional logi~ of the Economic Communities and wanted to give Europe a minimum of independent inter
national will. 

After an introductory section on Europe in 1960 in the international and Community context, Mr. Bloes 
analyses, in a second section, the Fouchet negotiations themselves. This is an essay of diplomatic history 
consisting of following the gradual development of these negotiations and :·:of looking at them, as far as 
possible, from the inside. In a third section, the author examines the problem of political Europe, and esp
ecially the problem of Europe in search of its identity and the role of Europe in the international system. 

We point out that this work is a doctoral thesis which was defended in the Faculty of Political and 
Social Science (international relations) of the University of Louvain. A graduate of the College of Europe 
at Bruges, Mr. Robert Bloes has for some months be~n a member of Luxembourg's Permanent Representation to 
the European Communities. ' 

EUROPE will return soon to certain problems and certain views developed in this important work. 

- Rivista di Diritto Europeao, October-December 1970, Rome (Via delgi Uffici del Vicario 35).- This number 
contains the second part of a study on articles 92, 93 and 94 (aid accorded to States) of the Treaty of Rome. 

- CN~: Notizario, December 1970, Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, Rome (Viale Regina Margheritil 125).
This number contains an account of the work of the IVth Congress of Foratom held from 21 to 23 September in 
Stockholm. We draw attention to an article by Mr S .Eklund, dilrector general of AIEA on international a"Spects 
of the peaceful use of nuclear energy in the decade· .just ,begiim:ing. 

- Intexplay, The Magazine of International Affairs, January 1971, The Welkin Corp, New York (342 Madison Ave. J 
- we draw attention to articles on the Soviet fleet in the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico, Soviet foreign 
policy by Mr Antonin Snejdarek (former Director of the Institute for International Affairs in Prague) and on 
Palestine. 

- Nato News, December 1970, Nato Information Service, Illo Brussels.- This number gives an account of the 
'Dlth annual session of the North Atlantic Assembly (The Hague, 6-10 November 1970) and of the Nato Council 
ministerial session (Brussels, 3-4 December 1970). 

~ OECD: Petroleum statistics, Supply and Consumption 1969. Collected by the Comite du Petrole, Paris 1970, 
157 pages, price: 22 FF, 15 DM, 1.70 pounds sterling, 4.75 dollars. . 

- Beletin de la Integracion, No 59, November l970,Iristituto para la Integracion de America Latina, Buenos 
Aires (Casilla de Correo 39, Succursal 1).- We draw attention to a document on Latin America in 1970, based 
on expotes made by Mr Felipe Herrera, President of the Inter-American Development Bank (I.D.B.) 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY: 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Po~idou-Colombo meeting - Declaration by Mr. Scheel to the BUndestag - Conclusion 
of Mr. Kekkonen 1s V1S1t to Rome - and Mr. Kirschlaeger 1 s visit to Moscow 

DAILY BULLETIN No 735 (new series): 

3-4 - Council of Ministers: the points on the agenda of the next session 
4 -The negotiations with the U.K.: the Reports laid before the Ministers on the Community's own 

resources and the transition arrangements 
5 - Industrial Policy: organisation of a European Conference on industry and society in the EEC 

- Renewed Social Fund: approval by the Commission of the application provisions 
- Bel,ian tax on exports: its compatibility with the common system of the VAf. 

6 - EEC Turkey: The Commission ready to negotiate a provisional trade ag~ement 
- India, Pakistan, UAR and Formosa: conten~s of the agreements on cotton textiles 

7 - The Council of Europe deplores-the EEC 1s reluctance to begin a reform of agricultural structures 
- E.M.A.: no decision before autumn? 

8 - Preparation of the plenary session of the E.P.: reform of agriculture 
- Committee for Agriculture of the E.P.: reform of agriculture 

9 -Labour market in tb~~mburg coalfields: reply·to question No 364 from Mr. Oele 
- Accidents at work in the steel industry examined by the Social Committee of the E.P. 
- Raw pig: blast furnaces in operation 

10 - ESC: Mr. Barre confirms the Committee's stand on the Economic and Monetary Union 
- 'T'iie"E.S.C. takes a stand on the "Third medium-term prograD!Ide 11 

- The oil negotiations in Teheran and in Paris 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 =The Week in Europe 
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EDITORIAL 

In the negotiations with Britain the questions of the total contribution must be isolated. 

After mo:re than a month - during which, it is true, many things have happened- the Community's C~ 
of Ministers will meet again today: they are to p:repa:re tomorrow's meeting with the British negotiators. 
preparation session will not take place under.the best auguries since, at Permanent Representative level, 
gaps between the positions of the Six a:re still substantial, above all on crucial matters. ~ ~· 

Here in Brussels people have been taking close note of what has been said and what has happened e s ~ ... · 
where. Indded, it is evident that, even if the final decisions will be taken in Brussels, they will be in 
fiuenced by events, political developments and positions adopted elsehwe:re. No one problem can be separated 
from the next. More particularly, what is about to happen over the economic and monetary union can not he ig
nored. Especially since, in spite of the surface optimism manifested in certain commentaries immediately af
ter the recent summit talks in Paris, it has emerged that standpoints have not come any closer to eacb other 
and it will thus be very difficult to come to an agreement next weel: •. 

Thus it is not in a very favourable atmosphere that today's and tomorrow's talks will open. The words 
spoken by M.Pompidou, both in his press conference and in his conversations with Herr Brandt and Signor Col
ombo, do not encourage one to optimism. As we have already said, the British question cannot be allowed to 
drag on a long time without running serious risks. The time indeed which is available, is not long: between 
now and the end of June, three ministerial meetings of the Conference are. planned. 

What is the situation after recent develppments? The Ministers have documents to hand, of which thl.'! 
most important, that m finance, contains no suggestion, but limits itself to enunciating prin~iples ;md de
claring explicitly that it will be for the Ministers to grapple with the three key elements, i.e. the initial 
level at which the British contribution will start, the speed of increment of this contribution durin,e: the 
transition period, and the length of this same period. The fact that a criterion of progressive increments 
has finally been adopted is important. This means that the idea of a contribution which would be fixed at the 
beginning at. a level near to the final one has been abandonned. But if one aims to draw up conditions accept
able to both· sides, all possibility of disagreement on principles must be eliminated. Thus important pro~ress 
would have been made if it were agreed, among the Six as much as among the Seven, to start with that front the 
very beginn:i,ng, the agricultural levies would be paid in toto into the Community budget. Agreement on this 
point would be important because it would leave those who invoke principles without an argument, and would 
isolate the quantitative problems, that is to say, the definition of the order of magnitude of the contrib
ution. 
-It would really be absurd if an enterprise such as the building of an enlarged Europe were to fail only 
on the dispute over a few dozen million pounds to be paid in or not paid in, and this for a trans:i ti on period 
which in the final analysis will not change the ultimate' and pennanent conditions of this enlargement. 

Dn.G. 
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I.·~; : ...;·:'":" EDITORIAL 

,.)\>;.:: ~· EEC-United Kingdom: to allow adaptation or a knock-out in one blow? 

at happened yesterday and what 1s happening today both amongst the Six. and between the COJIIIDtmiV'Iit!PC' 
and the United Kingdom was foreseeable. There is no real common stand of the Six on the crucidl point - ....... .. 
the negotiations, in other words, the financial contribution to be required of the United Kinfdom. All 
is termed a "common stand" can therefore only be limited to generalities. And even about these .K"Jfl"lr~ . .J. 
the Six are disputing bitterly amongst themselves. When the stage of generalities is passed and figure·s 
quoted, the gap is even Eireater. We have passed on from the initial level of 5% which Mr. Thorn talke.~ ·. 
yesterday, to those of 6% advocat~d by Italy, of l0-12.% wanted by Germany, and of 21% which France wants . i 

to defend against winp and high water,. clinging on to one of the two terms of the altemative,SUJig~~,:~,i,;}; . 
the Commission. But tpis tenn is outdated, since the principle of progressivity has been amn~~:,~.lii\·if:tff~;: 
erences are smaller concerning the final level, which should immediately precede the definitive level (which 
would henceforward be established automatically as in the case of the other member countries): the figures· 
which are given range from 19 to 25%. The fact is that everybody understands that it is difficult to make · 
an assessment for the 1978-1981 period which does not involve very large margins of uncertainty. This is 
the reason wny Italy and the Netherlands suggested choosing an objective parameter to fix the final level~ 
or the "buffer", in other words, the GNP of the United Kingdom such as it will be at the time in qilestion •. 
The reluctance of the other partners to agree to adopt this criterion is understandable, for apparently · · 
this would introduce an exception to the application of the principle of the Community's own resources. ()ri 
the French side, an attempt is being made, by establishing the highest possible level, to avoid a "safeguard 
clause", or in other words, a "catastrophe clause" eventually taking effect. They consider that since tile '. 
British contribution is already very high, no special effort will be necessary during the fihal adjustment 
involved by the transition to the final system. The safeguard clause would therefore be pointless. There
fore, France could accept the idea of such a clause, but with the ulterior motive that it could never be 
invoked. 

To be coherent, it must be admitted that the initial level of the contribution should not be high.'On 
the contrary, it should be as low as possible, for the United Kingdom, if she were subject from the .sta~ 
to a contribution out of proportion with her means, could rapidly find herself in an 11unbearablen situation 
and the Six. could not fail to intervene. This is, moreover, the reason why the French are suggesting that. 
the implementation of a system of 11 111Utual assistance" should now be studied, which would enable the United 
Kingdom to overcome the initial difficulties. The great questl.on which is asked is who should bear 1;he 
main burden of this"mutual assistance"? Would it not be simpler to abandon subjecting the British economy 
all at once to exaggerated pressure? 

The six must not forget, nevertheless, that one of the fundamental principles of their stand (account: · 
of 30 June) is that the transition measures are to enable the adaptation of the candidate. Ie the.best 
method of adaptation that of knocking out one's future partner in one blow? 

Em.G. 
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~:::> i ~~~otiation of aodest aec:::: Who ist"tl!<''"rm.., ""Gotiatins? 
As we wrote yesterday, and en the spur of the moment, that which was defined, .with great 

being a conunon stand of the. Six. on the financing by the British of the Community budget 
ion periOd, is only a mask destined to hide large differences of views. No-one coldly -~~~~~~~~~ 
and circumstances ceuld deny this. 

There is nothing to be happy about here. And we have no intention of dramatizing this or of 
out the fact that at a certain moment, an agreement will be reached which might be presented to the 
party. In other words, an agreement on the final and starting levels, it being clear that ~he latter 
on the length lUld pace. This is an equation with se\.Jeral unknmmnfactors. In addition, this agreement 
only .be reached on condition that the proposals to he presented to.th&~British have a chance of being acce~ 
ted, unless the recise aim is bein usued ~f b · about a ne ative re 1 from the British to-be able 
to place the respon~ibility for failure on t em. 

• We do not believe that all the Six. are pursuing such dastait.dl.Y plans, and therefore we still believe , 
that an agreement is possible. It will certainly not consist of iccepting the British proposal as such, whibh 
is apparently creating more problems than it is solving, but of taking a few steps towards these proposals; 
subject to the same movement on the other side. . 

All this seems tq us to be so evident, and is only just. One fundamental point must never be lost sight 
of, which is sometimes overlooked in the heat 'of discussions and about which European opinion is perhaps 
not well enough informed, in other words, that'until now, it has been the United Kingdom which has, object
ively, taken the largest strides to move closer to the Community stand. She accepted all the principles, 
and notably the definitive system, namely what really counts& What are we negotiating at the moment? Qhly 
a transitional mechanism intended to function for a few years, and which will one day be entirely forgotten. 

There is one important remark to be made. For the Community as a whole, the British contribution will 
always result in a profit. The variation of one point more or less in the rate of this contribution would 
have negligeable consequences for each of the six countries, whereas for the United Kingdom, this could be 
a significant burden. EOgic demands that the problem of the fixing of the rate should be dealt with from 
this viewpoint, taking this consideration into account. Has this been done? We have never heard anything 
about it··-· And yet, nobody thinfs that any of the Six~re thinking of the British payments as a gift 

.from Heaven. And, in any case, the moderation of appetites is a rule in civilized society ••• 
In a speech of great political scope, Mr. Rippon said some important things. It is not without 

regret that we had to note that dle..-was faced with almost a void, or rather by skilful accountants, more in
clined towards plays on words than to raising themselves up to a level from which the political and hist
orical perspectives of this affair can be seen. We regret this all the more since we do not believe that 
there is ~y objective and automatic superiority on the other side of the Channel. But, then, at this point 
we must ask the fundallental question: Who is therefore negotiating? 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY ~ \=-e\)~ l_q'9-J }Jo · ~?>(5 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr 'Thorn speaks; "We are lo$ing, time in.;the talks with Britain." 

Some people have :reproached us for showing a little too much pessimism. whe~ giving the result 
Six-Seven negotiations on the 1st ~d 2nd February. Well, a government politician who is better qu.~~mri;~ 
than us to speak, and who does not allow himself to be t~ in by chimeras, and we are quoting the 
Gaston Thorn, has recently stated (after Tuesday's meeting): "Mr Rippon was right to tell us that i 
the Community spoke up. Since December we have got no further. I myself do not see how we are going 
en ••• What we need now is a policy decision". In fine, Mr Thorn thinks we have already lost too much 

this is the place to say that we are profoundly convinceJ that the Six will eventuall establi h 
common position, and that this will seem acceptable to the British(an the other can dates too • Bu e 
must be redoubled, and these efforts should be made frem a political angle. 'l'o Mr Ri.ppon, we say that 
remark is applicable to himself and his country as well. There is no point in making pronouncements will a 
solemn but hollow ring. There must be no hiding b.ehind words, but efforts, a few efforts more, of a concrete 
kind. The situation should be seen for what it is: the customs union got off the ground thirteen years ago, 
and the Community is now at a point where it cannot be made to pause while waiting for hypothetical events. 

Those who want to "jump the train" must above all match speeds first if they are to avoid a catast- . 
tophe. It already seemed to us at the time of their "public bid" that the 'British wanted to bum their boats 
behind them. Now the British, eminently practical, must know that a bid to buy can be raised at any moment. 
. The question remains how this operation can be safely brought t.o a conclusion. This is why, in spite 

'df Mr Maurice Schumann 1 s scepticism, who explained to us that before coming to Brussels he had indeed the 
right to infonn himself of the Elysee,!,s orientation, it seems to us that a Seven country summit - in which 
clearly other packages could be included - could well be considered, without concealed aims, but solely out 
of a desire for effectiveness. The moment of truth would then have come, arid public opinion would play an 
important role. But this is not for tomorrow. There are other packages to be unwrapped in the immediate 

, future, for example the one containing economic and monetary union. What has happened with the British i!i 
'not reassuring, and does not allow us to take stock calmly of the "spin-off" waited for from the. recent 
"summits". 

1. 
I' 

, ' »n.G. 
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UROPEAN LIBRARI 1 
Books which are sent to us and whose publicationf' 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading._ 

1 9eme an nee - N 
vendredi 5 f~v ie 

BULLETIN QU® 

WALTER HALLSTElN, L1Europe .inachevee (Incompleted Europe),· with the collaboration of Hans Herber ~==~lll 
Karl-Heinz Narjes, translated from German by Pierre Degon, Editions Robert Laffont, Paris, 342 -

We. shall, of course, return at length to this work, about which Mr. Hallstein himself wro 
preface that this is 11 a technical, and not a historical, work". In fact, this book is essential 

.) 

standing the immense.SC!>pe, 't9mplexity and importance of the task of the building of Europe, to 
Hallstein·nas made and is making a fundamental contribution. This book explains, with'.indisp(msaii'.llllii~lll..,_ 

ion and detail what was at stake with European unification undertaken in 1950, what was done and~ w
mains to be done, what parts of the work are solid, what are its weak points, towards what it is en~ 
the obstacles it is encountering, the chances it is offerred, the dangers which threaten it and w t8J 
represents both in its present existence and as a dynamic organisation concerning a future which is g 
prepared. 

This is a political book, and it is to its more prperly political aspects that we shall return. As a 
political work, it could be defined as the handbook of the perfect European, in the widest sense of the 
words: of the citizen of Europe and of those who are.pl~ced~highest to manipulate the levers of European 
power ••• 

- Collo ue Euro een des eunes Parlementaires, Paris - 30 November/1 December 1970 (European Symposium of 
toung Members of Par iament , Analytic Account, Bureau d 1Information des Communautes Europeennes (61, rue 
des Belles-Feuilles, Paris 16), 50 pages.- The second European Symposium of Young Members of Parliament, 
which was held in Paris, had as its subject: "The Young Deputies and Parliamentary Democracy". This public
ation is an analytic report of the debates of the symposium, at which Mr. Maurice Schumann, French Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, was present. The reports presented by the delegations can also be obtained from the 
"Bureau d 'Information des Communautes Europeennes" in Paris. 

- 30 .Tours d'Europe, No 151 of February 1971, Editing-Administration (61 rue des Belles-Feuilles, faris 1.6), 
Price per number: 2 FF.- This number contains a study on the six. Parliaments of the Community. We also men
tion an interview of Mr. jean Monnet and an article by Mr. Altiero Spinelli, Commission Member, on the 
Europe ~f the new industrial society. 

[

- European Community, No 141 - January 1971, Washington D.C.- Mr. Dahrendorf reviews the Community events 
of 1970. Moreover, we mention articles on the European currency, food aid, the role of the Council, public 
works tenders, the new Yaounde Agreement and the Munich meeting on political co-operation. 

- Comunita Europee, January 1971, Rome (Via Poli 29).- The future is not challenged, it is built, states 
Franco Malfatti, in an editorial entitled "Europe, Youth and Us 11 • 

- Affari Esteri, January 1971, Rome (24 Via Zebio).- This number is largely devoted to the Ostpolitik, 
with contributions by Katharina Focke , Ernst Majonica, George W. Ball and Pietro Quaroni. We also mention 
liD article by Mr. Guido Colonna di Paliano on the European Community on the thresh?ld .of the third decade. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: For Mr. Spinelli, the debate on the creation of a European power is open - Norweg-
ian M.P.s visit Brussels -Mr. Scheel visits London 
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EDITORIAL 

Economic and Monetarr Union: the fundamental :reason why it must succeed. 

In diplcimatic practice it is difficult to admit that a 11confe:rence11 can fail and not fulfil....,...rn::.-'61 
for which it was called. This explains why the precaution is generally taken of announcing in aov 
the conference does not necessarily intend to take firm decisions, but may limit itself to clea · 
ground and lajing the foundations for future decisions. 

It is a language to.which one is accustomed and which one now hears applied to the meeting 
cil of Ministers which opens this afternoon in Brussels, made up of both Foreign Affairs Ministe 
isters of economic and financial affairs, and which has on its agenda tpe dossier on the burning 
the Economic and Monetary Union. Curiously enough, this cautious language has only come into use in the last 
few days,, i~e. after certain Parisian 11 summits11 had given everyone the feeling that the matter was resolved. 
Does this mean the:re has been a misunderstanding and that the convergence of speeches hid the divergences of 
thought? Or is it that the double optic under which the matter is being considered, the Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs on the one hand and the Ministers of Economic and Financial Affairs Pn. the other has been leading to 
unease? 

For our part - and probably because of our naivety - we continue to believe, or at least hope, that, 
even if the setting does not lead to this conclusion, the Ministers meeting·he:re will not let slip the occa
sion to prove the ascendancy of an overall political view of the situation Europe is at the moment going 
through over hesitations and doubts which a:re sometimes legitimate. 

Certain ar~ents, which doubtless go beyond sectorial themes, should push forwards and allow no delay 
in the taking of decisions whose positive impact Kfll be felt throughout the structure which is Europe. 
In fact: 
a) Europe will soon tackle the very heart of negotiations which a:re crucial to its future and which should 
determine its geographical, economic and political dimensions f~r many years to come. 
b) These new dimensions will necessarily mean that the Community has to take on :responsibilities bearing 
little in common with those it has at the present. 
c) These :responsibilities will probably be put to the test immediately and directly when it comes to pre
paring a conference on European security st which Europe must present itself as solidly united, unless it 
wants to go completely to seed. 
d) The extention, the weight, the new responsibilities of Europe will render the Community especially vul
nerable• The Community 1 s profile risks getting blurred on the tariff plane, which is one of the pillars of 
1ts economic individuality. 
e) Thus a new cohesive factor must come into play immediately, a factor to individualise Europe. It is a fa
ctor which cannot be nourished on words: it will come from precise and organised deeds. Given the impossib
ility of !inding it today in the political field, it can only lie in the economic and monetary sphere. 

He:re is a fundamental :reason why the:re must be success, and prompt success. This is not to say that 
success must come at any price, i.e. by giving up what is the very substance of the engagement. To succeed 
in order then to do nothing is not to succeed at all. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Caution in Slllall doses or cracks of the whip for the future? fi 
The profile of the Economic and Monetary Vnion is beginning to be drawn. It is not a vague cloud . 

ished_ on. hope, a$ one might have feared, but ~s a profil~ of low. relief all the same. ~e can, h~eve ,s 
cem m 1.t clearly the elements of an undertaking for sol1.darity 1.n the long tenn. That 1.s the mam t ' 

Whatever one may say, and in whatever way one may say it, the Council ( and the Member States as such) 
have properly takerr ... up the conclusions of the Wemer Report. These conclusions are reproduced in their ent
irety in the preamble to the resolution. Everything is there, from the :P.me-lapse to the long-tenn object
ives, from the need for a transfer of powers to the possibility of modifying the Rome Treaty, from the ty
ing in of the first stage with the whole integration process to the basic cont~nts of this first phase. The 
MelllPer States declare themselves "aware of the profound political significance of the realising of the ec
onomic and monetary union", they wish to get across the irreversible nature of their action <19d finally they 
11e:xpress their political will to establish an economic and monetary union in the course of the next ten 
years according to a plan by stages starting on lst January 1971". 

Yes, but. But all that, we are told, figures in a resolution and not in a decision. What is thus the 
nature and legal force of this··c.ommitment? We may reply that st·rictly speaking that is meaningless. True, : 
the advance is being made via ambiguities and second thoughts. Each party has his political problems to re
sol;ve and his susceptibilities to manipulate. Should one help him, or is it preferable to provoke internal 
crises and destructive revision,s? There is here an important tactical choice involved, where everything de
pends on the long and short tenn "viability" of the operation. The ambiguity which characterises these neg
otiations, as also other Community talks, is to be regretted but perhaps, at the present time, inevitable. 
It is the condition under whj.ch progress can be made. It contains the risk of seeing certain commitments, 
one day and at least partially, called into question, but it also leaves the way open to new developments, 
provided that the political will has the opportunity of showing itself. Let us look things in the face. If 
the political will to advance fails at any time, is the existance of well-oiled machinery enough to keep 
affairs moving? We do not think so. At least, not during the present phase. 

It is thus not with a feeling of euphoria that we must accept the agreements reached, and which are, 
at the moment of writing, still provisional, but with the certain feeling that a foundation has been laid, 
and by noting that France has moved to a tangibly more flexible position. Which is important too. 

The same reasonning can be applied to the famous "clause of caution" which the Gennans are trying to 
introduce into the agreement. The basic reproach made to them is that the impression could be given that, at 
a given moment, one could go back on one 1 s tracks. This is an idea which should not exist in the Community. 
One may suggest the prolonging of certain mechanisms under fixed conditions, one may invent checks and wam
'ing lights. And the Six are in this way trying to "fragment" this clause, to which the Gennans, however, 
give an active, not negative, interpretation, since they compare it to threatening a crack of the whip at 
those who drag their feet or fall behind. 

Even if they are metaphorical, cracks of the whip do not seem to us a satisfactory image of the Comm
unity we are trying to build. Even if sometimes they are needed. 

:&t.G. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
Hr. Halfatti and the role of the European Commission. . . 

That President Halfatti should e0me to the European Parliament in Strasbourg to present to it ~ 
annual activity report of the Community today, in other words, the day after the conclusion of the~te~ 
ial.deli'berations for the economic and monetary union, is a fortunate coinciden~e. This has, in ·.fa~--
abled the President of the Commission to give the Parliament an account of one of the partners:.in e 
debate which has been in pro~ress for several months and the last episodes of which were the mlnist 
sessions of Mid-December and of the last two days, and mainly to explain the role played by the tllin 
and to show that the results obtained, even if they arc not entirely satisfactory, allow it to be s t 
most ·Of the undertaking made at The Hague by the Governments hJs been kept. The Parliamentary debat is 
subject has not yet taken place and we do not know whether and to what extent the Members of Parliament are 
satisfied by what Mr. Malfatti has told them. We shall possibiy return to this tomorrow. 

It seems to us interesting today to recall that Mr. Malfatti 1 ; speech follows a certain press confer
ence in which the European Commission's role, and more generally the institutional whole of the Community, 

' did not come off best. We should have been surprised if Mr. Malfatti hal: not reacted (some thought that he 
should have reacted even sooner, in other words, that the Commission should have expressed its thoughts on 
what concerned it). And it would interest us to know how he reacted, for basically, Mr. Pompidou 1 s views 
seemed 'Sometimes to suggest "overtures" which were not devoid of interest. 

Mr. Malfatti 1 s .. reaction was vigorous but varied. The Commission, said Mr. Malfatti, refuses any inte~ 
pretation·which reduces its role and functions. It claims its own autonomy and independence from the Council 
of Ministers anc: refuses to have the totally arbitrary task of secretariat for the Council attributed to it. 
It announces that it will make sure that the respecting of the institutional rules (by this, we understand 
the correct use of majority votes when they arc required) becomes a constant factor in every kind of behav
iour. It undertakes to use "according to a clear political plan" its right of initiative and of proposal. 
Moreover, Mr. Malfatti recognised that at a given moment, the Community will have to proceed to fundamental 
choices as to "its own model of internal development and its own order of priorities in relation to the 
outside world". Here we see expressed the requirement for a "re-thinking" of the Community institutional 
whole, which must be linked, on: the one hand, with the change. m· size and etlrichm(imt"in cont~nt .of the Comm
unity, and on the other, to the general revision of the institutional structures of our countries which is 
in progress. 

We thus come back to the fundamental problem, to this "re-distribution"of powers in society, which is 
to find, in the creation of the Community, one of the key factors for dynamism and renewal. 

1 

2 

Fm.G. 
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EDI:r'ORIAL 

A marriage of uncertain issue .0--
Mr Maurice Schumann seems to want to divide the world into two: the pessimists - who are always ~ 

on the one side, and the optimists on the other. He classes himself, and how could one doubt ·it on see~
his smile, among the ·optimists. Well, we believe one should be more of an optimist than he is, for Eu e 
will be constructed and will go much further than Mt Schumann seems to hope. 

For the moment, and while not wishing to introduce a false note into the triumphant concert which I@) 
greeted the decisions on the Economic and Monetary Union, we would like to draw attention to the reasons · . 
one ought not to be entirely satisfied with what happened in Brussels on the 9 February. Confidence in f 
can only rest on a hope, and not on a certitude, the hope that. is that the 11marriage" Mr Schumann spoke of -
between the will to advance and the pragmatic approach will not e::::d in discord or divorce. Indeed, there is 
nothing indissoluable about this marriar,e, and this because of the nature of the partners themselves. The will 
to progress can change, or at least weaken, and if not in all then in one or other of the partners. It is 
well known that, if there is no exacting mechanism, the column marches at the speed of the slowest, which 
means that it may stop altogether. As for prap,mat.ism, it consists by definition in adapting to circumstances, 
accepting them rather than seeking to exploit them. Under these conditions, we greatly fear that this marri
age blessed by Mr Schumann is destined to remain sterile or to give birth to strange creatures which will 
scarcely ressemble their brQthers and sisters, that is to say, the common policies which are the issue of the 
otherwise serious marriage between the policy '>'ill as it has manifested itself historically and the instit
uting of irreversible, regulations, accepted as such. These brothers and sisters are the common policies which 
have taken form and which mould the Community: we think above all of the common agricultural policy. France, 
which is now enjoying this new-look pragmatism, would she have been satisfied to see it applied to the agri
cultural policy and to see the definitive adoption of the agricultural system but back to a later date, i.e. 
to a time when there might have been a 11 return in strength11 of the policy will; we know the reply: the agri
cultural policy is written into the Treaty of Rome, the economic and monetary policy is. not there in the 
same open-and-shut terms. This is an argument which only has a formal value. One cannot imagin~. that the Com
munity would advance very far, or for very long, if it was hobbling on one leg. The hour of truth will come. 
Andusually it does not come when one is expecting it. But it often takes by surprise those who lull them
selves in pragmatic dreams. At that point, the European fabric could be subjected to efforts which would 
shake its foundations, and it would need an extraordinary conjunction of policy wills to save it. But let 
us not create illusions for ourselves: at that point the agricultural policy would not remain standing, al
one in a field of debris, and the peoples of Europe would be cruelly disappointed." 

What in the end is the lesson to be drawn from the events and decisions of these recent days? That ef
forts and vigilance 11\Ust be redoubled. The lack of irreversibility in the institutions calls for a mobilis
ation of initiatives, which could lead to de facto irreversibility. From this view-point, the responsibility 
of the European Commission is fundamental. 

Em.G. 
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- lilJiDAZH!U GIOVANNI ;AGNELLI: La concurrenza nella ColllWlita econollica europea, 10125 Torino (Via 
38).- To prepare for the symposium on competition in the European Collllunity Whicll the Giovanni "'E.'""' .. ·¥ 

dation is organising ~n 19 February next in Turin, it has published three reports on this 
··Mr. R<.'MANO PROOI (Unitersity of Bologna) examines the new economic framework for c011petition in R!J·rnt~"":!r. 
Mr. GIORGIO BERNINI ($niversity of Bologna) analyses the competition regulations in the Treaty of 
ally, Mr. EDOARDO BAGtiANO (Director of the legal department of FIAT SPA) devotes a report to the 
practice of competition in the EEC. 

- L1Europa, 15 January 1971, Roma (Via Emilia 47), Price of atHual subscription: 1,000 lira. - In this nUll
her, Mr. Pierre Hcndes France examines the British application and the problems posed by it for the future 
of Europe, Hr. Achillc Albonetti devotes an article to the technological gap, Hr. Mariano Rumor analyses the 
proplems posed by a conference on European security and Mr. Emanuelc Gazzo examines the common stands and 
points of difference between French Communists and Socialists. 

- Lo Spettatore Intemazionale: Socialismo in Tanzania di .JULIUS NYERERE, Societe\ editrice il Mulino, Bologna. 
This number· of Lo Spettatore Internazionale, published under the aegis of the Istituto Affari Internazionale, 
groups together several political pamphlets by Mr. Julius Nyerere, explaining his concept of socialism. 

- Europaische Gcmeinschaft, No 2/1971, Liaison office in Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 22).- This number is devoted 
largely to the commercial policy of the European Community and in particular to its relations with the United 
States and japan. According to Mr. Ralf Dahrendorf, Commission Member, it is up to the latter to continually 
recall the role which the Community must play at world level and to submit proposals concerning the instru

·ments of the Community commercial policy. 

- CONSEIL CJiliTHA.L DE L'ECONOHIE (Belgium): Rapport du Secretaire sur l'activite du Conseil du ler aoot 1969 
au 31 juillct 1970 (SecretarY's report on the activity of the Council from 1 August 1969 to 31 July 1970), 
Brussels, 1970, 166 pages.- The "External Relations" Section examined the incomes policy in the EEC. 
- F.I.B.: Lois sur les societes commerciales, (Legislation on commercial co~panies), January 1971, Unoffic
ial coordination, 13th. Revised Edition, Federation of Belgian Industries, Brussels, 60 pages, Price: 58 BF. 

- WORLD BANK/IFC/IDA: 1970 Annual Meetings of the Board of Governors: Su111111ary Proceedings, 261 pages, Wash
ington.- This publication reports on the work of the meeting of the Governors of the World Bank and of the 
affiliated organisations, which took place in Copenhagen from 21 to 25 September 1970. 

- E. BOENING and K. ROELOFFS: Innovation in Higher Education: Three German Universities, OECD, Paris, 193 
pages, Price: S 3, £1.05.- This volume, published in the series Case Studies on Innovation in Higher Educ
ation, is devoted to the universities of Aachen, Bochum and Constance. 
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EDITORIAL . l'fl/ill( 
The debate on institutions has opened ~ 

From today Great Britain adopts the decimal system, whlch is in force in a large number of cotmtit. .. 
in the world, particularly in its application to coinage. There is no. objective superiority in the deci · \ 
system over other systems(although time and ~ometrical angles are measured on bases other than the dec · 
one) - unless it is that it is based on the number of fingers a man has. This means that the operation btt' 
carried out by the British entails an acceptance of the general order of things and, in a certain sense, ·:. 
the opinion of the majority. The copcept of efficiency has certainly played a part in this .decision, but -
·change. is too important for one not to attribute a deeper significance to it. The British people is doin~,-.- · 
what it does not like doing, in other words giving up part of the "individualism" which it has made its ,~<-
and has accepted no lmger being different, in this matter at least, from the pther peoples around it. ·· 
is thus a c~;i.ce in favour of efficiency, it is true, but also of democracy. The British are accepting the 
giving up of one of the firmest· convictions which are attributed to them, namely that everything which is 
F.hglish is good, merely by being Fhglj.sh; for the English themselves at least, for the others poi'JsibJ.y. 

This is indeed one of the multiple facets of the end of an insularism· which no longer corresponds to 
the conditions in which Great Britain finds itself, no:r to the conditions of the world; one should not how
ever interpret it as a stw on the way towards the progressive disappearance of the individual traits of the 
British people. Great Britain enriches Ellrope, and is enriched by it, because of what she is, because of he» 
store of traditions, her experience, her character. One of_ the greatest wrongs done to the European idea has 
been to give it the image of a Ellrope in which the traditional values of the peoples which compose it would. 
be blurred, flattened, dispersed in a muddles and amorphous amalgam. Nothing could be furthe1· from the truth. 
Europe is the opposite of all that. It aims to hannonise that which can be brought together, to unify that 
which can give fonn and strength to the whole, but it safeguards the diversity, which it fruitful in itself. 
There is no good reason why a Napolitan should be taken for a Frieslander, or a Rhinelander for a Breton, 
and no interest in making it so. · 

It is in this context surely that the problem of the European institutims is to be situated. What Mr 
Heath said on Friday in his unexpected statement is extremely important. We must 11invent11 , Mr Heath said, 
as jean Monnet and the other founders of Europe did in 1950, new institutions. In a new world we must create 
anew, without taking as inspiration - and as has been done in the argument ·on ;"federation or confederation" -
the models of .other times and other countries. What Mr Heath is trying: t.D say ie .clear. What he is in fact 
aiming at is not clear at all. But there is no doubt that the problem has been put. Since Mr Pompidou pro
notmced his confederal "grand design", and since Mr Heath replied to him from across the Channel in a rather 
Sybilline way, the debate about the institutions of tomorrow's Ellrope cannot be long in coming. 

Is there still anyone who has not noticed it yet? 
Em.G. 

l 
SUMMARY ( -s-fe_b~- l Cf~} ~. l---4 h 

- EDITORIAL: The debate on institutions has opened. 

2 - THE POLITICAL DAY: Great Britain and the Community - The Nordic Cotmcil meets in Copenhagen - The 
Council of the COIIU1lutles of Europe asks for the creation of a European political authority. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 746 (new series): 
3-4 - ofur A series of theories on the British contribution to the Community budget 
4 - 9 rade, Protocol with the u.s.s.R.: Italy authorised to negotiate. 

- EEC South Korea a reement on cotton textiles. 
5- - EEC Ireland - EEC Denmark: next Deputy level meetings 
5b - "Agriculture" Counci : opening of the session 
6 - Petroleum agreement: statements by Mr Haferkamp 

- ECSC ConsUltative Committee; brief debate on the industrial policy 
7 - The Economic cycle: situation according to "Graphs and Brief Notes" Nol/71 

- Oil agreement signed in Teheran 
8 - Court of .Justice: The Conunission and the Council have given their divergent views about the negot-

iation of agreements with third cotmtries in the transportation field. 
- Z.P.U. entente: publication of the p:r;-ocedure decision concerning it. 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Turkish wines and the Community - the application of the full duty on 

Spanish mandarines and clemantines etc is suspended 
9 - Social policy: reply to question No 374 from Mr Boersma 

- Obstacles to imports into Italy and import system for brandies: reply to question l(o 362 put by 
Mr Ri.charts 

- ECONCMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
10 - Coal producers and the projected mofification to the implementation regulations of article 6o of the 

&:se Treaty. 
11 - Wee~ annexe 
12-13 - EX:ONIC iNTERPFNETRATION No 1578 
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19eme annee - No 747 ( • 
mardi 16 fevr1er 1 

. 'l~ .... 
Will th~s~- traditional main national and international scapegoat and whipping boy- one day be 

respousible for a possible deadlock in the negotiations at present taking place between the Community 

~tEe-Great Britain negotiations and the role of the press 

the United Kingdom? This is not as improbable as it might seem, after Hr Rey, iri a speech given yesteruJI.-.:.nt 
evening to the Royal Institute of International Relations, explained that the negotiators now no longe.,....1~"'"'"" 
any room to manoevre since journalists publish· all the figures and data which come to their knowledge. 
Rey would therefore like to see the negotiators withdraw to s~e sec~t haven, far from Brussels, guar 
against "leaks" made to the press. 

'>rNaturally, we do not share Mr Rey' s analysis, nor his conclusions, but it is understood that 
lem Hr Rey has brought up exists and that the fonner President '1f the European Commission, who has 
experience in this matter, has reason be be worried. 

The problem, however, presents itself in another fonn. Firstly, let us say it straight ;away, it is 
scarcely imaginable that a negotiation of this historic importance could fail because certain "intentions" 
of the negotiators have been unveiled. If a deadlock was to happen, it would be because there is no agree
ment possible, and not because positions on both sides have become more or less known, and this via the press. 
Thj;s said, the method chosen for the negotiations is not without its inconveniences. When negotiations:.betw
een colleagues arc being held, and at two different levels, it is extremely difficult to keep anything sec-· 
ret. This is not because of the abilities of the journalists, but because there is always someone who has an 
interest - and often a legitimate interest - in seeing that certain secrets ~o not remain so. Let us add 
that the length of the negotiations plays an import:ant part. In rapid negotiations, the negotiators have a 
greater liberty of action. When the negotiation drags, it becomes i!llpossible to hide the reas9Ds for the 
delays. 

The main thing to be avoided, and which seems to have escaped Hr Rey, is not that the journalists pub
lish figures, brackets and sugr,estions - which the negotiators can always deny, or possibly use - but that 
the negotiators arc lead, out of haste, lack of experience or political manocvrability, to take up offici~ 
positions, which include figuves and data and as a result cristallise the positions and gaps which separate 
them, vis-a~vls public opinion. This does not anyway depend on the journalists, but on the will of the neg
otiators. 

The press has the duty and the right to debate this problem, which is crucial for Europe, and to in
fonn its readers about it. It is up to the negotiators to handle their negotiations according to the method 
they have chosen, and which can make use of secrecy as much as of publicity. 

We may add that the press can render a service to the negotiations, not by staying silent, but by ex
plaining to the pub~c the different possible end-points, the envisaged or foreseeable possibilities, allow
ing in this way the negotiators themselves to negotiate by proxy, in a way, without being directly involve4 
and without abandonning their starting point until a line of convergence has become clear. 

It is in this spirit that we ourselves published yesterday a series of "models" and a first analysis · 
of possible solutions. 

Em.G. 

1 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Speech by Mr Rey at the RIIR - Mr W.Scheel in the USA- Talks Raimundo Hantini/Sir 
Alec Douglas-Home - Statements by Mr Pierre Graber - Nordic Council:--Swep.ish opposition 

DAILY BULLETIN No 747 (new series): 
3-4 - "Agriculture" Council :has decided to examine the European Commission's proposals as quickly as poss-

ible 
4 - EEC/Ireland: Deputy level meeting 
5 drocarbons: towards a compromise on the obligatory notification of import programmes 

- EEC USA s ace co-o eration: declaration by Mr ~io Lefevre 
6 - Regional policy: work of the Economic policy Group 

- Community harvests in 1970 
7 - Simplification of Community transit for goods trat1sported by rail 

- Refonn of the SNCF in line with Community guidelines 
- Vegetable oil products from the AASM: increase in retroactive aid 
-:-- ECSC loan to the 11 Girling11 finn 

8 :;.;;r, Tariff system for lead 
- Hr V.an Lennep visits the European Commission 
-Court of .Justice: visit of English and Scots High Court judges 
-In the Commission's civil service 

9 - Council decisions which are adopted without debate: reply to question no.298 from Hr Califice 
- Protection of the environment: reply to question no.333 from Mr Schworer 
- EUropean schemes for the prevention of natural catastrophes and for aid: reply to question no.351 

from Hr Scara.scia-Mugnozza 
10 -Profession of mid-wife: reply to question no.370 from Hlle Lulling 

- Indexes (annual and monthly) for O.J.: reply to question no.332 from Hr Gerlach 
-Hr Malfatti receives the leaders of independents 
- FnON<l1IC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

11 - Publications of the Europ!!!an Conununities 
12-13 - ECON<l1IC INTERPENETRATION No 1579 
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EDITORIAL 

The Soviet Union and the Community: is there a price to pay? . • 

Among. the commentaries which followed the agreements on the economic and· monetary union, thew 
which deserve to be stressed and analysed. Both originate in Moscow, and are due to two well-lmown c 
ttors: Hr Yuri Jukov of "Pra,vda" and Hr L.Volodin of 11lzvestia11 •• .· 

The first, who is a "specialist" an the Common Market, writes that "a new step has been taken · s-
sels towards the political and military integration of Western Europe, in line with the wishes of t 
leaders. This decisim is supposed to be founded on the desire of the Europeans to create a new pole
raction in opposition to the dollar, whose unrestrpned intrusion into the European economy is thre enin 
the vital interests of the countries in the Common Market. This at least is what they would like th 
ation of these countries to believe - Mr Jukov notes - and that is the way it looks at first sight. 
one looks into it more closely, one .cannot help finding that the governments involved, the members o 
COmmon Market, have taken another step towards the renunciation of their sovreignty to the profit of inter
national and supranational monopolies. 11 

Mr Volodin' s commentary, which came three days later, states that "the decision which has been ta)cen 
to c1reate an economic and monetary union within the framework of the Common Market is very imprecise, and 
gives no serious guarantees that the inhabitants of the six countries at the beginning of the next decade 
will pay the same prices for the same goods and will pay their taxes with the same currency. Certain Western 
circles, connected to NATO, hope, with the help of economic decisions, to bring off the political and milit
ary integration of Western Europe. These plans can only cause uncertainties among the European public. At 
a time when the movement on the continent for pan-European security and cooperation between states on an 
equal basis is gaining greater and greater force - Mr Volodin concludes - the attempts made to transfonn an 
isolated politico-economic group into a supranational confederation run counter to the hopes and interests 
of the peoples of Europe". 

As one can see, although basically identical and using the same slogans, these commentaries differ on 
one point. While Mr jukov finds the success of the economic and monetary union certain, Hr Volodin is curi
ously preoccupied with the idea that this construction is "imprecise" and may well not reach its goal (which 
should reassure Mr Volodin). 

But one thing seems above all clear: Moscow is aware of the im ortance of the ste taken b the Six 
and probably sees in it a check to its policy, which it persues with possible means inc uding the act-
ion of Western Communist Parties), aimed at preventing the Common Market from enlarging itself and trans
fonning itself into a powerful economic and monetary union, the natural prelude to a political union. 

This problem will doubtless be brought up by the Warsaw Pact Ministers who meet tomorrow in Bucharest 
to renew the idea of a conference "for European security". Pe:rltaps the Soviet Union may think that the mom
ent has come for a chan e in olic and to reco ·se the Common Market as a realit • But perhaps sh~ also 

. t 'nks she will be able to ask a price for this recognition. This price could be faster progress towards 
the Conference on Security and a guarantee that the Community as such would not be represented at it. In 
reality, what the Soviet Union fears most is having to participate in a se..curity conference where an en
larged and strengthened Community is represented as such: under such conditions, she would eurely prefer 
to give up the idea of holding such a conference. 

Em.G. 

1-=tH-\?~ 
- EDITORIAL: "The Soviet Union and the Community: is there a price to pay?" 1 

SUMMARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Monnet Committee: next meeting - The "Daily Mirror" in favour of membership -
Mr. E.Colombo in the U.S.A. -Mr. Scheel 1 s visit to Washington- Conferehce of Ministers of 
Warsaw Pact - France will return to NATO, say Mr. Luns - Mr. Thorn on a visit to Vienna.- Mr. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 748 (n~ies}! Maurice Schumann and the political union of Europe. 

3 

4-5 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

- EEC Austria: resumption of negotiations 
- EEC Denmark: meeting at Deputy level 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 148.56 
- Contents and significance of the decisions of the "Agricultural" Council on a certain number of 

points 
- Situation of Agriculture: Commission report 
-World Agreement on Cereals: towards the end of the International Conference's ~ork 
- Agitation in agricultural circles continues 
- E.I.B.: conditions for admitting new members 
- Taxation of fuel: work of the E.P. 
- Industrial policy: preparation of the ministerial session 
- Environment Policy: setting up of a work group 
- Rail trcp1sport of Gennan iron-ore: aid authorised 
-Prices policy of the coal industries of France and the F.R.G.: questions nos. 534 and 535 by Hr. 

Oele 
- Filtering of coal-damp and improvement of the conditions in mines: information meetings 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 40.17 D/T . 
- Possibilities for direct contacts with the CGIECCfi: reply to question No ·372 by Hr.~rkhouwt!r 
- American investments in the EEC: reply to question No. 35f by Mr. de la H~e 
- Italian import tax condemned by the Court of justice: rep~y to question no. 361 by Hr. Richarts 
- The President of the E.s.c. received by the Commission -
~ Economic situation of Iceland according to the OECD 
- EEC/OECj} co-operation and Mr. Malfatti 
- E.I.B.: guarantee for a loan to finance the building of a 110torway 
- ECmlJHC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- European Parliamentary Activitl 
- ECCfi()fiD ·INTERPFll"ETRATIOO No. 58o 
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BULLETIN OUOT~ 

Yesterday. we mentioned the reactions in Moscow to the progress of F.nropean integration. We en:q,..~~J 
the possibility that Moscow:, adopting a realsitic attitude, might decide to put an end to the lon-•-.
bad policy and fonnally recognise the exi.stance of the Community as such, in other words,. for the m.Offjlf•UIIllB 
a Clltf~s union. A cus~oms union is in possession of a single customs tariff, and a body which negot/M'lleiV 
tra3:e policy with the 0\ltside world. This is something which the Soviets should accept& the sooner 
the better things will be. 

But we also spoke of the possibility of the Soviet Union envisaging getting a profit out of t.~ .. ~ 
nition, especially at the political level, which to it is eSS<::'1.tial, mainly with a view to consolidat 
cohesion of the bloc of countries which it leads. I 

This cohesion would in effect be seriously compromised if one day when a F.nropean security f . 
meets, the Community was represented, alongside the member countries of course. For the presence 
unity could not fail to create total unity among the points of view of the countries in question as soon as 
economic questions are brought up. And thanks to this unity, all the more or less subtle manoevres which 
have been thought out in Moscow or elsewhere would easily be warded off. What could the Soviet Union bring 
to bear against such a groupingJ Nothing at all. 

()ne must draw attention to this point because many people think that the F.nropean Economic Community 
has in the East, in the form of the Comecon, an opposite number, a kind of similar group, with which it 
would in the last analysis be useful to negotiate. There is only one step from here to a sort of "mutual rec
ognition", the Conununity on one side apd the Comecon on the other. It has been pointed out that Mr Berkhouw
er recently addressed a question to the European Commission, which replied (cf Bull. of yesterday) that the 
European Communities and the Comecon are institutions of totally different orientation and structure and 
that in the latter there is no body comparable to the Conunission. In our opinion, one must be even more pre
ise. The Come con (more exactly, the CMEA: Council for Mutual Economic Aid) has as sole aim the exchange of 
experience gained in the economic field and the according of mutual technical aid (deliveries of raw matel\
ials or machine-tools). In practice, it has been the instrument of hegemony over the enforced industrialis
ation of the satellite countries on the Soviet model and in the sectors useful to the USSR. The "socialist 
division of·labour" is one of the goals of the CMEA, but it is weill-known that the Soviet Union considers 
itself as an exce.ptism and that it refuses all specialisation, and wishes to develop all production. Accord
ing to the :very appropriate definition used by the European MP, Mr Offroy (UDE), the -CMEA is the "Council 
for the tutellage of the USSR over the States of Eastern Europe". 

In each state belonging to the CMEA, the state retains a monopoly over extemB.l trade, and economic 
frontiers are maintained even between the member countries. There is no conunon conunercial policy, and no 
possibility of 11extemal representation" of the CMEA. There is thus no symetry between the Ca.tl!X:ON-CMEA 
and the Conununity. It would be adsurd and even dangerous to imagine there could be 11negotiations11 between 
the two. 

Em.G. 

1 EDITORIAL: The Conununity and8~:::on'~~ H-b~ ll)7:f-J Q'.}G. 7 '-l q 
2 - POLITICAL DAY:Political Committee of E.P. meets in Paris - Hommage to ,[ean Monnet - Prime Minister 

of Iceland visits Luxembourg - Mr. Patrick Hillery to go to London - Closing of the Nordic Council 
- "Will Europe be anti-democratic?n 

DAILY BULLETIN No 749 (new series): 

3 - Mr. Malfatti will be in LonQ.on on 3 and 4 March 
- EEC .K.: technical document on the "preferences" in the agricultural sector 

EEC Austria: second phase of the negotiations 
4 Pharmaceutical products: the considerable delay concerning the completion of the C.M. in this 

sector is stressed by the Commission 
- .EEC food aid in the form of powdered milk 

5 - U.K./Euratom: no major problems for membership 
- After the "Agricultural" Council: the Commission maintains its proposals 
- Standing Committee for Employment: first work in sight 

6 - E~D.F.: ~irst financing projects for the 3rd. Fund 
- C:ESL and CMT: stand on the economic and social development of the developing countries 

7 · - Textile products from Malta 
- The E.S.C. should enlarge its role in the forming of Community decisions 

8 - An "Association" between Spain and the EEC is ruled out according to the replies to questions. 
NoiAOl by Mr. Girardin and No 427 by Messrs. Behrendt, Bernani, Cifarelli, Corona, Glinne, .~.aq,ge, 
Lautenschlager, Oele, Tolloy and Wolfram 

-Equality of men's and women's wages: Lulling Report 
- Protection of the environment: Working group 

9 - CEPAC: Memorandum on the problems of timber production in the C.M. 
-Possible rise in U.S. duties on shoes 

10 -~ production in January 
-·German~American steel complex in Australia? 

11 - Publications of the European Conununities 
12-13 - E(:(I((JUC INTERPENETRATION No 1581 
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1oooks which are sent to us and Whose publication 
is worth noti are reviewed under this headi 

E U « 0 P E A N L I B R A R Y ·~· . 

- JEAN-FRANCOIS REVEL: Ni Marx Ni esus, De la secande revolution americaine l. la seconde revolution molD 
iale, Editions Robert Laffont , Place Saint-Sulpice, Paris 6e), 1970, 262 pages.-

"The revolution of the twentieth century will take place in the United States. It can only take 
there 1It has already begun. It will only spread to the rest of the world if it first succeeds in Nort~ 
ica" 1 writes Mr. Jean-F:ran~ois Revel, aware thp.t this. statement will scandalise, in Europe and in the .·. 
World, all the minds used to regarding America .as the conservative country par excellence. to defend '' 
thesis, the author stresses that it was America which made the only really original contemporary revolu -
ary invention, the development that is called "contestation". According to the author, the second world 
revolution can take place neither in the communist countries, nor in Western Europe, nor in the Third World. 
The Europeans, he writes, think they can follow and adapt revolutionarY progress with more or less difficul
ty, and not fonn it and prepare it. Whether they are supporters of capitalism or supporters of Marxism, their 
pretensions do not go much further than the hope to finc~ing some small pe.sonal variant in the application 
of a model whose conception is beyond them. Whether the Europeans are revolutionary or conservative, they 
now only fell themselves to be, whether they admit it or not, disciples. 

- FOODAZIONE GIOVANI AGNELLI: La. concorrenza nella Comunita economica europea, Turin.- The Agnelli Founda
tion ~as also published a French edition of the three reports by Messrs. Romano Prodi, Professor of Economy 
and Industrial Policy at the University of Bologna, Giorgio Bernini, Professor of Commercial Law at the 
University of Bologna, and Edoardo BagJiano, Director of the Legal Service of the company Fiat SpA, which 
form the basis for the discussions in the symposium on competition problems in the EEC (cf. European Lib-
rary of 12 February 1971). 

- Lettre de l 10CIPE, No 22-23 of 5 February 1971, Office Catholique d 1Information su~ les Ptoblemes euro
peen:~ (.The Catholic Secretariat for Infonnation on European Problems) (Strasbou:tg-Brossels}'.- This number 
is devoted to the results of the symposium organised from 3 to 5 December 1970 in Brussels by the OCIPE on 
the theme: Interdependent Development of Europe and of the Third World. 

- CERN: Letter, January 1971, Geneva.- The main article describes the new conception of the future European 
300GeV accelerator. 

- CN:Df: Notiziario, January 1971, Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, Rome.- In the sUDIBary: Prospects of , 
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy in the 70s; Considerations on the reuent polemics relating to the effectl 
of Strontium-90 fall-out on the infantile population; Study day on the isotopic separation of uranium and on , 
its economy. 

1 

2 

SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
-THE POLTIICAL DAY: Hr Malfatti before the British Chamber of Commerce - statements by Hr ,Jean Men

net -The "Andes Group" and the EEC- The C~ Council decides on the creaticn of the giant accef ... 
erator- Hr Luns in Malta -Hr Kekkonen in the USSR 

DAILY BULLEriN No 750 (new series): 
3-4 - EECJtm: British contribution to the Community budget 
4 - AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Aid for the private stock-piling of fiax and hemp - Durom wheat: reply 

to uestion no.537 from Hr Kriedemann 
5 - EEC Denmark: Danish reservations on the freeing of the movement of capital 

- EEC a an: Most of the "Six" think it impossible to make the safeguard clause more fiexible 
- GATT : next Council meeting 

6 - PTOt'ection of the environment: work in prospect 
- IDSC ConSUltative conunittee: meeting soon 

7 - Court of justice: Judgements in cases 39 and 37/70 
8 - E.S.C.: next plenary session 

- Transvortation Committee of the E.P.: sharp discontent on transport policy 
- Front1er controls: reply to question no. 387 from Hr Seefeld 

9 - Conversations between France and Al eria: reply to quasQ.cn no.305 fl'OII Hr Vredeling 
10 - App icatims software: pennissa e Gennan aid 

- QPtics and precision.~ngineering 
- Iron ore: production in 1970 
-Rolled products: slight increase on the order books 

11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - JOOON<ItiC ltiT~ErRATION No 1582 
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19eme ann6e - No 751 ( 
lundi 22 f6vrier 1 

BUUETIN QUOTIDJ 

The negotiations with Great Britain: what is "possible" or "impossible". Er. 
Addressing last week ~he Members of the Political Committee of the E.P., Mr Maurice Schumann said, ·:. 

the subject of the negotiations with the United Kingdom, which.he found were not making any progre~s, t 
we must "seek enlar eme t to the limit of the ossible". 

The fonnu a is re sonab e, as ong as we ow what is meant by "possible" or "impossible". It. is 
ain that the Six cannot be asked to do the impossible, just as it cannot be asked of the British. 

A satisfactory aqd objective definition could be the following: it would not be ossible for the 
to give up the principles on which the Community is based. On the other hand, it wou d not be ossible 
ask Britain to pay cont;ribution which would endanger her economic stability. 

Now, it is clear"that what is agreed in these negotiations is precisely the acceptance on the part of 
the British of all the principles of the Treaty. In addition, the principle of "own resources" and the appli
cation of the connected machinery have been accepted in a formal and explicit manner by the British negot
iator. The conflict,at the moment, is over the measures to be applied during the transition period and the 
fixed sum of the contribution to the budget during the period in question. There is no question of the Comm
unity being asked to give up rpinciples: as. a result, there is no~: risk for the Six to go to the limit of 
the possible, it being understood that the Six would.no doubt be in a position to make concessions, even im
portant ones, on purely material questions, in order to give Britain the chance to meet her commitments. 

But on the foundation of the acceptance from the British side of the rules of the Treaty has been built, 
and is being mainatained as well, a tendentious ambiguity, which surrounds with doubt the sincerity of those 
who go on making expressions of goodwill, but who could well get ready to torpedo the negotiations if circ
umstances should tend that way. In effect, we find that we are being made to believe that Britain has: not 
really undertaken to accept, finally, the system of "own resources" and that even if she has, it was not in 
good faith, because, once the moment comes, she will be unable to hold to this commitment. Even our coll
eague Jean Lecerf, whose objectivity is not in question, and who wrote a very pretty and touching letter 11 to 
an »:tglish friend" (provoking a no less touching reply from Mr Christopher Soames), seems to share this 
"disbelief" on the subject of Britain 1 s undertaking. He is thus contributing to the confi:nning among public 
opinion of the feeling that the British are asking the Community for concessions going beyond the limits of . 
the possible, and that they are as a result responsible for a possible eventual deadlock. 

We think on the other hand that it must be clearly explained to the public that the controversy at the 
moment is over the transition period only, and more precisely, over one of the elements of this transition 
period, namely the contribution to be paid by the l!nited Kingdom. The public should also !mow that the gap 
between the British position and what might be termed the position of the Six only amounts to some hundreds 
of millions of dollars spread over a period of five years, and that as a result, agreement is in the rea:Iiii 
of the possible, on condition that everyone contributes their good will, the British first of all. 

This is what must be done if one realises that time is working against the negotiations. Unless there 
are concealed intcntioos ••• We will return to this theme tomorrow. 

Em.G. 
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The negotiations with the United Kingdom: a dangerous game. 

As we WrQte yesterday, the negotiations with the British are'.in-a'd~erous~deildlook, from which 
could emerge thanks to a gesture of good will and an effort on both sides. This gesture and this effo:I'+IIG~ 
in the realm of the_possible, for the difference of opinion does not concern stions of rinci le. 

Unless the real reason for the tough~r .. ·stands twted on a question · c is, a: ter , minor tn 
amount of contribUtions. to be paid during the period of transition) lies elsewhere and is of a oliti 
nature, as the "Economist" spells out, in talking about "the man who matterstt, 1n ot er··wo . , Mr. Pom 
In this connection, it will have been noted that the Ambassador, Mr. Soames, recently asked to speak to 
Mr. M~urice Schumann. It is being wondered, in certain circles, whether an operation similar to the one two 
years ago (the de Gaul1e-Soames talks), whlise fai~the:.:I.abour Gtsvernment brought about, is being set up. 

However this may be, and without wanting to judge intentions, there should be a fixed attitude on this 
point as quickly as possible. As we wrote eveh before their opening, these negotiations were to be conducted 
very quickly. The reasons for this were manifold and they are becoming clearer each day, as can be noted on 
reading the last article by Mr. David Watt in the "Financial Timestt. Today, the Monnet Committee, meeting in 
~' is asking for the essential problems to be settled before the summer. 

Everyone must therefore assume their responsibilities and it must be known exactly whether the contin
uation and conclusion of the negotiations is linked with political conditions, and which ones, or whether 
"i't .~olelt~gepends~on the fixing of the amounts to be paid for the transitional period. In the last assumption1 
we 4o not see the need to draw out the negotiations. The outcome will perhaps then be to call a summit of the 
seven countries concerned, so that the British undertaking on the principles is confirmed without any poss
ible equivocation and the agreement on the amount to be paid is reached in one go, without having to go 
thrtugh two-tier negotiations, which are proving paralysing. 

Taking account of the economic and political factors involved, and of the present political situation~ 
it is clear that if the Six are prepared to make the British a Eienerous offer on the material aspects.of 
the negotiations, there will no doubt be a positive echo from the other side of the Channel. The negotiat
ions could then be very rapidly concluded. And if, by misfortune, the anti-European forces, which arc very 
active at present in Great Britain, were to prevail, the Community would have nothing to reproach itself 
with, and its cohesion would no doubt be preserved. 

If, on the other hand, the Six were to align themselves on certain maximum demands which we have heard 
spoken about lately, or if they were not even to succeed in agreeing on a middle-of-the-road and reasonable 
~ (of which the Belgian and Dutch proposals give quite a probable idea), failure. would become probable, 
for the anti-European forces mobilised would have all the arguments to bring this about. But in the latter 
assumption, we must not fool ourselves: the Community could no,,doubt continue as a customs union, but it 
will gradually develop towards a free trade area formula. Both the common agricultural policy and the econo
mic and monetary union would be washed up. 

Those who are playing this dangerous game will have finally pulled the chestnuts out of the fire for 
the opponents of the Community, who are, of course, in Moscow, as in Washington or in London, and also with
in the Community ••• 

In these conditions, any silence is culpable. Em.G. 
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BULLETIN 

~.~The latest interventions in the con~t:i,.tutional debate 

wrote a few days ago, the debate on the future of the constitu-tional structures of the Co~ 
i now open. The statements by Mr. Pom&i\tou, which hardly ~roused any echoes, w ·ere echoed at a gl~~ 
moment by the __ lfttl~ (am. biguous) ~entence y Mr .• Heath·, a. ceo~_- to whom "we should be thinking in freoo·· 
terms: of fresh .:tnst1.1;utions11 • • 

Mr. Brandt,_ sp~aking yesterday in Bonn (to the Monpet Co~ttee) stated that the goal which IIUst 
arrived at is "a European Government", reasonably organised, .capable of taking the decisions necessary for 
the cOJillllon policies, which should be submitted to ae~crat,i.c control by a European Parliament. As we can 
se~,. ~1!~~~~;' ~~stJj ~d partly intentee:t 09e .@ether. ~d:1be~ Mol1Jlet Comnti.ttec has jtrSt -decided t~ est... . 
ablish; befere the:end' of the year, a report on the "fonns which could be tak('n by the political or~anisat
ion of Europ~". taking account of the imperatives _of efficacity, the practical requirements of enlargement 
and the economic and monetary union, as well as the experience acquired by the Community. For the Colllllittee, 
the functioning of the Community must be assured by instituti~ns to which the Gover·nments will delegate the 
powers which can no longer be exercised at national .Level. 

And now, Mr. S,paak .is intervening in the debate, with an artic~e published in several newspapers, in
cluding ":(..e Monde11 • Mr. Spaak :i.s the only one, to our knowledge, who is openly taking up the defence of the 
ideas which presided over the building of Europe in and around the fifties. He clearly explains the reasons 
w;hich at the time made it necessary 11to accept· the deviated path of large economic undertakings" to unify 
Europe. Mr. Spaak is wondering whether Mr. Pompidou 1 s words about the possible building of a confederal 
Europe are such as to open the way to hope, in spite of their somewhat contradictory nature. "Although I 
am so~ewhat sceptical, said Mr. Spaak, I think that it woul~ not be very wise to refuse discuss:i,on11

• ·And 
he note<J,.. quite rightly, that the quarrel over supranationality, which was defined as a "false quarrel", will 
rc~ear when it is a question of knowing how the decisions of the "European Government" will be taken, 
whiC decisions Mr. Pompidou himself talks about as being "imposed on all the States who will be members of 
.i, t" ( pf the advocated confederation). 

· ·Mr. Spaak reached the conclusion that 11 as soon as the. negotiations with Great Britain are successful! 
completed, the Seven or the Ten will haye to return to tqe problem touche on by President Pompidou''· 

He thus shows that priority will have to be given to the conclusion of the membership negotiations and. 
that th~ search for fresh solutions for a fre~ situation will have to be referred to the enlarged Community. 
This. is a view which has many supporters, who are afraid that to raise the problem now of the constitutional 
stru~tures _of a Community which is in, any ·case changing would be useless and even ~angerous, and could add 
furth~r obstacles to those which have-already to be overcome. · . 

: However, it must be mentioned that according to others, it is possible that this political and consti
tutional problem would "necessarily" become an element in the negotiations in progress, and that, in these 
conditions, it would be better to tackle it immediately, especially by those who at present have the respon
s~bility of conducting European affairs, and who should be able to give their opinion in all frankness. 

· However this may be, and whatever may be the most timely moment for moving on to action, it must be 
noted that the debate is now open and that m~y things may depend on its development. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Following the deliberations of the Monnet Committee 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Our readers may have noted that the seventeenth 111eeting of the Mcnnet C~ttee 1 which was held in 
Bonn from 23 to 24 February, was characterised by the especially ilaportimt participation, both in quanti y 
and quality, of the Committee's members. An inlpressive nwaber of political and trade-union personalities, 
properly mandated by the respective organisations, ·and ift·many cases cOMing"either from governmental maj
orities or from oposition parties, deliberated together and agreed on positions to adopt on &lropean poli ~· 
in an unequivocal fo:m. It is to be regretted that France constituted an exception: the groups of the maj ::-. 
ority which are also members of the Committee (Democratic et Progres and R.I.) did not send their repres
entatives (although Mr d'Omano, R.I., excused himself), when these could have contributed usefully to the 

.·debate, whose 11prapatic" and thoroughly "undoctrinaire" character they would incidently have well-apprec
iated. 

The simultaneous presence of these personalities gives without a doubt particular weight to the res
olutions which were adopted. This positive evaluation is confinncd by the well-lmown elements (as for ex
ample the remarkable speech by Herr Brandt) and by the less well-lmawn (as for example the manifold bilat
erci.l meetings and talks which took place on the fringe of the session). 

A first analysis of the available data allows us to bring out a few points in particular: 
a) Chancellor Brand.1j 1 s "European" commitment has perltaps never been so forcefully and clearly confirmed. 
The feeling which emerges is that one can no longer use the "Ostpolitik11 as the pretext for doubts as to 
this irreversible eommitment. 
b )Herr Brandt 1 s commitment on two specific themes: the entry of Great Britain and the constitutj onal and 
policy development of the Community seems to have been pushed further back than ever. One recognises here 
the Brandt of the Hague Summit. lt wiH be remembered that a few months ago the Chancellor went as far as 
to say that a European government was a good isea for our grand-chi.ldren. In his speech on Tuesday, Hr Brandt 
spoke of the European government as something attajnable in our own futu~s and he gave, if not a complete, 
then a concrete description of it. 
c)The three British parties have together accepted a common platform, the same on which the polltical part
ies and the trade-unions of the Six have agreed, and which primarily concerns the problem of British mem
bership in· the Common Market, but also the later developments of the Community in the economic and monetary, 
social and political spheres. On felt that the urgent need for a solution to the problem of Britain's con
tribution to the Community budget is felt by the British as well as by their Continental partners. 
d)It is Mr Monnet himself who will preside over the work of the ad hoc Committee formed from qualified re
presentatives of all the politcal and union bodies and charged with suggesting concrete solutions to the 
problem of the structures of an enlarged Community, and including the political field. These will no doubt 
be suggestions without "doctrinaire" character, as M.Monnet let it be understood at his press conference. 
Whatever the institutions or structures which may be imagined or envisaged, the important thing is that 
these institutions should have their own powers, and that they can _.exercise them under an appropriate form 
of democratic control. This, whether one likes it·or not, is the road which will lead to the creation of a 
"European government". 'the debate continues. 

1 

2 

Em.G. 
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L!tmpregn PSU per l 1Europa, Atti del ~onvegno nazionale 1111 PSU ed i Problemi Europei", 132 pag_~~.-· 
On 5 and 6 Januaty 1971, the PSU (Partito Socialista Unitario) organised.a congress in Florence o. 

the European problems, which was aimed at re-affirming the European vocation of the PSU, at informing e 
rank and file of the party about European problems and to prepare for the intervention of the PSU delegat~ 
ion to the congress of the Socialist Parties of the European Colllllunity, which will be held from 25 to 27 
February 1971, in Milan. To the participants in the congress, Hr. Altiero Spinelli, European Commission 
Member, made a speech on 11The European Community today". · 

- FRANCOISE GOUZFS: La structure economique et sociale des regions frontalieres intemes de la ColllllUlaute 
Europccnne, Institut d!Etudcs europccnncs, Universitc Llbre de Bruxelles, .19, Avenue 1•'.-D. Roosevelt, 1050-
Brussels, 128 pages.- This study is ru1 annex. to the work "Lcs Regions frontalieres a l 1heure du Harche 
Commun11 , which groups together the papers of the symposium organised on 27 and 28 November 1969, by the 
Institute of European Studies of the J•'ree University of Brussels. 

- Current Agricultural Proposals for Europe, Report of a Conference, 26-27 January 1970, Federal Trust for 
Education ~ Research, l2A Maddox. Street, London W.l., 57 pages.- This work gives an account of the work of 
the conference, organised in London on 26 and 27 January 1970, which examined a report by a work group of 
the Federal Trust, the Mansholt PLm ;md the Vedel Plan on the re-structuring of French agriculture. 

- HR. HARIO SCELBA: Le Par lcment Europcen dans 1 1 ann cc 1970, Speech by the President of the European Parlia
ment .. during the session of 19 January 1971, 12 pages. 

- Nouvelles Universitalres Europccnnes, No 49 of 1 I•'ebruary 1971, Paris, 2, rue Hcrimce, Paris 16e.- We men
tion an interview of Hr. P.H. Teitgen on the tca~hing of European problemsin !•'ranee. 

- STATEC (Luxembourg) Com tcs Nationaux. de 1968 et a ercu rctros ect.if de 1953 a 1968, (National Accounts for 
1968 and retrospective insight from 1953 to 19 1 , Cahiers Economiques, No 47, Service Central de la Statis-
tique, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, l•'ebruary 1971, 101) pages. 

- WFO: Ceres, No 18, Novcmber-Decc~bcr 1970, United Nations Organisation for Food and Agriculture, Via della 
Terme di Caralla, Rome.- This special number is devoted to the problems of unemployment in Latin America, 
Asia and Africa. 

- The following booklets have been published in the French language in the Editions of the Novosti Press 
Agency (Moscow): Instruction publiquc, 134 pages, Le Honde condamne: l 1Agression americaine, 9j pages, 
Le Laboratoire du nco-colonial.ismc des U .S .A., 13:3. pages, Leninc et les syndicats, 69 pages, Les juifs sov
ietiques refuscnt 1 "'intercession" sioniste, 29 pages. 

- The OECD Observer, No 50-February 1971, Paris.- For the 7th. year, the OECD Observer is publishing a set 
of tables giving an insight into the economies of .the member countries of the Organisation. 
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The institutional future of the Conununity: an appeal to the "creative imagination11 • Jlll"'" CJ---
If e are· well-informed, Mr ·aurice Schumann, who today receives his colleagues for a working 1~ 

will have an exchange of views and int:ormation with them on the development of "concerted effort" in th;e 
field of foreign policy (latest moves in the Middle East), but above all will give them some idea of the 
range and significance of the state~ents made on January 21 by President Pompidou on the subject of the 
ure· of'.the European institutions. ® 

All of this follows a line which is logi~al. As we have said, the debate on institutions, or tathe U" 
the 11 constitutional" debate (as Mr Hallstein might say) has opened, and Hr Pompidou must be given the me il'l 
of having re-launched it. It should be conducted in all serenity and seriousness and with as large an in
volvement of those interested as possible. 

It is normal for the six foreign ministers to be talking on this theme amonst themselves: they are com
mitted to the concerted action resulting from the Davognon Report, but this includes, let us not forget, a 
section concerning the study of the progress which might be realised in the future. It could be objected 
that this progress basically concems the development of concerted eff rt in the field of foreign policy. 
This is not entirely correct since, and as has been the result of long preparatory discussions, it is in :.' ·· 
fact the whole of Community development which is concerned. Advances are being made at the moment along par
allel lines, but these a bound sometime to start converging. And it is not possible to ,speak of European 
institutions without knowing that from now on the dialogue should cover Europe as a whole and no longer be 
limited to action on economic policy. It is at least from tllis point of view that the ad hoc committee form
ed within the ~onnet Committee is going to work. 

To return to the statements of President Pompidou, there is no doubt that they constitute rather the 
instigation of a dialogue than a blueprint worked out in all its details. So ·e even think that they contain 
11 openings11 (from the point of view of the Europeans) which are worth exploiting. One .. would want to know, for 
example, what is the meaning, in substance and in the perspective of time, of the concept of a 11 European gov
ernment", controlled by "a genuine European Parliament", as Mr Pompidou said. According to some people, one 
should not have any illusions: the formula only covers a strengthening of the Committee of Permanent Repres
entatives, which would be made up of Secretaries of State and then of Ministers. These Ministers could, at 
some time or other, no longer be part of the national governments: but the problem is whether they would be 
independent of them. 

Is it ·possible, as some suggest (in particu~ar Mr Spinelli), to give the strength of an undertaking 
to the blueprints of Mr Pompidou, without altering his ideas but in transposing them into terms of under
takings to be made and a timetable f r thei implementation? It is difficult to answer: it would in any case 
be necessary to interyret these ideas and to ask if their author is in agreement with the interpretation, 
and if the interpretation suits everyone. 

Whatever the case, let us repeat, the debate should be deepened and widened. Must new formulas be 
sought? They can only emerge from such a debate. It is quite interesting to note that even last year, in a 
speech made i Florence on April 26 1970, Mr Mario Scelba, President of the European Parliament, had said: 
"all forms of abstraction and prejudice must be abandonncd". He suggested giving up any "nominalism" in order 
to appeal to the creative imagination in the search for new solutions. 

Let us hope that the appeal is heard. 
Em.G. 

l - EDITORIAL: The institutional future of the Conununity: an appeal to the "creative imagination". 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Foreign Ministers of the Six: exchange of views on the ideas advanced by Mr Pompid-
ou - Crisis in No:n.>ay following the anti-Common Market "leaks" - Speech by Mr Rippon - Itil.ian gov
ernment: vote of confidence tomorrow 
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lA ......... bulletin 

~~ EDITmli~ 
· ~\ the process of reviewing the Conununity 1 s constitution begt!ll? if. 
As we announced yesterday, the six Foreign Ministers had what amounts to an exchange of views on t 

meaning and implications of the statements made by Mr Pompidou on January 21 on the "confederal futre" o 
Europe. . 

Some of:..the Ministers meeting yesterday (Messrs Scheel and Moro)had already received some indica idlt 
on their visits to Paris, made during the week following the press conference. It is true nonetheless d1'J. 
the "confederation" suggestions of Mr Pompidou did not arouse the interest that their author perhaps eXJ)IU!"l~ 
ed. This is what EUROPB stressed at the time (cf Political Day for.l2 Feb.), saying that the topic woul 
doubtless return to th€! foreground: which in fact it has. 

At this point one may wonder if what happened yesterday at the working .lunch was solely an exchange of 
views and above all of infonnation (in one direction, since it was a question of France's partners hearing 
the explanations given by Mr Schumann), or whether it was not already the beginning of a process which soon
er or later will lead to the start of the implementation of Mr Pompidou 1 s ideas, in other words, a constit
utional review of the European Community. 

As is evident., the matter is of the utmost importance. 
For the moment, we kilow that the· attention of the Ministers is mainly concentrated on the significance 

and range of the suggestions relating to the croat.i on of "European ministers". Our readers will recall that 
the idea of appointing "European ministers" within the national governments has been circulating for many 
years. It has raised many discussions. Occasionally it has been realised, in a manner either fonnal (Belg
ium for example) or infonnal. The experience has been in gcneraLlf anything rather disappointing. A Minist
er '!of European Affairs11 would have, to be effective, to take away large slices of their brief from all his 
colleagues , and first of all from the Minister for Foreign Affairs. Would he be a super-minister or one 
with a finger in every pie, but without· real power? Generally the problem has been resoved by coordination 
at administration level (the French interministcrial Committee is perhaps the most perfect model of this co
ordination). Thus, if it were only a question of this, the proposed refonn would be difficult to realise and 
ita effects would be limited. 

But we. have the feeling that it is a question of something else, i.e. that the Ministers have begun a 
g1o?al dialogue, and that this dialogue could develop in the appropriate framework, according tQ its own 
rogi.c. 

. If this was the case - let us repeat - the matter would be extremely important. For the Community 
could find itself started on an irreversible process without having debated it properly in advance •. In fact, 
(a) public opinion must in as wide a fonn as possible be able to expressitself, both at national and inter

.national level; (b) the Community Institutions must be called upon to join in the depate, especially-the 
European Parliament and the Commission; (c) the process of enlarging the EEC must be sufficiently advanced 
for the candidate countries too to be able to make their contribution to the debate. 

Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: Has the process of reviewing the Community's constitution begun? 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Norway: Ministerial crisis - Mr. Gaston Thorn: the defence of Europe - The Labour 
Party confirms acceptance of the agricultural policy - Mr. Schumann: Confederation and Great 
Britain ' 
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&!ITORIAL j( 
Has one the right to start a constitutional "revision"? 

We asked yesterday if the conversation which took place on Monday between the si& Foreign Ministe~ 
was simple an exchange of 11infonnation" on Hr Pompidou 1 s ideas on. "confederation", ol' if it was destined oDt' 
becomt the first stage of a process of constitutional revision of the Comllllllity. · fi 

It is difficult to give a reply at this time. The reply will come from facts. What is important is 
that everyone should be aware that no conunitment can be made under the present circumstances. 

The reactions of th~se who took part in the conversations have been extremely vague and cautious. W 
have nonetheless heard rather disillusioned coliDDents, like that of Hr Luns, who recalled how difficult the 
problem of nominating "ministers of furopean affairs". see;ned to him, or again sceptical ones, like that of 
Mr Scheel, according to whom there is a marked difference between the ideas expounded by Hr Schumann and 
those of the Gennan government, or there are the encouraging com.nents, like Hr Hannel's, who seemed to hint 
at the opening soon of get'l.Uine "consultations" among the Six on this topic. . 

Later on, Hr Schumann himself made a public statement which attracted our attention. The French Minis
ter said in fact that when he laid out the "confederation concept" which President Pompidou seems to be pro>; 
posing to Francers partners, no-one challenged it. No-one put forward any other idea. I have the feeling, 
Hr Schumann said, that our partners, who want Great Britain in the Com;nunity, know that London would cnly 
accept entry under this confederation perspective. 

Now, this merit sooe reflections. While it is true that the present British leaders have made and are 
making many declarations sharing the ideas advanced by Hr Pompidou on the political and instituticnal organ
isation of llirope, it is also true that the British government has asked for me.nbership of the Com;nunity as 
it is at the moment, with its institutions, its machinery, its balance of powers. Not only this, but the 
Labour government solemnly stated (and the Conservative government have made this declaration theirs too) 
that it considered the election of a European Parliament by universal suffrage as highly desirable. Reserv
ations have been expressed, it is true, as regards as development of the Community in a federal direction. 
The politicians who were questioned on this added each time that, once it is a member of the Com;nunity, 
Great Britain would have gone as far as its partners. And each time it was stated that there is no choice 
of an instit~tional nature presented before entry. 

It should be concluded therefore that nothine should be done to impose such a choice, in other words, 
it would at this moment be inopportune to undertake a transformation of the Community in a federalist dir
ecticn, nor would it be opportune to envisage, now, any revision in a confederal or inter-govememntal dir
ecticn. 

The British must join the Com;nunity which they asked for membership of. No-one has the right to pre
judge what the Community will become after its enlargement. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~ ~c lt\_ L 9 '7f ) No. 1-Y~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: Has one the right to start a con·stitutional "revision"? 

2 --POLITICAL DAY: Hr Halfatti in London- British comments on the eve of Mr. Malfatti's visit 
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Constitutional revisim: no.t yet at the stage of counter==proposals. 

Let us go· back once more to Mr Maurice Schumann 1 s cOIIII!lents m the "confederatim concept", 
whose aspects and principles· he explained to his co:J,leagues, 8J1d to the fact that they did not ,._ .. ,,.,_. . .., .... &"'J~ 
said concept or put up .any other doctrine agq.i.Rst it. . 

It is clear that, thanks to the sugge.stions put _out, by ;President Pompidou, France now holds the 
ological initiative in tqe matter of the future conce}'lt ~ t,he,~ropean Community. It is an operation 
end is still unkp.O\ffi, QUt whioh must be welcome;!i w.ithout detji.aJJ,Ce or prejudice. It is not the first ... .u,....,~l!" .. 
France has taken the ini1;iative in this field, and me .. can•cite- at least one happy precedent,i.e. 
Schumqnn's. speech of ~yli9 1950 •. T1ds Said,. ~t-~··~~-~f,J';'t~:·t.¥ -fl"nch Foreign .. Minister's pa~rs 
react, and above all did.not ~t up one di3c1;r1fte-:MUn~<an(f1;he~:,; for me very good reason. In. other 
because they are not familiar enough with the "c'Oft#:ept11 in.qUestion, and their questions were preci 
ed above all at getting exact information • The debate is thus still in a phase of exploring intentions and . 
ideas. This is understandable, because as it h<!-S beQn laid out, and in :spite of the adoption of certain neg
ative positions, especially on the subject of the role of the iMropean Commission, the confederation concept 
presents many ambiguities. If ·only because at ~ point Mr Pompidou speaks of a "government whose decsions 
are binding on all the States", which permits one to think of an organisation of the federal type rather 
than of the confederal. And since Mr Pompidou speaks of integration of the economy and of co-ordination and 
harmonisation of policies, is one to imagine an organisation in which there is federal powe.t' over the ecm
omy and confederal power over policy-maktng? 

It is clearly not enough.to say that ~rope must organise itself around a federal or a confederal pow
er. We must know how this power is to be translated. It is on this point that the debate becomes particularly 
difficult, since the existing syst~ is involve$• Mr Schumaim considers that the theory under which the Fltro
pean Commission is an embryo European government has found no defender among the Foreign Ministers. It would 
be more accurate to say that the embryo of a future European government is to be found in the present "inst
itutional system", of which ,th~ Commiss~on is one_ of the organs, i.e.the one with the right to take initiat
ives and to make proposals, while the Cotincil is the decision making nody. 

Whate~er the case, if the Ministers did not pronounce themselves against the confederation concept, 
they did not speak in ,favour of it either. They acted thus because they did not want to start a negotiation. 
If they had opposed one proposal to another, on~ project to another, they would have prematurely begun a 
process.which they seemed to want to avoid. At least for the moment. 

Dn.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: Constitutional reviSion: not yet at the stage of counter-proposals. 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Malfatti: aud~ence. with Queen Elizabeth -.Mr. Rey: pa~simistic about the length 
of the U.K. negotiations - ~finister Aldo Moro in Israel - Spain wants to take part in European 
integration - Italian Government receives a vote of confidence - Norway: ministerial crisis 
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- CLAUS SCHOENDUBE: Euro~ Taschenbuch, Europa Union Verlag GmbH, 53-Bonn, 1-5 Stockenstrasse, 242 pages, 
fonnat: 11.5xl8cm, 5.80 .- This npockct-book on Europe" gives a general insight into the d.nstitutions and 
the present European problems. The main part is fonncd by a "f:uropcan ABC11giving short definitjions of the 
most important terms used in the European context. We recall that Hr. Schondube is the author of a fuller 
manual on Europe (Europa Handbuch), also published by the Europa Union Verlag. 

- Le Re ime uridi e des Titres de Societes en Euro e et aux Etats-Unis - The Le al Status of Secu ities 
in Europe and the Un1ted States, Price: ,2 0 BF. - Lcs Emissions de Titres e Societ s en Euro e et aux 
Etats-Unis - Co orate Securities Markets in Euro e and t e United States, Price: 0 BF, Institut 'Etudes 
europe~es de l 1Universite Libre de Brux.e es, Pu isher: Presses Universitaires de Bruxelles, 421 pages~
J:I'or.an account of these two works, see the Bulletin of 4 March 1971, page 12. 
- RAIF DAHRENDORF: Ho liclikeiten und Grenzen einer Aussen olitik der Euro "ischen Geuleinschaften Ex.tract 
of pages 117-130 of No 4 197 , of 25 February 1971, o t e German review Europa Archiv, Zeitsc rift fUr 
internationale.~olitik, published by the Deutsche Gesellschsft fUr Auswartige Politik e.V., 53-Bonn, 133, 
Adenauerallee.- This is a speech which Hr. Dahrendorf, European Commission Member, gave on 25 January 1971 
to,th~ members of the German Association for Foreign Policy on the subject: Possibilities and Limits of a 
.Foreign Policy of the European Community. 

- Interplay, The Magazine of International Affairs, February 1971, ·Publisher: Welkin Corp, 342, Madison Ave, 
N.Y. l00l7.- This number is largely devoted to the Soviet Union, its dirigist system, is policy in the fields 
of foreign affairs, defence and economy. 

- Communi d'Europa, Organo mensile dell 1Associazione Italiana per il Consiglio dei Communi d 1Europa, 86t 
Piazza_di Trevi, 00187 Roma.- The October 1970 number of this review is devoted to the 9th. States General 
of the Council of the Communes of Europe. In the summary of the November.l970 n~ber: United Nations and 
European Communities; Need for Community action in the Pacific area; Regionalisation in Europe. 
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EDITORIAL 

A new President for the Parliament 

19eme annte - No 761 
lundi 8 mars 1971 

Tomorrow ·the EurOpean Parliament will elect its new President. If the infonnation circulating is_._ .... 
ect, it is a foregone conclusion: the new President will be a Socialist Member of Oennan nationality, 
present vice-preside~t Walter Behrendt, well-lmown for his outstanding qualities. The election thus 
onds to a certain "roqtion", taking account not only of the nationality of the elected person, but 
his political affiliation. This would in fact be the first time that a Socialist had come to the 
of the EUropean Parliament. And if one looks at the Joint Assembly of the ECSC, one can note that 
Spaak presidency (from September 1952 to May 1954), no Socialist has been appointed to the President' 
Let us note, too, that the Gennan Socialist group is the main parliamentary support of Cba.ncellor B -•--.;..r 
policy, and that the Bonn government is deeply engaged in the struggle for the construction of an ~n.1a•r·~r.u 
EUrope which is economically and politically united. Doubtless the new president will ·take his lead from 
these same idcas.in the exercising of his high office. 

This does not prevent us from noting also that the outgoing President, Mr Mario Scelba has for two 
years exercised his office in a way which everyone unites in calling exemplary. So well that at one time 
there was question of gvlng him a third ~andate. One van however well understand the scruples of those who, 
considering particularly that President Poher' s mandate was "exceptionally" renewed for a third tenn, fear 
that a new "tradition• might be set up, implying two succesive renewals of the mandate, which· is something 
no-one seems to want. 

Mr Scelba's term of office was characterised not only by some very important events, like the modif
ications to the Treaties which gave new budgetary powers to the Parliament, in conn,.ection with the adQption 
of the system of "ocn resourc.es11 , but above all, too, by a concrete re-evaluation of the role of the !Wrop
ean Parliament as a priveleged speaking partner of the Conunission and even of the Council. This was the 
fruit of a vi~orous action , one of persuasion and pressure, personally led by Mr Scelba with tenacity and 
cOntinuity. Hr Scelba threw into this action all the weight of prestige which he has accumulated as a dem
ocrat of integrity and from the high governmental offices which he exercised in his own country. The new 
President will be taking over an important heritage, which includes the fonnal under,taking of the Jj:Uropean 

.Ccmnission 1:o present proposals with a view to strengthening the powers of the Parl,.ament. 
This said, one must recognise that, tom between its policy vocation and its tasks someti\lles of an eJt

asperating technicality, the European Parliament has not always found a role corresponding to the place which 
belongs to it in the balance between the Institutions. Hence the genera1:·.feeling that the Community lacks 
above all a "democratic control"' and a direct link with public opinion. 

Would election by universal suffrage be enougp to realise a better balance and to giye the Parliament 
the role which is ite; own? It is difficult to say. Whatever the case, these problems arise under the pros
pects of enlargement of the Community. And one is right to hope that the Parliament will soon have a debate 
which is both wide-ranging and serious on its own future in an •enlarged and ever more integrated Community. 

1 
2 
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Why a summit? 

SIEGE sor.' 4l ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS-

Many of the observers who are following the course of the negotiations between the Community and 
Britain recognise that some important progress has been made: partial agreements could be confirmed at 
lllinisterial session of the Conference which will be held on March 16. They are hawever beginning to e~,....,r1r 
publically their disquiet and to advance the theory of a possible crisis which they place,according to 
preferences or prophetic skills, round about May-June or even ;n the autumn. 

Some are of the opinion that the crisis could be littlt! else thm the ritual tribute brought t.OAr;OII.__.,., 
lnUnity tradition, which •ays that solutions should come out of sufficiently "dramatised" situations for. 
various policy wills to •e able to converge. All however agree that the crisis. will blow up over some 
atively monor problem, sach as that of .the contribution Britain will have to pay to the Community during 
the transition period. The fact is that this problem, which does not concern principles at all· and which 
could be solved by bargaining at a fiarly junior level, has taken on a psychological importance which has 
turned it into the central problem. The parties in question are using it to cover up their genuine reserv
ations or worries, which are of a political nature. 

The problem will thus not be resolved until there is agreement on the problems which it hides. What 
problems are these? It would be hazardou~ to try and enumerate them, but it seems possible to say that at 
the first level one can place French distrust over Britain's acceptance of the common farm policy. The tech
nical aspects linked to the problem of financing the budget during the transition period exist, but that 
which exists above all is the fear that after the entry of Great Jlritain, the very bases of the common farm 
policy will be shaken, with the complicity of other member countries and support from outside. france 1 s 
attachment to the unanimity rule is based on doctrinaire reasons only. Therefore at some point these French 
fears must be dissipated. In addition, there arc perhaps doubts on the llritish side also as to the chances 
of winning both the internal and the external battle at the same time. 

In the background, motives arc even more important, even if they are less easily admitted to. Each of 
these two countries, France as well as Britain, have difficulties - and how understandable they are - in 
ridding themselves of the leadership complex with which they have inevitably grown up. It is a mortgage 
they will haYe difficulty in paying off. And it will take time. 

Thus one understands why. there is talk of crises and sununits. It is not in effect a matter of recon
ciling the contribution figures, but of profound political wills. Without wishing to doubt the competence 
of the Community authorities to resolve the problems which concern them, one must recognise that this con
ciliation can onlr come at the highest level. 

Let us speak the truth as it is: Great Britain's entry into the Fllropean Community, a Fllrope which 
·will be something other than it is now, is an historic event which will have a fundamental ti!!J5aCt• on the 
consciOusness of its peoples. And only a summit will be able to do this. 

Em.G. 
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SIEGE SOCIAL ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS -

Nortay: a &.uypean crisis. 

As our readers al"fJ aware, Mr Kjell Bondevik has had to give up his atte11pt to create a new 
government in Norway with the same political base as thst which fell after the "double game" . Av•~n...~n,.....z;r• 
Agrarian Party of Prime. Minister Per Borten on the question of No:ntay' s candidature to the Caanm 
. Mr Bondevik' s att~mpt - and he is a .suppo~e.r of membership - filled because Mr Borten' s 
such stiff conditions ~ his own participation, demanding in particular a "hard line" in the ll'Ci!;u, .... a 

with the Community. : 
The hand is thus passed to Mr Tcygve Bratteli, leader of the Social-Democrat party (which 

No:ntay for 30 years) which holds 74 of the 150 seats in the Norwegian parliament. Mr Bratteli is fr..,,~~ 
in favour of membership - under acceptable conditions - and his party has made a seriaus political effort 
to seek information from its brother parties in the rest of &lrope: it is in the process of drawing up a 
kind of "Social-Democrat map of &l,rope", which is going to be much spoken of. In his &lropean policy, it 
will no doubt have the support of the Conservative, Liberal and Christian People 1 s parties. 

Whatever the evolution and the solution of this crisis, it mu.st provoke some thought. 
First of all, this crisis, whic'l\ is the first to occur in &lrope over the specific topic of the Com

munity, is striking confirmation of the fact that from now on the Community will be a :determiniJlg political 
factor. Mr Dahrendorf expressed it very well, in 'fact, in the speech he gave in Bonn m januiiry:;- 25 (and 
whikh we will publish in our Documents series). He notes in fact that none of the present controversies "can 
in any way change the fact that these Communities are as of now a force in world affairs ••• this amounts to 
saying that the Member States of these Communities, whatever their interpretation of European possibilities 
and needs, cannot escape the effects which their creation, the European Communities, are having. From now, 
the Six are risoners of the world realit of their sometimes little-loved child". 

The second thought, which flows direct y from what we have just said, concerns at the same time the 
Community's responsibilities and the complexity of the Scandinavian problem. Can problems of limited phy~c
al impact, but with a very important psychological and political one, be resolved oo the basis of technical 
and legal schemas, if not to say technocratic ones? One may doubt it. 

Third~y, the influence of the Community-Great Britain negot~ations reveals itself as lliore and more a 
detennining factor. We have for a long time been saying that the solution of the British problem is, whether 
one likes it or not, a prerequisite for the negatiations with the other candidates. This is still true. In 
the motivation of political and economic circles in Oslo, as in the other Scandinavian capitals, the factor 
which swings the balance is most often the fore,cast of the possible issue of the British negotiations. This 
creates a permanent situation of instability and \UlCertainty. The British business must thus be Cleared up 
as soon as possible, so that the specific pr9blems of the Scandinavian problems can be outlined in their 
size and substance, and solutions to them be faund. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 
How can Europe "make its presence felt in the world"? ~ 

Yesterday, 'in underlining the Conununity' s importance as a detennining factor in international po~, 
we quoted some observations by Hr Dahrendorf on the "inevitable11 , even, as far as the' K"ember Stlate• ·a~ ... 
cem~d, inv..oluntary, chak-acter of the external political influence of the European conmunities. 

But the drama resi~e$. principally in the fact that this influence is exercised outside and d;n. 
the Will and thus of thel control of the Community and its members. As a result, it is at the mercy 
umstances and often is e!Xercised in a way which is not the one Europe would like or which would • 
Mr Dahrendorf himself finds that there is no "appropriate framework" within which this influence 
prepared, organised and manipulated. As an example, he cites t:h~ fonnula for political. -co-operaticn 
ed by the Davignon Report, and whose results he underlines as relatively important~ The danger is ~ ... ~.....,·\do~ 
fom1lla may give a pennanent alibi to the partners, that is, salve consciences by allowing it to be thought 
that political co-open~tion is progressing nicely and thus discouraging any less hazardous and less supel'-
ficial action. Hr Davignon himself recently stated that political co-operation as it is practised is not 
quite adapted "to the degree of maturity already attained by the Conununity". Hr Dahrendorf for his part re
cognises that the Davignon fonnula "gives no indication as to how the new impulses given to co-operaticn in 
foreign policy matters are to be translated into decisions by the institutions provided for in the treatiesU 
In other words, without an overall political view, coherent and with long-term applicaticn, there is a dan
ger of not succeeding in "making Europe 1 s presence felt in the world"; instead one may end up allowing every
one to make· his own image and idea of Conununity Europe, according to his wishes or fears. 

This is something of the direction, it seems to us, of the reflections made in public recently by 
Hr eJ.aude Trabuc, former personal private secretary to Hr Deniau, on leaving his functions at the Commiss
ion 'to return to France. In order to build itself up, Hr Trabuc said, Europe needs a stake, so that "every 
citizen and every Member State. feels involved". It is in defending this stake vis-a-vis third countries that 
Europe would affirm its solidarity. It is therefore a question, precisely, of choosing and building a cert
ain image of Europe, as the Europeans themselves understand it. This cannot be done by "talks" or 11consu;tt
aticns11, but through'~rules freely accepted, with the institutions to see that thex are adhered to. Hr Trabuc 
rightly says that "it is in the interest of the medium and small countries to replace the international law 
of the jungle with a minimum of rules for good behaviour11 • 

We cannot forego the pleasure of quoting -the conclusion - personal it is true, but wide ranging all:; 
the same -of Hr Trahuc 1 s remarks: -"Working in Brussels has been a heartening experience for me, since I am 
convinced that the interests of 'lilY country and those of Europe are converging. If I am returing to my coun
try now, it is because I feel that the experience gained in Brussels will be useful to me; I am certain that 
'for Europe to become a reality of day to day life, some men must be ready to come to Brussels and lmow how 
to leave it as well". 

Em.G. 
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- RAlNER HELUIANN: The Challe International Co oratlon The UUJEl<>JL..L'C"f Cllfllg)@IJ~ 
lnc (145 East 52nd Street, New: Yo , N.Y. 0022 , pages, .• 50 o ars.- s work is a 
the book which Mr. Rainer Hellmann, hea- of the Gennan economic press agency VWD in Brussels, 
under the title of 11Weltunternehmen nur amerikanisch?". The author gives an objective insight 
importance and nature of direct investments abroad, American inYestments in Europe as well' as 
counter-offensive in the United States (For an account, cf. Economic Interpenetration of 15 De,celt~t 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 3/1971, Liaison Office of the ll;uropean Communities in Bonn (Zite-Jlma~II'IM~s:sw 
22), 'Price: 1 DM.- This number is largely .devoted to SQcial Il.urope,. with an interview given by Mr. 
Steffen, Chairman of the -SPD Party in Schlesw:ig-H0lstein and an article by Mr. Coppe on the n~~GT,PnT 
1980. In the same numbet, three articles (by Messrs. Malfatti, Rainer Hellmann and Hans Tietmeyer 
devote to the Economic and Monetary'Union. 

-European Community, No 1/1971, Lenden Office~(23 Chesham Street, London SWl).- In the summary: The nego
tiations with the United Kingdom; the European policy of Federal Germany; Space co-operation, an the 
projects for a common policy for education. 

- Comunidad europea, No 69-March l97l,Offices in Latin America (Montevideo and Santiago de Chile).- Thi• 
number gives an insight.into the European Parliament, stressing the view of young M.P.s. We also mention 
an article by Mr. Altiero Spinelli on the industrial policy. 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrifti voor Europese Eenheid, March 1971, The Hague (Alexanderstraat 2).-·we partic
ularly mention an article about Mr. Westert~rp 1 s project concerning the .·irect election of the Dutch mem
bers of the European Parliament and an article on President Pompidou 1s European concept (by Prof. P.Verloren 
van Themaa t) • 

- Revue de la Societe d'Etudes at d'Expansion, N·o 243 -November-December 1970, Liege (12 Avenue Rogp.er).
The studies of an international nature in this number concern the United Nations (by Mr. P.Har.~~el), multi
national cdmpanies (by Prof. H.G. Johnson), the world steel tube industry (by Mr. E. OVerbeck, Chair~~an of 
Mannesmann), monetary depreciation (by Mr. E. Sinnwell of the International Institute of Savings Banks of 
Geneva), and the monetary policy (by Mr1 D.E. Wilde of Barclays Bank Ltd). · 

- WORl.D BANK: 1970 Annual Assemblies and Boards of Governors: Account, Cpoenhagen 21-25 September 1970; 
World'Bank, Wpshington.- fhis account contains the texts of the declarations of the Governors which are 
connected with the activities of the Bank, the SFI and the IDA. The.text of the declarations relating to 
the ~.is published separately. 

- 0~~ Reviews of National Policies for Education: France, 170 pages, Price: $4.50, £1.50 

- OECD: Egual Educational Opportunity, A Statement of the Problem, with Special Reference to Recurrent 
Education, Centre for Educational Research and Innovation/OECD(Paris), 53 pages, Price: 11.50, £0.4~· 

- OECD: The Man ement of Innovation in Education Report on a workshop held at St. John's College, Cam
bridge, Centre for Education Researc an Innovation, OECD (Paris), 69 pages, Price: $1~751~'£0..,62; 
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SIEGE SOCIAL ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS -

New dangers of a "trade war" 

18eme ann6e - No 766 
lundi 15 mars 197 

1( 
The motiveswhich led President Nixon to reject finnly the Japanese offer to limit theil" own textile 

exports to the American market are not yet completely clear. According to some sources, this is all ju 
"combat of honnour" which will not greatly change the course of events, since self-limitation can be 
unilaterally (though it is conditional on a similar decision from Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea • 
ever the case, the reaction of American public opinion is effectively translated by a cartoon in the N ~~ 
York Herald Tribune, which shows a figure labelled "protectionism" regarding as very dangerous a littl .U 
in a cage with an olive-br,ag.ch in its beak: on the cage is written "self-limitation of exports". It is t 
clear.that the postion adopted by Mr Nixon is interpreted as being in favour of protectionist tendencies. 
Strangely enough, it seems directed at Mr Wilbur Mills who until yesterday was depicted as a proud champion 
of protectionism for us, and who is now accused of having allowed himself be used for a Japanese "manoevre" • 

Until we know more about this, one of two things must be true. Either the Japanese offer of self-lim
itation would lighten the pressure on the American textile industry, in which case one can understand Mr 
Mills' intervention, but not that of the President. Or it really is a manoevre of the Japanese lobby, in 
which case one wonders why Mr Mills allowed himself to be used and for what reasons the American Administ
ration, who certainly cannot have been in ignorance of what was about to come from the Japanese side, let 
things get to the stage they did. Only three weeks ago, the N .Y .Times was writing that the Mills Bill was 
the most protectionist legislation since the time of the disasterous Smoot-Hawley Act of 1920, and that the 
White House thought it was a useful means of putting pressure on the Japanese to persuade them to adopt self
limitation ••• 

What has now happened has awa~encd fears of a generalised trade war, which had latterly quietened 
down. The Community would doufltlcss be dragged into it. President Nixon has appealed to the Conununity to 
play a more active role in the reduction of barriers to world trade. He shoudl not b~ giving a bad example 
by begirming .to erect new ones. For its part, the Community should itself be ready to take initiatives in 
the direction of bringing about wide international collaboration. Much such an initiative, if it can be .an
nounced immediately, can only be started on two conditions. The first is that everyone should undertake. as 
of now not to introduce new obstacles to trade. The second is that the Community finish the enlargement op
eration, for which the next six months will be decis.ive. It must be underlined, and this is very important, 
that by the very fact of enlaging itself, the Community is stepping in the right direction, since the enlarg
ed Community will be created in bringing down the British customs tariffs, which are higher than the Common 
Tariff, and by the progressive abolition of a series of intra-Cemmunity customs barriers. 

Em. G. 
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The lamentable e'd to the Six's ministerial meeting which was to prepare today's negoatiating MIS 
with the British illustrates in a striking way the insufficiencies of a negotia~ing approach which ma~·--
Yalid on a purely technical level, but which falters as soon as problems of a political nature arise, JmUllMI 
er they are in the foreground or bidden behind the handy curtain of the technical problems. 

- This evolution cYf things is .beginning to become disturbing, since no further meeting at ministe 
1evel with the British is planned for a period of almost two months. What will the devel t of ub 
Udan in ~ritain be in the meantime? It is a question to which it w e ha to give an opt st c 

In Britain and elsewhere, much is being said about the long article by the economist Kaldor on 
·problem of British membership. It is being Dnlch spoken of because Mr Kaldor is respected, because he weilds 
great influence and because his opinion could play a decisive role in the line which will eventually be chos
en by the Labour Party. Since Mr Kaldor, without being actually hostile to membership (whose political char
acter, which could,at 'a given moment, come before any other consideration, he understands), displays import
ant reservations as to the economic usefulness of such an operation, the disquiet is justified. 

It is not for us to refute the arguments of Mr Kaldor. -Others Will_ do, or-h~ve done it, such as the 
"Economist". For our part, we will limit ourselves to saying that to thoSe to live daily in contact with 
the reality of the Common Market as it is worked out, who know the successes and the frustrations, the diff
iculties, the imperfections, the progressive eflfects in the micro- or macro-economic context of our various 
countries, Mr Kaldor1 s analysis seems to be a fine exercise in theories, but it is placed on an abstract 
level, far at any rate from day-to-day reality. Ab~e all, this exercise, this perfectly worked out reason
ing starts from bad infonnation, or at least distorted infonnation (though·;,;this is doubtless involuntary') 
about facts, people and attitudes. 

Thus it is inevitable for Mr Kaldor to come to certain conclusions which are very different from those 
arrived at by those who have e better spread of infonnation at their disposal and above all published in-
fonnation. , 

Unfortunately, one comes across rather too many Kaldors, especially the "sma,ll" ones, who are more dan
gerous becailse thei:r accademic presumption is greater the s!l1aller their intellectual qualities. These small 
Kaldors are harmful because, being often found in the granaries of the university and of social and economic 
life, they easi:Y get a hold on them. _ 

The fact is that the problems Mr Kaldor speaks of exist, that their solution will be a difficult one, 
and even that some of the hypotheses envisaged are possible, but also that their solution is to be found 
outside the technical context in which they. have:_ arisen. Mr Luns, in the speech he gave recently in ~ . 

situated the debate perfectly: he said "I would be very surprised if, a few years after J}ritain joinsj 
s more than a handful of experts who can remember exactly what the initial percentage was for the 

British contribution to the Community budget.··" 
Em. G. 
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The fialogue between the Community and.the United States. ~ 

Our reade.rs doubtless grasped the fundamental political significance t"' which is an incontestab~
_,ss for the Commission - of'what happened yesterday at .. the working lunch in which the six Foreign Miru. •. 
and Mr Malfatti agre.ed to implement a "general strategy" - whose details will of course be defined la 
the appropr.i~te framelfork - to liberate econ011li.c and trade relations between Europe and the United 
front the blockage, partly of a psychological nature, which .at the moment makes them to heavy and difficult. 

This being the goal·:to !>e achieved, what must first of all be done? There is no doubt that it mutaa 
to create a;Lbetter cliniate and the psychological conditions which would allow the opening of an overall~ 
logue, one Which goes beyon~ factional and transitory arguments, which often polarise di~contents and start 
dangerous chain reactions. Mr Malfatti said on 10 February, addressing the Europe:an Parliament, that 11the 
CCilllllission feels it ought to be working to create a better climate, one stamped with trust and a good dis
position on both sides". The Ministers have evidently recognised that this was the first step to be made and 
have accpeted the fact that they ought to support the Commission in its actions. The practical results are: 
a) that the visit which Mr Malfatti is to make to Washington in three weeks' time will not just be a court
esy visit, but that the President of the Commission will have a precise ~d concrete goal to propose to the 
people he talks with. 
b) that, in his talks with President Nixon, Mr Malfatti will express a point of view which is Imown to be 
that of the Conununity as a whole. This is very important, particularly from the point of view which the 
White House must have since Mr Nixon moved into it. 
c) that a first cons:::rete measure could be realised imediately by the 'appointment soon to WaRhington of a 
OOIIIIIIU!lity diplomat of great experience and.who is in addition deeply fi,lllliliar with American affairs. 

True, all this is o · ·_ a be · in the launchin of a much more i ortant eration. For the moment 
the important thing 1s to 1 create a new c ate'· But this can only e done on t e as s of reci~al undel'o-
takings, and we anticipated their contents a little in our editorial on Monday. The first undert g is ·:;. 
that of not intorducing - on. one side or the other - new obstacles to trade, and of not increasing those al
ready existing. This il; in fact subordinate to a second undertaking, that of preparing mutual2 global con
sultations, which would not a priori exclude any section of economic and trade p~licy. However, this meeting, 
and tilis is "the third undertaking, can only happen once the enlargement is a 'fait accomplif. There are im
perative reasons for this: one cannot carry on two sets of negotiations at the same time, and there would he 
little use in carrying through·;.one set which would then have to be repeated afterward on new bases. 

'All this in no way excludes, and this is the last undertaking to be made on both sides, an examination 
in the meantime, in a spirit free from mistrust and unrevealed intentions, of certain particular problems 
which could easily be resolved in the new spirit which could have ~een established on both sides of the At• 
lantic. 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

the constitutional debate on EUrope: Mr Hannel's ideas. - ~-

Mr Hannel·; in the Belgian Senate, has given a most noteworthy speech. Our reader w;ill be able to 
the text in our Documents series. But meanwhile we would like to draw their attention to the passage devot 
to the "ultimate institutions", as Mr Hannel called them, of the enlarged Community, and this because, as 
have been saying for some time, the constitutional debate on Eu e's future has ened. This debate will 
have to be persued, enlaffed and deepened, since this would low currents of opinion e:xpression on t11 
subject of the major poltica:JO options which are open to EUrope. A new E\lropean constitution, or importan • ·· 
alterations to what already exists in embryonic fonn, cannot solely be drawn up inside closed diplomatic c · 
cles •. 

Following the public statements of politicians who have direct responsibility or e:xperience, such as 
Messr Heath, Brandt, Spaak, Scelba, and after the Monnet Committee has charged an ad hoc committee with the 
study of the question, Mr Hannel 1 s contribution seems to us very valuable. 

The Belgian Foreigp Minister stated first of all that Belgium has never involved itself in the abstract 
argument over a E\lrope of Nations or a E\lrope of States, but at the same time he fixed t~o extremely import
ant points: 
a) There uill be no E\lrope true to its reality unless all the transfers of authority have been carried 
thrQugh which will pe~t the fonning of a European government. 
b) Each new step taken raises an institutional guestion to which we are devoting all our attention. 

In Mr Harmel's view, there is each time a triple problem: (l) what powers should be transferred to the 
Community institutions? (2) will the states participate in the weilding of the powers thus transferred, and 
how? (3) how will authority be divided between the Parliament, the Council of Ministers and the EUropean Com
mission? 

According to Mr Hannel, experience allows one to differentiate some concrete rules, i.e. essentialiy 
that each state will continue to control itself that which is best dealt with at its level {regional inte~ 
ests will go on getting sharper) and that the states will more easily accept the fact of limitation of their 
sovreigpty if two precautions are taken, viz: (a) not an 11 en bloc" transfer to Community level, but "issue by 
issue11 , and. (b) that the said powers should in a first stage be as often as possible delegated before the 
stage is reached of thinking of ceding them. Mr Hannel also seems to think that the powers of the Parliament 
and the Council would be larger the more the state delegates participate in decisions. Therefbre: a Council 
of Ministers composed of ministers who continue to belong to their national governme~ts, and a Parliament 
whose members could be elected partly by direct suffrage and partly by state representation. Mr Hannel did 
not speak of the Commission, except for an allusion which it seems to us applies more to managing than to 
participation in the decision-making process. 

In conclusion Mr Hannel states that he does not defend any abstract thesis - and this is true, since 
his analysis is ~tamped with pragmatism - but it is absolutely necessary that each new mission of the commun .. 
ities should correspond to a new slice of power propoerly distributed between the existing EUropean instit
utions, and able to engender rapid decisions. 

The question is, what is the meaning of properly distributed. It is there that the shoe pinches. 
Em.G. 
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A crisis in sight or a war of nerves? 

The dramatic turn caused by the fonnal request made yesterday afternoon o~ behalf of hU Government 4(" 
the French Permanent Representative to include on· the agenda of the next session of the Council "(.go March) 
as part of the preparation of the enlargement negotiations, the "economic, financial and mone~ary problem~ 
linked with membership", in other words the problem of the international status of the Pound, will no do~ 
cause eddies about which it is difficult to judge quite how far they rcould lead (see all the information .,............ 
about this in our Bulletin). . . . . . {~ 

It is known that it was generally admitted that this subject would not be part of the negotiations ~ 
sel-.es. "This is not a subject for negotia.tiqn11 , replied Mr. Rippon drily to a question which was asked of · 
him' at the end of the session of 16 March (Mr. Schwnann had said that this was lla verr important problea", 
but he did not contradict Mr. Rippon). More precisely,· reciprocal infonnation was in progress in accordance 
with the letter and spirit of the deliberations of the Community Council of 8 and 9 June, according to which 
a common stand of the Six could only be established after having learnt of the United Kingdom's position. This 
was new in relation to all the other subjects on whi~ we know, the common stand of the Six is defined 
before discussing them with the British or other·candidates. This is connecte: with the nature of the prob
lems dealt with, with the technical nature of certain implications, and with the psychological effects of 
possible negotiations in the Council. It was obtained (and this was confirmed at the Conference of the nego
tiations of 27 October 1970) that the subject 'would be dealt with "in an appropriate framework". In this 
framework, and together with the British, points of convergence could have been found and not a "formal agree
ment" to include them in the membership treaty, but a method conforming to the usages irt international monet
arY relations, could have been found, enabling the desired results to be arrived at. 

For there is no doubt that some problems do exist, and each of-the parties is aware of this, but~ 
w of osin them and the choice of the moment can dictate all the ne tiations. 

This psyc ologic impact could not escape t ose o made t e choice - in a meeting held at the Elysee 
on Wednesday afternoon - of presenting these problems in such an untimely way and at the moment. In fact, 
the memOrandum read by Mr. Boegner does not only ask to discuss the problem in the Council, to establish 
a common stand, but also gives the conditions which should be obeyed by this common stand, before a dis~s
ion is opened. 

In these conditions, it can legitimately be asked whether what is happening in Brussels has the precise 
aim of sinking the negotiations in progress, by means of outbidding and delaying tactics. The French approach 
was, in fact, made just at a time when a general tendency to speed up the work had appeared: it seemed unani ... 
mous. The opening of this case amongst the Six, by. the method which was chosen, c~ only cause a profound 
division of opinions and probably a very negative reaction imGreat Britain. 

The risif is verr great. Has it been provoked? This cannot be said. Are we on the eve of the greatly 
feared crisis? We must keep our heads, while e~ all the eventualities .• The British should guard against 
any inadvisable reaction, for at the moment, this is a problem of the Six. Five of them cari verr well appeal 
to the procedures established in common agreement. The reaction Which they will arouse will show whether their 
partner really wants the politisation, and therefore the radicalisation of the proble, or rather whether this 
is only; as we hope, a "slight accident" due to 4 combination of various circumStances. 

Em.G. 
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\ , . EDITORIAL 

_\J ~ prapos of the pound sterling: "discussion" or "negotiation"? r~ 
The speculations caused by the French move to have the problem of the pound sterling put on the C~J• 

agenda continue. They sometimea take a very pessimistic tum, whilst some sources, mainly official or~el\li · 
~fficial, are trying to minimise the effect of the move in question. . 

All this encourages us to seek out and clarify all those elements whose analysis may pemaps pe 
objective and corrective judgement to be formed on the mo.ve an. d the realistic evaluation of the probablli~ -
sequences. Mn 

For the moment, the speculations are mainly over two asl)ects of the matter: _; 
1) The motives for the »tove - Some people think that France was conly acting tactically by adding a foil -
ject to the three already under discussion, in order to be able to manoevre better. Others think it is only 
a question of having an initial discussion on a problem which France, and others too, consider can no longer 
be left on the side. Others again wonder if France has not been looking for a new way of making London real
ise that the real negotiations should take place in Paris first (the "Economist" was the first to advise 
going to see the "man who counts", i.e. Pompidou, while Nora Beloff, recalling that in 1962 Wilson said of 
Heath that he was behaving like a little dog in front of de Gaulle, writes in the "Observer" that he certain
ly "will not be Pompidou 1 s little dog"). Others finally feel that the French move is aimed neither more nor 
les than at the blocking of the negotiations, the exasperating of the British and the failure of the affair: 
in short, that it is a new "veto". 
2) The effects the move will have - In part this topic is bound up with the first. It is asked in several 
quarters whether France 1 s partners are going to accept the setting up of a "common position" before having 
discussed the matter with th~ United Kingdom. On the British side it is said and written that if the Six 
decide to put the problem of the pound sterling on the agneda of the May llth Conference session, the United 
Kingdom will put in a refusal. One wonders also what will be the fate of the procedure begun by the ·commiss
ion and Which for the moment has been interrupted. It is clear that the Commission's point of view is quite 
different from that which characterised the French move. This deserves to be stressed because ,some comments 
are trying to get the reverse belived. 

In order to be able to judge the affair better, as we said at the beginning, one must first recall cer
tain fundamental parts of the dossier: 
1) On the economic, financial and monetary problems, the Council on 8 and 9 June 1970 established that "it is 
important for the Six to define a common position in the course of the negotiations and after having t~ 
note of the British position in this field, with a view to resolving the problems which could arise, as a 
remut of the enlargement, on the subject of the questions mentioned above". 
2). On 30 June 1970, a his speech giving the common position, Mr Hannel alluded to "discussions which we will 
have with Great Britain on certain particular quest-.ons touching the economic, financial and monetary prob-
lems linked to membership". , 
3) In his communication of the 18 March 1971, Mr Boegner, before .giving indications on the French position, 
stated, according to the text: "In line with the decision of June ll 1970 on the preparation of discussions 
with the UK, according to which decision the Six are to define a common posttion on the economic, financill 
and monetary problems, France would like the Council, in an appropriate fonn from the 30 March, to begin to 

· ·draw up such a position, so that it can be rapidly transmitted to the British authorities with a view to the 
planned discussions on this subject". 

It is starting with these elelments that we will try to see more clearly into the matter. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY tJA t'vta-r-01 { 'l7:f 1 N Q \ -=t-"9--f 
1 - EDITORIAL: A propos of the pound sterling: "discussion" or "negotiation"? 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Preparation of the 24th, Congress of the C.P, of the Soviet Union- Mr Heath's visit 
to Bonn is postponed - Mr de ;Tong pessimistic on negotiations - Visits by Mr A. Royle -tabour lead 

DAlLY BULLEI'IN No 771 (new series): . of 10% over the Conservatives- ~icipal and regional elections 
3-4 -The international role of the Pound and the Community. 1 n France and Germany 
4 - " ricUlture 11 Council: session opens 
5 - EF.£ u : end of the meeting of the joint Parliamentary Committee 
6 - EF.£ Austr:i.a: F.hd of the second round of the exploratory talks 

- EEC orwa .: resumption of the negotiations at the end of March? 
- EEC Ire and - EEC Denmark: meetings of Deputies. 

7 - 1 Stan · g Committee on Flnployment11 : programme for future work 
- Mr Dahrendorf ends hsi visit to India 

8 - "Generalised Preferences": speciili systems planned by the Community 
- Bel ·an t stem: reply to question no 470 from Mr Vredeling 
- EEC ast nca: agreement on certain measures 

9 - ~: P uction in the IISI countries in February 
- Dat ssin : co-ordination of professional training 
- Gas i e mking Holland and Italy 
- In stn Po icy: finishing of the ad hoc Group's report 

10 - Court of Justice: concept of export to third countries 
- Youth: E uropean co-ordination office 
- E.s.c.: will pronounce on fann prices 

ll - Weekly annexe 
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18eme annee - No 772 ( 
mardi 23 mars 1971 

A propos of the Pound: A "discussion" which has not yet taken place. .H 
Yesterday we quoted the text from which one can try to establish an objective evaluation of the effe 

of the French move to haTe an immediate discussion on the role of the Pound in an enlarged Conmunity. Thi · 
will allow those involved to study the best tactic to adopt, taking into account.all the factors in play. 
The fact remains that if the move was made - as someone has said and written - with a view to ~~~$U~;;= 
ground for a veto, the sole interest in such an analysis would reside in the fact that it 
ablish without a shadow of doubt· where responsibilities lie. 

If we interpret exactly the decisions taken by the Council of Ministers on 8 and 9 June 1970, confi 
ed in a document from the Pennanent Representatives on the 11th, the Six had agreed to exclude from "the 
common negotiating position" a whole group of economic, financial and monetary problems. In fact they recog
nised that for the most part, these problems could not fonn part of the negotiations. But neither did they 
exclude this possibility. This is to say that the examination to be made later, among the Six and with the 
British, would have allowed the "isolation" of the few questions on which it might have been decided that 
they could be the subject for negotiation on the basis of a common position among the Six. Take, as an exam
ple, the problem of the network of preferences typical for the nature of the sterling area. 

In addition, the detailed examination of the whole of these questions, together with Britain, would 
have allowed the Community to make a better assessment of the economic context in which entry will occur, 
and to take account of the results of this ·examination. It is clear from the start that in fixing the Brit
ish contribution to the Community budget during the transition period, as also t)le length of this transition 
period, the Six should also take account of the state of the British economy, of the chances it has of beine; 
able to bear these costs and of the possible effects on the balance of payments. 

The process imagined was doubtless the following: discussion with Britain so as to find out the Briti.~h 
position, followed by the fixing of a common position among the Six, but solely on the problems likely to 
arise as a result of the enlargement. Yet what are these problems? The expression is ambiguous. One can read
ily maintain that the future evolution of the British economy is 11 a problem likely to arise as a result of · 
the enlargement". In the same way, the international role of the Pound is doubtless a problem which the en
larged Conmunity will be faced with. But it is difficult to maintain in one case as in the other that these 
are negotiable problems. The correct interpretation of the expression in question is thus that the exchange 
of views with the British is aimed precisely at isolating the problems to be negotiated and on which the 
Six have still not established a common position. All the same, this can only be established after the pos
ition of the United Kingdom is known. This indicates that one must go beyond the "fact-finding" stage which 
is actually under way at the moment, and that the United Kingdom should make knoWlits position as it would 
result after the discussions to which Mr Hannel alluded in his 30 June 1970 speech. 

It is clear that the Community does not yet know the British position (which is why Mr Barre in his 
"commentary" asked for a greater going into detail on some points). How, therefore, is the French move to 
be justified? We will .return to this point tomorrow. · 

Em.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: A propos of the Pound: A "discussion" which has not yet taken place. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: International Committee of the Association of furopean Journalists received by Mr 
Malfatti - Socialist International: Council to.:meet ~ Helsinki - Scandinavian MP' s in Benelux -
Mr Rippon speaks for membership - the problem 91i sterling is not negotiable, says Mr De Koster. 

DAILY BULLEriN No 772 (new series): 

3-4 - 11Agriculture 11Council: hope for an overall compromise 
4-5 -Very big demonstration by fann-workers in Brussels and ext-raordinary Assembly of COPA 
5 -Tourism in the context of the Common Marltet 
6 - ~ Ireland: negotiating session at Deputy level 

- ~ Denma : meetip,g at Deputy level 

7-8 
8 
9-10 
ll 

- EF£ K: a new meeting of the Deputies 
- EF£ China: statements by Minister Zagari 
- E.s.c.: i.D.dustrial policy 
- Teachers and students in the Community 
..: E.s.c.: fann prices 1970/71 
- E.D.F.: favourable opinion on four financing projects 
-Transport: initiative by the Transport Committee of the E.P. to re-launch the common policy 
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A propos of the Pound: misunderstandings to be cleared up. 

In its move last Thursday, the French government 

1 ~me annAe - No 77""'.._ 
mercredi 2& mars 

ing to the basic ~cisions On. the Six's "common position" negotiations with the 
that the Council Qe~ from its next session to draw up such a position on the economic, financial an 
ary problems, so ~it can be rapidly transmitted to the British authorities with a view to the di ' s 
which are planned for on this matter. 

Thus it emerges: · _If~ 
a) that the F~nch government, in asking for the drawing up of a conunon position "with a view to th d1fp1 s-
ions" ldth the British, seems to dissociate itself from the deci:Sisons taken in June 1970, accord:i.n,g eh, 
and there is no doubt on this, the common positon is to be defined after having leaDned the position of the 
United Kingdom, ie after having had discussions with the UK. -
b) that the French government is not, apparently, asking that, after a common position has been drawn up, 
there are negotiations come what may. On the contrary, they speak of the discussions which are then to take 
place. But one cannot help finding that there is is an ambiguity here which could lead to serious misUnder
standings. If France 1 s partners allow themselves to be dragged into examining the problems put forward in the 
French note, how can they prevent these problems from becoming at a given moment the subject of negotiations? 
And if, for example, they accept the French point of view on the incompatibility between the UK1 s position as 
eentre of the sterling area and membership of the Community, how can they avoid a mortal blow being struck at 
the negotiations? 
c) the mention made in the French note of a certain number of problems seems to indicate that there is no ag
reement on the interpretation to be given to the expression "problems likely to arise as a result of the en
largement", whose ambiguity we stressed yesterday. 

It seems therefore thatfrom analysis of the present texts, and the interpretations given ;i.n, ;one or an
other quarter to these texts, one can draw certain conclusions, which we will summarise in the two following 
points: 
l - Tb~ .discussions with the British were under way, but had been interrupted. The common position among the 
Six can OnfY..be defined after they have learned the British position. The only possible result of this is for 
the Council to limit itself to an exchange of views and to charge the Commission with continuing the action 
already begun by it. 
2 - Any misunderstanding about what should be part of the membership negotiations and what should be excluded 
should be cleared up inunediately. There are doubtless economic or monetary issues which come into the negot
iations: they must be clearly defined. This should be the result of discussions to be had with the British. 
. This being the case, we have not yet spoken of the very basics of the affair, that is, the international 
role of the Pound in the context of the enlarged Community. We will come back to that tomorrow. 

Em. G. 

- EDITORIAL: Apropos of the Pound: misunderstandinQ to be cleared up. 1. 
21 - POLITICAL DAY: Is there a"plot against the Powtd"? ask the British - Nordic Council - Benelux 

parliamentary meeting - Interparliamentary Consultative Council of the Benelux - Debates in Nordic 
countries on building of Europe - British anti-marketeers to come to Brussels. 

DAlLY BULLETIN No 773 (new series): 

,·3-4 - "Agricultural" Council: overall compromise proposal by the Commission 
3 - EUROSINDICAT: 144.59 
5 - EECju.K.: meeting at Deputies level 
6 - Industrial policy: qualitative aspects and social problems seen from the viewpoint of the ESC 
7 - National budgets in 1971 

- ECON(J.{IC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
I! - Energy policy: new proposals in sight 

9 
9-10 
10 

ll 
12-13 

- COMPOSITE PRICE: 36.17 
- "Liquorice cartel'ii"""iii'""the Netherlands: reply to question No 440 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Aids to the textile sector in Italy: reply to question No 466 from Mr. Vredeling 
- New exe tions b cate ories copcerni reements: opinion of the E.P. delayed 
- European incomes policy: examin~ by t e Social Committee of the E.P. 
- Publications of the European Communities 
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. . '• .;,\ \;<.· ·., \ :. , .1 EDITORIAL 

. ·~. ~~··:, \\:( ,.,:~;._, ·'A propos of the Pound: an inevitable evolution. ~ 
In ~ .et!Targed Community with a common currency (or a collection of freely convertible currenciett ~ 

fixed e~change rates between· them), the Pound sterling would doubtless not have the role it has now. . 
This is inevitable and inherent in the very nature of the Community. The British are fully aware o 

and have srld so several times. In addition, they have also marked their agreement over the aims of t 
omic and monetary union. Thus they lmow that in asking for membership of the Community they are engaging, 
the monetary field too, in an irreversible movement, all of whose consequenc~s they will have to accept. 
is interesting to note that the government which have been the most reticent in starting on the path to c 
omin and monetary u nion and in accepting the long tenn consequences is the one which is now invoking the 
undertakings, in order to impose them in a manner of speaking on the newcomers, in particular Great Britain. 

Even taking away their wish to enter the community, the British are broadly orientated towards a red
uction in the international role - and more precisely the reserve currency role - still being played by the 
Pound. In the long term they consider a gradual reduction in the sterling halances as desirable, and envis
age various formulas for the "internationalising" of these balances. We ourselves developed in our editorials 
upon the theses supported by Mrs Susan Strange, which are shared by important quarters in Britain. And it is 
lmown that Mr Harold Lever, former Labour minister, has made fairly precise proposals on this subject. 

Thus there is a broad consensus, both in the Community and in Britain, on the basic idea contained in 
the French note (cf our editorials of the last three days and, in today 1 s bulletin, a summary of the French 
note), accordi~g to which there ought to be a change in the international role of the Pound after the United 
Kingdom joins the Community. But this consensus is c<mfined to this general idea. For the practical consequ
ences of this idea can only be drawn in a larger context and in the light of as yet unlmown fac tors. It is 
not yet lmown, for::example, if and when the advent of a common european currency will become a reality. For 
the time being, it is something which virtually must come. No-one knows how the transition from the present 
international monetary system to a more balanced system will be organised. The Pound cannot be considered 
separately outside this context. We do not know if we are on the path towards a multipolar system, or if, as 
some think, towards a system based on an international reserve currency guaranteed by all the developed nat
ions and administered by an international body which would watch over the expansion of world currencies. 

There is no doubt that the problem of sterling exists, that several connected issues deserve to be dis
cussed as of now, and that some of them could possibly be the subject of a proper negotiation. The worrying 
thing about the French move, at the time and after it, is the approach, which without' a doubt tends to "act
ualise" the problem and to insert it into the negotiations, ev'en if this is not said in so many words. When 
the French government says that "in the course of the transition perio.d, Great Britain must take st~ps to 
reduce the volume of reserves held in sterling gradually11 , it is posing a condition and giving a time-limit. 

Let us recognise all the same that the move is characterised by a certain flexibility, and that one 
must try not to read objectives into it which are not there. A technical debate between the Commission and 
the Finance J-tinisters· would probably allow its implications and effects' to be defined and limite~as Mr Schu
mann seemed to be saying in today's statement to the Foreign Affairs Committee of tlie Cnamber of Deputies. 

·~·(} 

SUMMARY '2--0 M QY"C V) ( c(j- I 10G . ~-=f~ • • 
- EDITORIAL: A propos of the Pound: an inevitable evolution. 1 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Latin America and the EEC - WEU: next ministerial council - Mr Natali to meet Mr 
Rippon - European campaign by the British government -Marshal! Tito in Rome 

DAILY BULLETIN No 774 (new series): 
3-4-5- - Agriculture Council: overall agreement on the modernisation of structures. 
5b 
6 - French position on the problem of ster~g and of the preferential treatment for movements of cap

ital 
- Economic and Monetary Union: formal adoption of texts 
- E.S.C.: closure of the session 

7 - Euratom/UK: work of the ad hoc Group for atomic questions with a view to the enlargement 
- Technico-Economic Data on the different enrichment processes 
-Rolls Royce: Questions nos 22/71 to the Commission and 23/71 to the Council from Mr Glinne 

8 ... 11Europemballage 11 disputes the complaints made to it by the C()IJIJIIj;ssion 
- 11European Company Charter": the E.P. prepares a position on the draft s·atutes. 

9 - Origin of food gifts: reply to question no 437 from Mr vredeling 
-Yugoslavia and ge~eralised preferences: reply to question no 461 from Mr Vredeling 
- Tax on pharmaceutical products in Italy: reply to question no 457 from Mr Dittrich 
- Mr Deniau in Mauritania 

10 - Aid to the production of coking coal for the iron and steel industry in Belgium 
- Scrap equalisation: the Court of justice rejects two appeals 
- Job security in the iron and steel industry: work by the EP 
- FXXJNOOIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

11 - Parliamentary Activity in Europe 
12-13 - ~ONOOIC MERPmETRATION No 1006 
FlJROPE/Documents.: Ralf Dah~dorf:- POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITS OF A JilJROPEAN Cet1MUNITIES~ EOREI~ POLICY. 
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BULLETIN 

- Les Re ions Frontalieres a l 1Heure du Marche Commun (The Frontier Regions in the ~e of the Common Ma , 
Symposium organised on 27 and 2 November 19 by the Institute Of European Studies of the Universite Li 
de Bruxelles, Presses. Universitaires de Brux~lles (Avenue Paul Heger 42 - 1050 Brussels), 427 pages, Pri t · 

780 BF.
In the first part of the volume, the experiences of eight European frontier regions are presented: ~

their structure, their problems, the policies which are followed in them, the prospects which are offered ,n 
them in the European framework. · " 

The second part .1s devoted to syntheses of these questlc,l.: from the various economic, social, commer .. 
cial and political points of view, and from the points of view of planning, transport, the European Commun
ities and the European Investment Bank. 

In the Community's regional policy, the frontier regions, beside the fringe and under-industrialised 
regions, are considered as~having priority, but for opposite reasons. In fact, the frontier regions of the 
Community have a large share in the economic and social activity and expansion of the Community, mainly 
because of their great density of population and of the high total of their contribution to the internal pro
duct of the Community. 

- International Organization, Volume XXIV, No 4, Autumn 1970, 1,020 pages, $2.50 per volume. (Published by 
the World Peace Foundation, 40, Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Mass. 02108.- With the title "Regional Integrat
ion: Theory and Research", this volume groups together a dozen articles by American specialists who met in 
April 1969 at Madison (Wisconsin) to review the problems of regional integration research. Professor Ernst 
B. Haas writes the 'general introductory article. 

- ERNST MUHL~: L'Economie lux.embourgeoise - Les Marches euro eens des capitaux (l'he Luxemburger Economy ..f 
The European Capital Markets , Universite Internationale de Sciences Comparees, 13 rue du Rost, Luxembourg, 
181 pagesl- This is the text of a lecture given as part of the 1969/70 session of Luxemburger economic stu
dies, organised by the "Universite Internationale de Sciences Comparees", Luxembourg. 

- G. DELVAUX: Le robleme de l 1orientation de 1 1 riculture euro eenne au sein de la C.E.E., (The Problem 
of the Orientation of European Agriculture within the EEC , 40 pages, extract from the "Revue de 11 Agricul
ture", January 1971 edition. 

- W.E.U.: Proceedings Assembl of the Western Euro can Union, Second Part, November 1970, Volume !ii (Ass
embly Documents , Volume IV Minutes - Official Report of Debates). 

- Seventeenth joint Meeting of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and of the European Parlia
ment, Full report of the debates of the session of 17 September 1970, 120 pages, Office of Official Public
ations of the European Communities. 

- Comunita europee, February 1971, Via Poli 29, Rome.- The Editorial in this number, written by Mr. Ralf 
Dahrendorf, is devoted to the search for a new style for EEC-United States relations. We also mention a 
stand taken by Mr. Franco Malfatti on the economic and monetary union and an article by Mr. Ferdinando Ricc
ardi on the same subject. 

- European Communith (Greek edition), January-February 1971.- In the summary: the economic and monetary union, 
Speech by Mr. Borsc ette to the Union of European journalists, the daily press in the Community, the addit
ional EEC-Turkey protocol, the EEC and Geece, the EEC-Great Britain negotiations • 

. SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLIT~CAL DAY: Mr. Geoffrey Rippon in Rome on Monday - Commission foresees economic cr1s~s in Britain? 
- Sir Patrick Reilly: U.K. is not the Trojan horse of the U.S.A. -Turkish Government formed -
Marshal Tito 1 s visit to I~aly. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 775 (new series): 

3 - Reduction of the mar ins of fluctuation between the currencies of the Six 
-EEC U.K.: preparation of the negotiations 

4 - Mr. Mansholt satisfied with the results obtained by the Ministers of Agriculture 
5 - Mr. Dahrendorf: 11 counter-offensive· .. Of!iberation11 to fight against renascent trade protectionism 

- Distilling of surplus wine 
- Court of ,Justice: ruling soon in the conflict opposing Commission and Council 

6 - Ultracentrifugation: question No 14/7}, by Messrs. Oele and Vredeling and questions Nos 28 to the 
Council and ~9 to the Commission by Mr. Glinne. 

7 - E.S.C.: opinion concerning agriculture, .. ·reedom of establishment and customs legislation 
7-8 - The E.S.C. approves the broad lines of the Memorandum on the industrial policy 
8 - Direct conversion of atomic energy in the USSR 
9 - Rolled products; orders of February 1971 

- Domestic iron-ore in the total iron-ore consumption by the Community s~eel industry 
10 - New inquiry into retail prices in the EEC 

- E.I.B.: loan to a German aluminium firm 
- ECON(J.UC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATIOO 

ll - THE WEEK IN EUROPE 
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EDITORIAL 

1 undi 29 mars 1 ,....., ___ 

The Ponnd and the Community: beyond "technicalities", Mr. Altiero Spinelli El 
. wants a political solution, and pe says which one. :@·"\. 

"It is extraordinary what the Commission is somtimes asked to do", Mr. Altiero Spinelli, Europe ·n• ·: 
Commission member, told us today, speaking about the future of the Community (~d we shall return to ~ 
tiis. statelilentsr. ·prompted by an overall political view). 

· Is it admissible for the answer to this question, which comes, as it were, from "the bases", to stllfl 
consist of a reminder of the legal possibilities offerred by the Treaties? ~bviously not. Even without vll 
ating the Treaties, and without going beyond their spirit, the Commission has a political duty, which it 
cann~t neglect because public opinion is visibly appointing it as a symbol and instrument of this political 
action. 

We have noticed this here in Brussels, in the streets: who did the farmers demand should solve their 
problems? Mr. Mansholt, wposc effigy was hanged, and the Commission. A journalist faithful for a long time 
to anti-supranational views wrote in a Sunday newspaper that if there had been a political authority in 
Brussels, so much time would not have been lost. This shows that times are changing and that ideas develop~ 
Finally, in the agricultural affair, the Commission succeeded in imposing, in the face of national egoism · 
and in. spite of the fact that the Council was chaired by a figure who was certainly aware of the importance 
of the agricultural problems, but explicitly hostile to any idea of supranationality, at least the start of 
a Commnnity solution, in other words, a solution based on the idea of common responsibility and interest, 
which is often invoked in certain fields (the Community preference), but which is nevertheless often for
gotten in others. It succeeded in making it understood that a balanced development of the Community is in 
the interests of everybody and not only of the regions or social groups which benefit from certain transfers 
of resources. It is true that the Commission was almost alone in defending this fundamental idea (which we 
see returning in the Social Memorandum which Mr. Coppc presented today). 

Let us come back ~o Mr. Spine lli and the role that the Commission should play. AccorQ.ing to him, this 
role of political initiative should appear in particular in the case of the Ponnd. This problem cannot be 
solved by technicalities (which arc necessary, but subordinate to political decisions) or by re;ferring it 
to extra-Community meetings. It should get the start of a political solution by means of an explicit declar
ation by the Community according to which Sterling balances would become (according to the appropriate 
arrangements) a European responsibility. It is in the Community's own interests to have an instrument which 
already exists and which would gradually be Europeanised. The counterpart would be an explicit (and "cred
ible") British undertaking to align her own economy on the economy of the economic and monetary union which 
we-waDt to build. To ask the United Kingdom to make an independent and isolated effort to eliminate Sterling 
balances (as France seems to be doing) means to ask for the impossible, and to condemn the negotiations to 
failure. 

The European Commission could launch this idea itself, ans by acting in this way, it would qualify it
self as a political body, which holds a right of initiative, thus giving the lie to those who want its role 
to be reduced to that of a technical secretariat or of an honest broker. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY ')_. ~ rv\_ a '<""'C h (. q_-=7 ) 'fJ 0 '~ 
1 -EDITORIAL: The Ponnd and the Community: beyond "technicalities", Mr. Altiero Spinelli wants a 

political solution, and he says which one. 
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and democratic control - Mr Silkin did not meet Mr Barre - Mr Powell speaks against membership tn 
Frankfurt - .llid of Marshall Tito 1 s visit to Italy. 
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EDITORIAL 

Sterling and the Community: towards a constructive policy 

We do not yet know what Mr Valery Giscard d 1Estaing will say to his colleagues today on the issue Er· 
sterling, which was raised gy· his government in the context of the negotiations with the United Kingdom~s 
we do not know if France will limit itself to asking that the problem be discussed - and if this is the e, 
then procedural decisions will perhaps have to be taken - or whether it will make constructive propos .. 
could be the basis of serious discussion. D.J 

The proposal to ask the British to gradual demolish the system build aroWld the POWld is not a~~~ ..... 
ructive one: it reflects a purely negative attitude. · 

On the other hand, observers are agreed that the suggestion made yesterday by Hr Altiero S ine i 
course "in a purely personal way - has a constructive character, that is it opens the way to a construcr·-....-
Community policy, that it proposes building and not just pulling down. It consists, as we know, in European
ising the sterling balances. Naturally, its details have yet to be concretised technically speaking, but as 
is known, it has for a long time had the support of international experts of great renown and whose object-:.·:. 
ivity is beyond question. We recall that Hr Robert Triffin fonnulated it and added the necessary explanations 
is his :report presented to the Monnet Committee in July 1969. Hr Triffin stressed that the advantage. of such 
an operation of Europeanisation would be that the machinery to be used "would not burden the CommWlity any 
more than the practices already in force; but they would be organised in such a way that the share of the 
~ro an countries in su ortin the Pound would a ectr more clearl and would be supplemented by a greater 
in uence over the policy changes which Great Britain would be o liged to carry out in its own interests as 
well as in view of its integration11 • 

All this seems very clear to us• And all the more because the machinery imagined by Professor Triffin 
would be founded on the creation of a European Monetary Fund which would (in possible co-operation with the 
IMF) allow the gradual transfonnation of the reserves in._ national currencies, including the sterling bal
ances, into truly international reserves. It that not one of the great aims of the economic and monetary un
ion? 

The ;political operation suggested by Hr Spinelli thus rests on solid technical bases. It would allow a 
double result to be obtained: 
a) it would ease Britain's entry by eliminating at the same time the obstacle of the sterling balances' ex
istence and the con·~t·raints which this imposes on the British economy. 
b) it wouiJ,.d give a definite push towards the definition• of the monetary indj,viduality of Europe, in line with 
what is planned by the economic and monetary union scheme. 

The moneta section of this scheme would be stron accelerated. Would everyone accept this? One is 
entitle to wonder. Some think it absolutely necessary, and here we are only,quoting the opinion of an eminent 
expert, Professor Dell' Amore, who last year chaired the group charged by the European Movement with the job 
of studying monetary problems in the context of integration. Tomorrow we will come back to the ideas he has 
just expressed in an article published in "Il Globo" on March 18th. 

Em. G. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: Sterling and the Community: towards a constructive policy. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: USSR: 24th Congress of the Communist Party - Mr Barber announces the introduction of 
VAT in UK.- -
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- "Generalised preferences" for developing nations: coming into effect on July 1st 
- Measures for freeing imports from East Bloc countries :guidelines defined by the Council 
- Em/UK: the problem of British membership comes before the CoWlcil 
- Regional Policy: points of view coming together. 
- Em/N'orway: Ministerial negotiating session 
- Common s stem for char in infrastructure tariffs to be gradually in~roduced for roads by 1981 
- EEC inland: only a trade agreement can be concluded 
- Em Sweden: "incompatibilities"with neutrality .nile . ..out membership 
- Billiard balls to the USA: no threat to exports 
- New prices for dairy produce and meat adopted 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Algerian wines: reply to question no 441 from Hr Vredeling - UK: new m-

um prices for cereal imports - North-East Atlantic Fisheries Committee :--reply to question 368/70 -
Em/DErunark and EEX:/Austria: renewal ofbilateral agreements on livestock for processing -Hr Brezhnev 
announce.s a record cereals harvest. 

- Internati?nal Agreements on Olive Oil, Cocoa and Coffee: replies to questions 465,444 and 493 from 
Hr Vredeling. 

- Ecological effects of projects financed by the EDF: reply to question no 477 from Hr Cifarelli 
- South Africa/Em: reply to question no 413 from Hr Vredeling 
- Italian reimbursement system for engineering exports. 
-Towards an agreement with Switzerland on the system of "Connunity transit"? 
- Shoes from Roumania: restrictions authorised in Benelux 
- Community agreements: coming into effect. 
- Publications of the European Communities. 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENErRATION No 160<) 
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EDITORIAL 

l~me ann~e - No 77 
mercredi 31 mars 

The Pound, the Community and the monetary union: to escape by advancing. 

As we promised our readers yesterday, we shall now give the few proposals put forwa~ by Mr. D 1 
Amore concerning the monetary union. B 

These proposals, which we link with those of Mr. Spinelli for a europeanization of sterling balanc 
are of all the more moment since the results of yesterday's ministerial meeting abOut the problem of the 
pound are ambiguous (cf. our Bulletin). 

One thing is certain, namely that certain aspects at least of the problem of the Pound (we do no 
know which ones) are to be included in the package for the negotiations with the British. This pa~kage 
;beco~ too heavy if it were to contain unacceptable pretentions. It is clear, moreover, that the Commu 
must achieve the economic and monetary union and that it must therefore solve the contradictions which 
paralysing all progress. In this context, to escape by advancing is perhaps the most courageous, but also 
the wisest, political choice. If we start, in fact, from the assumption that the Community is enlarged and 
that the economic and monetary union is being achieved, logic has it that the future common currency should 
have an important role to play in the world, even if we do not yet know which role. Why, therefore, not 
already act in this perspective by preparing to rationally use what exists? 

This is the question which the European leaders, who will soon have to decide, perhaps at the hi~hest 
level, on the main problems of the enlargement negotiations, should ask themselves. 

The courageous proposals made by Mr. Dell 1Amore can be situated in this viewpoint. For him, it is very 
doubtful whether, 11 rebus sic stantibus't, a real and sufficient coordination of the economic policies of the 
six countries can be achieved within the given time-limits. Must we give up pursuing the obj~ctives which 
the Community has assigned itself? Not at all, replies Mr. Dell'Amore1 but we must abandon the illusions, 
change the marching order laid down and "immediately form the Community Central Bank (with a structure sim
ilar to the Federal Reserve System), which will be the first step towards the desired monetary unification. 
It would be the first body with real· powers of decision". For Mr. Dell'Amore, these powers should be exer
cised immediately in the field in which national autonomy of decision, which is the rule at present, is at 
the origin of many a oresent misfortune, namely in the fields of the fixing of the official interest rates 
and ~f the nercentages of the compulsory liquidity reserves of the merchant banks. Mr. Dell 1Amore does not 
seem to have much confidence in the co-operation which could be established on the basis of the mechanisms 
provided at present and especially the consultations within the Committee of Governors of the Central Banks. 
For him, the creation of the Central Bank would be the test of the existence of a common will to create the 
economic and monetary union~ If this common will does not exist, it would be pointless to continue to talk 
about the economic and monetary union. 

1 

2 

Em.G. 

- EDITORlAL: "The Pound, the 
POLITICAL DAY: Politjcal 
Committee - ;.::A~===.;:;;..:..,~F~-=~~;;......;;.;;.;;.;;_,;;;;~~;;.;;;;;~-=~~;;.....;=.;..;~~~=r=---;.;;;;;.;~.-....- established 
in Brussels - ....-..;.;...;._....;.;.......;_..;;;;..~.._ compro11use 

DAILY BULLETIN No 778 (new series): 

3 - The E.P. will examine, at its next session, the economic situation and the problems posed by the 
common policies for energy and scientific research. 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 145.40 
3-4 - The problem of the Pound 
4-5 - The British contribution to the Community budget 
5 - EEC/Portugal: .end of the 2nd round of the exploratory talks 
6 - "Generalised preferences": scope and significance of their implementation 
7 - pistilling of stocked table wines: Commission's proposal 

- The Court of ,Justice rec9gnises the Community competence to negotiate and conclude agreements 
with third countries 

·- EECJu.K.: preparation of the meeting of Deputies 
8 - OECD: work of the "Credits and Export Credits Guarru:i.teesn Group 

- International exhibitions of textile machinery 
- Tax reform in Italy ••• and in the F .R.G. 

9-10 - Steel Indust~: vigorous expansion foreseen 
10 -Belgian Petr~eum Indust~: maintenance of the present prices for three months 

-COMPOSITE PRICt: 35.17 D_! 
11 - Economic co-operation between the industrial countries: Belgian proposal 

- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1610 and reply to question No 505 by Mr. Couste 

,EUROPE/Documents No 620 - Address by Mr. Harmel to the Belgian Senate. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe could be about to see some dramatic moments. 

The immediate future could have a crucial importance for the evolution of the European situatimflcl 
for the future of the Commuriity. 

The talks which President Malfatti will have in Washington at the beginni.I).g of next week may OIPAJ[Ii)lQ 
way to a enuine dialo e between the continents, in which ~rope will not appear as supplicant or 
ate, but with t e firm wi to m e a positive and original contribution to developments which, to b 
ficial, must be able to be watched over. 

But for the dialogue to be possible, there must be a balance between the .two parties. Thus it · 
ble which Mr Malfatti will be making, since he will have to speak as if the enlargement of the prese t 
unity were an accomplished reality and as if, on this side of the Atlantic there was a Continent. 

Now, although everyone in Europe is aware of the need and urgency for this enlargement, which should 
give Europe the size and strength necessary to take part in the dialogue, there have for some time been ser
ious reasons for disquiet. It is being wondered whether the real political will exists to arrive at the con
clusion of the negotiations ilnder way. 

Yesterday we reproduced the words spoken in Rome by Hr Pedini. We have good reason to belive that this 
was a solemn warning, and a serious one, about the possible consequences of an obstructive or delaying att
itude which would be fatal to the negotiations. Hr Pedini had only just returned from Brussels where, at the 
side of Mr Moro, he was present at the discussions about the problem of sterling and the vain attempt to est
ablish a common position on the "three problems" of the negotiations. Now, Hr Luns too, scarcely back at the 
Hague and on the day before his visit to Paris, said in particular: "I hope that the talks I will have with 
President Pompidou will clear up the French attitude a little ••• I have reason to be worried, since the de~
isions realised at the Hague summit have given way to dis~ppointments. True, we have not yet reached the . 
stage where we can talk of a crisis, but if the French attitude is not solely tactical ru1d intended to get 
the maximum out of the negotiations for Britain's entry, then there are reasons for beint pessimistic." Mr 
Luns said he was "anguished" at the thought that the problem of sterling might become a fourth point in the 
negotiations. 

Precisely today, Mr Colombo arrives in Bonn (and his statements to "Die Welt" deserve to be mentioned): 
he will have detailed talks with the Chancellor and with Hr Scheel. Mr Heath is due to arrive in Bonn immed
iately afterward: today he met Mr .Jean Monnet in London. 

The atmosphere is becoming dramatic, in spite of the efforts to~ t*e the drama out of it. There is talk 
of "plans" and "referees". Perhaps it will finally be realised that the flagrant disproportion that there is, 
as Raymond Aron writes today in "Le Figaro" and as we have been saying for a long time, between ·what is at 
stake in the negotiations, that is the creation of a truly united and independent Europe, and the visible con
~ of the debate, which is at the level of accountancy experts. 

The time is coming when some frank speaking will have to be done. 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: Europe could be about to see some dramatic moments. 

- POLTIICAL DAY: Mr Colombo in Bonn - Mr Jean Monnet in London - f.!r ~ two-day visit to Paris 
Mr Hannel: Lecture to the European Cirlce of the University of Louvain - Mr Salizzoni and WEU. 

2 

DAILY BULLEriN No 779 (new series): 
3 - Mr Malfatti leaves for the United States on Saturday 
4 - New liberalisation measures by the EEC with regard to GATT countries. 
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- E.D.F.: approval of 4 projects for financing schemes, and modification of one from the 2nd EDF 
- Arbitration Court of the EEC AASM association: EEC candidates. 
- EEC urke : meeting of the Association council 
-EEC Greece: reply to question no 489 from Mr Glinne 
- Court of Justice: validity of the clauses of Chapter VI of the Euratom Treaty 
- Fast breeder read:Jrs: problems posed by the two projects 
- EEC u oslavia: talks with Hr Toma Granfil 
-EEC Ar entina: problems over beef 
- E.P.: new initiative 
- E.P.: hearing with the social partners on eo-management in the European Companies. 
- National aids: efforts to end counter-bidding and reply to question no 500 from Mr Vrdeling 
- Belgium had no right to bring in legislation on national aids 
-Statistical Office: work programme 
- Analytical methods in nuclear matters 
- ECON<MIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Open letter from Mr Mansholt to the Boerenbond - EP Agriculture Committee-

Customs duty on tinned pineapple from East Afric~ - Grant fpr skimmed milk - imports of frozen beef
need to import beef - Paddy rice - PAM safeguard clause asked for by France for wine ,,_ reduced price 
butter - serious state of crisis on the cauliflower market 

- ECSC/Japan: talks on iron and steel policy 
- Percentage coke in blast furnaces 
- ECON<MIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

12-13 - ECONOHC lNTERPmEl'RATION No 1611 
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~RAND!::~ BURGESS and JAMES ROBERT HUNTLEY, Europe and America - the next ten years, Introduction Of ~ 
ston T. Merchant, Walker and Company, New York, 1970, 232 p., i 8.50. ~ 

Mr. Randolph Burgess has been Under-Secretary of State to the American Treasury and then Ambassado 
NATO and the OECE and member of the "proup of Four" which carrieC: out the refonn of the OECE into the 0 
he is at present Vice-President of the Atlantic Council. Mr. Huntley, a senior official of the State Depa 
ment, was for a long time concerned with European and Atlantic questions and was Executive Secretary of tl'! 
Atlantic Institute of Paris. 

This volume is a serious attempt to explain the genesis and present situation of the economic and po · 
ical integration of Europe, and the link which exists with the fluctuations and vicissitudes experienced by 
relations between Europe and America. The attempt is taken even further, for the book wants to giwe certain 
lines valid for the decade which has just begun. This publication has come just at the right time, for ten
sions are increasing, the centrifugal or isolationist forces are becoming bolder, and opinion is disorien
tated. This volume is capable of making American public opinion understand that we must raise ourselves up 
by one notch to appreciate the importance of certain phenomena, and especially that of European integration. 
The authors make a very honest and thorough analysis of the forces involved. They recognise the existence 
of an isolationist tendency or of separatist tendencies, just at a time when interdependence is more than 
ever necessary. The idea which emerges from the conclusions reached by the authors is that even if tl1e whole 
of Europe were unified, it would not be big enough to face the new problems posed by the development of the 
world, just as the United States alone cannot succeed in facing this. Hence the need to "work together". In 
what framework? For the authors, the enL,rged framework of Atlantic unity would be the most appropriate one. 
This unity must not be conceived of in a geographical way, but pragmatically and psychologically; this is, 
in sum, the affinity of the peoples who love liberty and who have the idea of a common heritage. However, 
does the political support exist on both sides of the Atlantic? The authors recognise that the reply is nega
tive. Hence the need for a patient and tenacious effort in the fiel~ of concrete developments. 

Mr. Malfatti 1s trip to Washington is situated within this context. 

-Revue du Marche Commun, No 141, February 1971, Paris.- This number is entirely devoted to the problems of 
the enlargement of the European Community; negotiations with Great Dritain, relations with the neutral coun
tries, "Green Europe", the EEC/AASM Association, the agreements with the Asian countries of the Commonwealth, 
the future of New Zealand dairy products and access to fi~hing grounds. These articles were largely written 
by European jounalists: Philippe Lema.l.tre, Ferdinando Riccardi, Paul Creewyn, John Lambert, Jean-Louis Giraudy. 

- Les Annales du Marche Commun, February~arch 1971, Brussels.- This number is largely devoted to African 
problems: the countries associated with the European Community and Congo/Kinshasa. 

- L1Europa, January 1971, Roma.- We mention articles on European political unification by Mr. Paul Henri 
Spaak, on European development and European integration by Mr. Giuseppe Caron, on relations with the United 
States by Mr. Mario Zagari and a full analysis by Mr. Emmanuele Gazzo on several important books, namely: 
L'Europa incompiuta, by Messrs. Roberto Ducci and Bino Olivi. 

1 - ruROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Luns/Schumann talks - "Bilateral" survey on Britain 1 s entry to the EE£ -Mr Thorn and 
the sterling issue - Dr Hillery: Ireland wishes to join - Brandt/Colombo talks 
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- President Malfatti could announce to the United States an EEC "gesture" on some problems 
- Fiscal hannonisation for the first phase of the economic and monetary union being prepared 
- Tariff quotas in the context of EEC enlargement 
- Discount rates follow each other down 
- Regional policy: work in progress 
- Controlled thermonuclear fusion: work on it 
- Mr Haferk~ asks for direct co-operation between the EEC and crude oil producer countries 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NF.WS 
- Following the judgement of the Court of justice, the Geneva agreement on driving times still stands 
-Court of justice: German composers' association introduces and appeal 
- Eurlnean Social Fund: problem of refonn 
- EEC K: transition period in the agriculture sector 
- OECD: "System of infonnation exchange over credits for exporting" 
- E.Y:'ir.: four projects financed ·i!l France 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECON<J.UC INTERPENETRATION No 1612 
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' EDITORIAL ~ .. _./ 

Counter-bidding, argument over intentions and bilateralism ~ 
Recently, two public figures appeared on the screens of French and British television to defend, "a 

annes egales" as it is call~d, respective theses on the subject of Britain's application to the Europe 
Economic Community: Mr Couve de Murville from t}le French side and Mr Roy Jenkins from the British side. 

The initial reaction which many of the viewers must have had is that they· were watching a dialo e 
tween the past and the future. Indded it is striking - and unsettling - to find that all the fonner F 
Foreign Minister did was to repeat, almost word for word, the arguments which he used in 1962-63 and 1 
befQJ"e the Council of the Community, to oppose British entry. This fine immobility, which takes no acc~h....__..,. 
of the real changes which have taken place in the world and in the data of the problems, even if the prob
lems are still the same, has its origin in a certain "disbelief" which is in its turn founded on situations 
and data belonging to the past,and which refuses to take notice of what has changed. In this "backward per
spective", it is natural that the building of Europe (a phrase which Couve finds "strange") should seem like 
a whimsical enterprise in comparison with the great realities of the past such as the Nation. State, the 
Empire, the "balance of power" etc. Mr Roy jenkins on the other hand comported himself like a man of the fut
ure. Several times he demonstrated how certain dreams of the past have passed away, he recognised that mis
takes have been made, he appealed for the resolution of the problems of today and tomorrow. 

In addition, Mr Couve de Murville 1 s words were characterised by: 
a) Counter-bidding - Each 1;ime Mr Jenkins gave a reply to what Mr Couve de Murville quoted as the "real prob
lem" in the negotiations, the former Foreign Minister came back by citing another problem, not less crucial 
than the last. He ended u b callin relations with America the roblem: of roblems. Mr Roy jenkins would 
not allow himse f be trapped, and oppo~unely reminded his opposite number that the Community should be de
fin_e~by itself, that its aim is to ensure world peace, the well-being of the peoples---ailato"-aia--the tliird 
world, and that it is more likely to reach this goal by co-operating with the United States than by being in 
conflict with it. Finally, he defended the idea of "interdependence" as more in line with the new trends in 
world politics. 
b) Argument over intentions - In Mr Couve de Murvillds view it is a fact that the United States will try to 
destroy the enlarged Community by swamping it in an Atlantic free trade zone. "What will you do then?" the 
French Minister asked the British. 11 We will not stay in the middle of the road - Mr jenkins replied - we will 
be entirely European". He could have replied that it would be ridiculous not to enlarge the Comnnmity under 
the pretext that the United States will attack it. And why did Mr Couve de Murville not mention the tenacity 
with which the Soviet Union has spoken against the enlargement? 
c) The invitation to bilaterlaism -The French Minister demonstrated clearly that it seems to him tedious 
to centre the debate 011 Britain's entry into the Community, -when the .. important thing is-.Franco-British rel
ations.·Not for nothing did he cite the de Gaulle-Soames talks, while regretting that tney had led to noth
ing. Mr Roy Jenkins replied drily that Great Britain gives the greatest importance to relations with France, 
but that could not ignore the fact that there are toher countries in the Collllllon Market ••• Which of the two_ 
is more "Community-minded"? There is no doubt about the answer. 

Em. G. 

SUMMMARY ~ A p )- ; ' 
1 - EDITORIAL:"Counter-bidding, argument over intentions and'bilateralism. 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: After his talks with Mr. Colernbo, Chancellor Brandt had long discussions with Mr. 
Heath about the policy of enlargement - The Community and the Scandinavian countries - Campaign 
with a view to.~:stab~ishing a European capital at Montessen. 
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- To epen a "permanent dialogue" between the EEC and the USA: primary objective of Mr. Malfatti 1 s 
visit. 

- ·The roblea of the ound and the Community 
- EEC Icelan : end of exploratory talks 
-EEC .K.: meeting of Deputies tomorrow 
7"' German tax on transport: certain (:iscriminatory fiscal aspects 
~ Industrial Policy: broad agreement of the experts on the fundamental objectives 

- The Tripoli oil agreement 
-'Free Unions: meeting with the Commission 

·::.. Canada asks for talks on aluminium 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Groundnut oil: boost to production and consumption 
- Exceptional aid of 7. 2 million dollars to Senegal for the production of groundnuts 
- Imports from EFTA: exchange of views of the E.P. 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION -Special Agriculture Committee: _next meeting - Production Qf sugar 

beet in France: question no 47 from Mr. Vredeling - COPA: meeting of the Praesidium - FRG: com
pensation for losses in income - Skimmed milk powder and butter held by the intervention agen
cies - Premiums for the non-marketing of milk - Freight rates for pasta from Marseilles and 
Genoa: reply to question No 346 from Mr. Cointat. 

- Mi~ant workers: reply to question No 472 fr0m Mr. Vredeling 
- Tet cost of the transformation of structures of the retarded areas: reply to question No 492 

from Mr. Werner 
- Weekly Echoes 
- ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1613 
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EDITORIAL 

Following the talks on the future of the negotiations P~ 

of the talks, exchanges of letters, statements and comments of vatious kinds which have take~e 
in the last few· days, the maJ.n results are: . 
(a) the result of the negotiations with the United Kingdom will profoundly affect, one ~ or another, 
future of Europe; a negative result could mean much more for the Community than ·the more· pr less transi..._. __ _, 
"paralysis" which has characterised other crises; (b) the time factor plays a decisive part: everything' 
de;J.ays the conclusion of the negotiations tends also towards then failute; (c) this is an identit of 
\fith tactical shading - among .France 1 s partners; some pressure seems to be ebing brought to ear y tu'i'"'lil~t.i 

• Great Britain to get over certain obstacles of a definitely psychological nature; (d) finally, it is cl 
that "everyt;hing is holding together", that is, that beyond the immediate objective, which is still the en
lar,ement of the Community, the Europeans are in the process of making fundamental choices or of confirming 
choices already made in the area of principles. 

In the light of these findings, it is not surprising that large difficulties and resistance are cha~ 
acterising the present phase. It is the contrary which would be surprising. When one passes beyond the stage 
of enunciating principles, which is easily done and more easily accepted, to the concrete application of the 
same principles, the difficulties become serious. 

Let us now try to summarise the infonnation available and see possible developments from here more 
clearly. 
l. - It seems that the will of the French government to see Britain enter the Community can be confinned. It 
nevertheless reamins true that it is France which is raising the greatest number of difficulties, and prev
enting the Six from reaching a common position on the contested points. The theory that France is the only 
one to be holding to Community principles is clearly not tenable. Community principles have nothing to do 
with the initial percentage of the British contribution. The truth is that the policy begun by Mr Pompidou 
is meeting stiff resistence in France (cf the commentary by jean Lecerf in yesterday's 11Figaro11 on the sub
ject of the position adopted by the "Movement for European Independence" in which fonner ministers under 
General de G~ulle find themselves side by side with militant Communists), and this can only arouse grave 
disquiet. 
2.- ~he debate on the problem of sterling could very well be carried on in such a way as not to make it an 
extra obstacle to the conclusion of the negotiations. The problem in itself is not a "bogey": it is the way 
in which it might be exploited which could lead to an impasse. 
3.- Much is said, and in contradictory tenns, about a possible Heath-Pompidou meeting. As in the case of the 
problem of sterling, there is nothing in a Heath-Pompidou meeting itself which ought to be feared: it would. 
even be strange if in the midst of so many bilateral talks there were none between the British and the French. 
But what meaning will be attached to this meeting? If it was to contribute to the elimination of certain mi~ 
understandings, it would be highly desirable. If it was to lead to a short-circuit of the Community proced- · 
ure or to anticipate future institutional development, it would be reg~ttable. 

As can be seen, nothing has been staked. But nothing has been compromised. 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY G:, ·Yip-~ \ l lf=t-\ 
l - ~ITORIAL: Following the talks on the future of the negotiations. 
2 -POLITICAL DAY: Heath-Brandt talks- Mr. Heath's enthusiasm has diminished- Meeting between the 

British and Scandinavians 

DAILY BULLETIN No 782 (new series): 

3 - Mr. Malfatti in the United States: stay in New York 
3-4 -EEC/U.K.: Meeting of the Deputies 
4 - European Parliament: Generalized preferences 

- COPA: stand taken on the results of the last Agricultural Council meeting 
- ~c Grou for the examination of the roblem of the ound: d~fficult to form 

5-6 - EE ~urke : Meeting of the Association Council 
6 - 11Handicrafts 11 : quota free of duty for other Asian countries 

..... - Road transporters: criticism of Community provisions 
- Aids for Sardinia: no opposition from the Cemmission 

7 - Enrichment of uranium: Reply of the Commission to written question No 446/70 
- Nuclear powers installed in the Community 
- !-GRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Meat processing industries - Supply of skimmed milk - World Cocoa Agree-
~ent - Loans to Italian farmers (reply to question No 488/70) 

8 

- European Universities: symposium on student-professor relations 
• CAMO: talks on industrialisation 
-EXChange controls in France: Reply to question No 459/70 
- Economic cycle surveys in the Netherlands: reply to question No 5.6/70 

9 

- Food aid: aid for Kenya 
- ECSC Reorganisation in the Netherlands: financing of the Kerkrade ~omplex 
- Safety in coalmines: meeting of the Standing Body 

10 

- Nuclear power stations in the USSR: vast programme 
- Detergents: determination of the degree of nuisance 

11 - Bank of France: Annual report 
- USSR: Mr. Kossygin presents the economic plan for 1971-1975 
- EcON"ii-iiC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1614 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION INDEX No 44 
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~'8!) ~\.' ~\\· • • EDITORIAL 

U!~:~"~ort -:•::~:::::.-: :: :.;~~ ::: .. approved, unaniaouBJ, of coursOO 
and with the unconditienal support of the so-called Western Communist parties. To observers it seems th~ 
parts of this report·- and we are thinking especially of those about Comnnmity Europe - should cause st i 
·to be taken by these Western parties, especially the CPI which cannot indefinitely maintain an ambiguou 
attitude to Community Europe. 

We recall that Mr Brezhriev identified the three "centres of imperialism" the United State~, Japan, 
Western Europe, and in particular the Europe of the Six. He also stressed with complacency that "imperial
ist rivalries" are only growing between these three centres. He added that the Soviet Union refuses to re
cognise the Common Market, whose existence can only perpetuate the division of Europe. 

This Soviet attitude is particularly serious, and should give those responsible for the unification of 
Europe pause. Certain deadlines are approaching, and responsible decisions must be taken. It is clear that 
the Kremlin is still betting on the European Security Conference as the surest way of preventing the Commun-

. ity, enlarged or not, from staying coherent enough to have its own voice and influence. When Mr Couve de Mur
ville and his friends from the "Movement for European Independence" have an arguament over intentions with 
the United States, accusing it of wanting to 1dilute 1 Europe in a free tr.ade area, they would do better to 
draw public opinion to the clear will of the Kremlin leaders to prevent the Community from existing as an 
economic unit. No, on the contrary, the "Movement" in question conceives of "greater Europe" as a magma in 
which the Common Market, Efta and Comecon will rub shoulders on the same footing (on the different natures 
of the Comecon, Common Market, cf our editorial for February 18). 

If the French Communist Party retains clear reservations about the movement towards European integrat
ion, the .attitude of the CPI is, it seems, much more hazy. Mr Amendola himself said, at the London meeting 
of'Communist Parties, that faced with the reality of the integration process "we must think above all of wid-. 
ening the democratic base". While recognising and admitting that there are "elements of debate and differ
ence" between the Communist parties on this point, Mr Amendola wanted to avoid isolation: "the European Left 
cannot continue to fight in dispersed order, divided not only by ideological dissnetion but also by national 
frontiers". Apparently the CPI wants to play alo~g, while at the same time setting itself the task of modifY
ing, by its presence within the Community machinery, the "capitalist" orientations of the Common Market. In 
reality, after confirmation of the fact that Moscow is against the very existence of the Common Market, the 
CPI finds itself with no ground to stand on. In reality it hopes to be able to continue playing a double 
game. Being unable to dissociate himself from the Moscow line, Mr Amendola has in fact said that the "popular 
forces" should join together to prepare for the Conference on European security which is to "create condit
ions for multiform co-operation between all the peoples of Europe". An ambiguous formula to mask total accept
ance of the aims which Moscow attributes to this conference. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY -::; A-pet J t 't9-l t'-)~· '""=f~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Western" Communists and the Brezhnev report. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Bonn talks stress the political nature of British membership - Eucopean problems 
raised in House of Commons - Death of Mr. Natale Santero - Chancellor Brandt at the Lake of Garda 
- New Turk1sh Government 

.DAILY BULLE;l;IN No 783 (new series): 

3 -Mr. Malfatti in the United States: present at a sitting of the "Council on International Econo-
mic Policy . 

- EURQSYNDICAT: '146.46 
3-4 -Mr. Borschette:·will'visit Southern Italy 
4 - Ad hoc Group on economic and monetary problems: first meeting on 16 April 

- Difficulties in the wine sector: agreement of the Six 
- Intervention system for pigmeat: compromise in the Special Agriculture Committee 

5 - Turkish~Iranian oil pipeline: Reply of the Commission to question No 514/70 
- Imports from ~ast Germany:. Reply to written questions Nos 468/70 and 214/70 

6 - European postage stamp: Commission's reply to question No 491/70 · 
-Safeguard measures (art. 115): Reply to question No 419/70 
- Disintegration of the Community fores·een by Moscow: reply to··questi:on -No -5o6/7p 

7 - Generalized preferences: .stand taken by the textile workers . 
- Scrap exports:· sta~d ·taken by the steel industry 
- Energy problem: re-examination asked for by the FICM 

8 -Steel 1.ndustry prices: s1-ight tendency to rise 
- Composite Price: 3~.so·dollars/ton 

9 - Development of the pofulation: new projections of the Statistics Office 
- E.D.F~: exceptional al.d.to Upper Volta 
-. ECONOMIC'AND'FINANCTAL'INFORBATION 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC'INTERPENETRATION'No.l615. 

EUROPE/Documents No 621 - Great Britain, the Common Market and the· Future of Europe, by Mr. Joseph Luns 
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u worth notip.g are reviewed.under th1:s. heading 
~ooks· which arP. ·sent to us. and whose ~ublication ~-

COMITATO NAZIONALE'ENERGIA NUCLEARE, Le attivita del CNEN nel quinquennio 1965-69~ Rapporto consuntivo su 
II Piano~quiqlll!nnai·e~. Published by the CNEN, Viale Regina Margherita 125, Roma, 256 p., large format.- s 

At·a time·wnen·the Italian Parliament is discussing, and partly contesting·, the nuclear policy oft · 
Italian. Government, and more particularly the administrative structures (increasing.of the tasks of the@. 
CNEN), and the contents of the IIIrd. five-year plan of activity of the CNEN, this organisation is publi 
a voluminous and richly illustrated report on the carryipg out of the IInd~ Plan. This Plan tends towards ~' 
achieving full inegration between research and industry, on the basis of contracts, common projects, the 
promotion of industrial consortiums etc. The objective consists of gradually freeing the Italian nuclear 
industry from the system of licences, and giving it "reasonable autonomy", on competitive bases, fof new 
types of reactors and the services of the fuel cycle. 

The report contains an important quantity of data and information on reacot development programmes, 
those concerning the nuclear fuel cycle, basic techncial research and other aspects of the work of C~, in
cluding those concerning international activity, in particular relations with EURATOM. One will however look 
in vain for an overall judgement on the future of the nuclear industry, on the place which Italy and an in
tegrated Europe could have in this field, on the strategy which must be envisaged in the more general context 
of the development of research on the one hand and energy prospects on the other. 

- 30 Days in Europe No 153 April 1971, Service d'Information des Communaute~, Bureau de liaison de Paris 
( 61 rue des Belles-Feuilles, Paris l6e).- this number contains to look at the harmonisation of taxation in 
Europe. We also point out articles on the Malfatti-Nixon meeting by Mr Emanuele Gazzo, the trade policy of 
the Community by Mr Ralf Dahrendorf, policy on competition by Mr A!-b~·rt Borschette, on the socialists and 
the construction pf Europe by Mr Jean-Pierre Gouzy. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 4-1971 April 1971, Bonn liaison office (Zitelmannsstrasse 22).- This number 
contains a look at Community industrial policy under the general title "Productivity and Humanity", with an 

. introduction by Mr Altiero Spinelli. 

-European Community No 3-1971, March 1971, London office (23 Chesham Street).- We point out a series of fou~. 
artiCJes on French attitudes to Europe: those by Messrs Pompidou, Maurice Schumann, Michel Debre and by some 
socialists. 

- L'Europa No 3-1971, 15 February 1971, Rom~ (Via Emilia 47) .- This number contains an examination of the 
problems of direct election to the European Parlaiment. 

- IAI L'Italia nella Istituto Affari Internazional~ (Viale Mazzini 88, ~e).- This 
number reviews Italy in October-December 1970. 

1 
2 

SUMMARY 

- European Library 
- POLITICAL DAY: The politicisation of the problem of British memebrship - statements by Mr George 

Thomson - statements by Mr Rippon - towards a conference of g~ups opposed to the Common Market 

DAILY BULLETIN No 784 (new series): 
3 - Mr Malfatti in the United States: meeting with Presidnet Nixon 
4-5 - Economic situation: Report by the Committee for EEC Conjunctural Policy 
5 - Belgian credits to industry: The pelgian government asks for an extension 

. - Bearings from Japan: Italy authorised to exclude fonn Community treatment 
6 - Herring fishing in the North Sea: reply to written question no 462-7o 

- Mercury content of fish: reply to question no 469/70 
- Standing Committee on Emplyoment: reply to question no 451/70 

7 

8 

8-9 
9 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Building of sheds for cows: reply to question no 398/70 - national meas-
ures for protection against animal diseases: reply to question 438/70 - powdered skimmed milk 

- Steel and alternative ma~er,ials 
- The Paul Finet Foundation: bursaries for studies 
- Alloyed steels: :i,ncrease in con~umption 
- ECSC loan: lOO million DM 
-British steel: increase of 7% in prices 
- Electricity itinerating: calculations on optimum ~evelopment 

10 - The Week in rope 
11-12 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1~6 

Our next bulletin will appear on Tuesday 13 April 1971 
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ebonM. 11 reproduction. ou dllluslon· en eat rlgoureO""""' lnterdlle uno autorlollllon pr6elable. / tiiiiiit 
Towards a &uvpeen govemment~D~~~:0ciating enlargement with constitutional develops.~ 

Our readers may have noticed that last week, addressing Mr Heath before his departure from B~ 
cellor Brandt spoke of the political and constitutional future of Eu~; in doing so, he used alm~I'CI.;-
same words fi.S he di<J on the same subject, on February 23 before the Monnet Committee. "Our goal -5-
is a EUropean government,reasonably organised, which can take the necessary decisions in fields o tt 
policy, and WhOse activities are subject to parliamentary cont~l". And he added: "hardly anyone -
llrtmity doubts that this gove~ent will see the light of day". ·ov 

Mr Heath in his turn repeated part of what he said some weeks ago when alluding to the need t 
of th.e well-worn paths and - a propos of the .future institutions of EUrope - to show imagination ( 
those who in 1950 laid the foundations for the Community). 

It is significant that, at their meeting, whose importance will no doubt appear in the near future, 
Brandt and Heath should mention a topic which, strictly, only concerns the Six, since it is their task to 
prepare and decide on the institutional development of their Community. Speaking about the subject with a 
c~didate count~ means associating the enlargment with the political and institutional development of the 

. 9ommunity, i.e. confirming the primacy of politics over technicalities, and the globality of the action unde~ 
taken. Our readers lmow that we have al~ays supported this thesis, while being aware of the fact that one 
ought not to overload the frail vessel of the negotiations. We have always consrdered that it was necessary 
for the Six to pronounce clearly, and ,to undertake among themselves, to find out and make lmown in what dir
ection they want to go. Indeed, it was not possible to ask for membership of the Community on a purely form
al basis and holding purely and simply to the letter of the Treaty. Already the commitment to construct an 
economic and monetary union has gone beyond that letter. The undertaking to hold consultations on foreign 
policy does not seem to us likely to go beyond the theoretical stage. But the two linked actions have lead 
a third country to make a choice which was inevitable. 

In truth, to enter the Community is to make a political choice and, without transferring institutional 
questions into the negotiations, it is clear that, opce the negotiations are finished, it will become absol- · 
utely necessary to move on to a joint examination of a precise programme for the graduated development of the 
institutions. And this not in order to persue doctrinaire and gratuitous aims, but to ensure the efficacy of 
the functioDlng of machinery which has no precedent in history and which thus requires not only goodwill but 
imagination too. What must be avoided - and we have said this before - is goty& beyond the orientation stage 
and trying to set up a new institutional system which has not been previous y discussed with the new part
ners. As soon as their membership has been decided on, the process can be set going. (to be continued) 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY J~ 'A~r- .t) ~C) • 1~ \o 
1 - EDITORIAL: Towards a European government? (l) Associating enlargement with institutional development. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The sepond round of "poltiical consultations" among the Six will be ~ Paris - ~- · 
hnev: position consolidated - A parliamentary delegation from New Zealand at the Council of Europe 
'A'SSembly. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 785 (new series): 
3-4 - The United States has confinned its political support for European integration . 
4 - Mr Cointat will give the E.P. the results of the Council on farm prices and modernisation 

- Electricity generating plant in Niger: finance proposed 
- France and fertilizers from the East Bloc and Yugoslavia 
- The Belgian law on economic expansion and the Commission 

5 - E.P.: preparations for the plenary session; work safety in the iron and steel industi')f 
5-6 - 'E."P.'": application of the principle of equality in pay for men and women 
6 - 'i.C'e"Cream: approval of the Bennarii report 

-Rubber processing industry: ad hoc group 
7 - Social security for migrant workers: reply to question no 176 from Mr Oele 

- Medical services at work: reply to Q?estion no.475 from Mr Behrendt 
- Safeguard of pregn~ mothers: reply to question no 502 from Miss Lulling and Mr Vredeling 

8 - The U.K. and exclusive rights to fish its territorial waters 
- New Zealand and dairy exports to the U.K. 
- Canada and the enlargement of the Community 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: France and mutton and live sheep - EAGGF 

9 - Setting up of iron and steel plants in the developing nations 
- Raw steel: share of the various manufacturing processes 

10 - SEMO: reasonned opinion favourable to the request for the setting up of a joint firm 
- :&:ONCMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

ll - Weekly annexe 
12-13 - :&:ONCMIC INTERPENETRATION, No 1617 
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Towards a European government? (2)A "diplomatic" operation? " 

The fact that in his talks with Mr Hea:th he raised the institutional problem of the Community shows 
that Mr Bamdt is aware of the. fact that the future of Europe is not merely a question of technical detai 
but should be based On an overall concept which neces•arily leads to glimpsing, at a certain moment, the 1llii 
ation of a 1European government'. The British should know, as we observed yesterday, that this is the <U.re 
in which the Community which they want to join is moving. 

One is however entitled'to ask whether the fact of having given the task of making studies to the Polit, 
ical Committee which has been: set up in the context of "political co-operation", and of ultimately produ'Ciii'g" 
reports, probably within time-limits which will get longer as time passes, is the best proof of the govern
ments' willingness to reach solutions which measure up to the problem. We know very well that the Committee 
in question, in which figure the names of certain diplomats to which Europe owes a great deal, is inspired 
with a positive political will. But this is not enough. It is not possible to solve a problem which is pre
eminently political on diplomatic territory. Of course, when the time comes, the Foreign Ministers will take 
the question up. But we consider that this is no longer a subject on which the Foreign Ministers can come to 
concrete conclusions, since the desired transformation involves g1obal commitments going beyonQ areas more 
or less reserved for diplomacy. A wide debate is needed, and all political forces should participate and in
volve themselves. Otherwise the result will always be a Europe of Offices which the peoples will regard with 
distrust and of which they will understand very little. 

In our opinion, President Pompidou has the merit of having raised the problem: he was the first to speak 
of a future "European government". His words were probably part of a scheme: in any case they should stimul
ate debate. As we have already stressed, there is still a danger of starting on a process which tends to leave 
future partners confronted with a fait accompli. A strategy must therefore be thought out which does not st
ifle deabte or at the same time com romise the delicate balance of the ne otiations at resent oin on.This 
is why Mr Brandt' s lusion seems to us significant. On the one side, the "Committees" are analysing the data 
of the problem (cf Pol.Day for yesterday). On the other the debate is getting off the ground at a higher level 
including Great Britain. For the latter it is a chance to politicise the hardly exiting process of the neg- . 
otiations at this stage, and thus to suggest less "scanty" motives to the public. For everyone, it is a guar
antee that no-one will be rushing into solutions which have not been thought about. 

Must one go to the base of the problem as quickly as possible? Some think so, like Mr Altiero Spinelli, 
who wrote this opinion recently in an 11 indepertdent international opinion" published in "Le Monde" on March 30. 

(to be continued) F.m.G. 

SUMMARY /Lf f}pri r Ill 7-J N~. 7~(&, 
1 - EDITORIAL: Towards a European government? (2) A "diplomatic" operation? 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Behrendt and strengthening the powers of the E.P. - Sweden and Austria conSult 
on their relations with the EEC -The Prime Minister of New Zealand defends his country's dossier 
in London, Paris, Bonn and Rome - U.S.S.R.: confinnation of jostility to enlargemetlt -British pub
lic opinion in favour of a referendum on membership. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 786 (new series): 
3 - Energy supply of the Community: Mr Haferkamp will discuss policy with senior officials 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 146.7 5 
· 4 - Great Britain unilaterally increases its share of the continental shelf 

- Imports from the East Bloc countries: proposal to liberate some of the imports 
- Bilateral agreements of the Six with .Japan on cotton textiles: renewal 
- European Investment Bank issues loan for one thousand million Belgian francs 

5 - !:!!_: Preparing for the plenary session: right of establishment 
6 - E.P.: Energy policy 
7 - 'E'Xciiange:s: of young workers: reply to question no.46o from Mr Vredeling 

- Infonning and placing of workers: reply to question no.496 put by Mr Vredeling 
- Cocoa pastes from the GDR: reply to question no.433 from Mr Vredeling 

8 - AGRICUL'iiJRAL INFORMATION: Discriminatory taxes in the fanning sector: reply to question no.449: 
Vredeling - Distillation of wine: intervention measvres can start April 19 

- ~: The Commission objects to the system for distributing radio and television sets 
9 - Court of Justice: "Deutsche Grammophon11 case 
10 - Iron ore: prospects for supplying the Community iron and steel industry 

- Composite Price of American scrap: 34.17 D/T 
ll - OECD:Repart on economic activity in Ireland 

- ECEZuNo: work in hand . 
- ECON<MIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
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EDITORIAL 

Towards a European Government? (3) Altiero Spinelli's ideas. 

Some weeks ago, Mr. Spinellj. turn to his fellow members of the European Conmdssion to ask them to;lt 
about and give their opinions of the ideas expressed by Mr. Pompidou, and to invite them to take an initi 
ive. We alluded to this in our Editorial of l March. His colleagues thought about this and no doubt gav 
their views, but they did not consider it appropriate to take any initiative. (i> 

This is why Mr. Spinelli has now spoken out publicly. We do not intend to summarize what Mr. Spin 
wrote. We merely recall that the starting point for his reasoni~ is that by means of his remarks about 
future of Europe, President Pompidou wanted to open a debate, an that if it was not a part of the inst(j) 
utional tasks, at least it was a part of the Commission's role as the ideal head of the ":&tropean party 
give its views, to enter into this debate, without giving the monopoly af this to others less qualified 
itself. 

His analysis of Mr. Pompidou's statements led him to conclude that there were "closures" and "openings" 
and that therefore one should apply oneself to overcoming the former by the judicious use of the latter. For 
Mr. Spinelli, the key to the problem lies in trying to translate into commitments and time-limits the often 
vague or contradictory openings. It is thus that he imagines a strategy based on three successive phases: in 
the first, the Council could be accepted as it stands at present, qut on condition that this phase do~s not 
last more than two or three years and is the pre-condition for a transition to the following phase. lt wol!ld 
mainly be used to study the competences and workings to be adopted in the second phase. The latter would 
see the Council still formed of national Ministers, but already engaged full-time in all European affairs. 
It should be of limited duration, during which the "independent European administration", which the Euro
pean Government will need in its third phase, should be set up, common electoral laws and arrange~ents for 
the just representation of the peoples in an elected Parliament should be prepared. The third phase would 
correspond to what Mr. Pompidou himself pointed out as being the blueprint for a European Government: formed 
of Ministers who would no longer be members of national Governments, provided with its own administration, 
and responsible to an elected Parliament. 

However, what Ml'. Spinelli considers as essential, and it would be difficult to s~ he was wrong, is 
that such a process can only be carried out with the co-operation of all the political forces, on the one 
hand, and of.the Community Institutions, Commission and Parliament, on the other, for these institutions 
have accumulated the largest capital of experience and can provide advice and proposals which are probably 
more valid and better weighed up than those which can come from the "offices" of national diplomats. 

But, in the ideas expressed by Mr. Spinelli - and whatever may be the judgement which could be given 
of their chances of success - there is a profound truth: this is that the building of Europe can only be 
borne of· slow preparation in depth, but also of the sudden and courageous exploitation of opportunities and 
circumstances. 

It is in this way that revolutions are made. 

1 -EDITORIAL: Towards a European Government? {3) Altiero Spinelli 1s ideas. 
2 -POLITICAL DAY: W.E.U.: agenda of the next session of the Council- For Mr. Heath, there is no conn-

ection between nuclear problems and the negotiations with the EEC - Norway prepares its negotiating 
stand with the EEC - A Canadian Minister presents his Government.Js concerns in Bonn - The idea of 
a Pompidou-Heath meeting is gaining ground in the Elysee 

DAlLY BULLETIN No 787 (new series): 
3 - Problem of the Pound in correlation with the membership of the lf,K.: beginning of the technical 

studies 
~ - The influx of foreign currency from the United States and its repercussion on the EEC according to 

the "Graphs and Notes on the Economic Situation" No 3/71. 
4 -Coordinated annual surveys of industrial activity in the C.M.: proposal by the European Commission 

- Franco-Algerian oil negotiations: France considers that they have become pointless 
- AASM .Day at the Brussels International Fair 

S-6-7 - !:f.:.: preparation of the plenary session; the E.P. will ask for the opening of a dialogue between 
the EEC and Latin America and will organise a meeting with Latin-American M.P.s - The JRC should 
play an essential role concerning environment, fast breeder reactors and enriched uranium supply,~ 
says Mr. Oele 1s report - The E.P. should agree to the free distribution of fruit to schools. 

7 - Special Agriculture Committee: next meeting 
- Veal aad. beef: interventions in this sector 
- Berlaymont: discontent of the personnel grows 

8 - Court of justice: Sabena Affair 
- ·European Industrial Federation and the enlargement of the EEC 

9 - International agreement on coffee: reply to question no 508 from Mr Vredeling 
- International ·agreement on wheat: reply to question no. 391 from Mr Vredeling 
-Aid to Pakistan: reply to question no. 450 from Mr Couste 

10 - ECSC/UK: the problem of freight charges 
- Iron ore and coking coal: problem of maritime transport 

ll - Publications of the European Communities 
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- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

SIEGE SOCIAL ET SERVICE ABONNEMENTS -

-POLITICAL DAY: Assembly of the Council of Europe: agenda for the session- 11Eu~ Day11 : appeal to 
support it - Constitutional development of the Community: Mr Scelba presents hisplan - Council 
of Europe: symposium on the popula~sation of science. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 788 (new series): 
3 - Powers of the EP,negotiations with the UK, industrial and research policy on the agenda of the 

4 
5-6 
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European Commission meeting 
- EEC/AASM Association Council: next session 
- Problem of sterling: first meeting of ad hoc group of experts 
- E.P.: preparation for the plenary session; short-term economic policy 
- iiSA'griculture subsidi1$ed at a rate close to that of the EEC, according to a study published by 

the Commission 
- Mr Mansholt at grips with new difficulties with the agriculttn'al organisations 
- 1969/70 wine season: final balance sheet 
-Horse meat,~mutton and game: the Commission specifies its intentions 
-Community's own resources: reply to question no.4r4 from Mr Vredeling 
- Council decisions and consultation of the EP: rep y to question no.439 from Mr Vredeling 
- Community law and the supreme administrative courts of the Six: reply to question no $~ /Vredeling 
-Economic difficulties of the paper industry in the Netherlands: :question no.55/71 - .Vredeling 
- EEC BankinS Federation: 1968-1970 report 
- Court of .Justice: respecting of Chapter VI of the Euratom Treaty by France 
- Tri artite ro "ect for the enrichin of uranium by ultracentrifuge method: no Belgian decision 
- ECSC : prob ems pose by Brit:ish membership 
- ECON<MIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - The Week in Europe 
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EDITORIAL 

lBeme annee - No 789 
1 undi 19 avril 1 

BULLETIN 

In the wake of the visit to the United States by the President of the Gommission ~ 
- (1) A "plan for work". ~ 

(WASHINGTON)- The comments which have followed President Malfatti 1 s ~sit to the United States ·seem. toe· us 
to agree on one judgement of a general nature: he was not out to realJ.se concrete agreements but basJ.c • 
to eliminate certain misunderstandings and a mutual mistrust which was growing all the time. This aim w :l; 
largely achieved, the climate was improved and the bases for the opening of a dialogue worthy of the two 
parties have been laid. 

Some people think however that more than this was done. While it is true that in the course of the 
talks ·specific problems were not concretely discussed and that solutions were not proposed, that is to say, 
that there was no negotiation (and this could not nor should not have been done), its is also true that 
these problems were all raised, they were all brought into the open and none of them was concealed. Not only 
this, but there was also an attempt at classifying them according to their importance and urgency, and ac
cording to a scale of priorities taking into account the development of Community structures. Even if there 
was no formal undertaking in principle, to resolve them in the appropriate framework and at the most opport
une moment. It seems thus, in substance, that the Community is suggesting a genuine "plan of work". Let us 
hope that it will be welcomed by the White House nd the authorities directly responsible. 

We have said ourselves that Mr Malfatti has no "mandate". He nevertheless took the precaution of con
sulting the six Foreign Ministers and of assuring himselve that the commitments, the need for which he was 
going to raise with his American speaking partners, had a chance of becoming Community commitments. If we 
consider the substance of things, we can say today that beyond a change in climate, all this means that we 
are entering a phase of delicate "pre-negotiations", which will permit the improvement in climate to be ex
ploited and tangible results to be obtained. 

The "pre-negotiation11 nature of the operation is underlined by certain concrete measures, such as the 
announcement of the mission given to Mr David Kennedy from the American side, and the appointment of Mr Maz
io to head the delegation in Washington from the Community side. The appointment of Ambassador Mazio is sig
nificant for a series of intuitive reasons which it is unnecessary to mention, and it shows the effective
ness of a certain policy. Mr Mazio 1 s mission will be particularly delicate, but those here who know the per
sonality of Mr Mazio, the seriousness of his commitment, his human qualities and his profound knowledge of 
the American world, know too that this appointment will permit Community-United States relations to evolve 
without danger from many of the reefs about them. I 

Is this not already a concrete result? N c . 
(To be followed) Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL:In the wake of the visit to the United States b the President of the Commission -
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2 -POLITICAL DAY: French delegation at the E.P.: new members- Sir Alec Douglas-Home and national sov-
reignty - ~: Council of Ministers. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 789 (new series): 
3 - RipponjMalfatti meeting on Arpil 28 
3-4 -World Trade: efforts to resolve certain present difficulties 
4 - The reduction of "fluctuation margins" between Community currencies will not come in force until 
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the autumn. - The role of sterling and the negotiations with the UK. 
- Re~onal Policy: the UNICE adopts a position 
- EE'LAASM: the need to tighten links is underlined by the Briot ~port 
- 11Aid for exceptional situations" for the Upper Volta 
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- Distortions of competition in the agricultural-sector: reply to question no.363 by Mr Richarts. 
- "Diversions of customs revenue": reply to question no.455 by Mr Vredeling 
- Occupational re-education and the employment of the handicapped: ~postom 
- Generalised preferences an<! the USA 
- "World Trade Day" launched by President Nixon 
- .Soviet deliveries of enriched uranium to France: oral question no. 2/71 9 
- Measuring instruments and methods for watching weather 
-'Research programme: the director general of the JRC informs member countries of intentions 
- Reactor technology: international conference 
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In the wake of the visit to the United States by the President of the Commission - (2) The immediate p4' 
undertaking of a "liberalisation offensive". 

(WashingtOn). The concrete results of the Malfatti visit to Washington, whose nature we analysed yesten.u~-
(ahd which we foresaw in our editorial for March 27), may be thought by some to be modest: they _only allo 
a change to 1 reverse gear' and the ayoiding of the worst. Objective observers on both sides of the Atlant 
however, have pointed out that the Community seems to have received particularly wann treatment and to 
put over the idea that apart from certain particular and sectorial issues, the Community will only be re 
for a full meeting on tariff and trade policy when the enlargement has been carried through • 

. rn the present state of affairs, it seems that this principle has been accepted, even if some have dont 
it against their wishes. It cannot be ruled out, according to indications which we have been able to collect 
in Washington personally in the last few days, that some pressure groups will try to get round the obstacle 
by raising a series of sectorial problems which, taken as a whole, would call into question the fundamental 
parameters of trade policy. The example of the successive tran~formations undergone by the Mills Bill should 
not be forgotten. The fact that the battle for the Presidential elections have practically opened already 
will have weight too, especially in Congress circles. 

The Community has several arguments with which to support its thesis. The first is that, involved as 
it is in the enlargement operation, and especially in the operation to settle its trade relations with the 
neutral or semi-neutral countries, it will not have the practical opportunity of going into ~ second set of 
wide-ranging negotiations. The second is that the two sets of negotiations could overlap or be in opposition 
to each other. And finally, the results of a general tariff negotiation could be threatened by the results 
of the enlargement negotiations. · 

This said, and while recognising that this thesis is well-founded, many circles would like to see the 
Community adopt a more flexible attitude. It could probably, and without giving up its principles, take some 
initiatives of a general nature which would confirm the positive and liberal orientation which it claims it 
wants to adopt. Once the principle is admitted that they can be no moving on to an "agross the board" negc)t
iation until the enlargement operation is completed, the Community itself must propose beginning by laying ,. 
the foundati~ns for this grand negotiation, so that, once the time comes, it can get off the ground with the 
desired speed; preliminary studies are absolutely necessary, no doubt; they should be started now. 

An initiative of this kind would doubtless have an important psychological effect, it would discourage 
a rekindling of the protectionist flame which will doubtless come, and would strengthen the liberal front, 
which is more solid in the Unit~d States than is sometimes possible to believe in Europe. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 

1 2 

2 - POLITICn DAY: Statements by Mr Chaban-Delmas to the National Assembly - ~ conclusion of the 
Council of Ministers - an alliance against the Common Market advocated by an Australian ex-minister 

DAILY BULLETIN No 790 {new se~es): 

3-4 - The EEC/AASM Association Council will take the appropriate decisions for the functioning of the 
association and will discuss its future development 

4 - The "Agricultural" Council is postponed 
- The U.K. will give its stand tomorrow on the transition period in the agricultural sector 

5-6 - Plenary Session of the European Parliament: Work safety in the steel industry 
- Eguality of men's and women's wages 
- Freedom of establishment 

6 - National measures and ratifications relating to the Community decisions 
7-8 - Joint research amongst large firms: limit of licit agreements 
8 -Monetary Committee of the EEC: preparation of the session of the Finance Ministers 

- German composers against the European Commission 
- European patent: Monaco wants to take part in the work 

9 - Supply of the steel industry in alloying metals 
- Steel production of the U.K. 

10 - Industrial policy: the Council will resume its discussion at the beginning of June 
- Productivity of labour in the steel industry 
- Steel production in Spain 

ll - The economic situation of Greece according to the OECn• 
- ECON<J1IC AND FINANCin INFORMATION 

12 - Publications of the European Communities 
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· ~}<~ ,.<~ tor~~ ~._\ ~ EDITORIAL 
t'~, -.~~ ·~ !pi,' ~ \..!. 

'· ~e of the visit to the United States b the President of the Com.nission - A liberal 
because a strong one 

(WASHINGTON) - It has not escaped American observers that, apart from the .results, immediate or~-
pective, obtained by the Malfatti. visit, the latter has had a fairly exceptional character and was di . 
from those that preceded it. It would be good if it were better.realised everywhere that the Communit . 
underg<me; · or is in. the process ·of undergoing, a change of nature as well as in size. 

We foresaw, on the eve of the end of the transition period, that, simply by going over into the '~-
itive" phase, the Community was making a first, very important, ."change in quality". The Community was ·· 
longer detennined by a .series of rules, deadlines and precise stipulations, but was to determine itsel 
relation to events and necessities. In other words, it was to give itself a policy (and the means to carry 
this policy out). Not :everyone noticed it immediately, but this change of nature occurred on January lst 
1970. 

The second 1 change in quality', which the first made possible and which has had its origin in the pol
itical will of the Six as expressed at the Hague, occurred as a result of the creation of the economic and 
monetary union and of the enlargement. This second phase is still under way, but its results are already pro
ducing their effects. As Mr Malfatti said here in Washington,"the creation of a Community if Ten means the 
formatinn of a European pole of attraction, homogeneous and balanced, and allowing the Community to reach 
the "critical mass" which is able to produce a new change of quality - and this would be the third - towards 
complete· .political union". Was he understood? For the moment, the answer must be reserved. 

True, by presenting itself projected into the future in this way, the Community is taking a gamble, or 
rather making an act of faith in itself, and there is no lack of sceptics to point this out. But the Amer
icans will appreciate the value of this attitude of "challenging" the future, especially when they see that 
it is based on a strong political will. For some of them, all this is very important too because it confirms 
the thesis which they have held for a long time, that it was worth bearing the economic sacrifices result
ing from the creation of an autonomous and properous Europe, if this was to lead to a politically united 
Europe \':hich would be able to play its role in the free world. Even if now Europe can demonstrate that the 
creation of the Common Market did not entail the feared "economic sacrifices", what is important is the pos
itive proof of the reasoning made by those who in the United States have always supported European integrat
ion. No-one has forgotten a truth which Hallstein in his time repeated many times, that is, that "the strong
er the Community becomes, the more liberal it will be able to show itself". The External Tariff was, at the 
beginning, the only "unifying factor" and it had to be fiercely defended. A Community endowed with common 
policies. and especially its own economic and monetary policy. can and must show itself much more liberal in 
tariff matters. It has no need to fear for its independence. It has no need to fear being drowned in a free 
trade area. It is not the most protectionist countries which are the most free and independent. 

(Concluded) Em.G. 
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- Energy problems: the Commission is preparing a series of proposals on the subject. 
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- EEC/UK: marked differences on the subject of the transition period in agriculture 

Taxes on imported fats: towards an agreement among the S~ 
PlenaEY; session of the European Parliament: relations with the Latin American countries - Freedom 
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EDITORIAL '; r\.'.' ' ; .. '. ~~ ~\ .. ,. \~~·. \ ·; \\ .~- ~; . 
~ ~~.;. ·· The "European revolution" and Euro-American relations 

l~me annee - No 792 
jeudi 22 avril 

(Washington)In the speech which he gave to the Council on Foreign Affairs, Mr Malfatti cited a 
passage of de Tocqueville: "The world which is rising is half caught under the d.ebris of the world El! 
collapsing, and, amid the immense confusion of human affairs, no-one can say what will remain standin e 
old institutions and the fonner morality, and which of them will end by disappearing. Although the rev ion 
which is taking place in society, in law, in ideas, in the feelings of men, is still far from being f' · d, 
it is already hard to compare 'its works with anything which has gone before it in the world." And he ·c""""111fA\l' 
ed by saying that this passage could be used to describe the resent sta e of the construction of Euro 
period destined to remain a basic chapter in the history of this exalting enterprise. 

We believe that this passage appears of gripping contempo~eity in.many re~pects, .in Yiey of the pro
found changes which we are seeing and which many people, even among those who know their history, seem to 
fear and try to deny the existence of. De Tocqueville, who disembarked in the United States 140 years ago to 
tht:; day, spoke of an "uncompleted revolution". We are ourselves lead to wonder about this uncompleted rev
olution which is the construction of Europe, uncompleteed but which is advancing in spite of scepticism, the 
sarcasms and the hostility which it arrouses. And we see that it can only be fully realised, can only take 
on its full meaning if it makes up an element of a whole, since today even more than in De Tocqueville 1 s day, 
the destinies of the peoples are interwoven. 

At this time a group of European and American figures are meeting in Woodstock (Vennont) in the contex,t 
of the 11Bilderberg Meetings11 , to reflect on and discuss, among other things, the consequences of a possible 
change in the United States role in the world. 

At a time when Europe seems to be moving towards unity and its natural dimensions, and when it is be
coming aware of the possibilities which are opening before it,and which have ceased to be utopian, for assum
ing a role of its own, a detennining role to be played in the world, this topic for reflection can give it 
the key to new paths to follow. This Europe, which is already proud of being the leading trading power in the 
world, should be aware oL'the fact that this primacy is at the same time a symbol of its vulnerability and 
its vocation to become a partner of the whole of the free world. It first duty is thus, and unavoidably, to 
stay faithful to its tradition of liberty, of change, of individualism and of justice. Its .. ·:revolution can 
only be completed if it lines up closely with the one developing on this side of the Atlantic. This solid
arity will pennit new balances to be set up and perhaps end the threatening immobilitY born out of the bal
ance of terror. 

Em. G. 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Dahrendorf meets the Austrian government - Statements by Mr Brandt - Mr Schumann 

in the USSR soon - Mr Chaban-Delmas in Belgrade - "Concorde": decisive talks - Mr Scheel in Brazil. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 792 (new series): 
3 - The European University and other problems of eductation and teaching on the Council of Ministers' 

3-4-5 
5 
6-7-8 
-9 

9 
10 

agenda for May 25 
- Mr Barre will meet American arithorities next week. 
- E.P. :Speech by Mr Cointat on the compromise" reached in the agriculture field, and debate. 
- EEC7iJi: Problem of the pound sterling - EEC/AAs.t: Mauritious wtable to attend as observer 
- ~ry session of the European Parliament: Agreement on uranium enrichment between France and the 

USSR; research and development policy in technology: speech by Mr Spinelli; energy policy: speech 
by Mr Haferkamp 
The EP recommends necessary mea-sures for the COlllllWlity to be able to watch conjwtctural develop-
ments and control inflationary tensions 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Co-operation between firms in the computer field: reply to question no.495 from Mr Vredeling 
- EdUcation on issues concemin Euro ean wtification in schools: reply to question 524 from Seefeld 
- T e "quinine carte 11 : reply to question no. 52 rom Mr Vredeling 

11 - European Parliamentary Activi~ ---
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 24 
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- DR. MARIA-DOtoRES HESSE: Wethodes et moyens pour etablir une nouvelle classification des impots en se ~ 
basant sur les rinci es mis en lumiere lors de l 1harmonisation des s stemes fiscaux des Etats membres ~ 
la CEE, Co ection Etudes Serie Concurrence - Rapproc ement es egislations no.l3 , Brusse s 1970, Oflt' 
of the .Official Publications of the European CoBBilunities, 42 pages, Price: 82l/2p., 3 2. 

This study, carried out by Mrs. Maria-Dolores Hesse at the request of the European Commission, wa 
aimed at ~alysing the methods and.means for establishing a new classification of taxes based on the Db' . 
ciples brought to light during the harmonisation of the taxation 'systems of the Member States of the ,,: 
The author shows the importance of the factors relating to external trade and the gaps in the traditio 
classifications and gives priority to the harmonisation of corporation taxes. We note that this study does 
not involve the responsibility of the Commission. 

- HENRY PERROY: L1Europe devant le tiers monde, Collection Tiers monde et Developpement, Editions Subier, 
(13, Quai de Conti, Paris), 320 pages.-

Mr. Henry Perroy, who participated as representative for the Holy See in the New Delhi Conference, 
examines in his work the relations between Europe of the Six and the third world. Dependent on national eff
orts, the efforts of Europe are still, according to him, dispersed and contradictory. At the time of th<: 
possible enlargement of the Community, the author considers that by revising the forms of the relations bet
ween Europe and the third world, millions of unemployed could be enabled to find a human cnndition in their 
country. 1 

- Parpllelo 38, Rivista per l'Unita Europea, January 1971, Reggio Calabria, Corso Garibaldi 629.- We mention 
an article by Mr. Stanislao Spinetti on the possibilities of the banking sector in the European CoBBilunity. 

- PAUL PFAFF: Die Praxis des Steuerstraf- und Steuerordnungswidrigkeitenrechts, mit Veranlagungs- (Betricbs
priifungs-} Verfahren, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Badei:l), 1971, 304 pages, l2.4xl8cm, hardback, 19.HO 
DM~::-. This Work by a German tax law expert contains a survey of present topics of the repressive law jn tax 
matters and of the fines law in Federal Germany. This practical and useful repertory is intended for the 
members of the tax administration and for tax experts. Tax.-payers will also find important indications .in it 
concerning their rights regarding taxation procedure. 

- Verfassungsrecht in Fallen - Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts, No 5: Ehe und Familie; Uneheli<~hE 
Kinder; No 9 Gleichheit; No 13: Politische Parteien; No 14: Wahlrecht und Abgeordnete; No 17: Garantie dcr 
kommunalen Selbstverwaltung, ausgewahlt, redigiert und kommentiert von Christian Stark, Nomos Verlagsgescll.
schaft, Baden-Baden, 1970, 40 to 60 pages, price: 5.80 DM per issue.- In this ser1es, devoted tb German con
stitutional law and to the decisions of the Constitutional Court of Federal Germany, five issues have been 
published in 1970. They concern marriage and th~ family as well as illegitimate children (Issue No 5), 
equality (no.9), the political parties (no 13}, electcrral law and deputies (no 14) and local administration 
(no 17). · 

- Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, No 51 -April 1971, Paris, (2 rue Merimee, Paris 16).- The "case
historY" section of this number is deYGted to European education in the Italian and Dutch universities. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Taking stock of the negotiations with the EEC by the British Government - A deleg:,~:-
ion from the Norwegian Parliament to the E.P. - Statement by Mr. Rippon -~Vote against Co~. 
unist participation in the coalition Government - Mr. Chaban-Delmas in Belgrade - Mr. Brandt wiH 
meet Mr. Nixon - Official visit by President Pompidou to Belgium. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 793 (new series): 

3 - The Ministers of Finance of the Six will deal with the setting up of the economic and monetary 
union, the problems of Sterling and th~ reform of the international monetary system 

4 -·Monetary co-operation in the context q~ the economic and monetary union 
- EEC/AASM: end of the work of the Association Council 
- Spain should abandon the preferential agreement with the EEC to benefit from American "generalised 

preferences". 
5 -The U.K.'s membership of Euratom now only poses minor problems 

- EEC/Ireland: regional problems 
6-7-8-- Plena Session of the Euro ean Parliament: Agreement for the free distribution of ~rait to 

schoo s - Imports of citrus fruit, cere s and olive oil from Turley - Idea of the origin of 3oods 
and Community transit- Meteorological measuring instruments and methods of control- J.R.C. and 
general Community action concerning research and development. 

8 - E.P.: next sessions 
- Steel production of the IISI countries 
- E.I.B.: financing of industrial projects in Southern Italy 

9 - Citrus fruit from Algeria: reply to question No 539 from Mr. Schuyt 
- Quota for "unmanufactured tobacco" opened by the EEC for Turkey: reply to question No 509 from Mr. 

Vredeling · · 
- Yugoslavia, EEC and scientific co-operation: reply to question No 511 from Mr. Vredeling 

10 - Coal production in the first quarter of 1971 
ll - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1625 
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EDITORIAL ~> . ~ \ 
The priority of priorities. b~ \1 

The impressions to be gained at this time from various talks and contacts between American and Euro- ~ 
pean authorities tend to bring out with undeniable clarity the urgency of resolving what has become the Eui.IJ\ 
opean problem. And a,s far as all the Am"'rican authorities we have met are conce;med, the European proble:li 
above all that of the enlargement. f 

It is important to add that the possibility of a swift and adequate solution is contemplated by thes 
people with scar.cely veiled scepticism. On the other hand, there is in principle no hostility (excluding ·::J 
the fears expressed by groups whose economic interest will be e~pecially affected, but which are not in a rll'r 
posit~on to exert any true influence). There is not even indifference, and one can say that what we find i~ 
here is a favourable inclination. But unfortunately, as we have just said, scepticism predominates. It dom
inates, it must be recognised, everything linked to the "building of Europe". The great majority of Amer
icans we spoke to consider Community Europe as something which is highly desirable but which becomes chim
erical given the state of permanent discord which is said to reign among its members and given the fact that 
France in the end is the only country which effectively exercises its right to the veto. 

This attitude does not presuppose a political or moral judgement: it is simply a finding. This is what 
makes it even more dangerous: Europe is in effect taking on its "credibility". Here is the fruit of so many 
wasted years. 

We add that this attitude, sceptical but not hostile, belongs to those who still have a real interest 
in European affairs. For many other Americans, it is enough to feel .that for the moment Europe poses no ser
ious political or military problems, which allows the application of one of the fundamental points of the 
Nixon doctrine, i.e. to adapt American policy to realities.:and to the material possibilities of the country~ 
at the same time giving up any new commitment or any attempt at a missionary role, and trying rather to re
solve domestic problems according to a new scale of priorities. 

In such a situation, a European notices immediately the immense range which a European presence today 
would have. Perhaps never before today has there been so much of a place for Europe in the world. But in 
order to take up this place, the priority of priorities - and this is without a doubt better seen from out
side than inside - is that of reaching the necessary size. At the moment any temptation to raise problems 
wh±6h may be justified, but which should be solyed later, mu~t be rejected. Today the choice is not between 
a more limited size accompanied by total cohesion and a larger size but less strength in structure. The 
choice is bttween an adequate size with a strong structure, and nothing, total disintegration. There is no 
"ay·of ayoiding this dilemma.The second possibility is clearly unacceptable, but it will prove true if a 
responsible decision does not come very quickly. 

There is only very little time left: a few weeks at the most. 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY Q ~ Y1-pr-t l lcr-t I 
1 -EDITORIAL: The priQrity of priorities. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Netherlands: Elections of the members of the Twede Kamer - EFTA: next Ministerial 
Council - Mr. Wilson expresses a series of reservations about the state of~negotiations 

DAILY BULLETIN No 794 (new series): 
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- 1he capital of the EID has increased by 500 million dollars 
- Ministers of Finance of the Six: examination of taxation and budgetary problCJii!S 
- EEC/AASM: the decisions of the Association Council 
- Mr. Mansholt will gradually resume his activities 
- EEC/Denmark - EEC/Ireland: new negotiating sessions 
- Trade with Eastern Europe: stand taken by the· EEC in the ECE/UNO Commission 
-Mr. Dahrendorf 1 s plan for the "counter-offensive to liberalize" world trade 
-The E.I.n.: financing of a tyre factory in the Saar 
- Standing Employment Committee: next session 
- Spain: refuses the alternative between the "agreement with the EEC and the generalized preferen-

ces" 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- General Consultative Committee of Eur.atom: appointments in progress 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: T~e Special Agriculture Committee prepares the next Council -The 

Italian Government and the harvests and stocks of wine - Pigmeat: the intervention measures 
began today - The President of the COPA will meet Mr. Malfatti 

- Social provisions in road transport: reply to question No 536 by Mr." Seefeld 
- !ge of civil majority: reply to question 542 by Mr. Seefeld 
- Potato- starch and purifying of water: reply to question No 405 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Iron ore: raw production ' 
- ESSOR: resumption of work concerning the trial reactor 
-PriCe of coking coal: arbitration decides in favour of the Ruhr coal industry 
- Energy market: situation and evolution prospects 
- Weekly appendix 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1626 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Le pr6Mnt bulletin ~ •. 1 I EDITORIAL .· 

\ \ need for a quick solution A 
It se~~i".t'hat Mr Rippon, in a reply yesterday to a parliamentary question, was dogging the -foot~ 

of Mr Wilson, who spoke of "indecent haste" in the search for a conclusion to the negotiations with the C~~ 
munity, by himself saying that it was better to find a just solution slowly than to reach a bad solution ~ 
quickly. Mr Rippon seems to want to break down an open door, for the alternative does not present itself ~ 
these tenns at all. What is strange is that he himself knows it, and this morning, talking at a seminar o 
ised by the Conservative Party, he said that "it is not b han · on lon er that Great Britain will et b · 
ter tenns." 

Let us leave politicians to their contradictions: what statemen~ for tactical or other reasons, a 
made by one figure or another has no importance. One thing is certain, and this certitude is agreed on by 
of public Opinion, namely that the enlar ement of the Communit will occur in the comin months or it will 
not happen at all. A second truth should be stated with all possib e clarity, and that is that if t e negot
iatiohs fail - and the responsibility for the failure will doubtless be clearly established - the future of 
Europe will be compromised for several generations and perhaps for ever. 

To return to what should happen now, it is clear that the search for solutions to the problems posed 
by the enlargement is no longer of a technical nature, but is essentially related to the political aspects. 
The experts have for a long time be~n studying and analysing the various technical solutions to the major 
problems. All the parties involved know them. The choice to be made, therefore, is a matter of poltical will. 
:rliough it is understandable that this political will is waiting for all the favourable conditions to come to
gether before showing itself (one can from this point of view conceive of the preparation of one or several 
bilateral or multilateral meetings at the highest level), no-one can make us believe that the political will, 
if it is absent today, may appear by magic in the near or not so near future. In other words: on the technfti
cal plane, time can contribute nothing more, and on the political plane it can only bring a deterioration of 
the situation. 

True, we are not unaware that according to some people time limits will be imposed to allow new pol;l:t
ical conditions to ripen. We remain sceptical about the numerous hypotheses advanced from several sides. Mr 
Luns has alz:eady den~ed: te intention attributed to him of suggesting a Franco-British agreement on nuclear 
matters. There has been for a long time talk of a French 11 design11 aimed at getting British acceptance for 
a plan for "dismantling the institutions" of the Community. This seems to us to be an unrealistic hypothesis, 
for such an action would immediately end in an impasse. On the other hand, it is reasonably natural, and no
one should regret it, that the general evolution of the Community may become the subject of an exchange of 
views, with the aim of making sure that Great Britain wants to enter a Community "whose political personal
ity, ·.as yet imprecise, should take shape as the years pass" (we quote Mr Chaban-Delmas}. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY ';A- Apri.J t trf-J 
1 - EDITORIAL: The need for a guick solution. 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Denial from Mr Luns on a Franco-British nuclear agreement - Visit of Belgian King 

and Queen to the German Federal Republic - Canada worried over the enlargement - Israel and the 
enlargement - Australia less vulnerable than other countries - conference of Scandinavian ministers 

DAILY BUIJ..ETIN No 795 (new series): Mr Rippon: the moment for decUion 
3 - EEC/Latin America: first meeting at ambassador level on May 21st? 
3-4 - The Finance Ministers take the necessary measures to implement the Economic and Monetary Union 
4-4b - EEC/Denamrk - EEC/Ircland: short negotiating sessions 
5 - "Economic Situation in the Community": first report for 1971 
6 - Mr Dahrendorf to visit the governments of the Six 
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12-13 

-Contracting parties in GATT: next semi-official meeting 
-Driving time in transport: proceedings against Belgium for not applying measures on this 
- Scientific and technical co-operation: state of work 
- Soviet offers for the enrichment of uranium 
- E.I.B.: loan for a motorway in Italy 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Price proposals for cauliflowers - supply of skimmed milk under WFP -

protests of poultry and game retailers in Belgium 
- Oil tanker fleet:need for the Community to develop it. 
- The Oil crisis and the Community: reply to question no. 486 from Messrs Leemans and Oele 
- The EEC and "generalised preferences": reply to question no.553 from Messrs Radoux and Spenale 
- Own resources: reply to question No.S52 from Messrs Spenale and Radoux 
·- Community measures for lead and zinc: reply to question no.473 from Mr Vredeling 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECON<l1IC INTERPENETRATION No 1627 
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EDITORIAL 

Profit from the enlargement? 

Yesterday we recalled-the hypothesis, put forward in se~ral quarters, of the existenOe of a F ne 
11design" to profit from Great Britain's entry into the Community to carry out a-dismantling of the 'C 
institutions. Some go so far as to say that this desi could be a central to ic in a Franco-British b' 
eral meeting, in which France would make acceptance of t 1s t es1s y the British government a condit1 
"unblcoking" the negotiations~ France would then be ready to come to an agreement on subject which up ®o 
have been controversial, in particular, to accept that Britain's contribution to the Community budget · t 
transition period would be less large than planned. 

·Some also add that agreement on this point should not be difficult because Mr Heath, it is said, e-
ly shares Mr Pompidou's views. Several Conservative statements are then quoted to show that the present lead
ers are not very keen on integrated institutions or, more generally, on supranationality. No later than the 
day before yesterday, Mr Rippon said that, in joining the Community, the United Kingdom would not give up 
any more sovreignty than already lost in NATO and the IMF. We do not know if Mr Rippon was totally sincere 
in giving this reply to the person questioning him, but we do know that it was meant to pacify a section of 
the public which is worried about British national sovreignty (and they are very contradictory worries). 

We said that this hypothesis seems to us very unlikely, though it cannot be ruled out. The fact is 
tha~ the functioning of the European institutions is what it is, on the basis of the Treaties and their ap
plication. It also depends on the men running the Institutions. A wide debate has opened, and it should be 
enlargened and deepened, on future developments, both on the institutional level and on the level of the con
tents of integration. It will no doubt bring into the open diverse positions. These positions will come to=
gether, and some solutions acceptable to all will emerge. But all of this will take time and should be done 
once the enlargement has been decided on. It is unlikely that a bilateral agreement, whose political impact 
is impossible to foresee, without mentioning its legal value, could have a decisive and immediate influence 
on this debate. 

Of course, everyone is aware that the "Luxembourg compromise" weighs heavy on the functioning of the 
institutions, that is to say, the use of a majority vote is meeting serious difficulties. Are the French 
likely to ask the British to share their position on the majority vote? We do not know if the British would 
be ready to take up a position on one side or the other: but it is certain that, even if they did, things 
would not be very different than they are to~ay. The only result would be that the functioning of a Community 
of Ten would be yet more difficult. Probab~y this would lead very rapidly to the conclusion that if one wants 
the Community to exist, to work, to be a Community, it will be necessary to give. it effective institutions 
as soon as possible. Nothing allows one to believe, until there is proof to the contrary, that the French 
want to keep the Community alive and at the same time prevent it from working. 

Em. G. 
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- EDITORIAL: Profit from the enlargement? 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: The European Movement in the Netherlands - The method of election of the E.P.: 
elections advocated by almost all the M.P.s -Mr. Rippon lunches today with the members of the 
European Commission 

DAILI BULLETIN No 796 (new series): 
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- The course of the membership negotiations and relations with the non-candidate European coun-
tries examined by the European Commission 

- Problem of Sterling: the broa lines of the work of the Ad Hoc Group 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 142.92 
- Mr. Barre warns against the deterioration of the monetary system, 
- EEC/U.K.: negotiations at Deputy level 
- India and the EEC 
- Tax harmonisation in the context of the Economic and Monetary Union 
- E.I.B.: the increase in capital will only be ~aid in to the extent of lQ% 
- Court of .Justice: rejection of the appeal (4/69) made by the firm LUttick 
- Transport Committee of the E.P. and the delay in the achievement of the common policy 
- Mr. Malfatti at the European Day in Hanover 
- Extension of the association or preferential agreements and the countries applying for member-

ship 
- Future pluriannual research programme: definition of the general directives 
- Community law and the "nationality clause": reply to question No 532 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Harmonisation of taxes on motor vehicles: reply to question No 551 from Mr. Seefeld 
- France and touring caravans: reply to question No 497 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Fuel oil: development of prices 
- Steel: market situation 
- EECfU.S. co-operation in the field of the valorization of coal 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 34.50 D/T 
- European Parliamentary Activiti 
- ECONOMIC INTERPmETRATION :No l 28 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

BULLETINS QUOTIDIEN 

;e EDITORIAL / 

What would be inadmissible 

It is clear that if France - we return to the hypothesis fonnulated yesterday - tried to make the o~ 
come of the negotiations with the United Kingdom conditional on political considerations which were not ~ 
of the common will of the Six, but which resulted from her own assessment of the· political situation, th~ 
the negotiations in questions would very likely be doomed to failure. . 

We said yesterday that this hypothesis seems to ·us to be very unlikely, but it important to estab]. · 
what the consequences would be if it proved true. . 

It is clear in effect that the basis of the negotiations at the moment going on - the whole ba 
the negotiations - was drawn up -by the Six during the first half of 1970. It was en 
ions of the Council of Ministers, and communicated to the applicant countries, not without ceremony, on 
30th 1970. On this political and legal basis, the Six have every right to seek solutions to the probJems 
raised by the enlargement, and the candidate countries cannot escape the obligation to help in this search. 
No-one can blame France or any of the Six countries for "turning the :potlight on certain problematical files 
in the negotiations" in order to clear away any ambiguities. In addition, it is admissible and even useful 
that, through talks at an adequate level, bilaterally or better still multilaterally, a general convergence 
in aims is shown to exist, for this is essential if there is to be participation in one Community together; 
it was at any rate affirmed in the statements made by the candidate countries on June 30 1970. 

We may even go so far as to say that it is understandable and permissible for some governments to try, 
for reasons of internal policy or in the context of a policy of prestige, to underline the extent of the 
gesture they are making in welcoming a particularly important new member and to want to make the gesture 
stand.out. 

On the other hand, it would be inadmissible, against the concept of a Community and incompatible with 
the commitments made successively at the Hague and in the working out of a common position, for someone to 
try to add new files to those already on the table and - what is even more serious - for him to think he 
can deal with it at a bilateral level, in other words, outside the context of the Community in which the 
problem of new members is placed and from which it cannot be removed. 

In other words, the existence of a European will in the applicant countries should be verified in the 
negotiations, which are, let us remember, Community negotiations. 

The one who t:J;"ied to act otherwise, setting more or less prior political con~tiops more or less Wlil
aterally conceived, would show by his attitude taht he wants to cause the negotiations to fail. There would 
be no possiQ.ility of concealing his responsibility for this, he would have to answer himl)elf. ··_· for the 
failure vis-a-vis the domestic political forces which sustain him, vis-a-vis the international Community 
which cannot be left out of consideration, and above all vis-a-vis history, which would never forgive him 
for the mortal blow dealt to Europe. 

Em. G. 
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l - EDITORIAL: What would be inadmissible. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: King Baudouin' s visit to West Germany - Dutch legislative elections - Statements 
from Mr Heath. 
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- President Malfatti gives a speech in Hannover 
- Multiannual programme of the ]RC: first general guidelines. 
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J. MEGRET-J .V •. LOUIS-D. VIGNES-M. WAELBROEK-J. DOUSSET-M. SARMET: Le Droit de la Communaute Economi eur 

EUROPEAN LIBRARY. 

peenne; C.o_lll!ll.~n_taJ...re.s. ~· .Tr<d:_t.P.. -P.t des textes pris pour son application The Law of the European Econo .. ~.~.· ..__.
Community: t;ommentaries of tne 'freaty and of the texts taken for its application); Volume 3, 325 page p 
annexes; Presses Universitaires de Bruxelles (42, avenue Paul Heger, 1050 Brussels).- S) 

After the first volume, mainly devoted to the free movement of goods, and the second dev<'ted to 
culture (Bull. of 5 June 1970), the authors noW:. present a third work dealing with the free movement of · 
kers, the right of establishment and services, capital and transport. As Jacques Megret remarks in the~ 
word, the subjects dealt with concern the idea of "complementary liberties", whose importance need no b ~(' 
stressed for the constitution of the common market, especially since the completion of the customs uni '. 
The will to develop the Community in its financial and monetary implications further accentuates the topic
ality of this part df the work. Moreover, and no doubt for the first time, ~ overall account of the trans
port policy is made available to the public. In a subject to which access is made difficult by its technical 
nature and apparent confusion, the author (J. Dousset) formulates with perfect clarity both the institution
al and economic data on which th~ common transport policy is established, and the structure and various ele
ments of the latter. 

- A.E. WALSH & JOHN PAXTON: Trade and Industrial Resources of the Common Market d EFTA countries: A Com
parative Statistical Analysis, Garnstone Press Ltd 59 Brompton Road, London S.W.3 , 1971, 15 pages, Price: 
£15.75-':'-

In this work of statistical analysis, the compilers mainly wanted to draw the attention of exporters 
to the growth and si'ze of European markets for all finished produc;ts and, by means of a comparative study, 
on the level of production, of consumption and of trade in the U.K., the EEC and EFTA countries, and, for 
certain products, the United States and Japan. Thus, part II is devoted to the changes in British exports 
to the Common Market and Eli'TA countries between 1964 and 1968. For all the Common Market countries, the list 
of the industrial sectors in which the share of British exports fell is much longer than that in which 
British exports had a larger share in 1968 than in 1964. 

-Europe and(the Superpowers, Perceptions of European International Politics, Editor and contributor: ROBERT 
S. JORDAN, Allyn and Bacon Inc (Boston), 1971, 302 pages.- Under the editorial control of Mr. Robert S. 
Jordan, Professor of Political Science at the University of New York at Binghamton, this work groups toget
her the contributions of eight experts, mainly European, which explain the reactions of Europeans, and their 
interpretations of the intentions of the Superpowers, as regards the European aspects of the global struggle 
of the United States and the Soviet Union. 

- MICHEL DESSART: Pour une Politigue Monetaire Commune dans la C.E.E. (For a Common Monetary Policy in the 
EEC), Vander Etliteur (Brussels-Louvain), 1971, 365 pages.- We shall return to this book • 

- CHRISTOPHER LAYTON: Cross Frontier Mer ers in Euro e, How can Government Help? Bath University Press 
(Claverton Down, Bath BA2 7AY, Great Britain , 1971, 106 pages.- Cf. our Economic Interpenetration of today, 
for an account of this work. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
SUMMARY ~ C 'Af'r l) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: ECDU: meeting of the Executive in Brussels - The "European Week" has opened in Lon-
don - After the"'Be'igo-Geman talks - Mr. Luns and the European nuclear force - Mr. Hillery is still 
confident but Mr. Wilson expresses his doubts - Canada and the C.M. 
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3 - E.P.: next session in Luxembourg 
-Headquarters of the Institutions: is jeopardized by nobody for the moment 

3-3b - Sterling in the context of membership 
- GATT: the unofficial meeting ended today 
- PrOpOsal to include eggs in the contribution to the WFP 
- Message from Mr. Coppe on the occasion of l May 

4 - Industrial Policy of the Community: First exchange of views at ambassadorial level 
- Situation of Italian workers in the other Community countries and the E.P. 
-~ ortin of lighters is free in Italy 

5 -EEC U.K.: "complementary measures" of the transition period 
6-7 - EEC AASM: the deliberations of the Association Council 
7 - EEC AASM: work of the E.P. . 
8 - ECSC U.K.: terms of the U.K. 1 s contribution to the various Funds 
8-9 - Employment problems created by the re-organisation 9f the Community steel industry 
9 - Investment projects declared in 1970 by the ECSC industries 

- Industrial accidents in the steel industry 
- South-African coal for the EEC 

10 - Information about various problems in reply to questions Nos 471,499, 510/70 from Mr. Vredeling, 
No 520 from Miss Lulling, Nos 487 and 529 from Mr. Vredeling, No 121 from Mr. Triboulet, No 103 
from Mr. Vredeling and No 544 from Mr. Couste 

11 - The Week in Europe 
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Because of Mayday, EUROPE will not 
appear on Monday 3 May 1971. 
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. EDITORIAL 

Hardening of the French position on the Pound? 

For the time being we must recognise that the climate in which next week's 
of all and then among the Seven, are being prepared is not of the best, in spite 
statements. 

18eme annee - No 799 (n. 
mordi 4 mai 1971 

The wait for positive results, or at least for ~an~~i~n~di~·~c?at~1~·o~n~t~ha~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
next week, is now such that, if it were to be di consequences 
be even more serious, if not to say catastrophic, if this lack of results was 
new discord is in the process of emerging within the Six themselves, that new 
are about to be laid down and that the negotiations are taking on the look of a labour of Sisyphus. 

Unfortunately, this possibility cannot be ruled out. According to indications from Paris following a 
meeting at top level to fix the tactics of the French negotiators, it seems that !'ranee will insist on two 
points when it meets its partners: 
a) The first concerns the issue of the British contribution to the Community budget. Paris will continue to 
insist that it is up to the British to make a "realistic" offer for the initial percentage to be paid. The 
French may nevertheless take the initiative of themselves advancing - as they announced - a new fonnula, 
which would not however include figures or percentages but, with the application of certain criteria, allow 
the definition of initial and final percentages, as well as an appropriate progression between the two. But 
the whole problem is whether the translation of the fonnula into percentages will lead to a contribution 
which, while being 11 fair11 from the Community point of view, will be "supportable" for Britain and above all 
liable to be received by Parliament without too much opposition. It is generally thought that these condit
ions would obtain if the initial percentage was about 7%. 
b) The second point concerns the monetary problem and more precisely the international role of ste rLi.ng. It 
is known t'1e Group of experts found and is finding itself confronted by difficulties. It will draw up its 
report, but it will include the finding that divergencies exist. These differences are not of a teclmicaJ. 
nature, since they cover the rightness of asking the UK at this point for an undertaking in percentages, 
with a timetable, with a view to the gradual abolition of the sterling balances. Even if this process was 
to be spread over twenty years, as France suggests, it is hard to see how undertakings of this kind cou.l d 
be mq.qe now and how the Six could ask it of the UK, especially since Britain has already made it knmvn that, 
while accepting that a revision of the international role of the Pound must be considered, it caru1ot make 
any commitment without first having discussed the matter with the countries involved. 

Other factors contribute to the heaviness of the atmosphere surrounding the negotiations. In the mon
etary field, differences of view among the Six seem to be getting more marked, as certain Gennan stands on 
the subject of "floating" the Deutschmark show. In addition, the results of public opinion polls, against 
which Hr Rippon has justly been aroused, are certainly not making the British governmen~s policy any easier, 
nor that of the continental governments which have for a long time supported British entry. 
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l - EDITORIAL: Hardening of the French position on the Pound? 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Ulbricht leaves- Socialist Group of the E;P.: meeting at Hilversum-
European Christian-Democrat Party: towards its creation? - Mr. Maurice Schumann in the US~R -
Hr. Rey speaks to the American and Common Market Club - Hr. Scratton will have talks tomorrow 
with the European Commission - Public opinion polls in Great Britain - Mr. Scheel: How a "Euro
pean Government" can be arrived at. 
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3 - E.P.: next session 
- ~orges Berthoin, head of the Community delegation to London 
- Monetary questions return to the forefront 

4-5 - The transport policy and Italy 
5 - The French Minister of Transport justifies himself to the ·Transport-committee of the E.P. 

- German taxation of goods transport by road 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Premiums for the non-marketing of milk 

6 -EEC/U.K.: negotiations at Deputy level 
- E.I.B.: loan 9n the Euro-dollar market 
- ECONOOIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

·7 - the industrial policy and artisanal firms 
- Mannesmannrohrenwerke AG condemned by the "Bundeskartellamt" 

8-9 - Policy concerning aid to the coal industry: replies to questions Nos 534 and 535 from Mr. Oele 
9 - Steel: record level of intra-Community trade in 1970 
10 - Spreading out of holidays: reply to question No 456 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Pollution of the atmosphere: reply to question No 537 from Mr. Adams 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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EDITORIAL : \ I : : 1 f) t:t . ~i' . 

L--··..,4i.#!! 11 
. Three reasons for destroying Europe. _. r~ 

Monde" today publishes a "point of vie~' by Mr Jean-Marcel jeanneney, fonner minister under Oener£Ef 
, which is one of the most virulent attacks yet on British membership of the Community, in the ~ 
a compaign which seems to be directed by Mr Couve de Murville (the a,:-guments which he used in ~-. 
dialogue with Mr Roy jenkins are all taken up and en;targed :on by Mr jeanneney) and which will 
more and more intense as the hour of truth approaches. 

Je;mrten.ey cites three reasons against membership. At the base ·of all three there is on the one ban~. 
on intentions or the announcement of a counter-truth,. on the other the disconcerting avowal of a M 

w~·~UWIS. The attack on intentions is against the United States (always the United States!), which is said 
t\e)na,nding that the enlarged Community be "free-trading", the counter-truth is that Great Britain would 

. · tlcally, inevitably, help in this effort. The confesssion of weakness consists in saying that the other 
fuembers of the Community, especially France, would be unable to do anything, would be practically paralysed. 
Tpta·il,f a.· :~.omewhat stupefying confession from one who, over ten years, contributed to the application of Gen
e~ d~ -~ylle 1 s nationalist policy. 

·. {.e.t .;ps take the first reason to begin with. It concerns, as we have just indicated, the inevitable ec-
~':: dep.fpdence to which the enlarged Community would be condemned by submitting passively to the "free
t~~~ 4,ikt14-t of the United States. While admitting that the British are only too glad to accept this depend
eq_~-~ w~ereas the aim of their entry into Europe is to escape from such a dependence, and even admitting that 
Eti~···· · is a free-trader, that is, that its external customs tariff is liberal and not excessively protective 
(~ dition that the same attitude is forthcoming from elsewhere), Mr jeanneney is far from being unaware 
t~l ustoms tariffs are a long way from having the importance as a protective instrument which they had 
t~Jr years ago. The protection of a market is today the fruit of the organisation of common pQlicies, pro
vi4etf.with adequate instruments and applied to a sufficiently large area. A Europe of Ten, structured accord
l.~~ to guidelines which are accepted by all, including Britain, would be perfectly able to face up to chal
l,erig~s wherever they corn~ from. Without at all abandoning ourselves to a tariff protectionism which is quite 
absurd for a Community which depends largely on external trade. 

>· The second reason for Mr Jeanneney's hostility is the diplomatic and military dependence which would 
als.9)>e imposed on Europe. Since the premisses are false, the conclusion cannot help being false~ It just 
c~~.r be believed that Britain's contribution will weaken the political personality of Europe: to say the 

. op:e_~te is to speak a deliberate falsehood. · 
·,; :, .. ,The third reason is more national, or nationaistic: Mr jeanneney fears that the French language will 

be useJ.1led from the dominating position it has in the Community at present. Only a spirit of resignation and 
an absence of self-confi~nce can justify such a prediction. 

And to finish up, Mr Jeanneney tries to seduce finn "Europeans" by hinting at the possibility that 
Fra,nce might be converted to supranationality, as long as the United Kingdom is left outside or not allowe.d 
in. Mr jeanneney will find it easy to understand why we hold his conversion to be suspect • 

.. 111 Em.G. 
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-"'< - EDITORIAL: Three reasons for destroying Europe. 

SUMMARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Europe celebrates its anniversaries: 5 May, Council of Europe Day, and 9 May date 
of the Declaration by Robert Schuman - Italian Federalists meet Tierno Galvan - Mr. Charles Durand 
appointed to the E.P. - Sir Alec Douglas-Home on European military co-operation 
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Regional kolicy in favour of priority agricultural regions 
Money mar ets: concern of the Commission - Bonn to take ecisions on Friday 

EU~OSYNDICAT: 142.26 
,, ~ .. EEC~orway: session at Deputy level 
~ EEC:U.K.: short negotiation session at Deputy level 

5 ~~ - Ministers of ,Justice: special session on 3 June? 
6 - Cereals: extension of sown areas 

7 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Fanners and a possible revaluation of the DM - Restitution for exports 
of butter in slabs - Wine market: reply to question No 365 from Mr. Droscher - French producers 
and wines for blending - No Italian aid to fruit and vegetable producers: reply to question No 518 
from Mr. Vredeling 

-Political Committee of the E.P.: work in progress 
- Creation of a sub-committee of the E.P. to follow the preparation and control of the budget of 

the Communities 
- EEC/Turkey: interim trade agreement 
-Anti-dumping proceedings in the U.S.A. regarding sheet glass from the F.R.G.) France and Italy 

, . ,.. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
8 f'· · •, ... Dutch cement cartel: reply to que~tion No 574 from Mr. Vrede~ing 

· ~~', ~ "Continental Can": reply to quest1on No 9/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
.· 't4if ::-- Colourings cartel: reply to question No 573 from Mr. Vredeling 

8.4 ·~~ - "Tax havens": reply to question No 583 from Mr. Glinne 
9 · · · r - E.D.F.: favourable opinions 

10 

11 
12-13 

-Italian chemical industry and the F.R.G. 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: important meeting 
- Coking coal: the competitive price detennined by the Arbitration Committee 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 34.85 D/T 
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La pr6aant 

Th~:~=~~~w~:~= ~::~::f~:.=~ ~ 
The present monetary crisis is perhaps the most serious one the West has lmown·. The most seridus· bA/ 

cause it comes after other crises, following which no reform aimed at giving the international monetary~ 
tem a solid base was adopted. And especially serious for the Six, who have only just begun to set up ali) 
anism for narrowing ·the fluctuation margins between their cunrencies. It is not yet clear what will ha · 
but some are saying already that the "economists" were not pernaps entirely wrong when they affirmed, · 
debates which lead up to the drafting of the Werner Report, that without a genuine co-ordination of mon 
policies, any progress towards monetary unification would be deceptive ••• 

What is being seen at the present time is great confusion, made possible by the limited knowledge 
mechanisms and the princip~es they work on, as well as by the fragmentary and oftezy distroted information 
about the opinions of the experts and those is positions of responsibility. Here are a few brief remarks, 
which which give some idea of the confusion reigning: 
- the price of gold - Let us leave aside all political considerations. An increase in the gold price would 
have no effe~t on the relationships between parities, and thus would constitute no remedy in the present 
situation. In addition, the resultant inaction on the part of private holders of gold would have a highly 
inflationary effect. 
- devaluation of the dollar - It is said that the dollar is over-valued as a result of inflationary erosion. 
Without a doubt it is so in relation to gold: but is it also in relation to other currencies? That is the 
question. According to the rules of the IMF, an alteration of parities is only 'Justified if fundamental bal
ances have changed. On first sight, with an active trade balance, the dollar is not over-valued, the instab
ility-of the balance of payments being due to toher, fairly complex, reasons. A devaluation of the dollar 
would not be acceptable to several countries which would see their external trade threatened. There would 
probably be a chain of devaluations on a world scale, with the result that we would be back at the starting 
point. 
- the revaluation of certain currencies - There are currencies which are considered more "solid" than others. 
Are they over-valued with respect of the dollar under the IMF ~les? 
- fluctuation of parities - This is an operation forbidden by the IMF, except under authorisation. Prof. 
Schiller suggested to his partners the organising of an en bloc floating _, . of the Six's currencies with re
spect to the dollar. Intra-Community margins would not be widened, but - depend~g on the market - those 
with the dollar would change, it being the intervention currency. The mechanism is complicated and the diff
iculty lies in the fact·that in reality the economies of the Six are not working en bloc: it thus seems that 
it would be very difficult for some countries to accept seeing their currency undergo the fate of the .D-Mark: 
i.e. undergo a process of revaluation. In addition, how would the market behave? This is a big unknown. 

One observation is clear: the system is not working. It is not that it has faults, but that it is faced 
with an unexpected factor, which is foreign to the system, namely a pool of money which is not controlled, 
is uncontrollable. This money pool is continuing to grow: its presence and its dynamism are distorting the 
functioning of mechanisms and making the basic concepts inoperable. Parity changes will not eliminate this 
factor behind the troubles in a permanent fashion: and it is this factor which the intemati,onal community 
must attack. 

Em. G. 
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SUMMARY G, M_~ { ({'":/-) 

- EDITORIAL: The monetary crisis: attack the roots of the trouble. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Behrendt on the occasion of May 5 asks for a strengthening of the powers of the 
E.P. - Mr Von Hassel in favour of direct election of the German delegation to the E.P. - Mr Emilio 
Colombo advocates strengthening the powers of the E.P. - Chancellor Brandt in London 

DAILY BULLETIN No 801 (new series): 
3 - The Community Council will meet on Saturday to deliberate on monetary problems. 
4 - France proposes that the UK apply the rules for Community financing from 1973 
4-5 - Economic, financial and monetary problems posed by the enlargement. 
6-7 - The problems of quotas in the context of the enlargement of the Community. 
7 - The 11 0traco 11 Affair and the Commission 

- Standing Committee on Employment: second meeting 
8 - Regional policy: problem of which farming regions to consider as priority ones. 

- Mr Glaesner the new Director for Scientific Policy and Co-ordination of ,Research 
- Towards scientific co-operation with Israel? 
- Consultative Committee of the JRC: first meeting. 

9 - Scientific and technical co-operation: European ministerial conference with tbtrd countries in 
October - November? 

10 -Court of Justice: new appeals 
- Court of .Justice: appeal in an caSe:· .. conceming an exclusivity contract. 
- Broad statistical programme for the coming years put to Council approval 
- Open letter from Mr Mansholt to the Congress of the European Agriculture Confederation 

ll - EEC and third countries which have recognised the GDR: reply to question no.562 from Mr Vredeling 
-Development aid policy: reply to guestion no.7/71 from Mr Vredeling 
-BUlletin of the EEC in Greek and Turkish: reply to question no 540 from Mr Schuijt 

12 - Publications of the European Communities. 
13 - ECONCMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1632. 
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L'AVENIR DES PORTS EUROPEENS. College de l 1Europe, Editions De Tempel (Tempelhof), Bruges, Belgium, 81 

pages.~he College of Europe ·has just publish~d the papers of the 11 Bruges 1970 Week" on the 11Future of ~fii'\ 
pean Ports". This is a large collection of studies whose main aim is to examine. the future of all the ~ 
pean ports: assumptions about the expansion of marine traffic, the noming of the big ships, models for ~ 
profit analysis etc. · 

Hr. Rudolf Regul, who led this symposium, deduces from all this research that during the period f 
1970 to 1990, the expansion of the marine traffic of the whole of Europe will develop with a growth rate 
similar to that of the last ten or fifteen years. But at the same time, it must be expected that the growing 
volume of goods will be transported by a smaller number of la1·gcr vessels and pass through less ports. These . 
developments, taking place in a large space not limited by national frontiers, pose, amongst other problems, 
that of a European ports policy. At present, "free competition", a principle very dear to the port authorit
ies. has become a struggle for public subsidies. Although some attempts to create a European ports confere
nce have been made, we arc very far from political co-operation assuring the optimum allotting of financial 
resources for investments in the existing ports. A difficult obstacle is the fact that the Treaties have 
almost nothing to say about this. However, concludes Hr. Regul, the progress of the Common Market and the 
enlargement of the Communities are forcing all the participants to pool their potential, to understand one 
another and to act in common. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 5/1971, Liaison Office in Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 22), Price: l DH.- This nlllll
ber is largely devoted to t~e European parliaments. 

- European Community, No4-l97l, London Office (23, Chesham Street).- This number contains articles on Hr. 
Halfattils visit to London, an account by Mr. llarre of inflation, the Community's relations with Ireland, 
Denmark, Sweden and South America. 

- L!Europa, No 4-1971, Roma (Via Emilia 47).- We mention articles about France's attitude d~ring the nego
tiations on Great Britain's entry and the Community agricultural policy. 

- ESRO/ELDO: Bulletin, No 13 - April 1971, Neuilly-sur-Seine (France).- This number contains an artic~e on 
the equatorial base of Ceclcs/Eldo in Guyana. 

-BUlletin de Droit Nucleaire, No 7,Europea~ Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD), Paris.- A supplement contains the 
Dutch bill on the responsibility of the exploiters of nuclear-powered ships. 

- Foreign Affairs, April 1971, New York (58 East 68th. Street).- We mention an artiC'le by Hr. Hichel Debre 
on the overall strategy of France. 

~the United States and the Euro ean Communit : their common interest, Issues at stake in the U.S.-Common 
Market Relations, Manhattan Publishing Company 225 Lafayette Street, New York), 63 pages, $ 1.25.- This 
booklet published on behalf of the Washington Office of the European Community stresses the importance of 
the relations between the United States and the European Community and reviews the present problems. 

SUMMARY 

.l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Council ofEurope: meeting of the Committee of Ministers -Hr Scranton speaks in fav-
our of regular consultations between the USA and the EEC - Qpinion polls in Britain on membe~p 

DAILY BULLETIN No 8o2 (new series}: 
3 

4-5 
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6 
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.9 

10 

.n, 
12-13 

- The Council will on Monday prepare the Community's position on basic problems in the negotiatj.Qns 
with the United Kingdom. 

- In order to avoid any change of parities between currencies, the Commission will propose a series 
of measures to the Council tomorrow. 

- The Socialist Group of the E.P. is for a Community solution to the monetary crisis and control of 
the Eurodollar market. 

- Switzerland would like a new round of exploratory ~alks 
- Mr Dahrendorf has begun his tour of Common Market capitals 
- EEC atin America: first meeting at ambassador level on June 18th 
- EEC East Africa Association Council: first meeting on Hay 13th 
- 8pecial Agriculture Committee to meet Monday and Tuesday 
- Social Policy: the social partners and the Commission will jointly examine guidelines / 

- Increase in Gennan spending on research into the nuclear fuel cycle 
- Rationalisation cartels in the German iron and steel industry 
- Japanese iron and steel industry: export goals 
- Scrap: structural range of needs · 
- Radiation techniques for inhibiting the germination of potatoes 
- IAEA/GKF: agreement 
- Fine and special steels: French production in 1970 
- Detergents and their dilution in water: reply to question no.504 from Hr Hougardy 
-Trade unions affiliated to the 11C.I.S.E.T. 11 : reply to question,from Hessrs Herchiers and Biaggi 
-Commission replies to question 554 from Hr Couste, 7/71 from Hr Vredeling and 542 from Hr Vredeling 
- OF.X:D: economic situation in France 
- 'St'iUC'ture of farms: reply to question no.512 from Hr Kriedemann · 
- F.X:ONCMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- The Week in Europe 
- F.X:ONCMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1633 
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EDITORIAL 

18ane annfe -No ~t-nrul 
lundi 10 inai 1971 

The monetary crisis - (1) From one step backwards ••• 

After the monetary compromise which emerged from the ministerial meeting on Satur4ay and Sunday, thJCJr 
is certainly no reason for hanging out the flags. The compromise does not solve the heart of the problem,~ 
imposes further slowing down in the already too slow progress towards an economic ·and monetary union, 
introduces disturbing factors irito the co~n agricultural policy. From this to sounding.the knell of 
the monetary union and the agricultural policy, 'not to to mention of the Community itself, as some are n~.Lu ....... 
there is a long way and the bad _temper emanating from certain commentaries seems rather suspect. 

This bad temper does not take into account an important fact, namely that for the first time, the 
ution of a monetary crisis has been sought and found in the Communit framewor • If the solution is bad, 
reason for it is that the situation which had to be face was • It corresponds to the present state of 
the Community, in other words. to the fragility of the mechanisms and the weakness of the institutions which 
should direct it, but also to the solidity of the links which unite the six countries. It is perhaps forgott
en that the States still have full sovereignty concerning the fixing of the exchange rates of their curren
cies. Some of them even consider, in spite of the agreements which they have signed concerning economic and 
monetary union, that they will never give up this prerogative. It would not be right for them to gripe bec
ause a Government has considered that it has to try to take in hand the control of its own currency, and 
to avoid speculation on it. Would the revaluation of the DM have been a better solution? This is a hypothesis 
like any other, but it would have been in contradiction with the statement, not.challenged as yet, according 
to which "no internal cause would justify a change in the parities between the Community currencies". Indeed, 
external causes had to be acted upon, and remedies were suggested. It is not up to us to judge their effic
acity, but it is a fact that the analysis made by the Governors of the Banks las Saturday afternoon led to 
the conclusion that these remedies would not allow the sit~ation to be faced and they would even have "en
couraged" speculation. Thus, something else had to be thought of. Nobody suggested any other means. Unless 
we take the hypothesis seriously, which some seem to have put forward, of not ta · an decisions at all 
and of giving Germany the responsibility of deciding alone. We cannot be m e to e ieve t at this solution 
would have been a more Community one than the one which finally prevailed. 

We add t~at it is not enough to say, which is true, that the cause for this misfortune lies outside 
the Community: the means are necessary to recognise this cause with precision, to identify its elements, and 
to discuss the remedies in an international framework. This must be done on the basis of a Community stand 
coherent and stromg enough to be "credible". 

What consequence must be drawn from it? Firstly, that ~th~e~C~o~mm~UD1~·~~~T-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the ecenemic ani menetary unien. It is not because the "reduction of the margins" wi take p ace w:rth some 
delay that we must declare ourselves beaten: the Community has seen very much more! The lesson should mainly 
force us to s~ed up and strengthen the workings of all the mechanisms of the economic union, to make certain 
decisions binding, and to give the institutions the strength which they lack. From one step backwards, we can 
summon the strength to take two steps forward ••• 

Em.G. 

1 
SUMMARY LO ~ Lq'i-) 

-.EDITORIAL: "The 1110netary crisis - (1) From one step backwards ... 11 

2 

DAILJ BULLETIN No 804 (new series): 

3 - The future. relations between the EEC and the non-candidate countries of EFTA 
3-4 -EEC/U.K.: The Council prepares the Community stand on the points which will be discussed tomorrow 
5 - The Ministers of Agriculture will have to define a certain number of measures enabling the funct-

ioning of the common agricultural market 
6-7 - The monetary crisis and its developments 

- E.I.B.: Two new loans for the Mezzogiorno 

8 - Food aid for financial year 1970/71: plan of execution 
- U.K.~uratom: the main problems being examined 

9 - Petr~eum products: effects of the rise 
- Crude oil: supply of the Community in 1970 

10 - National monopolies and their adaptation: reply to question No 
various replies: No 525 from Mr. Gerlach, No 561 from Mr. 
and..N.o-.i60 from Mr. Vredeling 

11 - Weekly Echoes 
12-13 - ECCfi<J.IIC INTERPmETRATION No 1634 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No. 304 - France 

530 from Mr. Vredeling and 
, No 569 from Mr. Dewulf, No 507 
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EDITORIAL 

The monetary crisis -(2) A slamming of doors? 

Beyond the doctrinaire· differences on the best way of meeting the international monetary disorder, 
the natural divergences of interest, depending on whether one is in the front line of the battle or in 
unconfortable position, there are, at the origin of the conflict between the Finance Ministers, 
and political reasons which cannot be overlooked. 

It becaine clear at .. one point that Hr Giscard d 1 Estaing was trying to get the Council to endorse a 
emn reprimand" of Professor Schiller who, in the eyes of the French minister, was guilty of a serious er 

B 

in behaviour because of the indiscretions which he is supposed to have committed at Hamburg, and which were 
the sp'ark which set off the crisis. This solemn censure should have been translated into a refusal on the 
part of the Council not only to accept the Gennan proposal of "concerted floating" of all the Community cur
rencies in order to maintain strict cohesion among them (how?), but also to give Germany·permission t9 res
ort unilaterally to a system of variable exchange rates. 

If this had happened, one would have seen a complete break-up among the Six, and it must be recognise~ 
that it is thanks to the political sense and the. unshakability of the nerves of some ministers, Hr Scheel 
above all, that things turned out differently. A break-up would have been very serious, and Saturday could 
have been a black day in the history of the CommuiJ.ity, though i.n the end this was not so. 

It cannot indeed be forgotten that, in the compromise which was reached, Germany proved its good will. 
She, together with her partners, signed the statement which explicitly stated that floating exchange rates 
were incompatible with the Treaty, thus admittinp; that the measures which it was getting ready to adopt was 
of an exceptional nature(the wildly varying statements about the length of time the system will be applied 
are purely tactical). Germany also agreed to study appropriate protective measures with her partners, and 
even applied osme of them immediately, in line with the Commission's suggestions. And finally, she agreed 
that the safeguard measures which may prove necessary in agriculture be decided on by the Community. 

Every side made a contribution to the compromise. And in addition, this compromise calls no Community 
principle into question. Alas, in our Community this has not always been the case. 

This is why the gesture, announced by Mr Giscard d 1Estaing, that the French will temporarily stay away 
from the work by the experts on imple;nenting the economic and monetary union seems to us to be inopportune. 
It clashes with the undertaking made by France, as by all the others, to be "understanding" of those who ap
ply systems of floating exchange rates. It would have been possible for France to refuse to agree on this. 
It is not right for France to withdraw its agreement after having given it. We are of the opinion that the 
best responses are constructive ones. And we share the opinion of a French commentator (colleague jean Le
cerf), who writes in "Le l''igaro": It is not by slamming doors that one will settle current problems. On the 
contrary, this is the time when one should meet as often as one can and try to look together for the least 
unsatisfactory solutions". 

l 

(to be continued) 

SUMMARY ~ t) • '6.,0 ~ 
- EDITORIAL: The monetary crisis - (2) A slamming of doors? 

Em. G. 

) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Si in of a dccJaration in favour of membership by a large number of European 
leaders - The "Anti-Market" campaign of Mr. Frere-Smith - uropean Federalist Movement: declara-
tions by Mr. E. Hirsch. ' 
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- E.P.: Emergency debate on the monetary cr1s1s 
- FranCe suspends her participation "in the work of the experts relating to the implementation 

of the Economic and Monetary Union" 
- Problem of Sterling: first ministerial debate on ·the heart of the problem 
- The enlarged Community offers the Commonwealth countries of the Indian Ocean and the Caribbean 

the possibility of association 
-EEC/U.K.: first phase of the negotiations 
- British contribution to the Communit bud et: finalization of the method of calculation 
- The EEC U.K. Conference was resumed at pm. 
- The "Agricultural" Council takes measures enabling the good functioning of the common agricultural 

market to be assured 
-Supply of enriched uranium by the U.S.A.: towards a positive reply from the USAEC 
- Lead and zinc: implementation of the 11 common policy"; tariff quotas for 1971 
- EEC/East Africa: preparation of the Association Council 
- The monetary crisis: the Belgian franc is "not floating" 
- Steel production in the Community 
- Construction of off-shore nuclear power stations 
- Steel industry coking coal: price in the Ruhr 
- ECOOGUC INTERPENETRATION No 1635 
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. EDITORIAL r;jjiiJ>( 
· · The monetary crisis - (3) A bad reflex. ~ ~ 

We have spoken of the "political and psychological reasons which explain certain - in our view, 
ive - reactions caused by the monetary compromise of last Sunday. 

The exaggerated nature of these reactions is confinned by two facts. The first is that the 
ets have not 11 gone wild", as some prop'hets of doom predicted. The second is that the Ministers for .Af. .• ,jllf:::lllf
ure have found solutions for rescuing the common market in agriculture from the death to which the s.~t;jprjl
phets had no hesitation in consigning it. ·:;We add that the official reaction of France, which is not 
part in certain work by experts, seems to be limited to rea~onable proposals. 

"Everyone must examine his conscience and, after recognising that the situation is as it is be 
much timidity was shown in setting up the machinery and the institutions for imposing a common disci 1n 

! and everyone must ask himself how he contributed to the present crisis. It is only when one is sure that one 
• is without sin that one can throw the last stone. 

A "factual" element in this situ~n is the fonnidable expansion of Gennany 1 s economy. Can one con
demn or blame Gennany for that? No-one would dare say so. May one, sometimes with a certain complacency which 
is near to masochism, raise ancient fears and the ghosts of the past? This bad reflex, which can be found 
here and there still, but naturally mainly in France, which says that an economically powerful Gennany can 
become a political danger for its neighbours, must be fought vigorously. We are among those who believe that 
the Franco-German Treaty, called the Elysee Treaty, of 1963, was not compatible with the spirit of the Com
munity. One may ask today what are the fruits it has borne. This said, all Europeans consider that the Franco
German reconciliation is a basic achievement for Europe, and that it must be safeguarded. 

The results of this bad reflex are to be seen in certain reactions which are at the same time aston
ishing and disquieting. One sometimes has the feeling that a certain number of Europeans are now loOking ac
ross the Channnel in the hope of there finding the famous "counter-balance" which will save them, and save 
Europe, from the excessive power of Germany. 

One must have the courage to say that the building of the Community cannot be thought of as a new ver
sion of the "European harmony" so dear to the diplomats in 1815. Europe is not being built in order to pre
serve or to ·ba).ance hegemonies which have disappeared, but in order to construct a new society, to which Ger
man strngth will no doubt be able to contribute, but in the context of internal and external solidarity, 
which would rule out any step backwards. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY )--:2 ~ l"f 1-J fJO • ~0 (o 
1 - EDITORIAL: Tpe monetary crisis - (3) A bad reflex. 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The President of the E.P. will be received on Monday by Hr Schumann, and question 

No lOMZl from Hr Vredeling to the Council - Hr McCracken holds a press conference in Brussels -
Mr Po Hartling on an official visit to Belgium and Luxembourg 

DAILY BULLETIN No 8o6 (new series): 
3-4 - Council of riculture Ministers: agreement pennitting the conunon marlret for agriculture to work 
4-5 K: M1n1sten Conference; the problem of sugar 
5-6 - Council of Ministers: general principles for the transition period in agriculture for the UK. 
6 - EID/UK: Conmtunity tr,i:es to define position on Britain's contribution to common spending 

,.::,. - Industrial Policy: Work of Pennanent Representatives. 
8 - E.I.B.: very long-tenn loan under special conditions to Turkey. 

- EFTA: Council of Ministers in Reykjavik 
- Theiiionetarx crisis: calm on the markets 
- The King at Fabrimetal 

9 - HannonisatiQn of taxation on fuel oil: Commission's proposal criticised by E.P. committee 
- CCttPOSITE PIICE: 34·50 ne 

lO-ll - Fluctuation mar · s of t~e Six's currencies among themselves and with respect to dollar in the pres
ent s1tuat on, in a reply to quest1on no. 3 from Hr Oele 

12-13 - JOOONQ.liC INTFBPENETRATION No 1636 

-nmmoPE" DOCUMENTS No 622: "Measures in the Agricultural Sector folowing the :temporary Floating of hchange 
Rates." 
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BULLETIN QUO~ 

Le pr._,l bulletin """' ,...,., au demoHnotoll'e :3~,,~ \ ~~~: rlgoureooament lnterdlte .. no outorloatlon prOolab!e. ~ 

· · .. +-.~~~~ A new perspective 

The negotiad the United Kingdom have made very marked progress; one coula even ea . 
ive. The future can e contemplated in a new, and very favourable, perspective. 

This permits us to say one thing stri,~ght away, name;I.y .thit those people who even yesterday 
ing the gloomiest predictions about the negative influence which·SUnday's monetary compromise woul 
the negotiations, were wrong. · 

True, there remain important technical problems to be resolved, above all the amount of Brita.J.Jll"'!!ii~~ 
tributlon to the Community budget. But everyone realises today that the ne otiations cannot come to 
these problems. They can only fail on the discovery of a deep politic "sagreement overt e way · 
Europe is to be thought of, and over the instruments Europe is to provide itself with in order to a .... ~ ...... , ... 
personnality in the world. And currency is one of these instruments. 

In this context, one thing is certain at least: five of the six Community governments do not think that 
there are substantial differences of view between them and Great Britain concerning the future of the enlarg
ed European Community. Those who conceive of the construction of Europe as something very different from a 
''harmonious Europe", from a re-working of the policy of coalitions and the "balance of powers", know that 
the United Kingdom is firmly determined to participate in the present Community Institutions and to strength
en them in the near future. The democratic and parliamentary tradition in Great Britain, as in the other ap
plicant countries, is in itself a guarantee of this. And everyone will remember the Wilson-Nenni declaration 
on the role of the European Parliament, which the Conservative government has explicitly made its own as well. 
But above all there is the conviction that without a strong institutional structure, the Community cannot 
continue to function: no-one imagines that the United Kingdom wants to be associated with an en~erprise which 
is destined for gradual paralysis. 

The ossibilit of olitical disa reement thus onl arises in one case: over Franco-British relations. 
Sever factors are invo ved here,: from 1c ' or the moment we wil pie out one: the existente in France 
of sizeable political forces, some within the present majority, which are ferociously opposed to British entry, 
first of all; and to a strong Community institutional structure as well. But in our view, these forces will 
not have a determining influence; from now on, it will be seen that there is no real disagreement on basics, 
only misunderstandings. As a result, France will not demand (and how could it?)of the United Kingdom that it 
embrace one or other concept of the future constitution of Europe. 

The monetary storm has been an added reason in favour of enlargement. Not in order to create a counte~ 
balance to Germany within the Community, as falsi: reflexes or a superficial and traditional analysis of things 
makes some people think, but because only,- an enlarged Community will have the strength needed to help create 
a better balance in world affa:j.!rs, the monetary sphere included. This will no doubt be one of the central 
topics of the Pompidou-Heath meeting. 

Em. G. -------------------------------------------------------------·--------='-------
SUMMARY Utt-1 

- EDITORIAL: A new perspective. 1. 
2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: The "political consultationsn among the Six: a ministerial session is being held in 

Paris - , 
"Euro e econanicall or oliticall ?11 :debate - Holland: difficulty of finding someone to form a 
new government - Euro e S relations: Mr Hi.llenbrand speaks at the Strasbourg Assembly 

DAILY BULLETIN No 8o7 (new series): 
4-5-~7 - EEC/U¥: A possibly decisive step towards completion of the negotiations 
7 - Israe and generalised preferences. 
8 - Euratom/I.A.Fj.A.: the problems arising 

- Checking of nuclear power stations by observing vibration 
-Court of ustice: judgement in case 1/71 9 
- EEC East Africa: first session of the Association Council . 
- EFTA: opening of the:Council 
- Iroil"ore: gross quantity mined 10 
- EX:SC investment grants (Charbonnages de France et al.) 
- Mr De Block, Chairman of the Consultative Conunittee for Euratom 
- Coal-mining re search in the Community 
- The monetary crisis and its repercussions. ll 
- American SST: continuing of project. 

12-13 - EX:ON(MIC INTI$RPENETRATION No 1637, and rep;I.y to question no.521 from Mr Couste 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION: Index number 46. 
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- Rivist;~di Diritto Europeo, J anuary-March 1971, Roma (Via degli Uffici del Vicaf:io 35) .- This numbe~· 
tains articles on the relations between Community regulations and national regulations, Euratom secu 
control and the difficulties' of applying the EEC/Greece Association Agreement. 

- L'Europa, 15 April ·1971, Roma (Via Emilia 47) .- We mention articles on "The negotiations: the pound •~illtli..., 
liiig and the rest" by Mr ~uele Gazzo, "European integration and the problems of development" 1 by 
Giuseppe Petrilli and an account of Mr. Malfatti's voyage to the United States. 

- Iniziativa Europea, April 1971, Roma (Piazza Augusto Imperatore 32) .- The editorial of this number, JJ,#!•I!!nt 
by the. Director of this review, Mr. Mario Zagari, is devoted to the relations of the Italian Socialist .,..ft~ .... ., 
and the European Left, 

- Lcs Annales du Harche Commun, April-May 1971, Brussels (rue baron de Laveleyc) .- Contains summaries 
speeches by Messrs. Barre and Coppe in the European Parli!UIIent on 10 March 1971. 

- L1Europe en fonnation, No 134 -May 1971, Published by Presses d 1Europc Paris (rue Trevise 6).- In the 
SUDII!ary: From rcfonnism to revolution; J:o'innish neutrality and Europe; About the 110stpolitik". 

-Revue de la Societe d'Etudcs et d'Expansion, No 244- January-February 1971, Liege (12 Avenue Rogier).
"lt is to the scale of the whole world that we must raise our concerns, remembering that if our generation 
had the task of reconciling the European peoples, the one which will follow us will have the essential duty 
of making the continents live in peace", writes Mr. ,Jean Rcy in a preface, who has just assumed the Presi
dency of the Association, replacing Mr. G. Englcbcrt. 

- VEuropeen No 114-]971, Brussels (77 rue Baron de Castro) .- The international survey of this number con
cerns Greeceis relations with Europe. In fact, Mr. Gcorge:Papadopoulos~ President of the Cquncil, and other 
Greek leaders mainly present the development of the Greek economy. 

- Comunidad curopca, No 71, May 1971, Information Offices of the EEC in Latih America: Montevideo and Santi
ago de Chile.- In the summary: The new orientation of the common agricultural policy, the Community social 
policy; The European Community and generalized preferences. 

- CERN: Courrier, April 1971, Geneva. Apart from the news from CERN and the other laboratories, an article 
is-ae-Yoted to ~trasonic bubble chambers, which follows a meeting which was held at the Rutherford Laborat
ory on 18 March. 

- Atom, No 174-April 1971, UKAEA - The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (ll Charles II Street, London 
s.i:lj. Summary: In Parli!UIIent; neutron x-raying; scientific and technical news. 

- Notes on urrcnt Politics, No 7 of 5 April 1971 (Immigration), No 8 of 19 April (The Budget 1971), No 9 
of ay De encc Po icy for the '70s), Conservative Research Department, Pamphlets of 12 pages each, Price: 
10 P• 

1 - EpROPEAN LIBRARY 

2-2~ - POLITICAL DAY: The Political Consultations of the Six have been concluded - Consultative Assembly~ 
end of work - European Socialist Parties: preparation of the Congress - Labour victorr in the loc 
elections 

DAILY BULLETIN No 808 (new series): 
I 

3 - Mr. Malfatti will speak to the European Parliament 
-EEC .K.: t e negotiations now pose no problem which seems more difficult than those which have 

already en solved 
4 - The "compensatory !UIIOunts11 are defined by the Management Committees 

- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - Accounts on the use made by Italy of EAOOF subsidies in the sectors of 
olive oil and fruit and vegetables - .fhe ~ree distribution of fruit and vegetables. to school child
ren is pennitted - Increase in aids for the private stocking of certain table wines - Community 
sparkling wines: new proposals · 

5 - Industrial problems: preparation of the Council 
- Mr. Dahrendorf in Iran and Pakistan 
- liExport taxtf on works of art: Italy has one month to abolish it 
- UNCTAD: the Commission for Manufactured Goods has ended its session 
- The DM has weakened slightly 
- Mr. Marshall in London 

6 - Short-term economic development according to "Graphs and Brief Notes" No 4/71 
7 - Importing of brandies and spirits and special tax applied in the FRG: reply to question No 519 from 

Hr. Kridemann 
7-8 - De-salti((i of sea water: reply to question No 559 from Mr. Vredel.ing 
~ - EFTA: ep of the ministerial session 
9 - IIDk=uiJin the production of lead-coated steel plate 

- Ration isation cartels of the German steel industry 
- Steel production in Spain 

10 - Research into steels for use in high temperatures 
- French research at the Geel establishment of the JRC 
- ECSC Loans: preparation of floating 

11 - The Week in Europe 
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On the eve of the Pompidou-Heath meeting:(!) A shifting of responsibilities... r~ 

Everyone is now agreeing that the decision to enlarge the Community could come before June 30th.~s 
is technically feasable: two ministerial meetings are planned for before this date, and nothing would& 
to deny that they are amply sufficient for settling the problems in the negotiations which are still . . d
ing. We would like to point out however that the Ascensiontide meeting between the French Presidefit an · 
}lritish Prime Minister will mark the true turning point in the negotiations. r-8. 

In giving this meeting the decisive importance which it does in fact have, especially conside , 
point in time at which it is to take place, one is merely :recognising a state of affairs which is the · 
context of the negotitaions. There arc a certain number of so-called 11 tcchnl.cal 11 problems which will h t() 
be 11unblocked11 when the time comes at very high political level. There arc also political problems proper, 
which do not come within the negotiations, which arc not "negotiable", but which do have to be talked about. 
The means above all the way the Community and .its future is being· thought of. The Six have to some extent in
dicated how they imagine the Community will develop: on this subject, the Hague declaration contains valuable 
pointers. The British in their turn have expressed "points of view". In the view of several members of the 
Community, there is no doubt about the fact that the United Kingdom has views which are, if not identical 
(this is not even the case among the Six), at least very close to their own. It is in ·France that the doubt, 
possibly justified, is sometimes maintained - and sometimes artificially maintained. It thus became logical 
that an explanation of views would have to come between the British and the l~rcnch statesman. This in spite 
of the fact that it mi.ght have been preferable, in principle, for such a meeting of high political importance 
to bring together the heads of state or government of the Ten countries involved. Some people thought that 
the organising of such a summit would have been too restricting on the final outcome of the negotiations. B\lt 
in fact, other bilateral meetings and sonsultati.ons with the British have taken place, which in the end is 
enough to give the Pompidou-Hcath meeting an appropriate context. 

It is quite possible to imagine that one of the moti.v~s wlrich led the Elysee, first to accept and then 
to want this meeting is a purely tactical one. The l•'rench President, we are told, wants to avoid both a dip
lomatic stalemate and a capitulation. He thinks in fact that at the moment, for reasons which are well known~ 
the Gennans arc not at all in a position to bring decisive support, or even exert pressure, to bear on Bri.t
ain.1s acceptance into the Community. As a result, he can play all his cards, that is, obtain the assurances 
he needs and be able to show his countrymen - and above all the extreme wing of his parliamentary majority -
that he has got from Britain what de Gaulle was never able to get, and at the cost of concessions which all 
:l..h all are fairly marginal. Above all, it is said, he does not want the blame for failure to fall on France. 
Is all this possible? It is worth taking a look at what is happening in Great Britain. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 
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1 -EDITORIAL: On the eve of the Pompidou-Heath meeting: {1) A shifting of responsibilities ••• 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: President Malfatti to go to Ireland - Towards the fonnation of a new Dutch govern
ment?- Socialist Intcrnationale: next annual conference- Nordic P.M.'s in Oslo: Denmark- concern 
about referendum - Australian Vice-Premier coming to Europe - Home:Cappelen meeting - Mr. Rippon 

DAILY BULL~{§~0ng~tt~~o~:rf~sY~mmons- Intcrv1cw with President Pompidou on BBC 

3 - European University: towards a final agreement among the Six? 
- · BBhrendt-Schumann meeting. 
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-The Monetary Crisis: The Assembly of the Council of Europe would like to see greater flexibility 
in exchange rotes, and reply to question no. 556. from Hr Vredeling. 

- Special Agriculture Committee meets in Berlin. 
- First compensatory sums to be applied to most products when they cross frontiers. 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Cereals and rice: threshold price - durum wheat: grants to production 
- E.C.P.C.: Congress devoted to problems linke:d to industrial policy 
- Transport unions criticise anarchy in European transport 
- Central Committee for ru1ine Navigation: report for 1970 
- Ma~eting of irradiated products: reply to question no.463 from Mr Vredeling. 
- Relations between the Member States and the GDR: reply to questions 576 and 498 from Mr Vredeling 
- European Parliament: opening of the plenary session 
-The E.C.P.C. and the Community's energy problem. 
- German coal mines: reduction in production capacity. 
- British steel production: marked slowing up 

11 - Weekly Appendix 
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.RAfi~·· 
. . . EDITORIAL 

On the eve of the Pompidou-Heath meeting - (2) Awaiting a gesture... J!!J" 
What, then, is the mood of the British on the eve of the Pompidou-Heath meeting an~ immediately af;lre 

the results of the last negotiating session? The least one can say is that there is disqpiet and division 
The battle of Britain now switches to Britain. Let us first recognise that the disquiet is underst 

able and probably legitimate. First of all, and Mr Roy Jenkins said this recently on TV in very human an 
convincing tenns, Great Britain has twice undergone the "insult" of having its application refused. It i 
natural that, as the hour of decision approaches, nervousness increases. A third refusal would be litera 1!, 
"insupportable". This nervousness has been increased by tentkntious rumours and by arguments about inten 
ions,. as well as by a manoevre, clearly seen by some, to shift the balme for a possible failure onto the ur 
itish. Even though there have been placatory official statements, .. hen one hears public figures who stil! m 
have a certain influence declare that France has never used its veto, the official assurances lose much o 
their credibility. It must be recognised that recently certain political forces in France and certain public 
figures have done everything they could to "irritate" this British sensitivity. Pro-Europeans can only sin
cerely hope that they meet with no success at all. 

Secondly, and as Mr Pompidou underlined yesterday in a BBC interview, there is no doubt that for the 
United Kingdom, entry into the Community is a 11break11 with the past. Many of us think that it is much more 
a "continuity", since Great Britain is above all part of Europe. But one understands that people may become 
sensitive and divided in the face of this agonising choice. And here we are not hlking of certain factors of 
a subordinate nature, such as the hypothetical impact on prices, a factor which exercises an influence but 
not at the level of responsible political decision •. 

Amid this scene of fec.Lings and senti ents, the road is reaching the spilogue of the negotiations. Thqse 
who have followed the negotiations and who do not just feed on superficial slogans lmow that Great Britain 
h. accepted pra tically everything there was to accept and that the subjects now being discussed only con-
e• n the arrangement of the transition. This of course puts Mr Heath, his government and leaders of the pol-
i •cal parties in difficulties, but they are fighting with courage. 

As we have had occasion to say, this courage deserves to be supported from the European side. What is 
needed is a _gesture to show that Europe is aware of the enrichment it will receive and that this union is 
not being made in a spirit of resignation and ill-temper, and that it is above all a point of departure. 

It is clear that the main responsibility for making this gesture now rests on France and Mr Pompidou 
p• ·sonally. He seemed to be wanting to make. it when he.-spoke of the will to rediscover a European civiliz
a· on and to make the European whole a reality. But he will have to go further than this. 

On the eve of the Ascension day meeting, may we be pennitted to believe that this appeal will be heard. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY ~~ Ltt-=+-> N". al o 
1 -EDITORIAL: On the eve of the Pompidou-ijeath meeting- (2) Awaiting a gesture ••• 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: "Infonnation" meeting of the Ten on the political consultations -. Pompidou-Heath 
meeting the day after tomorrow - Will Sir Alec Douglas-Home leave the Foreign Office? - Mr. Marshall 
optimistic 
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.1-4-4b-0- Plenary Session of the European Parliament: Debate and taking of stand on the monetary crisis - The 
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E.P. demands the speeding up of the economic and monetary union 
- The E.P. wants intenser co-operation with Surinam and the Dutch West Indies -!:!.:...:. important stand 

taken on the association with the AASM 
- EEC/U.K.: meeting at Deputy level --
- New ECSC loan on the Luxembourg capital market 
- The Ministers of Education will probably meet on 2 June 

The ECSC Consultative Committee: rejects the Commission's proposals concerning the amendment of 
price rules 
E.S.C.: next plenary session 

- Tax and customs exemptions 
- ~ts and dimensions of road vehicles 
- E.C.M.T.: next Council in Madrid 
- E.C.P.E.: advocates the promotion of Community energy firms 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1641 
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On the eve of the Pompidou-Heath meeting - (3) A Community based on trust. 
EDITORIAL ~ 

Mr Heath arrives in Paris today. Everyone agrees that the preparations for the Ascension Da. e · 
ha~e been good. And .we are glad to find that in spite of the over-many references made by t e press, 
reactions are often superficial or hasty, there is no relationship of cause and effect between the 
German clash over the monetary situation and this meeting. In fact, this meeting has been in the pre 
£or some time, and the choice of date is a particularly felicitous one, given the course of the nego 
Ttue, there are sometimes reflexes which one is not even aware of of and which act not only on people 
als~ ~n statesmen. But the latter, in evaluating their high responsibilities, certainly do not allow b 
selves to be influenced by them. It is clear that the two statesmen who meet tomorrow that the unite,\llJ1!'.41111'on· 
with its own personality, which they wish to build, cannot be constructed on foundations which are as 
ile as feelings or mutual suspicions. 

On the contrary; if there is a feeling which should dominate in the Ascension Day meeting, it is one 
of ~· Without it, one would not get far, in spite of all the "realism" which should inspire every good 
policy. We recall too that it w~on the coming together of new-found trust and a renewed political will that 
the Six were able to build the agreement at the Hague to give new life to the Community. 

Mr Pompidou, speaking on the BBC, confirmed the fundamental importance of this element. Questioned on 
how O'reat Britain could show itself to be "European", the French President replied: "Naturally there are in
tentions, it is a problem of trust. We can only trust in the statements made by the British government". And 
then, he added, there is day-to-day action, "but, I repeat, the essential thing is nevertheless the will, the 
intention". We quote this passage from the interview because it pennits us to envisage the solution which 
might be brought to a fundamental problem which has arisen, not in the context of the negotiations, but in 
the context of the future of Europe,namely the issue of sterling. We know that France is insisting that Brit
ain, even before entering the Community, make precise, detailed commitments on the gradual "demobilising 11 

of the sterling balances, while France's partners consider that one must be content with intention, or rath
er the will, shown by Great Brttain to one day wind up the role of sterling, which conflicts with membership 
of a complete economic and monetary union. If mutual trust is there, the problem can easily be resolved, and 
France would not need to insist on advance commitments with figures, difficult to define solely in the Com
munity context. There is, let us not forget, a precedent for this. It is in fact by trusting the Community 
that Great Britain abandonned the famous "bankable" assurances for the marketing of Commonwealth sugar. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY ( q t--1\_c::tvo lcrt-\ f-..) 0 ~ '& t ' 
1 - EDITORIAL: On the eve of the Pompidou-Heath meeting (3) A Community based on trust. 

2 POLITICAL DAY: A "European summit" to boost the economic and monetary union - Denmark: referendu!lt 
on membership - Mr Pol Hartling in Brussels - Mr Moro in Sweden and FinUnd - Eve of the Pompidou/ 
Heath meeting. 
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- President Malfatti in Denmark 
- Mr David Kennedy to have talks with the European Commission 
- The role of the Europan Commission is "irreplaceable" but it should not be the embryo of a Europ-

ean government, Mr Schumann says. 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 141.07 
- Plenary session of the European Parliament: Mr Coppe defines conditions and a programme for boost-

ing the common transport policy - Taxes on hydrocarbons - Farm levies - Approval of report of the 
EC~ Commissioner of Accounts for 1969 - The E.P. will pronounce on competition policy in July. 

- E.I.B •• K.: participation in capital 
- EEC UK: state of the negotiations 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: end of the meeting 
- Heavy Wate,r: duty suspended again 
- "Radio-electric disturbance": plan to ban it 
.- World sugar market and the enlargement of the EEC 
- European Company Charter: stand taken by the CEMT 
- Farming organisations sign a European agreement on length of work for wage-earners in breeding 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Steering committees: meeting at start of next week - large tariff con-

cessions proposed for fishery products from Morocco and Tunisia 
- Non-tariff obstacles: the developing nations ask that the pro~lem be tackled by UNCTAD 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Economic situation of Sweden: OECD report 
- Roumania and the OECD 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 34.50 D/T 
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· ooks which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

- AFFARI ESTERi, Quarterly review, Rome, No.lO (April 1971): With a very acute sense of the right mome-~ 
this quarterly review, which has already taken its place among the leading reviews on international f~ 
policy, has devoted ·a large part of its latest issue to European-American relatl.ons. There:"are six a~ 
on this subject, all written by leading public figures; Minister Guazzaroni, Deputy Director General o 
onomic Affairs at the Italian Foreign Ministry, Mr Aldo Garosci, historian and journalist, Hr Helmuth -
idt, present West German Defence Minister, Lord Gladwyn, Professor Robert R.Bowie, and the French journ~ 
Claude Julien. · ~ · 

· We mention particularly the detailed analysis made by Mr Guazzaroni of the present situationin at-
ions between the European Community and the United States, including a reminder, naturally, of the cons t 
support given by the American Administration to the integration policy, support whicwwas recently reaffirm
ed, but also dealing with the currents which have appeared recently and which have criticised (often with
out foundation, as Mr Guarazzoni finds) certain aspects of European policy. In.the view of the author of this 
article, close interdependence between democratic Europe and the United States is a requirement of our times, 
determined not only by a common tradition of democratic ideals but also a community of interests in politics, 
economic and social affairs. In sum, it is this affirmation of the validity of the idea of partnership which 
comes up again in another article, Mr Bowie's (everyone is familiar with the effective contribution which he 
made to elaborating the close links between American policy and the European construction). Professor Bowie 
analyses the situation as it appears at the start of a new decade and although he finds that an "aggiorna
mento" is needed, the chang~s undergone can lead to changes in method but the objective remains the same. 
The objective "which is abolutely necessary" if Euro-American partnership. 

- JOHN MARSH AND CHRISTOPHER RITSON: Agricultural Policy and the Common Market, Chatham House (10 St James 1 

Square, London SW l), and PEP (12 Upper Belgrave Street, London SW l), European Series No 16, March l<l71, 
199 pages, £"1.25.- This study by Messrs Marsh and Ritson of the Department of Agricultural Economics at the 
University of Reading (Great Britain), examines the character and development of agricultural policy in the 
Common Mark~t, the difficulties it has met in its formation and the problems caused by the enlargement. The 
authors also make suggestions for attuning the agricultural policy to the needs of industry in the Community. 
This work is part of a series of European studies published jointly by Chatham House and Political and Econ
omic Planning (PEP), a non-aligned British organisation. 

- Les Problemes de 1 1Europe, No 51-1971, Association pour l 1Etude des ProbU~mes de l 1Europe, Paris and RomEr.
This number contains an account of the XXIIIpd Round Table which took place in Berlin on October 30/31 1970, 
on the topic: Young People and Europe. We also mention articles on Israel and the EEC, and on foreign invest
ment in France. 

- Britain, New Zealand and the E.&:, A New Zealand Government Statement, April 1971, 8 pages.- This pamphlet 
produced by the New Zealand Governement stresses that the country's high livings standards are due to modern 
and efficient agriculture, and that a diversification of production can only be carried out at high economic 
and social cost. 

- Comunita ·Europee, 5-1971, May 1971, Bureau de Rome (Via Poli 29) .- The editorial, written by Mr Franco Mari, 
Malfatti, concerns the dialogue between continents. This number also has a supplement entitled "190 million 
consumers". 

- Courrier de !'Association, No 7 May-June 1971, Brussels.- We mention an article called '~intng and Energy 
in some of the Associated African States~ and Madagascar." 
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SUMMARY ~\ 
- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY: End of the Pompidou-heath talks - The future "European Government": reply to quest-

ion No 565 from Mr Vredeling - Opinion polls in the UK - Mr Westerterp and European elections to 
the E.P. -Message from Mr Colombo to the European Movement. 
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4 - The Agriculture Council will basically be devoted to the running of the common farm policy 

- EEC/Greece Association Council will meet at ambassador level on May 26th 
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- Obligatory notification for mergers in the Common Market: sharp differences in E.P. 
- Co-operation between Community companies involved in energy field: opinion from CEEP 
- "Pass" for members and agents of the Community's Institutions: reply to question ill_from Vredelinl! 
-Beginner drivers: reply to question no 545 from Hr Wohlfart 
- "Generalised Preferences" and dependent countries: reply to quest.568 from Mr Westerterp 
- Community budget, Vat: reply to question no.583 fTOm Mr Westerterp- . 
- Interim replies to questions Nos ill from Hr Cifarelli, 26/71 from Mr Glinne, 5f8 from Mr Hougardy, 

:JiJl. from Mr Wohlfart - French apples for industrial use sold in W.Germany: rep y to question i4Z 
from Mr Richarts. · 

-Pakistan asks for'bompen5atiorl' for the ~ossible negative effects of enlargement of EEC 
- Coal market: situation in first quarter 1971 
- Furnace coke: production in first quarter of 1971 
- 11Essor": preparation of decisions concerning it 
- Publications of the European Communities 
,... Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1643 
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EDITORIAL 

Foll summit - {1) The struggle for Europe is only beginning. '01/:---
For ten years we have been saying that the Community will not have its true size and aspect, and ~4!l. 

not be able to. speak with its own voice, that is, be an independent political entity, until Great Britain(il j 
has been welcomed in as a member. And for ten years we have thought that, with B:ritain 1 s contribution of ., -J 
iamentary democracy, Europe will be able to give its own Community structure a political base which is b · ' 
enough and strong enough to allow it to think of gradual evolution towards some fonn of federation. fJ'. · 

Thus, the Ascension Day meeting, which practically opens the door of the Community for Britain, is ··;r 
us, as for all those who have supported this development, a source of great, even very great, satisfactio 
At the same time it remains, and we will look into the reasons +"or this, a source ofdeep disquiet. 

The satisfaction comes not only from the ·;fact that the way lo the enlargement of the eommunity is now 
unblocked, but also from the fact that many things in Europe have changed and that a certain past has been 
explicitly and symbolically liquidated. The symbols seem fairly clear to us. Eight years ago to the day (May 
24 1963, Ascension Day) Mr Heath ·received the Charlemagne Prize, with all its prestige, in 4achen. It was a 
polemic tribute rendered to a man who three months before had been shown the door in a cavalier manner. It 
was Mr Heath himself who was able. to announce, in the very room where the veto was pronounced, the happy con
clusion of the present talks. 

This said, and considering the enlargemettas already obtained, at least at the present phase, one must 
not hide the fact that the struggle is only just beginning, and that it will be long and difficult. 

We are not alluding to the inevitable alarums and excursions which will characterise the coming weeks. 
Very likely Mr Heath will be able to overcome the difficulties he meets and to have the agreement accepted 
not only by Parliament (and not his own party first of all) but also by the country, especially if our in
fonnation on the softening of the French position on the New Zealand is correct. At the same time, we con
sider that the tendency to coUnt up in advance· the certain advantages of an enlarged market, a tendency typ
ical of British economic circles as in others, will help the United Kingdom to integrate its own economy in
to that of the Community quite quickly, without being crushed by exorbitant costs. 

The great problams are at another level: on that of political choices, of which much was said in Paris. 
If developments seem reassuring about the future role of Europe in the world, the same cannot be said of the 
institutional· future of the Community. A commentator has written that the identity of the views of the two 
statesmen "implicitly seals the fate of supranational Europe". This conclusion seems to us at least premat
ure, and we will say why. It is however very disturbing and the reaction made public by the European Commis
sion makes this understood. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 
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l - EDITORIAL: Following the Franco-British summit- (l) The struggle for Europe is on;Ly beginning. 

2-2b - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Pompidou on an official visit to Belgium- The EEC 1 s position in the Israeli/ 
Arab conflict - Fortcoming meetings: Colombo/Heath and Pompidou/Brandt - After the conclusion of 
the Anglo-French talks 
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-The negotiations with the U.K. after the Anglo-French meeting 
- Administrative measures aimed at controlli the currenc market in the Community 
- Repercussions of the enlargement of t e Community: consultation of the Mediterranean countries 
-S.A.e.: preparation of the "Agricultural" Council 
- Votin rocedures and arrangements of the E.P. for examining and approving the Community budget 

in the 1971 1974 period 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Beer: The ESC and the draft Community legislation 
- CUStoms suspensions proposed for imports from third countries 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: The compensatory amounts remain unchanged at the frontiers - Exporting 

of butter to the U.K.: reply to question No. 550 from Mr. Kriedemann- Wine policy: reply to 
question No. 503 from Mr. Spenale - Ban on importing Dutch tomatoes into Italy: reply to question 
No 570 from Mr. Vredeling. 

- The UNICE and floating exchange rates 
- Potato starch: reply to question No 5/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Short-term economic statistics: reply to question No 558 from Mr. Vredeling 
- The Vatican and Community farm products: reply to question No 467 ~rom Mr. Vredeling 
- Enlargement of the Community: stand taken by the members of the ECSC Consultative Committee 
- Steel: world production 
-The dimensions of nationalised coal and steel firms form no obstacle to the V.K. 1s entry into 

the ECSC 
- A second ~roup for building nuclear power stations is formed in the FRG 
- Weekly Ec oes 
- ECONGUC INTERPENETRATION No 1644 
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EDITORIAL ·~\ \ \·, .... h~· .,_.,.._ ~ ,..., 

Following the Franco-British sununit - (2) The future of Europe ·onc~rns all Europeans. llrft 
Messrs Pompidou and ijeath, at their Ascension Day meeting, compared their views on the overall con-~ 

cept of Europe, present and future. On some points they found "a complete identity of views", and on othejjrs .. 
"a great degree of similarity". 

They had the right to undertake such a comparison and the fact that agreement was so wide is very · 
assuring, given that the United Kingdom will soon enter a Community of which France is a member. It is a g 
thing precisely because the French "veto" (Mr Pompidou explicitly confinned that there had been one) origin
ated in disagreement over this "general conception". 

This said, it should not be thought - and we are certain that the two principals involved do not think 
this way - that the present and the future of Europe, and more precisely of the European Conununity, has thus 
been settled, once and for all, as the monarchs of earlier days thought they could (and history anyway took 
it on itslef to show the voidness of their concepts and constructions). In fact, not mere]y the modalities 
of British entry, but even this same present and future of theEuropean Community, that is, the general con
<:eptl.on of Europe, its organisati.on, its functioning, its prospects, its role in the world, and so on, can
not either be defined or established unilaterally or bilaterally (not even by the four hypothetical "great" 
powers which Count Coudenhove Kalergi dreams of), since they are and wi.ll be the responsibility of the Com
munity, its six members today and its ten member countries tomorrow. 

It seems to us that this fundamental principle is worth recalling at a time when some rather hasty com
mentators are in the process of presenting a ready-made Europe to us, imagining perhaps that the peoples of 
Europe are ready to accept it as it comes, filled with admiration and respect. Not yet being used to thinking 
and reasorming in a "Conununity11 fashion, they must realise that there is no "Franco-British" Europe juat as 
there has been no "FRanco-Gennan11 Europe and as there will be no HJtalo-Gennan" Europe or an 11 Anglo-Benelux" 
one ••• 

This is important above al.l when one is speaking of the institutional character of the Community, some 
interpretations of which seem to us disturbing, But let us leave the interpretations aside and get to the 
texts. The only one available is the one read by Mr Heath yesterday afternoon in the Commons. Here it is: 
11 We discussed the development of theEuropean Community and the working of its institutions. We agreed in 
particular that the identity of the national states should be maintained in the framework of the developing 
Community. This means of course that, though the European Commission has made and will continue to make a 
valuable contribution, the Council of Ministers should continue to be the forum in which important decisions 
are taken, and that the processes of harmonisation should not override essential national interests. We were 
in agreement that the maintainence and strengthening of the fabric of co-operation in such a Community re
quires that decisions should in practice be taken by unanimous agreement when vital national interests of any 
one or more members are at stake." 

A close reading of this text leads to an initial conclusion: that it ascertains and confirms the pres
ent state of affairs. But we will return to this again. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 

SUMMARY Q s- ~ ~ l Cfti 
1 - EDITORIAL: Following the Franco-british sununit - (2) The future of Europe concerns all Europeans. 

- POLITICAL DAY: Mr Pompidou 1 s visit to Belgium - European Political Union:--a plan for realising it 
Statements by Mr Willy Brandt - Congress of Socialist Internationale - Rippon/Cappelen talks 

2 

DAILY BULLETIN No 814 (new series): 
3 - Competition policy, "generalised preferences", political union and the activities of the Council 

3-4 
4-5 
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6 
7 
7-8 
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9-10 
10 

11 
12 
13 

on the E.P. agenda for June 7-llth. 
- EEC/Finland: negotiations progressing without major obstacles 
- "Agriculture" Council: has confirmed the correctness of agreements on modernising fanns 
-'Retraining of the handicapped in· the EEC: symposium in Luxembourg 
- Dahrendorf/Pedini meeting in Rome. 
- E.S.C.: Means to be used to arrive at an agreement on fats 
- "Exchange guarantee" in favour of aeronautics firms: reply to question 548 from Mr Couste 
- Pl:aii:ned··convention among the Six on interntional mergers: reply to question 8/71 from Mr Vredeling 
-Road safety in the Common Market: general· programme 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Scrap market: lull 
- joint subsidiary in the steel field: authorised 
- Investment grants for ECSC companies 
- European uranium enrichment plant: reply to question 14/71 from Messrs Oele and Vrede1ing 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- European parliamentary activi~ 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No l 45 
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EDITORIAL ~ I ! i' t~ ;;1~ '~ r:,~ .. ft 
• -- • · • • ·j 1' rt; r · • , f:· 

Following the Franco-British summit - (3) More .royalist .. than the king? .· '· .· .. j ·~· · . "fll 
As we said yesterday, close reading of the pas~ge Mr Heath devoted to the institutional problem d~ 

not in any may allow one to conclude that the Franco-british ta~ks have arrived at any ki~d of modificati~ 
in the situation of .the Community's present institutions. True, one sees that London has accepted the Fre ·. 
thesis for a unanimous vote in :cases where "vital national interests" are at stake. But Mr Heath took care 
to add that "practically" there should be a unanimous vote. One knows in fact that legally this thesis is ~ 
not acceptable, but that practically, France's five partners apply it. The latter can thus not accuse him~ 
accepting something that they have themselves accepted since the beginning of.l966. Whatever~the case, it 
has always been known that this was the position of the British government (Labour or Conservative); it was 
expressed in these tenns: "We are· ready to go as far as the members of the Community". 

All this amounts to recognising that, until there is proof of the contrary, the Franco-British accord 
limits itself to confinning and maintaining the status quo, which is to be expected, since it would have been 
unthinkable for the institutional future of the Community of.Ten to be decided on in a secret bilateral ag
reement. Mr Heath also confinned this maintaining of the status quo when he added: "This is indeed entirely 
in accordance wi'th the vies which I have long held. It provides a clear assurence, just as the history of the 
Community provides clear evidence, that joining the Community does not entail a loss of national identity or 
an erosion of essential national sovreignty". 

Who could object to that? Unfortunately, the so-called "Luxembourg compromise" is a fact: it is not 
even a compromise, but the enunciating of two opposite theses. Nevertheless it is the French thesis which is 
applied. Could Mr Heath be "more royalist than the king" and say: "No, we do not demand that the majority 
vote be applied each time the Treaty makes it possible"? Doubtless he would have been a very good European, 
and we would have applauded him. But the enlargement would have been all at sea. 

Now, it is certain and proved that the priority aim which the Europeans set themselves was the enJarge
ment of the Community and more particularly the entry of Great Britain. It is understood that this enlarge
ment should go together with institutional strengthening: reality will take over the task of showing this, 
and the• struggle for it should be embarked upon immediately. But the immediate ."thing which hci.d 1D be done was 
to see that .enlargement did not weaken the institutions. Up to now, and in spite of all t}Jat the commertators 
may say or. write, this weakening has not happened. Even if thereare those who would have liked to see it hap
pen. 

What has struck us is Mr Heath's silence on the role of the European Prliament. Only on the second day, 
and pressed by questions from a Member of Parliament, did Mr Heath, somewhat embarrassed, say: "If there is 
to be an enlarged Community and as it develops, it may well be that the European Parliament itself will grow 
in its power and influence. This has been a democratic process throughout the ages. Towards that we can make 
a very considerable contribution." 

From this first analysis, conducted on the basis of known elements, we will tomorrow draw a first con
clusion. 

{to be continued) Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: Following the 
SUMMARY ?-eo ~ tn \ tJ~ . o \ "5" 

Franco-british sununit - (3) More royalist than the king? 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Europe will continue to evolve towards a federation, it is thought in Holland - Mr 
Pompidou ends his official visit to Belgium - Messrs Callaghan and Healey: stands on membership -
The entry of the Scandinavian countries into the Community 

DAILY BULLETIN No 815 (new series): 
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- Mr Pompidou talks with the European Commission and the Penn. Reps. 
- Pennanent Committee on Employment: second meeting. 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 143-47 
- Agriculture Council: end of work 
- Mr David Kennedy has talks with Messrs Malfatti and Dahrendorf 
- Appointments to the Euratom Supply Agency 
- Discussion between Mr Malfatti and the Economics Committee of the E.P. 
- Migrant workers and the Social Committee of the E~P. 
- CEEP and work on European patent scheme 
- COiiiiii'unity transit and the surety guarantee 
- Textiles originating in third countries and processed in the EEC 
- The garment industry of the EEC and generalised preferences 
- EEC food aid 
- Dangerous substances: reply to question No 538 from Mr Adams 
- Internal shipping in the EEC: reply to question No 564 from Messrs Boertien and Posthumus 
- Effect of levies and other import duties: reply to question No 32 from Mr Annengaud 
- E.I.B.: Loan to Cameroon 
- EDF;:favourable opinion on three projects of the 3rd EDF 
- New Zealand: problems posed by British membership 
- Work hygiene in mines 
- Subsidies paid to coal-mining in theCommunity 
-Weldable dispersoid construction steels: information seminar 
...,. Luxembourg to be linked to natural gas pipeline 
- C<l1POSITE PRICE: 34.17 D/T 
- International Trade Organisation set up in Brussels 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1646 
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EDITORIAL Sr,; 1 , J~]\lf\:1 ;~\ . 

After the Franco-British summit - (4) An "inter-State org sa~Mtft'?i. ' . · -.: . ·. 

After the analysis of the information available and while waiting to find out more, it seems ~ 
to us to draw the following conclusions: . ~-
1.- Nothing allows us to talk, for the moment, about an institutional decline of the Community as a-1 ' 

ion11 of enlargement resulting from the Franco-British talks. On the other hand, an explicit confirm · _ o 
the maintenance of the status guo is noted, in other words, that on the French and British sides the · · 
tutional strenfthening Which would be essential following the enlargement is not planned; 1'#1-
2.- In particu ar, it is noted that the British seem not to want to keep the undertaking made rega . 
Europe·an Parliament in the Anglo-Italian declaration of 213 April 1969, which said: "Europe must be 
based on democratic institutions and the European Communities should be completed by an elected Parliament, 
as provided in the Treaty of Rome. The role of the present European Assemblies must be strengthened11 • 

3.- It is well-known that for Mr. Pompidou, the Community structure should evolve towards a confederal form
ula. A confederal formula in the true sense of the word without a doubt1constitutes a step backwards in rel
ation to the present situation. And even in relation to what Mr. Pompidou points out as being the objectives 
of the Community. Mr. Pompidou is no doubt sincere when he says that the Ten will have to form t1.a~rehl Comm
unityn, and when he states that independent States have accepted "to move towards unit " and this "without 
sacrificing their diversity" (which is a fundamental objective of the fedcra ists! • Mr. Pompidou also spoke 
of a "European Government": he added that the Commission cannot be an embryo of this Government, but that 
the Council of Ministers is already just this. He chose, to define his concept of Europe, the expression 
"inter-State organisation". 1": is doubtful whether this new gadget has anything to fire the enthusiasm of 
public opinion and particularly of the young. 
4.- All this shows that the main thing is to agree on what must be understood by a "European Government". 
Since a Government constitutes a centre for political decisions and these decisions must apply throughout 
the territory, and in this case throughout the whole Community, the size of the embryo which is started 
with is derisory, provided that it develops in a certain way. 
5.- The enlargement of the Community will unleash centrifugal forces. It has always been known: the risk of 
this has been accepted when it was chosen to turn enlargement into the priority objective. But it was accep
ted with the undertaking to activate immediately afterwards all the factors able to fight against these 
forces. The forces of cohesion are the common policies, which require an authority, a common institution. If 
these forces were lacking, the risk that Mr. Pompidou fears, of seeing the Community change into an organis
ation of the OECD type ("inter-State"?) would be real and serious. 
6.- It is therefore essential and urgent to undertake. the .. strengthening, possibly through their transformat
ion, of the Community Institutions. This is why we wrote at the beginning of our analysis that the struggle 
for Europe is only just beginning. 

And now, what is to be done? 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY ?._'1- M_~ (~~) t-Jo ·~l ~ 
1 - liDITORIAL: "After the Franco-British summit -:: (4) An "inter-State organisation11 ?11 

2 - POLITCAL DAY: Statements by Mr Pompidou - European Federation of Free Trade Unions: action program -
British trade unions ask to see Mr Rippon - O.A.S.: Departments in Brussels - Austria/China -

Socialist Internationale aDd Common Market :DAILY BULLF4IN No 816 (new series): 
3 - Mr Malfatti meets Mr Nyboe Andersen in Copenhagen 
3-4 - Permanent Committee on Employment meets in Brussels 
4 - The compensato!Y sums levied on farm produce at frontiers remain unchanged 
5 - Neutral countries and other non-applicant countries: Commission prepares a position. 

- UAR - Lebanon: last rounds of negotiations in June - Application of generalised prefere~ces 
6 - Trade policy: Measures adopted by the Council with regard to GATT countries and those with State 

controlled trade. 
- Co er lead and aluminium waste and ashes: Community export system 

7 - E&: AASM • T e European an A rican par 1amentarians resume examination of Association problems 
- The Mediterranean countries and effects of enlargement 

8 - MUltiannual research programme 
- Fast neutron reactors: German/Japanes co-operation 
- Assembly of stainless ste~ls: information seminar 

9 - Public finance projections: reply to question No. 575 from Mr Vredeling 
- Social security for migrant workers: reply to question No.472 from Mr Vredeling 
- Postal harmonisation: replyto question No.$81 from Mr Adams 

10 -Court of justice: retirement pensions are not an indirect payment by employer to employee 
-Committee of Perm. Reps.: examination of dossier on enlargement 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

11 - C~E.E.P.: Congress 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERP~ETRATION No 1647 
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- FRITZ BAADE/FRANZ FENDT: Die deutsche Landwirtschaft im Rin en um den rannarkt Euro as Nomos Verl.....
gesellschaft (¥570 Baden-Baden, Federal Germany , 1971, 293 pages, 3 DM.- We shall return to this bo~ch 
deals with German agriculture in the struggle for the European agricultural market and which appeared as 
volume 43 of the European economic studies series. ~ 

- PROF .DR. JUR. HANS FISCHERHOF: Atomgesetz mit Verordnungen, fourth edition, Nomos Verlagsgesellsch~71, 
187 pages, hardbacked, 12.5 x 18 cm, 14.50 DM.- This collection contains the German law on nuclear ene~ 
23 December 1959 as well as the regulations, published until l April 1971. . :.•:.' 

'\'!. 
- KLAUS NEUHOFF/UWE PAVEL: Stiftungen in Europa, Eine vergleichende Ubersicht, 1971, 360 pages, 48 DM. 
GERALD ERB: Sammelvermo en unrl Stiftun , Ihre Verkniipfung nach englischem und deutschem Recht, 228 pages, 
hardbacked, 44 D¥., Nomos VerJag Baden-Baden) .- These two books arc published in the I' Foundation" collection. 
The first examines the legal, fiscal and institutional situation of foundations in 12 Western European coun
tries. The second is a comparative study of German law and British law, analysing the right to co:Jlect funds 
given to foundations. 

- Federal Trust Report: Industr and the Common Market, Report of a Conference held by the Federal Trust for 
Education ;.md Research ( l2A Maddox Street, London Wl , 1971, l:lti pages, £1.50.- This is the account of the 
Conference organised on 7 and l:l October 1970 by the F'ederaJ Trust on the subject "Industry ;.md the Common 
Market". The papers concerned co-operation in the aerospace field, the lTT group, international co-operation 
in the field of licences, the legal and tax problems posed by the link-up of firms at international level, 
the European organisation of the BRITISH LEYLAND group, th~~ industrial poJlcy of the EI'X: (by Mr. Dietrich 
Maltzahn) and the creation of the European business marriage bureau (by Mr. Christopher Layton). 

~ HEINZ ASZKENASY: Lcs gr;mdes socictcs europeennes, CRI.SP (Centre for Socio-poLit:ica] Research and Inform
ation, 35 rue du Congres ]000 Brussels), 1971, 278 pages, 250 BF.- We shall return to this book in our 
section Economic Interpenetration. 

- RAYMOND TRIBOULET: L1 Euro e veritable et la Grande-Breta e, 26 pages.- This speech, given on 4 May at the 
Theatre Marigny (Paris by the President of the UDE Group of the European Parliament, is published as No 53 
in the collection "The ~peeches of Ambassadors, Great f'rcnch and International Speeches". 

- JEAN-PIERRE DUOOIS: Le projet de groupement dinteret economique sur le plan europeen, 1e contex.te instit_!!
tionnel et l'inte ration oliti ue, Extract from the Revue trimestrielle de droit europ~en, October-December 
970, pages 25 to 47, Editions Sircy (Paris). 

-EUropean Community, May 1971, London Office (23, Chesham Street, London SW 1).- We particularly mention 
.an article on workers' unions and multinational companies. 

- Notiziario, April 1971, Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare, Rome (Viale Regina Margherita 125).- We men
tion two studies: one on the FAO-IAEA-CNEN study programme on the lines of mutants of durum wheat in the 
Mediterranean and the Middle East and the other on the nuclear and power programme in Great Britain. 

1 -EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
'2 -POLITICAL DAY: Has the United Kingdom accepted the 111Alxembourg compromise"? - Mr. Heath launches an 

offensive ip favour of membership - Schumann-Scheel meeting -~ Preparation of the ministerial 
session 

DAILY BULLETIN No 817 (New series): 

3 - E.P.: Agenda of the session of 7 to 11 June 
3-4 - Standing Committee for Employment: second concertation 
4 - The audience with Mr. Pompidou of the Commission and the Permanent Representatives 
5 - E.S.C.: opinions on various problems 

- European Commission/American Administration: second series of talks 
6 - ECPE: Collaboration of public enterprise 
7 - 'EiieiiY poli~f new approaches 

- Steel: Towa s the liberalisation of trade with the Eastern European countries 
- Trans ort: Intensification of the Council's work 

8 - EEC Greece: Generalised preferences 
- E.D.F.: T e Commission approves of six. p:rOjects 
- Regional Policy: Borschette-Bettencourt talks 
- Aids to Sicilian artisanal industry: approved by the Commission 

9-10- Urban public transport: Reply by the Commission to written question No 44/71 
- Replies by the Council to parliamentary questions concerning EEC/Spain relations (No 428/70), certain 

customs formalities (485/70), the international agreement on cotton (531/70), checkac;at the frontiers 
(541/70), space launchers (579/70). 

10 - OECD: Ministerial Council of 7 and 8 June 
- EC<irOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1648 
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Le ..,-t toulletln ~ant , ... rv• au dosH~Ira ..,n('.la roproduction ou diffusion· en est rlgourouso.,..,t lnlerdlle """" outorl1811on prtalable. 

~ ~~ ·.,- ' .. I ' . . EDITORIAL 

~ ~\··· ' , , ·, · .... Take heart, our British friends! ~ 
~b.tltfi~~ery mOment when the door to the Community is opening before her, Great Britai · 

ing searching questions, hestitating, seems to draw back. All the political observers are finding that 
state in which the parties, Members of Parliament and the Government itself are in is without precede . 
lie opinion is divided: it is against membership, the terms of which it does not know and whose effec s 
prices it fears. Nevertheless, a very large majority thinks that membership will come all.the. same. d. 
be tempted to compare the situation with that in France at the time of the debate over the European 
0011111unity, if precisely·that did not show that the country is less torn by passions than some people m 
appear. 

The parties are divided. In the Conservative Party there is a "fringe", in size somewhe 
tween a dozen members against membership and about sixty who are lukewann. Jn the Labour Party the propo -
ion of "anti-marketeersn seems to be growing. The echo of what is happening in the constituencies, and -of 

what may happen in the bye-elections, is being heard in Westminster. "We arc not Ruddhist monks, ready to 
immolate ourselves by fire - one MP has said -: we are poll ticians". Unfortunately, in the activating of re
flexes, the instinct for political survival is compounded with ambition, cunning, manocvre and countet'-lllan
oevre. With the result that the grand design is lost from sight, eclipsed by more narrow, but more concrete, 
aims. This is what is happening particularly in the Labpur camp, i.e. in the Party which, with courage and 
detennination, undertook the attempt which is on the poi.nt of coming to its conclusion. Mr Callaghan' s attit
ude has surpised and unsettled people, because of the d i.rcct and .indirect effects it could have. There is 
much wondering about Mr Wilson 1 s position. 

The. Government is in difficulties above all on the tactical level, since the aim of the tact
ical battle is, simultaneously,: (a) to create as much party unity as possible, so that the Labour votes can 
be accepted but need not be necessary; (b) not to give the anti-marketeers the chance of accusing the Govern
ment of not being democratic and of trying to ruch through such a fundamentally important decision; (c) not 
to lose "momentum", as it is tenned; (d) not to be in difficulties when the moment of ratification comes 
later. 

. At the present time, the decisions have not yet been taken: it remains possible that there may 
be a vote on the basics towards the end of July, the following one being to do with ratification. It is sig
nificant that at the same time, different advice is coming from three sources~ Whilst The Sunday Times and 
The Observer arc advising against a "rush", The Economist is recommending no hestitation. 

It is a problem which the Rritish must resolve. Nevertheless, we would like to say something 
to them. Nora Beloff writes, and she i~ right, that no-one can be sure about how the Community will develop: 
some think in one way, some in another. Now, it must be remembered that Europe was created, at the start, · 
without anyone being able to say what exactly it would be like. The Europeans took the risk, they risked 
much more than the British, who know at least what the Community is like now. Will they bee less daring, less 
'clear-sighte.d, more "short-term minded" than the Europeans? 

It is perhaps true that politics is not made with faith. But there is no doubt about the fact 
that with faith and courage one makes history. -

Em.G. 
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- f'"'\ ' . q EDITORIAL ~:1\ ~-\ ;:·\ -.;' : ~ ';: .. 1 
~~ ~ ~ ... '\ ~-; ·· · ..• PompJ-dou and his grand design (1) 

oi t.olle~gu;e ..artd"'frlend Charles Rebuffat w0nders, in an article published recently IAI...._.e 
Soir11 , wheth ~ Pontpldou iS a man with a grand design. The question is an extremely pertinent o 
Europeans are posing it, since they realise that the reply to it will condition the strategy for tlitllii;IP 
tie td buil~ ~rope, which last week we· said was only just .beginning. President Pompidou, who insi 
realism, our colleague writes "which is not, as with so many others, a way of saying resignation", 
"seize the opportunity of being the driving force, even the champion, for the enterprise. 

Those who put the question lmow that it is very difficult to give an answer to it. W , 
after the January 21 press conferen~e, that "all hopes" were permissible. But also all fe-ars. 

Why all liopes? We are going to try to extract, from the various statements made by Mr Pompid
ou in recent months, the passages which would constitute what Mr Spinelli calls 11 openings11 1 

On January 21st, Mr Pompidou said: 11 There can only be question of building on what already 
exists a confederation of States which are determined to harmonise their policies and to integrate their 
economies ••• if one day a European confederation becomes a reality, there will have to be a government whose 
decisions are bindin on all the States which are members of it11 • "It. seems to me that on tile day when there 
1s a genu1ne European government, there wi so ave to e a genuine European parliament". 

On May 15th, in his interview for the BDC, Mr Pompidou said: "A European furope is a Europe in 
which the decisions concerning it are taken within it ••• If the decisions are taken by one country in isolat
ion, outside the Community, at that moment, there will no longer be a Europe that can be called so. If they 
are taken under' the influence and under the direction of a country f~reign to Europe, even if they are taken 
by the Community, they will not be European ••• the Member States of this Europe ••• must ••• act in a Community 
fashion". "A confederation ••• consists in bringing together a certain: number of States and of making sure that 
the governments of these States agree among themselves on a decision-making system which is valid for all of 
them11 • 

In his speech proposing the ~at the Elysce on the evening of May 20th, he said: 11 ; ••• a 
grand common endeavour which is the construction of a Europe grouping together nations which are determined 
to reconcile the safeguard of their national interests with the constraints of Community action11 • 11 The nat
ions of Western Europe will find in their organised cohesion the means for making Europe the .~stress of her 
own destiny and a world role which measures up to her capacities11 • 

In his interview for "Le Soir" on May 20th he asked that one not speak of a European Community 
since, beyond problems of trade: "deepening the Community consists in advancing patiently, obstinately to
wards economic and monetary union, industrial co-operation, the harmonisation of taxation policies, of pol
icies on social matters, transport, energy, environment, etc. And then, the Community must lean towards hav
ing a politj.~al policy. It must perhaps conceive of a truly European civilization. 11 

On May 24th, in the presence of King Baudouin, in Brussels: 11 ••• an economic Community, which 
is really a Community, and a Europe which is really European. In this way a direction will be given to an 
unprecedented enterprise, in which independent States have chosen to move towards unity without sacrificing 
their diversity, ' order to ·ve our continent a rSle which corres onds with its ea acities.n 

Here t en is a ist of quotations. What can be cone u e from t em? 
' {to be continued) Em.G. 
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It can be obje~ted that the quotations which we gave yesterday from several statements by ~ -

' .. ~,-~ '·" '"'.~ Pompidou and his grand design (2) ~ 

Pompidou are separated from their context and that they may give a distorted or even false idea of the · 
ing of the President of the Republic, an idea which at the best is incomplete. We are well aware of this, ~" .. 
and this is why why we said that in Mr Pompidou' s words one can find every reason for hope and for fear. . 
course, our quotations do not .reflect!!:!! of~ Pompidou 1 s thinking. An attentive observer will however not
ice that they provide a fairly acurate and faithful picture of the idea which Mr Pompidou now seems to h~ .. 
of Europe as it could be at a given point. "< 

We find in them an indication of the aims of the building of Europe, both on the subject o 
its contents, its pu:rposes (a genuine unit in which there is no sacrifice of diversity; a group evolving()·· 
from economic unity towards political unity, and which intends in the end to determine a kind of civiliz . "· 
ion; a Europe which is mistress of her own destiny and with a role to play in the world), and its fonns 
is to be a "community", i.e. exclude any decision taken outside it; it is to have a decision-making system 
which is binding on all the Member States; the "constraints" of the common interest are to be respected; the 
end point is to be a European government whose decisions are binding and which is to have a genuine parlia
ment to balance it). 

At this point it is almost superfluous to add that, in spite of the d.iffercnces of assessment 
or interpretation which can always occur, the aims defined in the quotations we have reproduced cannot but 
be very largely shared by all those who have the building of Europe at heart, whatever their doctrine or id
eology. We note in passing that for the "federalists", the safeguarding of diversity and the search for a 
model civilization are the top-priority aims. 

Nevertheless, when one reads all of Mr Pompidou' s statements, one is struck by two things. The 
first is the time factor. NO\v that these aims have been defined, when are we to expect them? True, every
thing requires time, but without commitments and time-limits, there is a big risk of the route being lost ••• 

The second evidently concerns the structures and the functioning of the Commun~ty. Mr Pompidou 
has spoken of a European "government", but the thing he describes the workings of is. not, cannot be, a Euro-
pean government. , 

Without wanting to go into the details of these concepts, there seem to us to be two contra
dictions. The first arises from the comparison of the aims which Mr Pompidou assigns to Europe, and the means 
he suggests for attaining them. The second arises from the fact that Mr Pompidou, while posing as a pragmat
ist and affirming that "it is facts which will dictate developments", has in reality made his choice. He rule1 
out the possibility that the Commission can be the embryo of a future European goye:rnment, and he states now 
that this embryo is to be found in the Council, working, of course, on the unanimous vote. From now on, the 
development to come will not be dictated by facts but by a worked-out doctrine. 

All this of cour:~e is worth long reflection and a wide debate. And nothing can be done to chan
ge present institutions until this debate has been able to develop in all the relevant political quarters. 

Em. G. 
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. BULLETIN QUO 

One of the best-known German agricultural specialists, Dr. Fritz Baade, once again takes st.. his 
latest work of the ability to adapt of German agriculture in the common agricultural market, and os-
pects for the future of the latter. Stressing the need for a fundamental revision of the way of th g of 
German farmers, but also the precautions to be taken psychologically speaking in the face of this-of 
the population, the author in tum proposes, fo; solving the problems of German agriculture, a pr ". of 
structural measures at European level. The aim is not only to get agriculture out of its "misery" to 
re-incorporate it into the whole of the market economy. In this respect, the progranune proposed .by the Euro
pe_an Commission aimed at linking price measures and structural measures is considered by the author as con
structive, but it must not be considered as being the only "cxc.lusive" means for solving the problem of far
mers. 

- In the "Adelphi Papers" collection, the two most recent numbers arc as follows: No 74: HAYMOND VERNON: 
Multinational Enter rise and National Securit , January 1971, .14 pages (for an account, sec our item in 
Economic Interpenetration ; No 75: LAWAA'NCE T. CALDWgLL: s,,,: .-t: Attitudes to SALT, l~"cbruary 1971, 2ll pages. 
The Institute for Strategi.c Studies (JH A ;un Street, London.,,.(~. 2 N6 A~). 

- LIJ~uropa, .10 April 1971, Rome (Via Emilia 47).- We mention tlw following articles: l~uropc: a great nation 
undertaking, by Mr. Emilio Colombo; The absent fatherland, by Mr. Angelo MaglLano; Towards success or failur 
by Mr. tmanueJe Gaz:z.o; The limits of the nation, by Mr. Paul-Henry Spaak. 

~ Communi d 1 Europa, the monthly org<m of the Italian Association of the Council of the Communes of l'~urope, 
February 19/1, Rome (Piazza di Trev.i H6).- This number gi.vcs an account of the meeting in Rome, from 17 to 
20 December 1970, of the Europe;m Executive of the CCE. We also mention articles on the regional policy, the 
industrial policy of the European Community and on Mr. Si.lvius Magnago, who received the Schuman Prize.· 

- Nouvelles ECENews, May 1971, Geneva.- In the summary: The ECE/UNO ends its 26th. session; Speeches made 
by U Thant ahd Janez Stanovnik; Resolutions and decisions adopted. 

- FAO: Monthly Bulletin, February 1971, United Nations I<'ood and Agriculture Organisation, Rome.- Contains a 
study on the integration of cereals production and of breeding in the Middle East. 

- Danish ournal, No 70-1971, Published by the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Christiansborg, DK-1218, 
Copenhagen .- This number contains an article by Hr. Poul Nyboe Andersen, Minister of the Economy, dealing 
with Denmark's negotiations for entry into the Common Market. 
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2 POLITICAL DAY: "The function of an enlarged Communitr. in the European context" will be the subje1 
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·--.:,;.:., ' .. :." ... The Community and the "non-candidate" countries ~ (1) 

EDITORIAL 

The problem of the relations which the enlarged Community is to have with certain n~o~n~~~~ 
ate countries which belong the EFTA (three of whose members are in principle to join the Commun1 ~ 
dOUbtless not come before the Council before July. It is even possible that the_ debate on the details 
be put off until the start of the autumn: much will depend on the speed with which the bulk of proble 
cerning membership is settled. 

The Commission, after long discussions, has as is known drawn up general guidelines, suua.a·~ 
ing the abolition, purely and simply, and in the course of the first five years, of the customs barriAr!.n.r 
industrial products while keeping the agricultural market of the Community isolated and excluding any 
itutional framework which imposes constraints on one side or the other (measures only slightly diffe 11~f· 
fn>m these will clearly be applied to the less developed members of EFTA). This suggestion does howeve .lift:,.. 
elude an alternative solution, which would consist in keeping the status quo, that is to say, not re-est 
lishing barriers,where they have been abolished, over a number of years so that the functioning of the system 
can be checked on and the impact of this breach in the overall economy of the enlarged Community assessed. 
It is fairly lJkely that in the end this second solution will be decided on, but this is something we will 
know later. 

One may wonder about the reasons which have lead the Commission to chose a solution which is 
clearly of great simplicity, but which is in part a break with the past (no free trade area which is not a 
preparation for a customs union, no customs union which is not a preparation for membership), and in part ·a 
certain risk, since one cannot know in the end what may pass through this opening in the Community's tariff 
wall. 

Clearly, the very simplicity of the system is a reason in itself in favour of its adoption. It 
is also true that the enlarged Community will be a giant from an industrial point of view which will, with
out fear, be able to bear the pressure of industrial goods from countries such as Sweden, Switzerland and to 
a certain extent Austria, even if these countries are not subject to the same constraints as the Community's 
industry. The present customs tariff is not as it was in 1958, and if the "liberalisation offesive" develops, 
it will become increasingly less significant as an instrument of protection. As for the distprsions of trade, 
the large price differences which can be seen within the Community (where the large mail-order houses print 
catalogues with varying prices from one country to the other within the Community} show that factors other 
than customs duties have a decisive influence. As for high technology products, it is known that the custom$ 
tariff only has a sybolic impact on them. However, distrosions in investment and in structures could arise, 
even if safeguard clauses are planned and if sesitive sectors are sheltered from the fulL.impact. 

But beyond these considerations, the suggested solution raises two fundamental probl~s< that 
of the relations between the Community and the "Nordic gro~p 11 (we may see an initial reaction at the top
level meeting to be held in Oslo soon), and that of the overall conception of the Community. We will return 
to these points. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The CoiiDRtinity and the non-candidate countries - {2) 

The CoiiDRission has doubtless considered that, by the offer made to the "non-candidate" c;r-
ries (we recall that the scope of the problem basically involves Sweden and Switzerland) of a total - " 
nearly so - opening of its customs frontiers, the Community is not only showing its generosity, but is 
givin~ proof of its strength and co-hesion, which hardly depe. nds on questions of customs duty. At th!tl 
time its is giving a swingeing denial to those who accuse it of being "inward-looking". And it is fo o . 
iogic and history, which demimds the gradual devaluation of tariff barriers (we were very glad to rea · 
'Very lucid stand taken by Mr Marjolin, in an article just published by "Le Monde"). ~-

However, with account taken of the immediate repercussions (although nothing is to happ ' 
fore January 1973) of the Community's offer, one cannot avoid remarking that this offer could form a 
ous pre~edent. It is clear that by such measures, although one is doing away with one so-called "discrimin
ation", one is creating others. Some other countries may consider themselves wronged, even if the Community 
can invoke the fact that free trade already existed between the United Kingdom and the countries to whom the 
offer is being made. 

· It is no doubt within the Nordic group that the repercussions could be the most important. Our 
readers know that if on the one hand we have always stressed the importance and usefulness of Nordic co-oper
ation, we have nevertheless contested the well-roundedness of the Swedish thesis of "triple fidelity" to 
Nordek, neutrality and the building of Europe. With the offer to Sweden of free access to the European Mar
ket for its industrial goods, one of the Nordic achievements is clearly .safeguarded. But "discrimination" 
occurs, this time to the detriment of the Nordic countries which have agreed to join the Community, since 
they will benefit from free trade but will have to subject themselves to the constraints and burdens which 
their Scandinavian partper will not have to take on. 

At this point, the problem of "triple fidelity" will no longer be facing Sweden but the two 
other Nordic countries. The paradox lies in the fact that the maintaining of free trade within the Nordic 
group, which is a prior condition for the entry into the El'JJ of certain countries, diminishes at the same 
time the value of memberspip for these countries. This is the case especially for Norway, which plays the 
part of a pivot between the Community and Scandinavia: one may ask if it would not be simpler for Norway to 
ask for a status similar to that of Sweden, thus protecting its vulnerable fishing industry and hill-farming. 
It is true that Sweden, as also Switzerland, could point out that the Commission's offer deprives them of 
practically any possibility of influencing the Community decision-making process. But on the other hand, 
these countries will not either be subject to the constraints linked to participating in this process. It 
must be recognised in all objectivity that the countries in question could only exercise a very limited in
fluence if they were to participate in the decision-making process, while they would suffer much more im
portant consequences from joining in. On the other hand, their presence would make the machinery even more 
unweildy, which would be to no-one's profit. 

1 

2 

(to be continued) . Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~ J \.-\~ f fi\ -=t'J f'-9o , ~""2,. ~ 
EDITORIAL: The Community and the non-candidate countries - (2) 

POLITICAL DAY: The role of enlarged Europe: joint E.P./Consult. Assembly session - Conference of 
~rotean Ministers of Education opened today - Nordic summit in Oslo - Mr Rippon faces questions 
1n t e Commons tomorrow. 
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-Plena session of the E.P.: Policy on Competition 
- EEC K: After the agreement oti sterling, the only problems still to be solved are butter and fish-

Ing, and the finalising of agreement on the British contribution to common spending. 
- Tax harmonisation: work programme of the Commission 
- 11 Abuse of a dominating position in the Common Market11 : Initial decision of the Commission 
- Anonymous criticism of the Court of justice: question no.l57 from Mr Glinne 
- Reform of Agriculture: plans for implementation 
- The 1Jre.tton Woods moneta a reements: reply to question no.566 from Mr Glinne 
- Possible voi ess of inter-company agreements and retroactiveceffect: reply to ~estion no.4/71 

from Mr Springorum 
- Court of ~stice: Retail price maintainence may constitute an abuse of a dominant position 
- Ol'JJD: Con usion of the Council of Ministers 
- ii'rltish balance of payments in the first q1;1arter of 1971 
- ECON()IIC INTERPENETRATION No 1654 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

The Community and the non-candidate countries - (3)· -
EDITORIAL . ~ 

It is likely that the "guidelines" which the European Commission has suggested for se linert-/ 
trade relations with the "non-candidate" countries (and which it seems have been favourably received by A 
tria and Switzerland) will contribute to a catalysing of views and wishes, which have sometimes been in o 
position among themselves, and which have been manifested by governments and the public, in such a way t 
When the decision comes to be taken, those taking it will see more clearly. Whatever happens, one thing 
least seems to stand out very clearly, namely that the Community intends to affirm its "personality" and 
political individuality more and more distinctly and that, even if this means a certain openness and wi e 
generosity at the economic level, it also means there will be no "confusion" and no misunderstandings 
more at the political level. 

In 1958, Le. at a time when a large-scale operation was being started to stifle the newly-
born Community in the nest and turn it into a vast free trade zone, Mr Hallstein wrote that "The Member States 
consider that in creating their Community, in making certain efforts and sacrifices towards its formation, 
in accepting new disciplines and new burdens, that they have formed among themselves an association which 
gives them the right to treat each other differently than the treatment they adopt w:i.th regrad to third States 
This was a very clear reply to all those at that time who were accusing the Community of "discrimination". 
The Community is a unity, and as with all unities, what .is outside can only be discriminated against in rel
ation to someone who i.s also on the outside. Mr Hall stein 1 s words still remain entirely valid, if account l.S 

taken of the difference between the Community in 1958 <Uld the Community jn 1971. In other words, the Commun
ity may be much more generous in the tariff field, but it must remai.n just as intransigent in the political 
field. lt should not be thought - <Uld the Community would to well to say so - that it is possible to repeat 
operations of the kind envisaged by Mr J~rhard in 1966, when he wanted to reassure the rest of the world and 
went around saying, on his visits to Sc<Ultiinavi.a, that the Community was in the process of depoliticising 
itself, which would enable tt to open its arms to anyone at all. At the time we were careful to point out 
that the "political" nature of the Community did not reside only in the action which the Community might 
take in the field of foreign policy, but rather that it was implicit in .its constitution and nature, since 
this implies political decisions translating in particular into Community policies • 

. Without a shadow of doubt, the role of the neutral countries in the complexity of the European 
political reality is a role which should be recognised, respected and which should not be artificially hind
ered. The enlarged Community will have, among other political 're:sponsibilities, that of assessing this fact
or in peace and stability. Hut this would c•Jme all the more easily the better defined its own role is and 
the more any misunderstandings are avoided. It is in this way that the Community should be, as far as it is 
able and its responsibilities extend, sovreign over its own decisions and actions. 

Once this prior condition is actepted, it will be easy for it to be generous and to contribute to the 
safeguarding of peace and unity in Europe. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY 9. ]Lt~ Lct-=fJ t0o. ~~~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: The Community and the non-candidate countries - (3) 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The WEU Assembly will discuss political problems and those concerning the defence 

of Europe - Dutch Government: difficult to form -. I•'rench public opinion and the U.K. 1 s entry -
Hr. Moro in Ireland - The Nordic countries and the enlargement of the Community - Hr. Rippon in 
the House of Commons 
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- Interim trade agreement with Turkey concluded by the Council 
- EEC/U.S.: second round of the consultations with the Commission 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 142.28 
- Sterling: precautions and guarantees which the Commission considered desirable to introduce into 

the agreement in principle 
-Plenary Session of the E.P.: EEC/Turkey- EEC/Grcece- Fishery products from the AASH- Provisions 

relating to usual handling in customs warehouses - Approval of tlle implementation of the generalized 
preferences 

- Banks and insurance: Programme of work of the Commission concerning the right of establishment 
and the provision of services 

- S ecial aids for Turkey and Somalia 
-EEC Mediterranean countries: conclusions of the Commission's consultations 
- Third E.D.F.: t e commitments exceed lOO million dollars 
- Iran, Thailand and the Philippines benefit from Community zero duty quotas for handicrafts 
-Fight against fraud in agriculture: reply to question No 571 from Hr. Vredeling 
- Subsidised advertising for fruit and vegetables: reply to question No. 36/71 from Hr. Vredeling 
- Exemption from duties at the intra-Community frontiers: reply to question No 39/71 from Hr. 

Vredeling 
-~ programme of estimates for the 3rd. quarter of 1971 
- OECD Council: Communique on balance of payments and strengthening economic co-operation 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1655 
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EDiroRIAL 

Dark doings ••• 

We are truly living in an extraordinary, sometimes exhilarating period. 
That there is someone who, at the moment the door of the Community is opening for 

ain, feels uneasy and reaffirms his opposition, is quite natural. One can under_stand and respect 
like Hr Vendroux yesterday in the National Assembly, voices such feelings. But that this opening 
cause a kind of "moro.seness" among those who have wished for it for so long, this is incomprehensible. 
last straw is to see certain commentators, who have not missed any opportunity to devalue and minimise 
role of the European Commission, weeping pitiful tears at its fate as a result of the "secret 
which have been reached over its head on the subject of sterling. 

It is entertaining to see that some people are only now discovering these agreements. 
make them out to be a crime. May we be first of all allowed to recall what we urote on our Bull tin for !!&.._ 
M: "it is almost certain that the problem of sterling will not be the subject of actual negotiations and 
tTiat France will not press for an undertaking in t''e form of a genuine plan for the phasing-out of the ster
ling balances. It is likely that a joint or unilateral declaration of intent will be considered sufficient •• " 
Thus, it is absurd to talk of surpise. True, there was surprise when, during meetings at the level of experts 
and senior officials, the representatives of !•'ranee, imperturbable, repeated their theses about the need for 
formal and immediate commitments, translatable into percentages, for the running down of the sterling bal
ances. There was surprise, but also moderated conce-rn., because it was known what had happened at the Elyst'--e. 
What was it that was so criminal that happened on the subject of the Pound? In our opinion - though of cour
se we do not know what secret commitments resulted from the Elysee "plot"! - what happened is that Mr Pom
pidou, who was uncertain about the nature of the British undertaking on the future of the Pound and the ec
onomic and monetary union, was reassured. At the same stroke, since l''rance was the only Community country 
which maintained a negative attitude on this problem, a favourable issue was assured. And everyone knew 'this. 
Did it come in an "inelegant" manner? It is quite possible·, but this e.ssentially affects those carrying out 
the negotiations, whose government had coldly told them to defend up to the last minute ideas which had al
ready been abandonned at the poll tical level. As for the Commission, it tried to conciliate: if there is a 
lesson to be drawn by it, it is that it is vain to try to satisfy the one who raises his voice the loudest, 
with the danger of being left holding a 11hot potato" when, for plausible political reasons, he changes his 
mind. 

It is also said that the British declaration contains neither guarantees nor safeguards. This 
is true, but it is linked to the realising of economic and monetary union and establishes equal status with 
other currencies. The undertaking to realise the economic and monetary union which has been confirmed is im
portant, but clearly it is a reciprocal one. As for the rest, one can say that this statement is based on 
mutual trust. Is not this the true proof of a Community spirit? And has not the United Kingdom accepted, on 
the basis of trust, the declaration of intent on the future of the Commonwealth's sugar exports? 

Let ;us not see dark doings on all sides, but take note rather of the changes which have occur
red, even if in someone who was lulling himself in immobility these same changes produce a feeling of gid
diness. 

Em.G. 

sUMMARY to :J V\~ L crr.r-t 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Dark doings ... " 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: House of Commons: timetable for parliamentary debate - Pennanent conference of Euro-
pean border regions: sett1ng up soon - Hr Rea speaks to the Cercle Lib~ral - Benelux: Committee 
of Ministers meet - Sterling problem discusse in the Commons. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 825 (new series): 
3-4-5-6 - Plenary session of the European Parliament: the E.P. asks for a European SUllllllit meeting on the real

ising of economic and moneta~union - generalised preferences - reform of the European Social Fund 
- producer groupings in agric ture - hops: approval of Commission proposals - cotton seed and pig
meat - three budgetary reports adopted - driving times in road transport 

6 - "Political reflexion11 by the European Commission on the development and future of the Community. 
- USA: measures to favour certain Community exports. 

7 stem of remiums for the slau terin of cows and non-marketing of milk 
- Suspens1on of duty for mackeral and prices for erring 
- Finishing-off trade EEC/Switzerland in the textile sector 
- Education: Community work on subject 

8 - Import licences with relation to re-routing of trade 
- Import of parts for Japanese motorcycles: Italy may ban it 
- ~empora!I suspension of CCT duties 
- US eiilbar~o towal'ds China abolished 

9 - InformatLun on problems raised by parliamentary questions: replies to questions No 59 from MrMem-
mel, 57 from Mr Richarts, 89 and 37 from Hr Vredeling 

-Competition between Greece and Turkey in olive oil exports: reply to q~IJtion no 45/71 from Vrede
ling 

10 - Rationalisation bureaux: Gennan steel industry expects imminent authroisation 
- FX:S::{'1K: no brake on expansion for British coal and steel 

11 - Stee : tariff measures for second half 1971 
:.... Coal: slight de-stocking in 3rd 1/4. 1971 
-British contribution to I!X:S:: funds 

12-13 - FX:ON<MIC INTEReBNETRATION No 1656 
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EUROPEAN LIBRA.RY--~ 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noti are reviewed under this headin . ..-£1 

- DUNCAN BURN: ·chemicals Under Free Trade, European and Global Options, THE ATLANTIC TRADE S'IDDY, 6 Bucking
ham Street, London WC 2, June l97l, 14l pages, Price: £1.00.- The removal of duties on imported chemicals, (j 
in any free trade treaty among developed countries, would not result in any radical changes, concludes Mr. 
Duncan Burn, a British industrial economist, in this report published by the Trade Policy Research Centre. 
Created in December 1966, this trade policy research centre, chaired by Sir Michael Wright, examines the (i 
consequences for Great Britain of the conclusion of a possible free trade treaty concluded by the Atlantic · 
nations. This report, which analyses the situation of the cheMical industry, takes three possibilities into 
account: 1. a treaty among all the developed countries (North America, Western Europe, Japan); 2. a free 
trade association between North America and EFTA; 3. an enlarged European Community. According to Mr. Duncrm 
Jrurn British industry has pernaps exaggerated the importance of American competition and under-estimated 
the power of the industry of the European continent, and especially that of the German chemical industry. 

- Europaische. Ccmeinschaft, No 6/1971, 53 Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 22).- This number contains several posit
ions adopted on the Council 1 s monetary decisions of 9 May 1971. We also mention an article by Mr. Wilhelm 
Hafcrkamp on tax harmonisation. 

- 30 .fours d 1Europe, No 155 of .June 1971, Paris l6e (61 rue des Belles-Feuilles) •. - This "special currency" 
number groups together articles on the main siclmesses of the monetary system, the functioning of the ex-
change markets and European investments in the United States. ' 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrift voor Europese Eenheid, June 1971, Alexanderstraat 2, Den Haag.- This number con
tains an account of th.e Zwolle congress of the European Movement in the Netherlands. 

- L1Europa, 15 May 1971, Rome (Via Emilia 47).- Besides articles of political, historicaR and sociological 
analysis and the usual items, this periodical proposes to take stock after the 11malaise11 caused by the mon
etary crisis. Articles by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo (The Cassandras of a Bad Conscience), Roger Massip, Charles 
Rebuffat and .Jean-Louis Giraudy analyse the various aspects of the situation. 

- Il Montan~ro d 1Italia, Rivista dell 1UNCEM, April 1971, Rome (Viale del Castro Pretorio 116).- This number 
of the review published by the UNCEM (National Union of the Highland Communes and Collectivities) is entire
ly devoted to the new Italian law for the mountainous districts approved by the Chamber of Deputies on 2.5 
April 1971. 
- La Tribune d'Allemagne, Cahier trimestriel, No 14 of 25 May 1971, Hamburg (23 Schone Aussicht).- This num
ber of this review ofthe German periodicals groups together four articles: The .Delicate Balance (Critical 
Questions on the European Ostpolitik), Environment and Foreign Policy; Ge1~an-style Democracy and West-Ger
man Parliamentarianism. 

SUMMARY { ' J -"\~ \--J O • ~?_(o 
1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

Zr-3 - POLITICAL DAY! Statements by Mr Heath on the claimed "secret agreements" - Political co-operation 
has become a living reality, says Mr Schumannn in the E.P. - Presence of the E.P. in Strasbourg -
Council of the Communes of Europe: statemen1;s on local autnomy and enlargement - Mr Cahban-Delmas 
and the building of Europe. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 826 (new series): 
4 - Council of Agriculture Ministers: agenda for the meeting 
5-6-7 Plena!Y session of the European Parliament: the Parliament calls for a common ~nergy policy - the 

President of the Council takes stock of avtivity of the Community and of future prospects. 
7 Economic and moneta session of the Oouncil: June 15 
8 EEC : Very constructive "consultations" 
9 - Contro led thermocnuclear fusion and biology/health protection: five-year prog~es of research 
10 - Community steel indust!Y: production situation 

- Case of credits to French steel indust!Y: conclusions of the Advocate General 
- Mr Heath denies rumours of conditions for joining ECS::: 

11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - ECON<JHC INTWENETRATION No 1657 
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EDITORIAL 

The liberalisation offensive: preparing the ground. 

18eme annee - No 827 
lundi 14 juin 1971 

~a 
The creation by the OECD of a "special group", small in size and at high level, to deal with ~ 

international trade problems, has received various comments. According to some, it represents a victory fo · 
the United States, which is said to have succeeded in transferring to the field of trade the discussion of 
problems whose source lies iit reality elsewhere, that is, on the monetary or even political plane. -~ 

The truth is doubtless complex. One cannot deny one thing. If the United States considers th : 
a greater liberalisation of international trade is a priority objective, this is a positive fact which re
moves any threat of a trade war or immediate rebirth of protectionism. ln the second place, one cannot deny 
that it is above all the large trading nations which should take a more liberal direction. As everyone lmows, 
the benefits of free trade are greater tlw more the economy of a country or a group of countries is determin-' 
ed by external trade. The more a country trades, the greater is i.ts vulnerability to any restri.ction of trad.e. 
To pass from general i.ti.es to actual cases, l~uropt1 has much more to gain from a liberalisation of trade and 
to fear from restrictions on i.t than the l!ni ted States, which suffer; much less from protectionism, its own 
or that of others. 

Personally, we sec in the OI~Cn initiati_vc the culmination of what we ourselves have several 
times advocated (cf our editorial for Apri I 20)ie until there arc nc~otiations, for which this is not the mom
ent, a beginnin~ should be made on pt-cparing the ground. This is precisely the task of the Special Group. 
It is desirable that when _it produces its conclusions, the necessary conditions for negotiations are pres-
ent. 

lt is c.lear that each party wi 11 try to shmv, in this preparatory phase, that it is it which 
is suffering the most hann from tiK1 impact of obstacles to trade, hidden or not, and from the existence of 
tax measures, farm policy organisations, industrial policy, research poLicy, etc. 

lt is in thi.s context that the Community should be particularly vigilant. It has in fact an 
excellent hand to play, and it i.s desi.rable that it not hesitate to play them. As has been said many times, 
the importance of customs tariffs is continually being reduced. This is the very reason why other factors 
should be dealt with wh.ich act on intemational compctlti.on. Now, the demand for growing liberalisation in 
trade should not lead to the suprcssion of free choice in economic policy, which each country or group of 
countries should safeguard while making theirs compatible, with a reasonable degree of interdependence, with 
those of the intemational community. ALL problems and structures are different from the others, and solut
ions should not be unifonn or dictated by the law of the strongest. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY I 'i :J ~ l q 'T-) 
1 - EDITORIAL:The liberalisation offensive: preparing the ground. 

~ -POLITICAL DAY: Hr Spinelli vigorously condemns the weakness and ineffectiveness of the Community's 
decision-making structure. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 827 (new series): 
3 - Economic and Financial Session of the Community Council 

E.I.B.: Annual report 
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9-10 
11 

12 
13 

"Generalised preferences": coming into effect on July lst next. 
Protocol on bananas: the tariff quota for 1972 under franchise for West Gennany is fixed at 
587,000 t. 
Governors of the Central Banks: marked progress towards agreement on controlligg the Eurodolla~ 
Market 

- Council of Agriculture Ministers: new session 
- Tobacco: proposal on intervention spending 
- Intra-Community customs procedures. 
- E.I.B.: loan for a steel project in the Saar 
- Contributions to the EAGGJi' with a view to improving fanning structures: reply to question no 42/71 

from Hr Vredeling. 
- Berlaimont: reply to question no 72/71 from Hr Westerterp 
- Driving licences: reply to question no 50/71 from Hr Droscher 

Plenary session of the E.P.: road safety 
Standards for driving times in road transport: proposals for alterations 
Steel: prospects for the third quarter 1971 
ECSC Consultaive Committee: opinion on a series of research projects. 

- Symposium on Technology, Research and the University. 
- Consultative Committee of the RC: next session 
- ARBED ROECHLING: merger authorised 
- Weekly Appendix 
- ECONCMIC INjl')ml'ENETRATION No 1658 
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EDI'roiUAL 

A problem which is not one of trade or monetary matters, but one of politics. 

It is perhaps·useful to go back over this process of liberalisation which analysed briefly 
yesterday, in order.to bring out one aspect which in the final analysis is fundamental. 

No doubt the United States will try, through wider trade negotiations, to improve its trad
ing position in the world. The Europeans are naturally considering above all the bilateral aspect of the 
problem, but for the United States, given the totally different structure of its economy and external trade, 
the view-point is necessarily different. It is enough to think of the competitive situation as it might ap
pear a few years from now between the United States and japan 1n the Chinese market. 

The fact remains that this will of the United States to improve its trading position and as 
a result to bring about greater surpluses in its trade balance, has been accentuated, stimulated and almost 
exasperated by the distorsion of the perfectly well-founded criticism of America's present balance of pay
ments position by a badly-informed public. This has resulted in a questioning of a kind of the value of th., 
dollar, there has been talk of its inevitable devaluation, of an increase in the price of gold, and other 
poss1bilities which are anyway contradictory. No thought has been given among other things to the fact that 
a devaluation of the dollar would have the effect of increasing the competitiveness of American products, 
and of automatically limiting access to the American market for European products. 

Hr Raymond Barre, Vice-President of the European Commission has in fact just replied in a per
fectly clear fshion to a question put by the review "Vision", saying: "An increase in the gold-price would 
no doubt strengthen the covering of dollar balances with gold and would perhaps make possible a partial re
payment of them. But it would have no effect on the basic problem, that is, the United States 1 balance of 
payments deficit. Rather the reverse, once confidence had been re-established in the dollar, the accumulat
ion of dollar reserves would resume just as much as before. Devaluation of the dollar with respect to other 
currencies, or the revaluation of other currencies with respect to the dollar, would give the United States 
an advantage justified neither by its trading situation nor by the position of its other current operations. 
Nor would it in any way cause the disappearance of the dee er causes of its balance of a ments deficit." 

These deeper causes are not unknown: they are "burdens linked to t e extern policy of the 
United States". This way also said in Paris. 

But when one arrives at this point, namely the nub of the question, the problem moves to a 
totally different level. It is not the Community as such, or the Community as it is at present, which can 
give an answer. And unfortunately the states themselves in the EEC are not in a position or do not have the 
will to reply and to start on a serious debate on this crucial point. All that can be hoped is that Europe, 
i.e. an enlarged Community armed with a political consciousness and will will be able to give the reply 
which its world responsibilities impose on it. 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

18eme annee - No 829 
mercredi 16 juin 1971 

The Left and the Right in Italy /r::f"' 
After a pause of 24 hours, one is probably in a better position to judge the political impdl&. 

ance of the resUlts of the elections in Italy on Sunday and Monday. Indeed, such an assessment is useful 
because, although the elections only concerned about a third of the Italian electorate in the country and~ 
although they involved the re-election of local authorities (regional assembly in Sicily, municipaJ; counqtQj/ 
in various centres including Rome), they were highly politicised, and most observa:rs have tried to set? irt 
them a judgement by the electoral body on the centre-Left. We add that in the view of some, this judgeme~ 
also covers the European policy of the tientre-Left Government. In fact, with a certain amount of alannis IU' 
people have been trying to found the opinion that "Italy is drifting away from Europe", in relation to th 
objective difficulties of the Italian economy which result from, among other things, the social unrest which 
has persisted since the "hot autumn" and to which the European Commission recently drew attention. 

It does n9t to us seem that an analysis of the results confi.nns these alannist interpretat
ions. Italy is not going to the Right, but beither is it veering towards Communism, disguised or not. There 
has been, no doubt of it, a slide (moderate, except in Sicily and Rome) of votes towards the Italian Social 
Movement (Neo-fascist). But this slide occurred essentially at the expense, first of all,of the Liberal Par
ty, which opposes the Centre-Left but whose attitude was probably judged to be too moderate and ineffective. 
The Christian Democrats, on the ~hole, suffered very moderate losses, feuer than their leaders expected. 
The party, which has been in power in Italy since the end of the War, is heterogeneous in composition, and 
it is well-known that it contains "f-ringes" which are sharply hostile to the courageous refonns which this 
party has chosen to carry through after adopting a Centre-Left policy. The fact that these fringes now re
fuse to support the Christian Democrat party is perhaps both a proof of the sincerity of this party's com
mitment (sincerity which is sometimes put in doubt) and a factor which clears the political air. It is nev
ertheless pJ'Qbable that this drift of votes to the nostalgic extreme Right represents, more than a disagree
ment on basics.- i.e. the refusal of a policy- a protest, a warning to those in power about the tolerance 
which they seem to show to the "disorder" and sgitation which have marked the Italian situation for some 
time. It is a type of reaction which is well-known, not only in Italy but in Europe generally, and the demo
cratic Left should take note of it, because it can only lead to anti-democratic situations. 

· This said, it must be confirmed that on the whole, the extreme Right positions are still with
in the bounds which enable them to be kept "under control". On the other hand, the parties which defend a 
policy of reforms, and which have chosen Europe, have on the whole gained votes, so that Centre-Left admin
istrations may be fomed in the important cities with a more solid base than before. Overall, one has the 
feeling of a remarkable democratic and politieal maturity in ;the Italian electorate. Even the 11protest 11 votes 
from which the Right has benefitted, are in fact a form of democracy and are a warning against certain kinds 
of political formation, without being a demand for basic change. 

Em.G. 
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~~ \J:i, \a.. M.Mitterand, the French Socialist Party and Europe 

The fact that M.Mittemad has taken over leadership of the l'enewed French Socialist Party,~ 
which groups together political forces which have up to now been scattered and dirlded, is an important pO 
itical event which does not just concern France, but the whole of the DJ.ropean construction. 

We do not yet know what the impact of this new party will be on the French p~blic and on t 
political balances which will form in the future, and we will be curious to see how far this party will .. 
alise the ever more evident need for Socialism to be fought for at the European level, though without nm~ 
national framework being neglected, where it is confronted with specific and di:tficult problems. Nor c .. · 
forge~ that the SFIO socialist party made an important contribution in the fifties to the building of · · , 
even if internal divisions played and important and fateful role at the time of the EDC argument. 

As for M. Mitte:rand, we cannot forget that he was seen to have a particular interest in Euro
~ean questions, especially when he asked to be appointed member of the European Parliament, in which he sat 
for a period (it is true also that he showed a certain disappointment, since he found that there was not 
much of Europe and Socialism present). 

We recall that during a recent foreign affairs debate in the National Assembly, Mr Mitterand 
mentioned the "strange fate" of Europe, which finds cause for hope even when it is divided, and not independ
ent. He rejects 11maximalism11 , while stating that "Everything which contributes to making our Europe an in
dependent community, to strengthening its powers, to underpinning its democratic structures, to giving it 
unity and removing it from the power oftransnational monopoly powers, in short, everything which confers on 
it a major role in the world, is good11 ; but he added that he found it difficulp to imagine what the Presid
ent of the Republic means by a confederal Europe, 11 or rather I find it difficult to imagine that iJ; will 
stay at that stage, and I have confidence in the course of hi story to come 11 • 

All of us may entirely approve of such a position, but it is wise to wait until the Socialist 
Party defines better its stand on the problems facing the enlarged Community. We recall that Mr Savary's 
party, at the time of the far-reaching comparison of views which he had last year with the Communist Party, 
was in total disagreement with the latter on European policy. The Communist Party indeed thought and thinks 
that France should; not allow itself to be shut in the .. nnarrow and rigid" framework (but the enlargement 
shows that i"t is neither narrrow nor rigid, while not being non-existent either) of the Common Market, but' 
should practice the widest possible co-operation. This is the well-known thesis which is.defended in Moscow 
and which serve to nourish ~he illusion that it is possible, in the context of a European security confer
ence, to supress integrated Europe. 

M. Mitterand is in principle in favour of a continuing dialogue with the Communist Party. His 
attitude on the question of Europe will be an interesting 11indicator11 • 

Em.G. 
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~ FNANCO PECO:.L'Acier face aux Theories Economiques, Prefaees.by Messrs ~ierre Werner, Prime ter 
tUjtembourg and Pietro Basset'ti, President of the Lomard Region. Edition in French. Fonnat cm 21 ~ 
tl-330; 8o graphs; 49 tables; clotj-bound; Price It.L. 12,000. 

In this book, Mr Franco Peco, fonner Director General for Steel in the ECSC High Authority a 
ent charged with the commercial co-onlination of the companies in the Italian Fin.Sider group, taking st 
as an example, compares fundamental theorums of economic science with the problems occuring in day-to-

1!rodUction conditions. The practical behaviour of steel is analysed in relation to market equilibrium, 
active element in the process of economic growth, in connection with analysis ofproduction and distribution 
costs; in connection with the relative position of producers, workers and public authorities. Several ded
uctions are drawn from this analysis, which serve to establish the limits of a dynamic equilibrium of struc:t
ure and market, the determination of the mechanics of price fonnation, the evaluation of international steel 
trade and to describe the broad outlines of the future evolution of the steel industry in the world. 

- HARTMUT LUEBBERT: Abstimmun svereinbarun en in den Aktien- und GmbH-Rechten der EWG-Staaten der Schweiz 
und Grossbritanniens, Nomos Ver agsgesellschaft, Postfach 10, 7570 Baden-Baden, Federal Gennany. No 4 in 
the European Economic series, 1971, 440 pages, 15.3 x 22.7 cm, Belacron binding, Price 52 DM. For an account 
of this book on voting agreements in private companies and limited companies, cf our "Economic InteJ1>enetrat
ion11 for June 21'71. 

- SYDNEY E. ROLFE/WALTER DAMM: Die niultinationale Untemehmung in der Weltwirtschaft: Direktinvestitioned 
diesseits und jenseits des Atlantik; Nomos Vcrlagsgesellschaft, Baden-Baden, Federal Germany. 1971, 206 pageK 
15.3 x 22.7 cm, paper covers, Price: 29.80 DM. -This book, published as number 52 of the European Economics 
series, is the translation of a work published in the United States under the title "The multinational CoJ1>
pration in World Economy" {cf our "Economic InteJ1>enetration11 for June 21 1971. 

-The Key to Life in Brussels, complied by DAPHNE CHOTTEAU for the Brussels Infonnation Centre, rue du Chcne 
8-lO, looo Brussels, May 1971, 96 pages, price 60 BF - This guide contains the solutions to the manifold pro
helms which will face future residents in the Brussels conglomeration; in English. 

- FRANCOISE DE LA SERRE: La Communaute economigue europeenne et la crise de 1965, reprinted from the French 
Political Science Review, Pages 402 - 420. At the erld of this study, the author writes: The 1965 crisis may 
be differently interpreted according to w~ether one emphasises the dependence of the partners on the Commun
ity system or on the use which can be made of it for national ends, but whatever the case, it shows up the 
dependence of the EEC on a political environment on which, all in all, it has little pold. 

- Comunidad europea, No 72 - June 1971, Latin American Bureau: Montevideo and Santiago de Chile.- In this 
number Mr Ralf Dahrendorf examines the trade policy of the Community~ We also mention an article on taxation 
in the European Community. 

- CERN: Coorrier, May 1971, Geneva.- In the contents: supraconducting synchrotron (seminar at the Rutherford 
laboratory); CERN news; Congress on Protection against radiation (from 26 to 30 April 1971 at CERN). 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
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7 - UNICE: positi0n adopted on the report of the "Industrial Policy" Ad Hoc Group 
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- Do the Members of the Commission consult their respective national Governments: reply to question 
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The p6Wer of decision should not be lost ~ ~ 
The EUropean Commission's document on the treatment to be given by the enla~ged Community t~ 

th~ "non-candidate., EFrA c~tries has brought reactions in some of the countries concemed whith, while P 
}lrlnciple being positive, nevertheless express reservations in some cases. While recognising the ''genei'o •. 
ot the Community, which is offering a free trade zone without asking anything in return, there is a ten . 
tb say that this can only be a point of departure and that the Community must accomodate the desire of t 
conntries in question to participate inone way or another in its decision-making machinery. () .. 

It is probable that for the moment these are only trial balloons -or manoevres with a view ·· 
the negotiations which are to open in the autumn. It would nevertheless be opportune and useful for the ' · 
munity to react rapidly and unequivocally so that from the start there are no misunderstandings, and to Make 
it clear that its offer has gone to the limit of the reasonable and that the only alternative possible (and 
in fact laid out in the Commission document) would be the maintainence until December 31 1974 of the status 
quo until the enlarged Community has considered the problem in the context of its overall strategy. That the 
Community can and must be "outward looking", agreed. That :it can and must be generous (and that its generos
ity must in the first place be to the advantage of the developing nations),agreed. But no free trade or J~ut
ralist philosophy could ever justify it in the end, even partially, giving away some of its power of decis
ion. The negative reactions which have already shown themselves within the Community on the subject of the 
Commission's proposals (cf our bull. for Friday for the reactions of the Belgian employers' organisation, 
and today's for the reaction of the French industrialists) cannot be ignored. This time, the Community's in
dustrialists are not asking for extra protection, but simply that they are not put in a worse position thu.n 
their competitors. They rightly stress that one cannot at the same time be in the Community for the advant
ages it offers, put outside because of the discipline and the burdens membership imposes. If in addition the 
decision -making process of the Community were to be controlled from outside, there would be no Community 
any more. , 

On the other hand, the ini.tiqtives to open the Community to the developing nations should·he 
actively encouraged. Hence the need to underline the importance of the meeting on Friday with the Latin Am
erican countries. "This is the first time - Ambassador Bombassi, the Italian Permanent Representative, right
ly noted - that a direct dialogue has been established between the Community and a group of non-associate 
countries"; (the origins of this meeting were in an Italian initiative and in particular the memorand"6tm of 
November 4 1968). 

But so far there is only Latin America. The Community should look with particular attention to 
North Africa, that is, the Mediterranean. The recent visits of Mr Moro to Algeria and of Mr Hannel to the 
United Arab Republic, visits on which much was said about Europe, are without doubt significant and import
ant. 

Em. C. 
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EDITORIAL .J t£:6> et 
Strategy and tactics for the "Battle of Britain'' ~r 

At the very moment that the negotiations between the Community and the United Kingdom a~
irtg towards a pos~tive conclusion, one cannot help noticing the growing disquiet.in British economic a 
itical circles, not only on the issue of entry into the Common Market but also about the general econ ~ 
situation. The first anniversary of Hr Heath accession to power has been marked by a somewhat rtegative J 
ment from the whole of public opinion on the Conservative government. 

It is tn this context that one must consider Mr.Heath 1 s decision to put off the debate and 
vote on the matter of membership until October. In July, or at the start of August, the House of Commons will 
only have a debate to "take note" of the tenns. The factors in play are multiple and complex and it would not 
be possible for us to express a valid opinion. One even seer that supporters of the Government's line are 
divided on this subject. We still however are of the opinion that, in facing up with courage to a big debate 
on basics, on the burst :of 'final negotia ti:ons · on· the major problems, a conclusion which is expected today, 
Hr Heath can be assured of considerable success, without being able to be accused of "bouncing" his country 
into the Community. From the point of view of infonning Ml' 1 s and the public about what is involved, one can
not see very well how putting off the debate on basics for a month or two can improve this. Naturally the 
question is now hqw the Government and pro-European political circles are going to use this extra time. 

Probably Mr Heath's decision is attributable to the fact that he does not think he need be ser
ioulsy worried by opponents of entry, and that he is mainly concerned with maintaining unity within his par
ty, in order to meet the attacks he is being subjected to and which concern not only his European policy, bt1t 
also the appal'l'lnt results of his economic policy. Finally, it is possible that there will be a convergence 
of interests between Conservatives and Labour, so that events will occur according to a certain scenario. 
The important thing for the Conservatives is that the party should be unanimous and united over membership 
and that fay.ourable votes from Labour marketeers should only be an ad.dcd bonus. The Labour party on the other 
hand has no interest in really endangering the Government over the question of membersQ,ip, which would be a 
real handicap in the event of elections, with a divided party and the need for several of its lead~ng figures 
to save face. Labour would have more interest in allowing the Conservatives to carry the responsibility of 
joining the EEC, so that when the time comes they can put the Government in difficulties over the economic 
situation and possibly attack them for having accepted tenns which were tttoo onerous". 

Unfortunately, tactical factors play a role which is doubtless to great ·even in this historic 
issue. Sometimes they bring unfortunate consequences, as in the case of the famous White Paper published by 
the Labour government and which even today has an adverse effect on public opinion, which is obsessed with 
the fear of an increase ih the cost of living as a result of entry into the Community at the same time as 
Great Britain, outs1de the Community, has seen domestic prices rise by almost 10% in the last year. 

Em.G. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: 11 Strategy and tactics for the "Battle of Britain". 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Behrendt 6n an official visit to I~aly. - The Duke of Edinburgh erit!cizes the 
EEC farm policy.- Mr.Heath ati "Wilton Park conferElnce".- The Swiss government irt favour of the 
C011111iseion's proposals.- The Rutch government crisis is solved .• - EEC Sodaiis"t parties: congress. 
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EDITORIAL 

A NEW CCMMUNI TY? 

All those who like us have waited for many years for the day when ·Great Britain's entry intoze. 
the Community would become a reality, and who have worked towards this end, cannot help feeling deeply sat '· 
isfied at the moment when this historic event is happening. Becuase we think in fact thut it is no longer •· 
possible to doubt the ~positive welcome with which the various agreements will be greeted in Great Britain, 
which in many cases are very favourable to the thinking and legitimate interests of the United Kingdom and 
the Commonwealth countries. 

However - and there is no reason to hide this - this feeling of satisfaction is mixed with what 
we would like to call an anxious waiting on what is to come. 

Many of the Europeans who '1ave believed and who continue to believe :in the community of the 
peoples of E.'urope as in a rational and conrete form of organisation of what the Treaty of Paris of April 21 
1951 calls 'k destiny from now on shared~ have accepted deliberately and not without courage the danger of a 
profound change in the Community which they themselves have built, becuase they realised that the Community 
no longer in itself, without the enlargement which has become to necessary, had the economic, political and 
institutional dynamism which was the only thing which could help it to rcali.sc its European destiny. Today 
t.hcy know that the Commw1ity of Ten will be different from that of the 'fifties and 'sixties. But they also 
know that from today they are launched into an action which is no less exalti.ng and no less rationalJy nec
essary, so that di.ffercnt does not mean less rich in political and spiritual concomit;mts. 

It is not at a~.1 true that a certain "down-grading" is inevitable. We do not believe in the 
inunobi l.i ty ;md immutab.ili ty of human construcO ons, but in the permanence of principles. The Community has 
b{~en and remains a construction ln which certain unrenounceable pri.nciples have found the beginning of real
i satl.on. This realisation will doubtless be better carried out in the new Community of tomorrow. And this 
on condition that, in place o.f nostalgia and useless regrets, political wills unite to persue this goal. The 
success of the negotiations has created new solidarity, accentuated cohesion • 

. Are the British animated by this same will? We believe so. But we also know that some people 
doubt this. It will now be up to the British to provide proof of their commitment. As for us, we will be 
there to remaind them, each time it may be necessary, that they entered the Community to make it better, more 
solid, better adapted to the needs and aspiration of the peoples. And we will always appeal to public opinion 
not to cease its vigilance and, if need be, to be severe. 

At this 1110ment, the world is looking towards Euroae. It does not only want to hear but to list~r 
to its voice: the thirty or so microphones Which Mr Schumann an Mr Rippon faced this morning are a witness 
of this. Our duty is to act in such a way that this voice is one of wisdom and courage, of experience and;_of 
the future. 

Em. G. 

1 -EDITORIAL: 11A NEW CCMMUNITY? 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Congress of the EEl! Socialist Parties: agenda - World reactions to the Luxembourg 
agreements 
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- We"i"hts and dimensions of road ¥ehicles: Commission proposal 
- Re~o pol1cy: speci ses$ on of the Council in October 
- Se f-limitation of Euro ean and anese steel e orts: towards a new agreement? 
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- C<MPOSITE PRI E: 32. 0 D T 
10 - Representation of workers in multinational companies: reply to question No 49 from Mr Spenale 

- Abnormal imports of sweets and granulated sugar from the GDR: reply to ques. §.4 from Mr Vredeling 
- ECON<MIC AND fiNANCIAL NEWS . · 
- German bill on the maximum lead content for petrol: Commission asks for po~ 
- E.P. Committee for relations with AAs-1: meets on Otraco affair etc. 
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EDITORIAL 

The end of alliances, an<t::the ·beginning of a 11 shareii'destinYli 

Some, who are luckily not very numerous, have interpreted the success of the negotiations 
United Kingdom as being the result of an "interplay of alliances". We have heard it said, for example, tha 
France considered that a Franco-British !~iance11 would now serve France's interests better than a Franc 
German alliance. The one is dropped and the other used ••• ready to return to the first if circumstances 
~e~ire this ••• We do not necessarily believe that France's action is inspired by such motives. Indeed, 
there is always somebody who reasons along these traditional lines, which are found in all the handbooks 
of diplomatic history. The latter do not have the least doubt about the solidity of their reasoning, whic 
is ~spj:red, they say, by 11 realpolitik11 and mainly takes power relationships into account. And they smile 
indulgen~ly at those who put forward the hypothesis of fundamental changes in international relations, 
or at least within a group of countries detennined to make these changes. 

There is no doubt that we are still far from seeing the conditions for this fundamental change being 
fulfilled. Qut it must be recognised that the old formulas no longer cover the real international situation: 
in any case, they do not cover the one which is marking Europe and the relations between European. countries. 
Basing oneself on suchformulas, one can naturally delay development, but one cannot avoid it. The existence 
of the Community, the fact that it has done nothing other than develop, and that Great Britain's entry has 
finally become inevitable, proves that the policy of alliances no longer meets with the requirements of 
Europe and;tne interests of the States which are members of it. 

When this enlarged Community is faced with the two or three fundamental problems which will be posed: 
that of the real implementation of the· economic and monetary union, that of the definition of an effective 
trade policy for the rest of the world, and that of the fundamental choices concerning technology-research
industry (and we are not talking about foreign policy and defence for the moment), it is then that it will 
be notice~ that it is on concrete policies that the choices, will have to be made, and that the criterion of 
alliances will no longer have any effect: it should be replaced by that of the "shared destiny". It will 
then be seen how necessary it is to have a body which ea interpret - and defend - the interest of the Comm
unity as a whole, and which indicates the fundamental options to be taken in relation to this interest. It 
will also be seen how heccssary it is to have a common decision centre, whatever its form and the source of 
its authority-may be. 

It is significant that in the last round of the negotiations with the United Kingdom - which was 
tough and difficult, even though its success was inevitable from the moment that France supported the pol
itical choice which her partners had made a long time ago - the part played by the Commission was particul
arly important, and not only concerning the search for a middle-of-the-way line, or for a compromise, but 
for suggesting European solutions, in the face of which individual interests can ortly bow down. 

Em.G. 
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4-5 - Social Council: setting up of renewed Social Fund. 
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- Regional policy problems discussed in Bonn 
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aid to help extension of a ferro-manganese works in France 
financing of an hotel in Dakar 

- Food aid: urgently for Bengali refugees 
8 - Extra trade concessions to Turke 

- EEC an: resumption of t~de negotiations 
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- Los Procesos de Integracion en America Latina y Europa, Balance de la Decade de 1960-1970 y perspe 
en los Anos '70; Publicacion del Instituto Italo-Latinoamericano, 866 pages.- This large volume con p 
the work of the seminar, organised in Rome from 9 to 14 March 1970 by the Italo-Latin American Inst u 
and the Interamerican Development Bank on the theme "The process of integration in Latin America and • 
the effects for the 1960-1970 decade and the prospects for the 1970's". This seminar, in which Messrs. 
Amintore Fanfani and Felipe Herrera, President of the IDB, as well as many representatives of intern~a · . 1 
organisations from Latin America and Europe, took part, enabled stock to be taken of Europe's relatio . 
with Latin America, a contribution to be made towards closing the gap between the two areas and a st ·. .-
ward~ to be ~aken towa~s the institution of a dialogue mechanism between the European Community and(~·;.· 
Amer.lca, dcc.lded on qu1.te recently. . ,,,. 

- JOHN T.I<.."'MPLE LANG: The Common Market and Common Law, Legal Aspects of Foreign Investment and Economi te-
gration in the f<;urope;m Community with Ireland as a Prototype (An American Bar Foundation Study), The Uni
versity of Chicago Press (Chicago and London), 1.1)66, 57.1 pages, Price: £~.65.- Basing himself on the very 
realistic supposition that Ireland wi.ll in the near future be a mt~mber of the Common Market, Mr. Temp.le 
Lang took Ire! and as <UJ example of a common law country to examine the problems which are posed while join
ing the Common Market in the fic.ld of company law, ta.xat.ion law, State aids ;md anti-trust legislation. This 
book was wr.itten in 1962-64 when Mr. Temp.le Lang was carrying out research for the American Bar Foundation; 
later, he joined the Irish Ministry of J•'inancc where he is in charge of taxation and. international trade 
problems. 

-European Community, June 1971, London Office (23 Chcsham Street, London SW 1).- This number reports on 
the Heath-Pompidou meeting, the monetary crisis, EEC-Norway relations, the social policy, the anti-trust 
policy and co-oper·ation in aeronautical engineering. 

- L'Europc en formation, No 135 of June 1971, Published with the support of the Belgian Ministry of Nat
ional Education ;md Cui tu re, Paris ( 6, rue de Trcvisc) .- This number contains articles on the energy cri
sis in Europe, regionalism and European integration, I•'inland and the Nord-Pas;-de--Calais area. 

- Preuves, les idees qui changcnt le monde, No 7, Jrd. quarter of 1971, Paris (13, rue Saint-Georges).
We mention two articles which directly concern European integration: one by Mr. Karl Schiller on the 
monetary crisis (who has shown himself to be a good European?) and the other by Anthony Wedgwoo& Bcnn: To 
be or not to be a European. This number also contains a series of three articles on the thaw in Asia. 

- Socialismo '70, Quaderni di politica e cultura, No 26-28, March-May 1971, Naples (Via Generale Orsini 30).-· 
We mention articles on the Eurodollar market, the Werner Plan, European unity and the conflict between Is
rael and ·the Arab countries, the European Community and the United States, the PSI and Europe. 

- Comuni d 1Europa, the monthly organ of the Italian Association of the Communes of Europe, March 1971, Rome.~ 
Contains an interview with Mr. Piero Bassetti, Chairman of the LombardY- area and an account of the work of 
the meeting of 16 February of the AICCE. 

- CNEN (Comitao Nazionale Energia Nucleare): Notiziario, May 1971, Rome.- In the summary: Prospects for the 
peaceful uses of nuclear energy in the 70's? Italian Nuclear Activity in 1970, Development of thermo-tech
niques in the nuclear sector, Peaceful uses of nuclear explosions. 

1 EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2-3 POLITICAL DAY: Political Committee of the E.P.: position on political co-operation- Mr Behrendt 

in Rome - Statements about Europe from Mr Pompidou - The British White P~r to be published next 
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- The Labour Ministers have agreed on the essentials of the reform of the Social Fund. 
- EEC/Argentina: resumption of negotiations 
- The concept of the economic and monetary union should be made more. ·flexible, says Mr Barre 
- ,.l!ito/Malfatti meeting 
- N.P.T.: search for a solution on problems 
-:- mcjLebanon: proposal for extension of agreement 
- ECON<l-UC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- E.S.C.: pronounces in favour of new "exemptions by category" for certain inter-company agreements 
- Conference of the Chambers of Commerce .arid Irldust of the EEC: position on monetary problems 
- Conference on industry: rep y to question no 7 7 from Mr Oele 
-GATT conference on liberalisation of trade: rep y to question~ from Mr Vredel~g 
- Biology, radiation protection, medicine: research programme 
- Promotion of steel as a building material 
- Enrichment of uranium by centriJ:uge 
- CoJQ)>atting noise in industry 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIG INtERPENETRATION No 1667 

FIJROPE/Documents No 628: COI!IIIlission Memorandum on Short-tenn Economic Situation a~ Policies to be followed 
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\ \ \ \ &;;/ tA A European Press · 
\ 1 \<:\'\''' EDITORIAL ~ 

·-~~ Great Britain, the pressure of events arld the infiuence of a minority which has bee able~ 
to assess where the true interests of the country, and beyond the country, of Europe, lie, are begibning tWJ 
have an effect. The public, which needs information, persuasion and guidance, is in the process of correct-t5. 
ing certain pre-conceptions manifestly distorted by hasty and partial interpretations. If in the meantime , ~ 
external factors do not intervene, one can imar;-ne that the change in the predominant trend will be very c "'· 
siderable when the British Parliament pronounces, that is, next October. We even have the impression that 
we shall soon see a genuine "reversal" of the trend. This will persuade the hesitant to stand on the side o · /' 
Europe. ·~ · 

This impo~tant change is due no doubt, or at least in large part, to the attitude of the Brit
-~sh press, which in the great majority ,and with one or two exceptions, has not only clearly pronounced in 
favour of membership but, what is more important, has tried, in its presentation of information and comment, 
to keep the debate objective and at a high intellectual level. 

May we be allowed to express here the opinion of a Continental journalist who, haiing been fam
iliar for a fairly long time with Community affairs has been in a positim,throughout this year of n~gotiat
ions, to follow the activities of his British colleagues, day by day, through routine and exceptional ~om
ents, and without distinction between those who were in favour of membership, or undecided or against. All 
of them continually exercised their trade with intelligence, independence and dignity. They were equal to 
the task of the journalist, which is to give quick, exact and clear information; to try to understand the 
underlying trend and also what is happening behind the scenes, to analyse different situations and to pre
sent them objectively but without taking up a position in the abstract. 

The physical "presence" of the British press at the negotiations,which opened on June 30 1970 
and whose most important sections were settled last week, has been impressive. In our view, it has not only 
been a demonstration of efficiency, but also and above all a demonstrati:on of political will. It expressed, 
implicitly, an opinion. We do not want here to cite names, because for us, these colleagues, these newspapers, 
magazines :and radio stations are all w,orthy of respect. But may we be permitted to say that when the London: 
"Times" sends to Brussels or Luxembourg, along with its European staff, its correspondents in all the Common 
Market capit~s, this is not solely the deploying of intellectual capacities; it expresses a political vis
ion, it gives proof of what Europe means for its country. 

These respects were due. If the press is to a certain extent not only the quantitative but 
qualitiative mir:nr of an opinion and of an 11 intelligenzia11 , we can say without fear of error that Great Brit
ain is not travelling in the wake but is at the head of the struggle for the building of a ~ited EUrope. 

1 

2 

Em. G. 
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- The YgSoslavian authorities have expressed their concern and their aspirations to Mr. Malfatti 
- Stron reservations of the U.S. r.egarding a possi~le rise in Community farm prices 
- EEC Turke : entry into force of the trade agreement postponed until a later date 
- EEC Can i ate countries: new negotiating sessions 
- ew p ase o Commun1ty enquiry into competition in the beer sector 
- Industrial policy: preparation of new proposals 
- Fast breeders: French-German-Italian co-operation 
- E.S.C.: contents of the opinions on various proposals 
- In the Commission's services 
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- Tax advantages granted ?Y three M.S. to certain heads of foreign firms: complementary replt ~ 

question No 190 from Mr. Glinne ' 
- New international reement on wheat: reply to question No 97 from Mr. Vredeli11g 
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~lo::g the agreeme:: :::ht::~u::c;h~s::rgement of the Community almost ce~~ 
has been underlined in several quarters, and rightly so, that the Community should now work at st~~ 
ing itself and that the most appropriate path towards this end is a speeding up of theimplementing oiifn
omic and monetary union. In an interesting sp~ech given in Kiel, and to which we will doubtless come , , 
Mr Barre has said that the realising of economic and monetary union, "which the heads of state and g -
ment of the( Six at the Hague made the great European design of the coming decade", could be one of the most 
~portant new elements of cohesion, which the Community needs to counter the "dispersive" effects ~-t 
ill the enlargement. iji. 

This is perfectly true, and from this point of view it is possible that extremelr inte 1ng 
indications will emerge from the meetings and talks which are to take place at the beginning o JUly. 

The first of these meetings is the - semi-official - one which is to take place here in Brus
sels on July 1st between the Finance Ministers, with the European Commission ~resent also. This meeting will 
be followed by a - official - meeting of the Finance Ministers in Council, duting which it is expected that 
modest proposals on the controlling of capital movements will be qUickly adopted. We have already summarised 
these Pl}'POSals and we give them in greater detail in today's bulletin. It is clear that these are essent
ially "framework measures", whose effectiveness depends on how they are fllled out. And this in turn depends 
on the degree of agreement which emerges from the semi-official meeting of the morning on at ·least three fun
damental questions, which are closely interlinked. 

On is if, when and how the "abnonnal" situation at present existing in the Community will be 
"regularised". Mayn things can be imagined: for example that a new DM parity be quickly fixed and that at 
the same time, the first decision - symbolic doubtless but important - of the union be implemented, namely 
the narrowing of fluctuation margins between Community currencies. The second question is whether, in such 
conditions, the Community is in a position to adopt a unanimous position - to be offered at the September 
meeting of the IMF - on the widening of external fluctuation margins. This is a decision of capital import
ance which - if linked to the one before - wOUld contribute to defining the international personality of the 
Community. And finally, there would have to be agreement on the nature and ways of finanning the intervent
ions needed to maintain control over the fluctuations. A stev forwal'ds .. which would quickly lead to the cre
ation of a European Reserve Fund.- however it might be labelled - is possible and highly desirable. 

It is only in the light of the agreement which might be reached on the·se thre_e .sections that 
the agreement on the control of capital movements, submitted to the Council, will becomes· ·.ficant: it 
will represent the visible part of a much larger iceberg, whose size will probably appear several days afte~ 
wards, after another important meeting, that of ul 6 between Mr Po idou and Mr Brandt. 

Ein.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The road towards economic and monetary union rV' 
W~ spoke yesterday of the possible short-term developments in the monetary field, with a ·~ 

to a resumption of the road, prematurely interrupted, towards economic and monetary union. 'Ibis, together 
with institutional reform, is to be one of the two keys to strengthening the Coii)IIIUility, which is needed m\ 
tneet the objective dangers inherent in the enlargement (it is not by chance that Mr Barre in his Kiel ~ 
dealt with these two factors together}. 

Among the talks and meetings likely to have an influence on the course of events, one must~ 
mention the exchanges of views which. Mr lhilio Colombo has just had in London, in particular with Mr He ., 
and Mr Barber. In his Mansion House speech, Mr Colombo spoke not only of the need to end the "abnonnal" 
uatiort existing at present, but took up a position as well on two i~ortant problems, saying that he was in 
favour of a widening of the fluctuation margins of ~xchange rates between.the Community currencies on the 
one hand and thedollar on the other, and in favour of a gradual transfonnation of the Sterling Balances i.iltb 
units of account issued by a Community Co-operation Fund within the economic and monetary union. Thus he 
spoke on the two major long-tenn and short-tenn problems. These are two positions which have been controv
ersial for some time, but which Italy has always defended. 

On the subject of widening margins, Italy adopted a position in particular at Copenhagen (IMF 
Assembly), in disagreement with most of her partners. The situation has evolved and now the possibility of 
Widening seems to be generally agreed on. The Commission itself considers this advisable. In the speech cited, 
Mr Barre speaks of a "combination of a regulati.tm of capital inflows with a moderate widening of fluctuation 
margins in exchange rates". It is clear that everything is interrelated, and that first of: .all it must be 
seen how Gennany considers it can resolve its own problem. It is known that opinions on this subject are 
never unanimous, and that Mr Brandt will have to arbitrate: he has set to have made commitments already on 
this matter. It is a question of if and when there should be a change in the parity of the DMark, and by how 
mnch. The situation thus being cleared up, it would become possible to accept a widening of margins which 
would be more moderate the more stable the situation seemed to have become. This, combined with the safe
guard measures already provided for and above all the process of neutralising large pools of Eurodollars 
which has already started, the 11multiplicator11 factor having been in part blocked, may lead to relative \calm, 
which would make it possible to begin implementing the economic and monetary union. 

But all this can only happen in the perspective of enlargement: this is why the statements of 
Mr Colombo are important. The perspective referred to by Mr Colombo is contained in the report of the ad hoc 
group which has been studying the. problem .o.f. the Pound. This particular .aspect will be the work of Prof. Os
ala. It is worth studying in all its detail, but it already seems that it contains possibilities of enormous 
interest to the Community. 

Em. G. 
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1 -EDITORIAL: "The road towards economic and monetary union." 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Congress of the European Socialist Parties: conclusion of the work - Meetings of 
the Conservatives and of Labour - Mr. Wickman replaces Mr. Torsten Nilsson 
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- Ministers of Agriculture: first round of speeches on farm prices 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 143.23 
- EEC/Norway: negotiating session at Deputy level 
- Denmark hopes to conclude the negotiations on all the important problems on 12 July 
- EEC/Ire~and: the negotiations could be concluded rapidly 
- Franceas proceeded to catch up fully with the European farm prices 
- Health and veterinary subjects: the Council explains the delays in certain Community provisions 
~ European Parliament: preparation of the plenary session; common energy policy 
- Meeting of the E.P. with British Members of Parliament 
- American oranges: customs reduction 
- Maximum lead oxide content in petrol for motor vehicles: the law is approved by the German 

Parliament 
- Free imfirrting of fishery products from the AASM 
- fhe pro~bition against using synthetic acetic acid in food for human consumption: reply to 

question No 5l from Mr. Dulin 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Quota for frozen beef and veal: reply to question No 15 from Mr. Biaggi 

- "Equal Repres~ntation Group" in certain Consultative Committees in agriculture: reply to ques-
tion No 91 fron\'Mr. Vredeling - Role and competence of the two Consultative Committees in the 
fisheries sector: reply to question No 76 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Imports of steel products from countries with State trade: an agreement on the safeguard clause 
is expected soon 

- COMPOSITE PRICE: 32.17 D/'l 
- Correction note 
- EDF Committee: favourable opinions for nine financing projects 
- European Federation of Metallurgists: first General Assembly 
- ECOOCMIC INTERPENETRATION No 16]0 
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EDITORIAL 

18eme ann~e - No 840 
jeul:ii Ier juillt~w•"'-·n 

The Finance Ministers: an overall agreement essential. 

We do not yet lmow if and to what extent the six Ministers of Finance, meeting today t<*:t:ff.llt 
with the Governors of the Central Banks and with the Commission also present, will find a basis for 
a.greement. It is probable that this basis for agreement will not become lmown immediately, since sefe 
Of the lements in it ·can only be realised when certain conditions are fulfilled, and each element is -'liiU-. 
to the others. It is nevertheless to be expected that agreement will be reached and that in broad ou~u»''"""~
will be similar to what we anticipated yesterday. It is understood by everyone that, it being more or 
openly admitted that the point of departure is a return to nonnality, i.e. the return of the !Mark an 
Guilder to the regime laid down by the IMF, it is impossible to ask the monetary authorities responsi e 
un'Veil· their intentions and tactics now and to abandon i1. priori the .inst;pnnents which are supposed to he p 
them meet BpecuJation. , 

It is certain all the same that if today's mee+ing were to end without appreciable results 
(whether they emerged now or later), the chances of re-launching the economic and monetary union in the shott
tenn would be singularly narrowed. This because the more one becomes used, or used once again, to settling 
the major monetary questions alone, the more difficult it becomes to follow Community discipline. 

It seems that the Commission does not have great confidence in the will of the States to ful
fil the two conditions on which the success of the economic rutd monetary union depends, viz: (a) maintain 
balanced groWth in their economies and stability in their exchange relationships, underpinned by .the machin
ery of monetary co-operation, and (b) adopt a common position on international problems. 

If this were confinned, one would understand the scepticism shown by Mr Barre in his Kiel spe
ech, especially at the point where he speaks of the economic and monetary union in the context of an enlarged 
Community, arriving at the affirmation that the concept on which the economic and monetary union is based 
should be made more flexible, its methods reconsidered and the time-scale revised. 

The reply to these doubts should not come from the future members of the Community, but from 
the Six themselves. And this reply is a political one. The Six feel that the strengthening of the enlarged 
Community will come via economic and monetary union as a logical and necessary development of the customs 
union. They must prove this conviction by their actions, and by immediate action. In fact, the machinery 
must be run in and must have reached the stage of irreversibility by the time the Community is enlarged. 
This irreversibility is not at the moment guaranteed. Why? Each one of us lmow:s, and M.r Barre better thah 
anyone, that this irreversibility was opjective number ope of the Werner Plan, but that it did not seem ac
ceptable to governments which claim to be inspired by "realism" and "pragmatism". And so? 

Em.G. 
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!Books which are sent to us and whose publicationj 
lis worth noting are reviewed under this heading 1 . 

~---EUROPEAN LIBRARY . ~ 

LES FRANCAIS ET LEUR AGRICULTURE: European Commission, Directorate General for Press and Info ati~ 
rue de la Loi, Brussels. Price: 50 BF.- . ~ ~· 

The Directorate General for Press and Information presents the commented results of two opinion polls 
carried out in March 1971 by the French public opinion poll company (SOFRES) on the occasion of ~~~1~ 
vision programme "A armes egales" on the subject of agriculture in industrial society. 

The results of these polls provide interesting analyses of the image which the French have o 
ture.in French society of today, in the common market and also in the complex relations which uni 
nature. They mainly show a lack of information amongst the people, both on agricultural problems 
problems of the Common Market in general, but also the desire, expressed by the majority of the pe 
tioned, to be better informed, especially by television. 

-Vision, The European Business Magazine, June 1971 (Paris-Geneva). This number contains an interview with 
Mr. Raymond Barre, Vice-President of the European Commission, about monetary problems. "No international 
monetary system can function properly when the largest country within the system is free of all need for 
discipline in its balance of payments and when other countries find themselves financing its payments de
ficit unconditionally and to an unlimited extent•!; said Mr. Barre. We also mention articles by Mr. Stephen 
Hugh~Jones on European firms, by Mr. Lorcnz Winter on savings in Europe, by Mr. Francis Drong on Baron Leon 
Lambert and by Miss Marina Gazzo on tax havens. 

- Revue de la Societe d 1Etudes et d 'Expansion, No 245, March-April 1971, Liege.- The studies of a European 
nature include the following articles: TI1c Economic Relations of Israel with Europe (by Mr. Alon, Israeli 
Ambassador to Belgium); Risks and chances of an Economic and Monetary Union (by Mr. Raymond Barre); The 
social problems in the EEC (by Mr. A Bemporad, Under Secretary to the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs); 
The crisis of Europe, crisis of reason (by Dr. A. de Graaf, Manager of the Dutch company N.V. Hollandse 
Signaalapparat.en). We also mention a study by Mr. Lombardi, Professor at the University of Naples, on "par
ity" in the prospect of a reform of the international monetary system. 

- Alberi, Aiberi, Alberi, Associazione per lo Sviluppo della Silvicoltura, (00186 Rome, Largo Fontanella 
Borghese 19), 1971, 20 pages.- This booklet, published by the Italian Association for the Development of 
Forestry, reviews the forestry programme for Italy, while stressing that Italian forestry production is the 
lowest of all the EEC countries. 

- FAO: Bulletin mensuel economic et statistigue agricoles, March 1971, Rome.- This number contains an a~ 
icle on the tax policy and agricultural employment in the developing countries. 
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' , . . EDITORIAL 

·~~ ·· Currency comes between Bonn and Paris - 1 ~ 
· .. Unfortunately, the Finance Ministers did not succeed, last FrJ.day, in reaching. an agreeme~ 

which would have made possible an ~ost immediate ,r.elaunching of the economic and monetary union. But ~n 
cannot deny that they reached appreciable results, even if - to use once again the iceberg image we have 
ready used - nothing much is to be seen for the moment. 

. · . Nevertheless, the difference in the psychological a~osphere in relation to l~st May was vis-
ible, and a coming together ·of positions, or rather of concepts, without a doubt took place. But, the real E( 
danger, which DQ..ght well h'old up any progress towards economic and monetary union for a long time, lies in 
th. e possible differences of conception about what a Community monetary policy and its"aims· .shoUld look lti:~ 
The idea of putting the main,;:or e.ven only, stress on the creation of a 11Collllllunity monetary personality" a 
a kind of base for an attack against the dollar is no less dangerous than that of dealing solely with in 
al stability, without wishing to bring the instruments into.play Which are needed to saf~guaro agirinat therii 
unfortunate effects of other people's policies. Meanwhile, reciprocal appreciation of the arguments being .·~ 
used to support the various theses seems less divergent, to such an extent that Paymond Aron has been abl ~ 
to wonder whether, in the refysal of the Schiller proposal ( to link the Conmunity currencies together and.~. -
allow them to float together), a chance has not been missed. ( • ! 

The discussions on Thursday and Friday showed that the Six seem now in agreement to start oJt.._.) 
the path tow;lrds two fundamental objectives, on the one hand, close union ("passionate", as one European dip
lomat with a sense of humour called it) of the six currencies, which will impel closer co-ordination of the 
six economies, and on the other hand, the adoption of wider fluctuation margins with regrad to the outside 
than those in effect at presept, which, it is .said, would help to 11 shake 11 the :rule of the dollar. 'lhere re
mai.rs however a collection of technical and psychological factors which are mainly concerned with the li.!!1s!. 
between these aims. It is clear that an end to the floating of the DMark and the possible fixing of a new 
parity for it are not things which can conveniently be announced publically in advance. One can also under
stand that Mr Schiller, before giving up the instrument he has to hand, namely floating, wants to be sure 
of haVing another available, i.e. the widening of external margins. One may nevertheless wonder if, after 
the tu~ taken by the discussions, he was right to ask for a formal, prior undertaking before supporting the 
Commission' s'proposal for measures to brake flows-;;of speculative capital. Questions of prestige and 11amour-
propre11 are in danger of banning .furopean unity. . 

This is why we will not be surprised if the discussions which are now taking place on the 11Lorelei11 

lllake possible the envisaging of removal .of this obstacle, which is now only part of a kind of mutual distrust 
between France and Gennany, while at the same time both sides insist on the absolute need to make the econ- · 
omic and monet~ry union the basic factor in the cohesion and strengthening of the Community. 

, (to be continued) :mn.G. I 
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Currency comes between Bonn and Paris - 2 l ' ., .,. ~ 

EDITORIAL 

11A.t last we are float;ing together", Mr Giscard d 1Estaing is said to have remarlted to his 
league Karl Schiller, who was welcoming him on board the 11Lorelei11 for a trip up the Rhine to Coblenz. · . 
play on words is certainly not the expression of refound agreement, but may be the result of the realisa · 
that ••• we are ill in the same boat. It is no doubt the result of a change in climate and less divergent 
sessments of the situation. The information coming from Bonn do not in fact speak o£ an agreement, but 
11rapporchment" of position and of a common will to agree in good time. This is essential and permits -
have always said - a less catastro\'hic evaluation of the situation. One fact must be kept in view howe e 
the present calm reigning on the world money marltets is not at all reassuring: traditionally, as the ! ...... .....a.~ .... 
sembly meeting draws near, these marltets start effe-rvescing, and "hot" agreements become difficult. Thi 
ounts to saying, in our view, that the direct contacts which are to take place in the coming weeks may 
pare the way for a settlement at an earlier date than that ~enerally expected. 

On this subject, it is useful to recall that the Italian draft "declaration" submitted to the 
Ministers last week made precise reference to the consequences of the agreement which should enable "real
istic fixed parities to be re-established within the Community as soon as possible". This reference clearly 
aimed: .at the possibility that certain present parities might to changed. This is the root for the "action tn 
the exchange field" advocated by the Commission in its "note" on monetary problems and more particularly the 
moderate widenin~ of the fluctuation margins of Community currencies with respect to the dollar, advocated 
in point 5 of tl:Us note. 11 This widening, the Commission states, should be of such a size as to contribute to 
the reduction of capital movements induced by differences in interest rates, without affecting trade operat
ions." It is clear that the us;ing of widened margins could cover two different concepts. Some think that the 
fact of haV'iilg · an appreciable margin available would make it possible to make p;riod.ic parity adjustments 
(The Italian plan alluded to this), a possibility which the Commission is strongly against. In its view, wid
ening should have a precise objective (re-stabilising of disparities in interest rates). The trend to ove~ 
wide differences would result inevitably in increasing the role of the dollar as a trading currency, in order 
to avoid uncertainty int:i:'pduced into trade transactions by the p~ssibility of large differences between the 
Community currencies taken as a whole and any currency other than the dollar. The major danger remains the 
one we have already mentioned, i.e. that if the currencies stay near their ceiling for a long time,there:·:-r. 

·mi'gh:t oe.:a teroptation,for one or other of them for which a support operation would be too costly (economic
ally and financially), to have recourse to an adjustment in pazi;ty, even if there is no genuine "fundamenttU 
imbalance" in sight. In such conditions, it would become difficult to meet growing centrifugal forces. 

Em. G. 
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3-4 - EEC/tJK: measures on free conculation of capital 
4 - Mr S inelli 1 s su estion for early participation of applicant countries in Community work. 
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EEC Greece: setting up of '"Council for:. the worlting population" 
EEC Tunisia: Mr Masmoudi 1 s visit to Mr Malfatti 
Session of the E.P.: Tax on additional capital -freedom of establis~ent for insurance agents and 
opticians/spectacle-makers - energy policy - statement from Mr Haferkamp 

- Italian exports: "statistical visa" for footwear 
- EEC/Argentina: trade agreement 
- French steel industry: Mr Jacques Ferry presents annual reports 
- Fruit and vegetables: replies to questions 33/71, 34/71 and 84/71 from Mr Klinker 
- Women at worlt: Turin symposium 
- FI:ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NFMS 

11 - Official Publicat1ons of the European Communities 
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BULLETIN OUOTIDIEN 

~';::::U !~.J) ,_j·; .. "'"~ ~ong the banks. of the Rhine 1:-. (l) 

The talks which haye been taking place on the Rhine and beside it ended, according to all 
counts, in general agreement on the .future of the European construction, although, as far as the im ortan 
monetary question is concerned, which is at present giving rise to argument and controversy, the French 1. 
the Ge:nnans confined themselves to confi:nning the existence of "better mutual understanding" and to affi 
a common will to bring their position closer together. In spite of this, Mr Leo Hamon made a point of saying 
the following {and he had to repeat tlais fo:nnula three times for fear of not being understood): "It might be 
feared- that it is not realistic to imagine that the Six will be able to adopt a common position at the next 
session of the International Monetary Fund". Mr Pompidou expressed himself in a little more depth when he 
said: "I do not believe that I am able to say that we are entirely of the same opinion about the solutions 
to be applied" and he added: "but I think that ••• solutions, although not easily reached ••• will in the end 
emerge". The predominating impression is that, in spite of all, there has been a kind of appeasement. Mr Bra
ndt, when interviewed on TV, conceded that he had given 11 assu:r;ances11 to Mr Pompidou. To the question whether 
President Pompidou had left "satisfied with these assurances", the Chancellor replied yes. It is certain that 
when Mr Giscard d'Estaing and Dr Schiller joined Mr Brandt and Mr Pompidou in a tete-a-tete yesterday morn
ing, something like a "standstill" and a series of 90ntacts made according to the circumstances1 111Ust have 
been established. 

All this is importantfrom the moment that the two men stressed th..~ fact that the economic and 
monetary union is in their view a principle fundamental ·to the building of EUrope: "A subject close to our 

, hearts", Mr Pompidou said; "we will remain faithful to it and we are ready to hasten its creation," said Mr 
Brandt. Let us therefore not dramatise things, for the problems exist, they are not artificial ones, and 
they:have arisen at all events. But let us not either hide the concern which an important delay in implement
ing certain mechanisms has aroused. The London "Times" consoles itself with this, observing that Great Brit
ain will be better able to join in the working out of economic and monetary union. This is not a good argu
ment, especially since Great Britain will soon have the appropriate means for participating in the working 
out of the union, whatever the stage she finds herself at. 

Let us therefore pass on to the aspects which concern the character and role of the enlarged 
Community. On these aspects, it was ·said, agreement is complete. It seems that the partners confined them
selves to confi:nning conceptions which have much in common, but which are not yet identical. We do not yet 
know if ideas have taken shape at the technical level. Thus we will confine ourselves to observing that Mr 
Brandt repeated exactly what he has been saying for several months, namely that the institutional develop
ment of the Community must lead "to a European government which can take the decisions necessary in the field 
of common policy and which has, corresponding to it, the appropriate parliamentary controls''· Mr Pompidou, who 
was the first to speak of a "European Government", but who has not used this expresssion since, was at the 
same time vaguer and more detailed. We will retum to what he said tomorrow. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 
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- Comunita Eul'Qpee, j\Ule 1971, Rome -Entitled 11 A Government for &lrope 11 , this number contains sl:'atements by 
Mr Pompidou, Mr Spinelli, Mr Hallstein, Mr Scelba, Mr Malfatti, as well as extracts from speeches of other 
European statesmen. 

- L 1&lroJt' No 8-1971, Rome - We mention in particular articles on &!rope in the world by Mr Giuseppe Petrelli 
and on t e Heath-Pompidou meeting by Mr Emanuele Gazzo 

- FRANK GOTZEN: Artistieke Ei.gendom en Mededingingsregels van de Europese Economische Gemeenschap, Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven, Facult~it der Rechtsgeleerheid, Louvai.n 1971, 145 pages+ appendices, Price:360 BF
This is a study on artistic ,PWilership and the rules oti competition in the EEC, presented to the Law Faculty 
of the University of Louvain by Mr Frank Gotzen (Bisschopstraat 12, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium). 
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- Raw steel production: will only reach 107 million tons in 1971 
11 - The Week in Europe 
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EDITORIAL li.): i ,' f ' '/ ,\ .;' \' ~ 
The Labour Party and .Europe - _J...J ~,...;..; u U 

As we promised yesterday, here is the final passage of the lst white paper, published by the Lab~ 
Govenunent on February 10 1970: ~ 

11 This White Paper demonstrates the need for negotiations to determine the conditions on which the o .:;.(' 
portunity for entry could be seized. Failure to reach agreement in these negotiations would not necess · ~ , 
condemn Britain or the European Communities to political or economic sterility. But &~rope would have 1 
another historic opportunity to develop its full economic potentialities in the interests of the welf :U _ 
security of its citizens; in that case the world would have lost a contribution to its peace and,prosp ·t _ 
that neither Britain nor the countries of the European Communities can make set>arately. 11 

This is an eloquent passage. Clearly the British Government of the time could not say that failure in 
the negotiations would be a disaster above all for the United Kingdom: it would have begun the negotiations 
with a handicap. It was also quite right it put the stress on the fact that failure would have adverse con
sequences for everyone, and not just for one or other of the parties concerned. 

In presenting the white paper to the Commons, and then in closing the debate two weeks later, Mr Wilson 
returned to the same theme, saying: "A failure of the negotiations would involve a cost for Britain, a cost 
for furope, and a diminution of Europe's influence in world affairs." 

What ha~ changed since 10 February 1970? The main change has been that the Conservatives have replaced 
Labour in power and that they have carried through the negotiations with the Community to their conclusion. 
As for the rest, everyone knows that the basis for the Community position, drawn up in the first half of 1970, 
was well-known to the Labour Government and that in principle it has been accepted as a basis for the negot
iations. Everyone knows too that the negotiations could probably not have ended better if they had been con
ducted by Labour. 

On the other hand, the political arguments, which Mr Wilson has many times stressed, have not only re
mained valid but have become more persua~ive than ever. One might thus say that the conseguences of a fail
Ul~ of the ne otiations would have been exactl as Mr Wilson redicted them in Februa 1970: it ~ould have 
affected Great Britain, Europe and the peace and prosperity of the wor d. 

One can_just about understand that those who were against the opening of negotiations from the begin
ning are now against them ending positively. But things are different for Mr Wilson and those who have fol
lowed him (or whom he himself followed). Either they recognise that they~were not telling the truth in 1970 
in raising the dramatic consequences which a failure would have, or they must admit.t:hi.J.t-:today·.th~y crre::re:Miy ... 
coldly to accept these consequences for their country, for Europe and for the world, and this in order to 
safeguard the unity of their party. ' 

The thing seems to us so unlikely, so different from the statesman's image which Mr Wilson has so often 
shown, that we refuse to believe that the Labour leader will go to these lengths. It is perhaps, as someone 
has written, "wishful thinking". Or perhaps confidence in men who have heavy responsibilities with regard to 
hist( f· 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Ireland, Denmark and Norway. 

18,me ann~·- No 849 
Mercredl 14 Jutllet 1Cl -, 

The negot~ations with Denmark practically ended yesterday, to the entire s•tisfaction of this 
of which it must be said that it is the one among the candidates whose problems were the most easy 

In addition, Ireland yesterday got complete sati~fact!»n on a problem which was particularly ~ 
to the government in Dublin, that of the maintaining of a vehicle-assembly indudtry, which would ha:,.&'..Wii''l:lfb..-:' 

doomed in an enttrely open market. 
The Community has been particularly generous over this problem of Ireland's. Its comportment 

eJC41,ctly in line with its calling and its aims. Contrary to what some of its detra~tors affinn, the creation 
of a vast Fllropean co11111on market does not necessarily entail the exclusion of the weak, within 'or outside the 
Market, to the P.rofit (which is doubtful) of 11large monopoly groups which in the final analysis' make the law" 
The fact - recognised by Dr Hillery himself -::- that this arrangment has been the result of action by the Euro
pean Commission above all, and in particular of its President, does not surprise us. The Commission is in 
fact, among the Community Institutions, the one which DUght to have an overall view of Community interests 
Jllld which ought to ensure that development does not mean an increase in existing Imbalances. 

This should re-assure those who recently, even in Great Britain, have been concerned about the Commun
ities regional policy. Since one of the fundamental objectives in the European Treaties is the 11hannonious11 

development of the Community, it is clear that the European Commission will have an essential r6.le to play 
in this field. This is the Institution which is best able to lmow the problems, to estimate their importance 
in the Community context and thus to propose solutions, whether in the short or long tenn, with are most in 
line with.the general interest. This does not necessarily mean that these solutio's must lead to more or less 
disguised "pirt-prick" or "charlty" actions, since it is an overall strategy of which they must be part. 

Let· us hope that an equally generous spirit, one which is in line with the interests of Europe, will 
reign over the decisions which are to be taken over Norwaf• Up to now, and in spite of the seductive appeal 
of the free-trade philosophy, this country has made a chol.ce of principle which:',.is a particularly courageous 
one for a country in its geographical s:ituation and with its problems. An enlarged Community should be able 
to resolve these problems without too many difficulties, even if this means some sacrifices. The political 
significance of Norway's en~ry, and the democratic experience which it will contribute to the Community, are 
no doubt worth some sacrifices and even the making of some exceptions to the rules. Here again it will be for 
the &lropean Commission to display imagination and persuasive power rilo that a "European" solution is adopted. 

These considerations lead us to underline the heaviness at this time of the re&Pansibility of the lead
ers of the Labour Party in Britain, and mpre particularly of Mr Wilson. Their attitude will have a very large 
influence on the socialist parties in the other applicant countries; its result might be to endanger the ag
reement which have been made or are going to be made to the advantage of the countries in question. And all 
this, to repeat it again, for a subjective and partisan reason: the maintainence of unity in the British tab~ 
ou'r Party. 

Em. G. 

1 
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- EDITORIAL: "Ireland, Denmark and Norway". ~ 
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-A elegation rom the E.P.: On a visit to Latin America 
- Nuclear indust : Cooperation agreements of European companies 
- EEC Swe en: Deniau-Feldt meeting 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: Luxembourg meeting 
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- USSR/Benelux: signing of trade agreements 
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- Berian economic ex ansion law: Rep~y to written ques.tion No. ln&zl from Mr. Vredeling 
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le - OECD: Economic Outlook until mid-1972 
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EDITORIAL 

lt 
~ . ..4-~A·t,. ··~-

Apparently, the divisions which are racking the Labour Party are only increasing the cohesion of t .. \ 

"Wait and see" again? ~('·:·. 

Conservatives, as the. enthusiastic reception for Mr Heath yesterday at Wesminster Hall shows; 4,000 Con . · 
ative Party delegates from all parts of the country met there to hear a good word from their leader, en · · 
aging them to fight for the United Kingdom's membership of the Community. ® 

Delegates from the Labour Party are to gather at the same Westminster Hall on Saturday. To judge , 
the attitude already adopted by the most powerful of the trade unions, it is clear that an important pa: · · 
the Party "base" will pronounce against entry. 

Given the way things are developing, which was in fact fairly predictable, one still does not unde~ 
stand why Mr Heath allowed himself to be persuaded to put off the main vote on the issue until later. In point 
of fact, whereas it is possible that better knowledge of certain data will lead to a more favourable develpp
ment in public opinion, one cannot see at all how the situation could be improved from a parliamentary point 
of view. Unless, before October, there is an event of exceptional impact which would strike the imagination· 
of the public and which would cause the politicians to change their present attitude. But it does not seem as 
if one can count on anything positive of this kind. On the contrary, one might fear the appearance of se~ 
ious divisions in the Western world over monetary problems, or perllaps a new crisis, which would further 
weaken the "credibility" of the Community and therefore its force of attraction. 

In agreeing to delay the main debate, Mr Heath has ~nly given the leaders of the Labour Party the time 
they need to carry through a development which can only lead towards a negative attitude and towards putting 
those leading figures who have remained faithful to their ideas and commitment in greater difficulty. 

In addition, it is not very realistic to beJi.'eve that, since the months of August and September are av
ailable, it will be possible to see more clearly what are the implications of membership. This period of time 
is simultaneously too short and too long. In a certain sense, Professor Kaldor seems to be right when he says 
that a document of this importance should be studied and taken apart by a committee wi.th the ability to ques
tion experts on all sides. But Prof. Kaldor does not mention one thing which takes away the whoile weight of 
his argument·, namely that these problems and these solutions have been studied, analysed, compared by experts, 
economists, politicians, for more than ten years.now. And it is on the basis of these Studies that three Brit
ish Governments have renewed the attempt to join the Cominunity. Prof. Kaldor would like to continue these 
studies, which in a professor is quite natural, and to justify his theory he makes fantastic predictions, 
such as. price-increases of 30% and a dev.aluation of the Pound of 15%· But the "wait and see" tactic, though 
it may be justified occasionally in the short term, can certainly not constitute a permanent strategy for 
govenunent. 

Em. G. 
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY J~ 
Books which are sent to us and whose publicatio,~--~ ~ 

. is werth notin are revi wed under this headin '-. 

- Europas Zukunft zwischen Ost und West, Schr.iftenreihe Europiisehe ~irtsehaft Band 42, Nomos Verlagsges 
schaft, 7570 Baden-Baden (Federal Germany), Postfaeh 6le, 1971, 158 pages, 15.3 x 22.7 cm, hardcover, 3 DH.
This work is the translation of a book published in English under the title "Europe between East and Wes~ 
by the Atlantic Institute (Paris). After an introduction by Mr. Curt Gasteyger of the Atlantic Institute, 
this work groups together nine articles by specialists of international renown. The first chapter, by Mr.~ 
Altiero Spinelli, at present European Conunission member, is devot~d to the new East-West relations. ~ 

- JUE~GEN BOOCH: Die Vanilleausfuh olitik der mal s'sisehen Re ublik 1966-1969 The Vanilla Ex. ort Polic 
· 0f the Malagasy Re:2ub ·c. 19. 0- 9 , A Contr.ibutien te t e Fereign Trade Po iey of Develop1ng Countries , ., 
Edition Martin Hoch Jr. (Ludwigs.bur~ ~dera.l Germany), 311 pages, 38 DM.- This contribution to the fore 
trade policy of the developing countries is devoted to the vanilla eXport policy of the Malagasy Republic 
from 1960 to 1969. TP,e author, who is a Lecturer on World Economy at the Technical University of Berlin 
examines Madagascar's position on the world .vanilla market*; the imp~r.tance of vanilla for Madagascar and 
the export policy (especially the vanill~.war of 1963/64) • 

.... ·Europa, O~ficial organ of the Espana-Eurepa Asseciation, Monthly· review, No 1, July 1971, Brussels (rue 
du Bailli 2}. Annual subscription: 250 BF.- We particularly mention the following articles in this first 
number of the EUROPA review, published by the Spain-Europe Association: The EEC-Spain preferential agree
ment; Spain and her co-operation with Europe, by Mr.· Laureano Lopez Rodo, Spanish Minister for the Plan and 
for Development; Is European defence adrift? by Mr. A. Carrion, Pres~dent of the Spain-Europe Assocj,ation. 

"'"·Istituto Italo-Latino Amer.'-c.ano: Bollettino mensile, Roma, No 1,· Maytl971, (Piazza Guglielmo Marconi -
EUR)'.~' Thi's' pubii'c'ation c'ontii.n's' "a bibliography on the documen,~s- con~ertrlng social and economic problems, 
and technical, scientific and cultural problems of the member countr1es of the Institute 

- .. European Conununity1; The Faets, Brussels - May 1971.- This 32-page publication contains the essential facts 
about the European Communities: their crea:tion, the institutions, economic integration, political union, rel-
ations with the world. · ., ' · 

- The Common Market and the Common Man, Social policy and working and living conditions in the European 
C?mmunity, Third edition, May 1971, Brussels, 32 pages. · . 

- International Problems, The Quarterly of the Israeli Institute of Jnternational Affairs, June 1971, Tel 
A~v (P.O.B. 17027).- We mention an article on the bases of the European ·anaA!nerican policy of Israel, by. 
Mr. P. Giniewiski. · 

- GERN: C0urrier, June 1971, Geneva.- The main article in this numbe~ is a look back over the main applica
tions of particle accelerators in industry and medicine. 

- COUNCIL OF EUROPE: Forward in Europe, No 2/1971, Strasbourg.~ This number mentions the work of the Commi
ttee of Ministers of 7 May 1971, of the .23rd session of the Consultative Assembly (from 10 to 14 May 1971) 
and of the 18th. Joint Meeting.of the COUncil of Europe and of the European Parliament. 
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China and Europe :. \ 
1 

There is no doubt that the historic event constituted by the invitation from Chinese leaders to d 
ent Nixon, by putting an end to what is now being called the "tragic misunderstandigg" which has laste 
a quarter of a century, will have direct and indirect repercussions, not only on the. balance of fqrces U.cShe 
whole world, but necessarily and perhaps above all on FAlrope. /i) 

From a general point of view, it is clear that the establishing of a climate of peace and unders~ 
ing - if not of co-operation - between the United States and China will result in a marlced reduction o . · 
sion: the whole world will benefit from this. -

But it would be dangerous to over-simplify: many factors are involved. Seen by a 11FAlropean11 eye, they 
might ~e summarised as follows: · 
- the oints of contention are man and eo lex: it is enough to mention - apart from Vietnam, where develop-
ments d e very rapid - the problems of Fomosa and Korea. It is possible that there will be ups and 
downs therefore new tension. There is not much point in being realistic: the ideologies remain irreconcil-
able. 
- an inte retation of the r rochment as anti-Soviet:- and this is the usual interpretation - could intro
duce new actors of disturbance. One mi t even suppose that the Soviet Union would be tempted to revise ent
irely certain lines of its policy and to lpokfor a specacular rapprochment in FAlrope, in oder to outbid the 
unexpected 11Europeanism11 of Peoples' China. But where is Europe? 
-. a 11 tripolar division"-· of .the world, the rest being made up of a flux which would be the "subject" of con
frontation or of the dividing of re~onsibilities among the three super-powers would not be the best solut
ion for Europe to the bipolari8m people complain of today. A policentrist arrangement where Europe is not one 
of the centres would not be interesting for FAlrope. But, once again, where is Europe? 
- ap;i'rently, this development should encourage. Europe to press forward to unification, especially at the pol
itic level. This is being talked about in effect. But it is possible that all this will remain a fancy or 
an illusion. These events could be interprete.d as a striking over-turning of traditional diplomatic practi'Ce. 
From now on, everyone may think that he has good cards to play, and that he ·prefers .. to play them alone. This 
is in fact that reflex behind Mr Wilson 1 s speech to the Labour conference on Saturday. 

France J!lUSt, as before, remember its Euro~an vocation and decide, correctly, to play the European card 
for all it is worth. If the building of politic Europe had made substantial progress, one could today im
agine a European presence at a new Geneva conference. Europe wou~d be present not as inheritor and liquidat
or of vanished colonial grandeur, but as a force eo-responsible for the world order. Thus, it would have the 
chance to be heard and to affim a role which is its own but which it is not in a position to exercise. 

Em. G. 
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· [: ~~ F; si 1 .:~ :J t"J~·: !' . .. 
EDITORIAL ' ~ i i \ i ., r: '.It.'· ... 

·-.. ,. 1 ~ . . "' .·.i ! ·- ,·'t: :·~; :_~\ 
Over-subtle tactics ..... _, ···' i...J '- • ' •: · ; t?:1/) 

After the 'Labour Party meeting last Saturday and on the eve of the parliamentary debate in the ~ 
(it opens tomorrow), it does not yet seem quite clear what Mr Wilson's final obd~ctive is, apart of coui.il-
from the ligitimate one of retaining the leadership of his party. ~~ 

In the first place, it is not at all clear that Mr Wilson has preserved the uni!r of the part~. &Je 
has so much been said about a profound division in the party: Saturday's meeting brought this out and · .. '1 
probably emerge even more obviously in the parliamentary debate. ~ 

Secondly, it does not seem as if many pro-Marketeers have changed sides. One might even wonder i 's 
was not one of Mr Wilson 1 s aims. The silence of certain Labour figures has been noted. And it ha:s also .heen 

'noted that not only has Mr Roy :Jenkins not given in, but he has forcefully affinned his convictions. What is 
more, -forty-eight hours after his leader had adopted a position on the tenns for entry, Mr Jenkins confirmed 
that the resent tenns would have been acce ted b a Labour Government. It is possible that in taking this 
attitu e, Mr Jen · s is endangering is position as deputy eader of the Party. But it is also possible that 
he is making a serious, longer-tenn claim on the leadership. Especially if events, as is probable, prove him 
right. 

But Mr Wilson has not even gained the sympathy of the extreme anti-Market Left Wing or of certain trade 
unionists, whom he has prevented, through rather obvious manoeuvring, from succeeding in forcing a vote at 
the end of Saturday's meeting committing the party against membership. 

Not has Mr Wilson gained the sympathy of the moderates in both camps. His virulent personal attack on 
Mr Heath surprised rather than persuaded. It seemed too excessive to be sincere. 

Finally, Mr Wilson has not persuaded anyone of his own consistency. Turning his -own words, actj.ons and 
:c.omntitmeilts. against him has become almost too easy a game. There was proof of this in the short debate which 
took place in the Commons yesterday, when the Labour leader attempted to condemn the Government's propaganda 
scheme (spending public funds on pro-Gove'rnment propaganda): the accusation has clearly rebounded on himself 
and certain eminent anti-Marketeers. 

Mr Wilson's course is somewhat strange: at times one would say that he is doing his best .to discrediti 
opponents of membership, at the same time as providing them with arguments (which are easily refuted). He is 
helped in this task by certain extremists such as Sir John Winnifrith, a fonner senior c1:vn.l· servant at the 
Ministry of Agriculture, who has just ,said that with entry into the Common Market, the'British people will 
be forced onto a 11war-time diet 11 and will see prices .go up by SO%. And this on the same day that all British 
shops are putting up largesigns announced large reductions in the prices of consumer goods. 

Perhaps Mr Wilson's tactical subtlety will appear clearer when it can be compared with the evolution of 
public opinion on the question of membership ••• 

Em.G. 
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"EDITORIAL 

The enlargement treaty should be signed. before the end of the year. 

The Coun~il of Ministers of the Community will hold its last meeting before the summer recess on,k' 
day. The Ministers will not meet again, in the framework of the Community, for the next two months. The 
first "Conference" with the British will take place on 21 September. As we)mow1 on 29 October, the deb~ 

; is to take place in the Commons which should end in a vote on the contents of the negotiations and thus-fi.\e 
the go-ahead to the Government for the signing of the Membership Treaty. • 

But first an important problem.will have to be solved, which concerns· practically all the candid 
countries, namely that of the system of fisheries· in the enlarged Community. The problem is difficult, 
solutions can be envisaged. It is therefore probable that there will ~ no major difficulties for the sign
ing of the texts relating to membership before the end of this year. 

But what is probable is not certain. We have, in fact, heard doubts and reservations expressed about 
the possibility of this time-limit being observed. This time-limit undoubtedly does not constitute a formal 
undertaking, but it has very great political and psychological importance. The doubts and reservations put 
forward are not s~ much connected with the importance of the problems still to be solved in the negotiations, 
but rather with the complexity of the legal and technical problems raised by the formulation in good and 
due form of the many agreements already reached or to be reached. 

But if .it is certain that difficulties exist, mainly connected with the volume of technical work to 
be carried out, it also seems that these difficulties should not constitute an insuper.able obstacle for 
the Conmrun±ty organisation, on condition, of course, that certain decisions of principle are takep. in t;i.nte • 

. The main decisions can be summarized as follows: -To draw up a single membership text for the various can
didate countries and for the three Communities; - To determine the general .structure and contents of the 
text in question and of its many annexes. 

Once these decisions are taken, the technical work can begin. This is, in fact, ·the most urgent as
pect. But if the Council on Monday takes no decision, or if it is unable to lay down at least some lines, 
the whole process could be delayed by two months, which is a long time. Moreover, those Who are talking 
about a probable or inevitable delay could· be reminded that the Treaties of Rome were signed on 25 March 
1957, whereas the last problems were decided, by the Heads of Governments, on 2l February. 

A signing on the closest possible date is essential because, as opposed to what happened among the 
Six, a very laborious finalization of legislation is necessary in the candidate countries, and more part
icularly in Great Britain, to "digest" twenty years of Community legislation. To do this, the time avail
able will.hardly be sufficient. This is, moreover, why the suggestion to anticipated as far as possible the 
entry into force of membership could not be retained. 

1. 
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Books which are sent to us and whase publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

MARIE-ELIZABETH. DE BUSSY, HELENE DELORME and FRANCOISE DE LA SERRE, A roches theori es de 1 1inte ratio J 
europeenne, extract from the "Revue fran~aise de Science Politique 11 , vol.XXI n° 3, June 1971. . t:~ 

At the present time, the process of profound change which the Community is going through, its enlarge
ment and what is empirically called it 11 deepening11 , is arousing wide debate about the r8le of the institut
ions, .on the very meaning of integration and the character which thd.s evolving Coiniinmii.ty will present in the 
long run. For the moment these discussions, which sometimes take on the tone of 11,arpents11 , are taking 
place among the political circles, collective or individual, which are involved in this same process of in
tegra~ion, and have often turned into criticism of the past or· suggestions for fixed~odels of the future. 
But there is another approach, taking place at a different level, which may gain in interest and immediate 
value as a result of the events now taking place. This is the approach of theoretical study, which tries to 
explain the economic and political phenomenon of integration, to discover the elements making it up and pos
sible to formulate hypotheses on how it might develop. 

Hence the exceptional value of this study,; which is schematic but very clear, and which has been car
ried out by the "European politi,cs' section of the Study Centre for International Relations (of the National 

.Foundation for Political Science) under the direction of Pierre Gerbet, by three young research worl<:ers, who 
have given proof of a remarkable capacity to make syntheses in condensing, into about forty pages, an anal
·ysis of the main theories advanced in the fifties and sixties, right up to recent developments, and of integ
ration in general and of Europe in particular. 

One thing is well-known to all those who have approached these studies in a more or less profound man
ner, and that is that they are practically the monopoly of American students of politics. From K.W.Deutsch 
via Haas and his pupil Linbergh, Hoffmann, Etzioni to Krauss and Puchala, we fina again in this synthesis 
all the 11 inventors" of theories or models. And this confinns in a spec.tacular way the originality of the un
ification process and the interest it arouses on the part of theoreticians. We have neither the space here 
no~ the presumption to summarise the contents of this study, according to which "the most recent worl<: being 
done is directed less towards the fonnulation - using Europe as a starting point - of theories, and more to
wards the construction of models." 

May we be allowed to use this opportunity to hope, and it is a hope encouraged by this publication, 
that young European students of politics will in increasingly greater numbers tackle the phenomenon of Euro
pean integration. We know that the .Community 1.s General Directorate for Information (and particularly its 
head, Mr Rabier) is aware of the importance of this problem. 

er Education:; Technical Eduction in the United Kin dom, Paris 1971, 163 pageB, 
price 20 FF, Dl, 4.50, £ 1.50. T · s report is t e 1 th in a senes of citSe.:.studies devoted to in
notation in higher education. It deal with three major innovations which have been introduced into higher 
education in Britain: the setting up of the National Council for Technology, of ten Colleges of Advanced 
Technology and of 30 Polytechnics. 
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2 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
- POLITICAL DAY: Mr Moro speaks about enlargement - Public Opinion in Britain changing 

Commons debate 

DAILY BULLET!~ No 855 (new series): 
3 - EEC(Lebanon: agreement extended by one year 
3-4 -Council of Ministers: relations with the non-applicant countries 
5 - Council: Interim Committee for consultations with the applicant countries 

-Council: Regulations concerning companies' plans regarding energy supplies 
- EEC/Cyprus: Commission report 

6 - Environment: Communication to the Council from the Commission 
7 - Energy policy: new concrete proposals from the Commission 
8 - Travel between Community countries: duty-free allowances 

- Textiles: defining of a Community programme 
9 - UNICE: position on relations with the non-applicant countries 

- Japanese steel industry: will lead the world in 1975 
- Europe /Japan: discussion of steel prob).~s · 

10 

ll 
12-13 

- ECON<l1IC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
-Farming co-operatives: General Assembly of the COGECA 
- Gennan grants to agriculture: Commission's reply to qtl~stion 80/71 from Mr Vredeling 
- The ~ek in Europe 
- ECON<l1IC INTERPENETRATION No 1686 
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EDITORIAL 
t I I' 

L:_.: :IJ ·--·' ~-; 
An illusion and a danger 

18eme annee - No 
Lundi 26 juillet 1971 

- j -~ 

The "grand debate" in the British Parliament. which finishes in the House of Connnons today now t~ 
fers to the House of Lords. Its level may be differently judged, but it cannot be denied that it has m 
ised a great number of leading figures, the latest of whom is Lord George-Brown,. whose eminent role in 
days when the Labour Party was fighting for Europe cannot be forgotten. r~~n 

Not can it be denied that, for a collection of reasons which it is not up to us to analyse, thi d.b,iU 
bate has done little for the authority and prestige of Mr Wilson, whose badly-hmdled speeches and inte 
ions have become widely known. On the other hand, it has become clear that the not insubstantial group of 
Labour MP 1 s in favour of membership, who recognise Roy Jenkins as their leader, cannot be silenced. It is 
significant that certain extreme "anti-Ma:rketeers" have lost their 1 sang-froid 1 , one of them making unwarren
ted attacks on Mr Roy Jenkins, the other threatening court action following the publication of an abridged 
version of the White Paper, etc. The spectacular evolution of public opinion explains some of these rather 
hysterical reactions. 

There is. however something less spectacular but more dangerous in the course of preparation, and that 
it Mr Callagrum 1 s attempt to have his wait and see thesis accepted. Mr Callaghan 1 s argument is that a refusal 
by Britain to join the Connnunity now will automatically cause a change in the Connnunity 1 s nature. The EEC 
would give up its costly agricultural policy and would change into a simple customs union. Great Britain thus 
o~ needs to wait for this to happen and could then make advantageous agreements with the Connnunity, "which 
w~ give us a greater free trade area without having to put up new tariffs against other countries, like 
the Connnonwealth countries, and would relieve us from accepting the dearer food policy of the Connnon.Market. 11 

It is bewildering that in 1971 Mr Callaghan can recapitulate the reasoning as a result of which G~t 
Britain stayed out of European integration in 1951 and 1956. But it is important to state, and to state cleal'
ly ilo that there is no. doubt about this on the other side of the Channel, that such cC!Xti.ations are purely 
and simply whimsical and doomed to failure. 1) A failure of enlargement caused by the intransigeant attitude 
of one country could have lead to the total dislocation of the Community. On the other hand, an "isolation
ist" reaction from Britain,which ~alled into question the agreements which have been reached, would, it is 
true, lead the Connnunity to give up its "grand design11 (.with the consequences so well described by Mr Wilson), 
but the Community would continue its path, probably at a faster rate. 
2) This has nothing to do with a possible, and desirable, evolution of the agricultural policy as a logical 
eonsequence of a change in structure. But it is clear that, if Great Britain were absent, the agricultural 
policy would adapt,and always further towards the characteristics of continental agriculture. 
3) Who has told Mr Callaghan that Great Britain could enter a "customs union" while retaining the right to 
import freely from wherever it likes? Mr Callaghen is deliberately misleading those .listening to him. 
4) Whatever the case, the leaders of the Community would be well-advised to think about these arguments at 
a time when they are preparing to give a reply to the non-applicant countries. They must make sure that Mr 
Callaghan 1 s thesis does not find the least direct or indirect confinnation in the Connnunity ••• 

1 
SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: 11An illusion and a danger11 

Em. G. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Speech by Mr. Moro in the Chamber of Deputies - Mr. Westerterp, Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands - Association of European .Journalists: next Congress -
Control of the Council of Ministers: plan proposed by Mr. Majonica 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 856 (new series): 

3-4 - Council of Ministers: first exchange of views on the relations to be established with the non
candidate EFTA countries 

5 - Elimination of technical trade barriers: series of decisions taken by the Council of Ministers 
- Trade reement between Italy and China 

6 - EEC C rus: the economic and political problems posed 
7 - Bottling in Belgium and the Netherlands of wines produced in the Connnuni ty: reply to question 

8 

9 

10 
11-12 

No 52 from Mr. Cifarelli 
-AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Provisional system for importing wine from certain third countries: 

extended- Cauliflower market: end of serious.crisis situation- Plums from Spain: compensatory 
taxes - The Netherlands ask for the suspension of the duties applicable to imports of eels and 
tuna 

- Subsidies for the collieries of the Connnunity 
- Iron ore production: in the Connnuni ty 
- Speeial railway tariffs for the Saar: extension of the authorisation 
- Co-operation between the electronic industries; reply to question No lOO from Mr. Vredeling 
- Protection of man and of his environment 
- Weekly Echoes 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1687 
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The Conunission is defending its prerogatives: this is its duty ~ 
In spite of what certain new prophets of the "nth" Europe are saying, the Conununity would: rapidl~y 

enerate into an inter-GovemmentaLg:rOup from the political point of view and a free trade area from t · -
onomic point of view, if the very principles on which its structure and inst:ttuttonal balance are based 
allowed to fly out the window. It is true that this balance can be modified, the structures can be chan 
in the interests of the European construction itself, but one does not .destroy an existing balance or s · ·.· 
ure without knowing what :one is going to replace them with. 

This is why the European Commission has been perfectly right not to depart from the attitude it had de
-cided on over the matter of contacts with the applicant countries during thesO.o.,called. "interim" period (i.e. 
once these countries have already become members of the Community but before the legal formalities have been 
enti:re'ly -completed). . 

~What happened last night was not dramatic, but nevertheless indicates the persistence of a certain pol
icy which aj,.ms to "debase" the institutions systematically and to maintain an unhealthy mutual distrust. As 
we report th Qur'bulletin today, the European Commission, while abandonning the text which it suggested at 
the beginning {dnd which states that the Commission "will take the necessary steps to establish permanent 
liaison with the applicant countries"), claimed that it was clear that it would have the contacts required 
with the countries concerned befo~ drawing up the terms of proposals liable to aff~ct the applicant coun
tries. MrMauri.ce Schumann was resolutely opposed to recognition of the Commission's right to consult. What 
is odd that the French. Minister was not against the Commission holding consultations. He raised no object
ion to the basic matter. His opposition was solely directed against the official recognition of this right. 
These contacts should not be institutionalised, Mr Schumann said, particularly - and he said this to the 
journalists who asked him for the reasons behind his attitude - since "the Commission does not do the same 
with us (i.e. the Member States)". Mr Schumann cannot have forgotten that it was his predecessor, Mr Couve 
de Murville, who on January 2l 1966, in a kind of "code of conduct" imposed on the Commission, had includ-
ed a clause which said, 11before adopting a proposal of particular importance, it is desirable that the Com
mission should make the necessa contacts with the Governments of the Member States." It is true that the 
way in w eh t ·s cause is to be app 1ed has never been estab is e • But it is a fact that .Since then, the 
Commission has been 11 cpnsulting11 before making proposals, and if there is an accusation to be made, it is 
that it has consulted too often. Thus, it is difficult to prevent it doing the same t~g with the countries 
which are on the point of becoming members of the Community. 

The Commission has been subject to very heavy pressure. Its president, Mr Malfatti, supported by his 
colleagues, has energetically and coherently rejected the arguments put up against thim. Finally, he has won 
through. The defence of the Commission 1 s prerogatives is not only a right, it is a duty towards the Commun
ity as a whole. 

1 

2 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~ V Ll ~ (er~- I "Jo .. 'g. S'T 
- EDITORIAL: The Commission is defending its prerogatives: this is its duty. 

- POLITICAL DAY: The 11Robert Schumann" Prize awarded to Mr Alain Poher- Is 11Wieland Europa" a mem .... 
ber of the Commission? - talks between Mrs Focke and Mr Pedini - The Arab Socialist Union and the 
EEC 1 s attitude to Israel- Labour Party: meeting of National Executive. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 857 (new series): 
3-4 - The Council of Ministers draws up a series of guidelines on the arrangements to be made with the 

4-5 

5 
5-6 
6 
6-7 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

non-applicant countries. 
- Conflict between the Commission and the Council over the contact procedures with the applicant 

countries in the interim period. 
- The Council partially suspends duty on oranges from the USA 
- Community Energy Policy: urgent appeal from Mr Haferkamp to the Ministers 

EEC OrWa : ministerial session 
- EEC Turke : interim agreement signed. 

"Units of Measure": directive adopted by the Council 
- German reservations about the safeguard measures decided on by the Commission for tomato concentrate 
- EAGGF: new aid paid out by the guidance section 
- AGRICULTIJRAL INFORMAT;J;ON: Competition by Eastern Europe in W. Gennany: reply to question No 63/71 

from Mr Vredeling - Tomato imports into Italy': reply to question No 151 from Mr Vredeling -
- Council deicis~ons in the agriculture sector 
- Report to be adopted by the Commission on effects in agriculture sector of floating exchange rates 
- Survey of company heads on the economiy cycle in the EEC 
- Comecon: co-ordination of economic policies? 
- EX:ONGUC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Special rail charges for ARBED 
-Steel: world production 
- Steer industry: record investment spending 
- The Economic situation b:J} {apan according to OFlJD report 
- Japan takes steps to stimu ate economy 
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EDITORIAL 

The Community, the Parties and the Trade Unions (1) 

BULLETIN QUOTI 

Our readers know that for a long time now, we have been repeating that in.the long run it is no~ 
ible to build a Community, and even less develop it into a completed economic and monetary union and 
itical union, unless the action of the institutions and the governments is suppQrted by a political st ~ -
ure, t~at is to say, unless it has the ~uppo~ and consensus of the political,: .. economic and trade union~ 
ces which make up the weave of democrat1.c socl.ety. ~ ... U 

This explains the great interest with which we have contemplated the recent stands taken by, on the one 
hand, the Socialist Parties of the Community, and on the Qther, the (Free.) Metallloi:'kerd Trade. Uriions. In our 
"Documents" series we have published the resolutions adopted by the Socialist Parties and the noteworthy 
speech given by Otto Brenner, President of ·IG-Metall. Our readers have thus been able to assess the import
ance of these stands. 

But we would like to add a few remarks on the subject, first of all about the Congress of the Social
ist Parties. The texts adopted contain a series of choices of fairly precise political charac~er, bearing on: 
(a) the future structure of Eu~pe - The Socialists feel it is a question of building a Federal State and, 
in order to remove all doubt, the resolution openly rules out any form of integration aimed at a confederat
ion of states; they also stressed the responsibility falling to the Commission, and invited it to make pub
lic its clashes with the Council, so that public opinion can be mobilised. It would be interesting to know 
the Commission's reactions to this, or at least those of his members who are nn the Socianst wing. (b) the 
structure of co-operation among the Socialist Parties. Here again the texts go as far as is possible: this 
structure should make it possible to take decisions which are binding on all the Socialist Parties. A first 
step was taken in this direction when reform of the Liaison Bureau was submitted for study. 

Of course, the resolution includes an important part devoted to the content of a Community policy. We 
will confine ourselves to observing that the Socialist Parties share formally the desire for economic and 
monetary union, and a willingness to accept "the resulting consequences for national sovreignty". But it is 
clear from the start that they are demanding that decisions be scrutinised by the Parliament. We note in pas
sing that the Socialist Parties have been intransigent with regard to dictatorial regimes and have ruled out 
any possibility of agreements with institutional content and consequences. 

This is all very well, but the problem remains of whether, having approved this document, the Social
ist Parties feel they have done their "European": .duty and if they will now, immediately afterwards, return 
to their political struggles at national level. The have issued a olic - how will the 1 it? 

We recall what Altiero Spinelli said to them: "We ow very we that the of po itical 
guidelines is worth nothing unless we have the instruments' for implementing them. 11 

(to be continued) Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~& ~Ll~ La,]-] ~0. ~~~ 
1 .;.. EDITORIAL: The Community, the Parties and the Trade Unio8s - (1) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Labour Party and the Trade Unions against entry - Socialist leaders to meet 
in Sweden - Conservative Under-secretary resigns - Mr Harmel in l&rael. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 858 (new series): 

3 - President Malfatti expresses his satisfaction to his colleagues about the work completed 
- Contacts to be established with the candidate countries during the interim period: the Comm

ission has made the necessary provisions 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 146.35 

4 - Four rationalisation groups in the German steel industry: agreements authorised 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 32.17 D/T 

5 - Memorandum on aid to development adopted by the Commission 
- Compensatory amounts applied to farm products at the German frontier: further increase 
- A reement between su ar corn ru1ies: the Commission sanctions incomplete declarations with a fine 
-EEC U.K.: meeting at Deputy leve 

6 - Trade relations with countries with State trade: towards more constraining procedures 
The President of the Council will meet the Political Co~mittee of the E.P. 

1 - Occupational training and the programme for work in the ~ocial field: a certain number of 
lines approved by the Council 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
8-9 - Community steel industry: new records for investments 
10 - Protest by the USA against some technical modifications to the rice market 

- France will proceed on Monday to catch up with European cereals prices 
11 Publications of the European Communities 
12 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1689 

EUROPE/Documents No 636 - Contents of the solution concerted between the European Commission and the 
Member States for putting an end to outbidding of aids in the central reg
ions of the Community. 
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EDITORIAL 

The Conununity, the Parties :and the Trade Unions (2) 

In writing whltt we did yesterday about the Congress of Socialist Parties, we did not in any way wtiiliJ\ 
to minimise or tinder-estimate the value and importance of the said parties' initiative 1;pwards European~, 
but solely to express our doubts about the objective possibility of passing Congress resoltuions 
political actions which have a real influence on Community policy t the where it is deci 
r.ied out, i.e. at the level of the Governments and the Community 
- It is possible that the steps taken by the trade;unions-are more concrete. They, at a certain point, 
were directly involved in Conununity action, and have gained experience which has sometimes been disappoinrg, 
sometimes traumatic for them. In addition, it is interesting to note that there have .been marked differenc s 
in their reactions. The fonnati:On...of the European Metalworkers Fede:ratibn ;in .. the Conuiitinity,·ip:, the context 
of the free trade unions (parallel to the formation of a European Committee within the Organisation of Eu 
pean Metalworkers, CMT) is a significant initiative, and Otto Brenner in his recent speech put the problem in 
very clear terms: "a European conununity conceived along the lipes of the principles in the Rome and Paris 
Treaties requires effective representatibn of workers by the trade unions." Mr Brenner this takes up a posit
ion on the Institutions, the content of integration and even on some particular problems (the European com
pany) and on the urgent tasks facing the unions (migrant workers, European contract policy, dispersal of trade 
union organisations). 

The need for the unions to be represented is felt differently by other central union organisations, 
especially those of a ~o-called 11Conununist tendency". We know that the two organisations of this type, the 
CGT in France and the CGIL in Italy, have formed a joint body in Brussels, that conunon Secretariat which has 
even received official blessing. But we also know that the two horses in thli:s body are not pulling equally 
and that, to put it bluntly, whereas the CGT, while being read to take account of the existence of the Com
munity, stresses all the factors separating it from the Community cf the in epen ent column by Mr Se~ ~ 

~ 11~_.Mmlde" for .July 2), the CGIL, while attacking the style of integration being carried out within the Com
munity, recognises that the problem of "vin a Euro ean and Conununit scale to workers' claims is for the 
Italian unions "a problem of cohesion" Didd Report to the Congress for trade union actJ.on held in Rome on 
June 21). The CGh. is trying to use the struggle for Europe as an instrument to achieve trade union unity. 
But for what· reason? One has the right to ask this because Dido ,', after recognising that the European union 
movement is "divi-ded by nationalism", cannot help repeating the :well-known phrase "getting round bloc polit
ics", in the name of course "of the indpendence and complete sov-reignty of all peoples". In'' Using .t~s, he 
is coming close to the ideas of the grand "European" of the Italian Conununist Party, Mr Amendola, in whose 
view the Community should stop being a discri~atory bloc and who thinks that it would be made superfluous 
by a conference on Ellropean security anyway. Those theories which ate furthest apart ••• 

1 
2 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY -:;2_q d\..t~ (cr=t-J l/0o~ ~ 
- EDITORIAL: "The Conununity, the Parties and the Trade Unions" - (2) 

- POLITICAL DAY: Opinion poll in Great Britain - Mr. Harmel"reminds the Israelis that the Six's 
document on the Middle East was unanimously adopted -,Mr. Harold Wilson: press unanimously 
against him - Marshal Tito re-elected as President -Norwegian M.P.s VJ.sit Europe 

DAILY BULLETIN No 859 (new series): 

3 

4 
4-5 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

l. 
n· 
12 

Groal of Independent Personalities will report to the Co~ssion on the economic, institut
ion and political implications linked with the eplarging of the competences of the E.P. 

- EEC/U.K.: agreement of principle on ·the general scheme of the "Membership Document" 
- Railways: re-organisation of the financial situation 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: New directives on the reform, o~ agriculture - Yount French farmers 

condenm. Mr. Pompidou 1 s statements - Premiums for the non-m(\.rketing of dairy products - Swi t
zerland stops imports of German eggs and poultry - Shrimp fishing in the Netherlands - Food 
~- . . 

- Public contracts: provisions of the Council for complete liberalization 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

-Social :security of migrant workers: modalities of application of the new system sent to the 
Council 

- Road transporters demand that provisions relating to driving times be made more flexible 
- Hearing aids: reply to question No, 134 from'Mr. Dittrich 
- New ECSC loan 
- Special rail tariff for transporting iron ore authorised 
- Investment projects of the British steel industry 
- International ~onference on the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes 
- Difference in the prices of television sets in the EEC; reply to question No. 117 from Mr~ 

Vredeling 
- Agreements in the sector of electric lights; reply to question No. 123 from Mr • Vredeling 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- Parliamentary Activity in the EEC 
- ECONOMIC lNTERPENETRATION No 1690 

EUROPI/Documents No 634 • The Socialist Parties and the Building of Europe 
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-r----EUROPEAN LIBRARY----., 
Books Which are sent to us and whose publication 

18eme onnH- No 8(f"".s.) 
Vendredi 30 juillet 1 ~~ 

is worth notin are reviewed under this headin tlf 
- PI~WERNER: Vers l 1Union Monetaire Europeenne, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne (9, C~ 
du Calvaire), 1971, 30 pages, 7 SF.- This is an account which Mr. Pierre Werher, President of the ~ 
bourg Government, gave in February 1971 in Lausanne on the plan for European monetary union. ~ 

- HENRI RIEBEN - JEAN MONNET - GEORGES A. CHEVALLAZ: jean Monnet, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, rl~ 
sannc, 121 pages,· 20 SF.- We shall return to this book. ~&I 

- Le tensioni nel mondo: rasse a strate ica 1970, Istituto Affari Internazionali (Rome), Societa editrice 
il Mulino Bologna , 137 pages, Price: 1,500 lire.- This -is the Itaiian edition of the study published by 
the Institute for Strategic Studies (London) under the tttle of "Strategic Studies 197011 • 

- European Community, Nos 7-8, July-August 1971, London Office (21 Ctesham Street, London SW 1). We part
icularly mention an article by Mr. Wilhelm Haferkamp on the energy pQlicy of the Six. 

- Comunidad Europea, Boletin mensual de Informacion, No 73 - Julio 1971, Brussels. 

- Bulletin de Presse du Centre d'Information sur les Communautes euro eennes ~reek edition, June 1971.-
In t e summary: Great BritaLD Great Europe; Declaration by President Malfatti on the occasionof the im
plementation of the generalised preferences; some facts about the social situation of the European Comm-
unities; EEC/United States; EEC/Latin America. · 

- GATT: Industrial Pollution Control and International Trade, qATT Studies in International Trade No l, 
Geneva,, July 1971, 29 pages. Price: $ 1.50 or 6 SF. 

- GATT: Trade 1955 to 1970 GATT Studies in International Trade, 
No 2, Geneva, SF. ' 

- L1Europeen, No- 115-1971, Brussels.- In the summary: A European talks to the Americans: Franco-Maria 
Malfatti; The match of the European firms; The world of health. 

- Communi dfEuropa, The modthly organ of the Italian Association of _the Council of the Communes of Europe, 
April 1971, Rome.- We mention a chronicle of the European assemblies, by Mr. Andrea Chiti-Batelli. 

- Paths to Pro ress Selected Addresses b Takeshi Watanabe, Asian Development Bank (Philippines), March 
1971, 10 pages.- This work groups together a dozen speec es given by Mr. Takeshi Watanabe, President of 
the Asian Development Bank. 

l 

Because of the summer holidays, the publication of the Editorials 
and of the European Library is suspended: it will be resumed on 

Monday 6 September 

SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The political groups of the E.P. will mee6 in September in Italy to hold "Study 
Sessions11 - After the Labour position: discontent and "non-aggression pact" - Mr. Wilbur Mills 
asks for protective measures - The "Document of the Six" on the Middle East 

DAILY BULLETIN No 860 (new series): 

3 - The Committee of Permanent Representatives will meet on 9 September 
3-4 -Enriching of uranium by gaseous diffusion: the U.S. offers its co-operation 
4 - Agreement restricting competition in the field of tube manufacturing: the Commission puts an end 

to it 
- Handicraft products: the quotas are only renewed for five months 
- Customs transit: towards negbtiations with Austria 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 

5 - Labour costs in European industry in 1969 
- Tomato concentrates from Greece subject to a minimum price 

6 Investment projects: a series of concerted opinions requested from the Counci~ 
- Agreement for the voluntary limiting of steel deliveries to the American market: Mr. Ferry's 

point of view 
- American steel industry: threat of strikes 

7 - Pollution of waterways: reply to question ~7 from Mr. Boersma 
- Mr. Schuster, Assistant Director General for technology and scientific research 

8 - E.D.F.: financing of ten new projects 
9 - Publications of the European Communities 
10 - THE WEEK IN EUI,IOPE 
ll-12 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1691 

EUROPE/Documents No 638 - An exemplary analysis of the relations between turope and the United States and 
their prospects 
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SUMMARY 

18hle annfe- No 861 (n.s.) 
Lundi 2 aoOt 1971 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

,2 - POLITICAL DAY : Is Comecon trying to achieve an "economic and monetacy union11? -·Australia and the 
changes which will follow the UK's entry into the Common Market- The leaders of several socialist 
parties have been meeting in Sweden. 

DAILY BULL~N No 861 (new series): 

3 

3-4 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 
9-10 

- The negotiations between the European Community and the !AEA for a verification of Euratom's con-
trol capacity may begin soon 

-Hr Dahrendorf has no intention of resigning 
- Hr Snoy et d 10ppuers to visit London 
- Products from the countries with state-controlled trade freed for import into the ~: list extend-

e 
- No steel strike in the United States 
- Road transport: driving times 
_;~AgricUlture in the British economy: main features compared to that of the Conmunity (1} 
- Japan: GATT study 
- BLEU: OECD report 
- Piib!ications of the European Communities 
- Weekly appendiX 
- ECON(MIC INTEIWmETRATION No 1692 

FlJROPE/DoCUDients: Address by Otto Brenner of the Metalworkers' Federation - No 635 
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8 A U X E L L E S 

Dlrecteur rnponuble • Atdeollur en cllel : Em-le GAZZO 
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mmMARY · @' 
- POLITIC~ DAY: A new direction for Swiss foreign policy? - A Eui'Opean &!rope with its own voic'T-. ,.a 

The policies of the new Dutch Government - Interparliamentary uiliOn: 59th annual Conference. ~· · 
1 

1;1.(..; 

DAILY BULLmN No 862 (new series): 'l 

3-4 - "Accession treaties": work on drawing them up may begi.n .in mid~p~er 
4 - Steel products from the East &l:ropean countries turned back by the Federal Republic of Germany 

- Rise in U.s. steel prices . 
5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

-British afi!CU1ture: better organis~ livestock fanning (2) 
- FI:ONQHC FINANCIAL NEWS 
- EDF: extra finance for the Owendo harbour project 
- urgent aid to Niger to combat the cholera epidemic 
- Does Malta want a revision of itl agre~ent with. the ColllllUility? 
- Anti-d@1inBi duties introduced. by Spain for imports from the ~ 
- Difficties of the paper industry: reply to question No 55/71 from Mr Vredeling 
- FI:ONQHC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- FI:OIOtiC INTmPF:U:'mATION No 1693 
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SUMMARY 

18""- annn- No 863 (n.s.) 
Mercredl 4 aoOt 1971 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

L------------------------~ 

2 - POLITIC~ DAY: Mr Heath on American protectionism - ~& P.tuitt ;i¥tain~t.;.a~4J.~c}...dill'. ~rapt! - Mr Coti'Ja 
de MurviD.e· ott··Ftaneo-Ge:nnan entente - Mr Malfatti: it is Utopian to wish to giv~ up the institut
lon81 framework of the Rome Treaty 

DAitl BULLETIN No 863 (new series): 
3-4 - The aircraft iddust;{ of the EEC countries in a second memorandum stresses the need 'for CG-Ofefa~ 

ion at European leve • Ll 
3 - EURosYNDICAT: 146.48 
4 

5-6 
6 

- Regional grants ipompatible with the Treaty 
- JiX!SC: new loan 
- @Iiht of establishment: hairdressers 
- Premiums for slaughtering of .cows and non-marketing of milk: report on results 
- Unease on the monetary markets 

- Commission memorandum on a Community development aid policy 

- COMPOSITE PRICE: 31.83 D/T 

7 - French petroleum monofoly: reply to question No 69/71 from Mr Oele 
- Belgian two-tier foreJ..gn exchange markeS system: OECD conunents 

8 - Publications of the European Communities 

9 - JiX!mOMIC INTmPENETRATim No 1694 
EUROPE/Documents: No 369 - Conunents on Herr Barzel's 4-stage plan for political union 
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18hte annfe - No 864 (n 
Jeudl 5 aoOt 1971 

® 
SUMMARY ~~ ~J 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Berlin talks: in final phase? - American aid to Greece - Pressure on It* to choose 
a colour 'IV system: question 237 from Mr Habib-Deloncle - Administrative staffs' bluepn.nt for a 
new society. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 864 (new series): 

3 
3-4 
5 

6-7 

7 
8 

- Community activities after the recess 
- Primacy of Community law over national law: Belgium Supreme Court of Appeal ruling 
- Trade policy: Memorandum of the Permanent Conferenee· of Ero Chambers of Colllllerce 
- Transport: variou,s events 
- CoDillunit rocedures for the examination in conmon of national bu ets: Repli.J,s to questions ll5, 

2 an 9 from Mr Vre e 1.ng an 37 from Mr Westerterp. 
- EF£ advanced technology exports: guarantees against rising costs. 
- IDONCMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1695 

BFX::AUSE OF THE &JMMER HOLIDAYS, PUBLICATION OF OUR 
BULLETIN IS SUSPENDED FOR TWO WEEKS. OUR NEXT BUL
tETIN WILL BE DATED AUGUST 23/24. 
THE NEXT EDITORIAL WILL APPEAR IN OUR SEPTEMBER 6 
EDITION. 
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SUMMARY 

DAILY BULI.f;TIN NO 86S ENew Series) : 

2 to 7 

18~me ann6e ... No 865 (n.s.) 
Lundi 23 aoot 1971 

7-8 A "historical" event: the :united Kingdom has been associated to 
the Community discussions on the monetary situation · 

8-9 

9 

Firm stand of the Commission on the American surchar~e tax on 
imports: Mr .Dahrendorf will take a stand tomorrow, uring the 
extraordinary session of the G A T T Council 
The US dollar is firm on the exchange markets 
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SUMMARY 

·DAILY BULLETIN No 866 (new series): 

2-3 

3 
4-5 

5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

~;....;;;==~~=...~;;...;;.,j~;;.;;;,.~~~:r=~r---.........--.;...;;;=~=....;;.;;~=&;;.""'F"~~-rt-.s in the GlTT 
- T e common agncu tur c011pensations at 

the frontiets 
- The interim EEC/Tilrkey .Agreement will come into force on 1st. September 
-Mr. Michael Pafiiser will soon be appointed Ambassador of the U.K. to the eo-unities 
- Mr. Borschette on an official visit to South America 
- ECSC public loans floated on the Belgian and Luxembourg capital JU.rlcets 
- Mr. J. Ferry and the American la;t; tax 
- Steel: proouction in July 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 31.83 dollars/ton 
- Fruit and vegetables: production in 1971 
- Weekly Echoes 1 

- ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1696 
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SUMMARY 

DAILY BULLETIN No 867 (new series): 

2 

2-3 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

The Council will not meet to resume the study of the monetary problems until the conditions for 
an agreement are obtained 
The United States make the suppression of the :surcharge on imports subject to th~ solution of 
the monetary problem 
EUROSYNDICAT: 141.91 

- Monetary Situation: latest developments 
- Modernisation of fann structures and prices on the agenda of the main activities in September 

AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Imports of tomato concentrates - Fishery products from Morocco and 
Tunisia - Complementary aid for private stocking of certain table wines - Intervention measures 
in the sector of beef and veal in the FRG and France 
Fixing of the correctives which will be applied to the trade in farm products at the frontiers 
of the Member States 
Economic cycle, according to. the "Brief Notes on the Economic Cycle in the Community" No 7 bl 

- Prizes and scholarships for studies on European integration 
- Common Market of the cinema: contents of the new proposals 
- Liberalisation of ublic works contracts: publication of the related texts 
.: ~' Japan an urn re a Lames: rep y to question No. 127 from Mr. Vredeling 
- ~EEC 1 s participation in certain projects of NATO: reply to question No 98 from Mr. Vredeling 
- The Caribbean and the future enlarged Community: reply to question No. 20 from Mr. GJinne 

ECONOijiC INTERPENETRATION No 1697 
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~ 
SUMMARY K 

DAltf BULLETIN No 868 (new series): (t 
2-3-4 - American trade measures: '!he .procedural agreement on the creation of the working party of .· 

GATT is not eliminating the differences of opinion between the EEC and the United States 11 
4 - Preparation of the new nmonetaer session of the Community Council fl 

- Monetary situation: latest deve opments 

5 

6 

7 

8 

- American steel ~orters against the 1«( surcharge 
- The UNCTAD and e monetary crisis 

11Textile denominations11 : Community provisions 
Industrialisation of the AASM and guaranteeing of private investments: answers to questions Nos 
162 and 160 fro~PL Mr. Dewulf 

- Freedom of estabfishment for 11 tax consultants11 : contents Qf the proposal 
- Administrative decisions taken lately by the Commission 
- The economic situation of Denmark according to the OECD 
- Differences of opinion between France, Belgium and the Netherlands about road transport tariffs 
- ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1698 
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SUMMARY 

DAILY BULLETIN No 869 (new series) : 

~3 
3 

4-5 
5 

6 
7 
8 

-Monetary Probleas: talks aaongst the Six 
- The Free Unions deaand a World Conference to solve the aonetary crisis 
- The floatin& of the p: and the latest developaents in the llOiletary situation 
- ~lopaent policy an criticisll8 of the Italian Government 
- Te CO!J)ensatory 81110\Ults which will be applied to trade in fara products at the frontiers of 

the F .R.G. and the Benelux 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION - National aids granted to Genun fa:naers exallined by the eo-:LssioD. -

The system of compensation applied at the frontiers since the fioating of the llh opinion of tile 
President of the "Bauemverband" - Organisation of the urkets for ~mtton and laab: reply to 
question No 99 from Mr. Vredeling- Obstacles in the F.R.G. to the importing of Dutch eggs for 
incubation: repky to question No. 78 from Mr. Vredeling 

- Success of the latest ECSC loans 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 3!f38 dollars/ton 
- Technical characte sties of aotor vehicles: state of the work relating to ha~sation 
- The week in Europe 
- ECmCMIC ~ETRATION No 16<)9 
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EDITORIAL 

The debate about institutions - Requiem for the "first E»repe 11 ?(1) 

The important German weekly "Die Zeit" published tw0 articles in its 9 and 16 July numbers with the res
pective titles! nneciine of the first Europe" and "European "&~rope", in which certain ideas were developed 
about the problem of the European institutions. To simplify as far as one can, one could say that the writer 
of these articles·considers that up to now, the integration of Europe has followed a schema heavily markc~ 
by dogmatism based on a scandalous disregard for national interests and fed by "romantic programmes". In 
order to progress from here, the integration process must take a new path, one which more clearly and effect
ively defends nnational interests11 • This path, though it may lead to a certain form of "Super-state" Communi t:y 
roles out any idea of 11 supranationali ty11 • 

As one can see, and as will emerge more clearly later, as they are analy~ed, these ideas are not new or 
original. They do not amount to a more or less summary condemnation of European economic a.Jd political integ
ration, but advocate·a certain approach, supposedly effective, realistic and modern, to the methods to be 
used in achieving this integration. 

These two articles have aroused a certain amount of feeling in European circles in Brussels and Bonn. 
This feeling has been translated into parliamentary questions and has become more acute as it has rapidly 
transpired that the writer of them, behind the pseudonym 11Wieland Europa11 , was Professor Dahrendorf, a member 
of theEuropean Commission. The accusations of failure and "regrettable weakness 11 made against the present in
stitutions and the statement that the European Commission 11deserves more compassion than respect11 , from the 
pen of a European Commissioner, have ,appeared intolerable in their enormity. It should be added that Prof. 
Dagrendorf 1 s articles took on a political colour in the German context: reactions came not only from CDU cir
des (a very vigourous reply was published under the name 11 Felix Europa", whO·:··. some take to be Mr Hall stein 
or someone very close to him) but also from the SPD side. Mrs Katherina Focke herself even stepped in, with 
all the authority of her post as Secretary of State at the Chancelle,nr. Some even more violent and direct re
actions have also been seen: a German weekly talked of resignations, and one MP openly proposed that Prof. 
Dahrendorf should be replaced by a Christian-Democrat Commissioner. 

Before ·going on to make a critical analysis of the ideas of W.E. alias Dahrendorf, and while notjng that 
most of them seem unacceptable to us, we should also remark that we disagree with those who talk of retract
i0n of the articles or of resignation. Firstly because W.E. is not opposed to the unification of Europe, but 
only the method followed up to the present in bringing it about. Secondly because, having always wished the 
European Commission to be a political body consisting of politicians, we have to recognise that it is the 
preserve of the politician to express ideas, even if they are not conformist ones. Thirdly, we have thought 
for a long. time that the debate about the future of the Community's institutions should be as wide as pos~
ible; it would be absurd to rule out of the debate those who are among the best qualified to speak. 

However, having as we do more respect than compassion for the wri·ter of the articles, we were surpri.sed 
at a certain superficiality of jud~ement in them, as well as a certain deficiency in information, which nec
essarily has led to serious errors in the overall political assessment. 

1 

2 

{to be continued) Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The deabte ab0ut Institutions - Requiem for the "first Europe'"? (2) 

The first methodological error, and a fairly serious one in the case in point, is committed by Wieland 
Europa when he lhmps together, generally in making a negative judgement, the institutions and their policies. 
It is true of course that a balanced institutional system should contain within ~tself the means for correct
ing a policy or the implementing of it. It would be wrong to write off an institutional system solely because 
some of its policy choices have been bad, or because the implementing of a given policy has run into certain 
difficulties. Yet this is what W.E. nonnally doe-s in his articles. Thus he condemns the ECSC because condit
ions on the coal and steel marl<:ets are completely different now than they were in 1951. Like many others,he 
seems to think that the purpose of the Treaty of Paris was to meet coal shortages -and to prevent Gennan heavy 
industty from fonning into cartels again. In reality, it was only an opportunity to start the six European 
countries on a process of integration which was to be, and in the event has been, irreversible, even if one 
leaves aside developments on the coal and steel marl<:ets. Even jean Monnet, who wrote that thj)s tre.aty was 
based on simple ideas such as that "resources belong to ·an and should be used to the profit of all 11

3 and 
that to achieve this, "there must be common institutions whose responsibility ·it will be to oversee .the whole 
and to decide what is best for the Community", recognised that some parts of the ECSC Treaty were out-of-date. 
But what has not become out-of-date but remains valid are the principles behind it, such as those we have 
just given and which we meet again and again on the road to integration: a pooling of resources and a sharing 
of responsibility over the way they are used; this is as true for the agricultural policy or the economic and 
monetary union as it is for the ECSC. 

Let us take the common agricultural policy as an example; which is an easy target for all .critics •. ID 
what country does the conceiving and implementing of an agricultural policy not arouse controversy and con
flict? And in what country does the choice of solution not have to take account of all the interests and socio· 
economic balances involved? W.E. becomes regrettably confused when he thinks he sees a trend towards "re-nat
ionalising" agricultural policy (this should in fact please him, since he advocates 11 a more vigorous defence 
of national interests). He does not see that the carrying out of a policy on structures in parallel with a 
policy on prices does not mean subsidies for one section or another, but rather a search for solutions which 
take account of the fact that the notorious 11 common interest11 is not something abstract and detaches from the 
interests involved, but is the result of an 11overall view" which is the right way for the Community to approacl 
matters. The result of an overall view which alone makes it possible to conceive of a redistribution of re
sources which is not an end in itself but an instrument to bring about changes which are in the general inter
est. One is tempted to say that the deep and constant motives behind the agricultural policy have escaped 
W.E., who has let himself be misled by surface phenomena. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The debate about institutions - Requiem for the "first :&!rope"? (3) 

18eme annee- No an (n.s.) 
mercredi 8 septembre 1971 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Wieland Europa was not able to resist the temptation to exploit one of the topics best suited to ridic
uling if not denigrating one of the aspects of Community activity. He attacks the exaggerated concern .for 
hannonisation, stressing the grotesque results this somet.imes produces: ensuring that jar of mayonnaise have 
identical labels, or the rules governing the free movement of mid-wives. It is a pity that a responsible 
figure should write like a reporter short of copy, thereby giving the institutional apparatus a caricature 

·image rather than· the one of a community whose task is to contribute to building a society in :&!rope which 
·is both modern and human. 

It is a pity because w.E. cannot be unaware that the origins of this hannonisation mania lie in the 
bureaUcratic and centralised structures of the national admini~trations. The Community does not invent new 
re~ations: it finds itslef faced with complex and sometimes contradictory sets of regulations, and it would 
fai in its main purpose, which is to remove all the obstacles to the free movement of goods, if it did not 
attack this undergrowth of regulations. Everyone knows that the growing technicality of nianufacturing pro
cesses and the imaginations of producers are together creating artificial obstacles to free movement~of goods 
and making illusory the idea of fair competition and the play of market forces. When one knows that the chem
ical composition of the sheathing round a cheese, or the shape of a rear-view mirror, can hold a product up 
at a frontier and prevent it being transported further, then it is unfair to criticise the effort at hannon
isation which is made in answer to the situation as it stands. In order to prove his point, W.E. should ask 
the national States, at the top of the list the one of which he is a citizen, voluntarily to abolish "il
liberal 11 regulations. But this would not square with the philosophy at the base;· of his "second :&lrope 11 , 

i.e. with a greater amount of. consideration for 11national interests". W.E. can have it either way but not 
both. 

This said, we support his criticism of excessive harmonisation, which must be combatted at both Commun
ity and national level; bureaucracies have a propensity for 11 feeding on themselves11 and for confusing the 
meanswith the end. 
---We have warned against excessive 11pe·rfectionism11 for a long time. We have even in the past quoted the 
example of the United States, where in several fields there are marked differences from state to $tate, with
out damaging political unity at Federal level. What must be avoided is giving the impression that European 
unity will be brought about through harmonisation of legislation, which overlooks the real problem, namely 
that of political power. 

(to be continued) 

l - EDITORIAL: The debate about institutions - Requiem for the 11 first :&lrope 11 ? (3) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Crushing majority against UK membership of the EEC at the TUC Congress - Mr .Jean 
Monnet criticises the Gennan position on the present monetary crisis - The GDR' s membership applic
ation rejected by the Inter-Parliamentary Union. - UK Government resumes campaign in favour of EEC 
membership. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 877 (new series): 

3-4 -The Presidents of the Council and the Commission define aims and limitations for Monday's meeting 

3 
4 

5 

6-7 
7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 
12-13 

of ministers. 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 136.99 
-Benelux ministers agree on maintainence of the EEC 1 s present monetary system 
- Mr Ferrari-Aggradi to meet Mr Barber 
- UNICE: position on the monetary crisis 
- P.re"Sident Nixon to ask Congress to approve fiscal_measures, which are strongly attacked in GATT-il.nd 

EEC contexts; the Job Development Tax Credit: question No 272 from Mr Fellennaier 
- EEC/Denmark: study of the main characteristics of Danish agriculture. 
- The Ministers of Agriculture to examine infonnally the monetary crisis and its effects on CAP. 
- E.I.B.: finance to modernise telecommunications in Western France. 
- ECONOMIC AND FIANCIAL NEWS 
- EDF and study scholarships: reply to question No 161 from Mr Dewulf. 
- Origin of tape-recorders exported to the EEC: reply to question No 190 from Mr Vredeling 

EEC policy on China: •question No 243 to the Council from Mr Berkhouwer 
- Plutonium: state of the market. 
- Symposium on radio-ecology opens in Rome 
- C{)IPOSITE PRICE: 33.17 
- German steel market: deterioration continues 
- IISI congress: agenda 
-Publications of the,European Communities 
- ECONCMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1707 
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The debate about institutions - Requiem for the "first Europe 11 ? (4} ,/l(fl!! 
After producing some examples to prove his point - the claimed failure of the JOC:SC, the impossibili 

reconciling the contradictOrY interests,of the Euratom members, the impasse in agricultural policy and e~ 
"renationalisation" of agriculture, the absurd mania for hannonisation - Wieland .Eutopa believes he has shm 
the bankruptcy of what he calls "the first &!rope". But he reserves his coup de grlce for the customs union. 
This, up to now considered as the "cement" of European unity, he now claims no longer fulfils t · s asic 

-ti.oni he belives it has become an empty thing, a fiction ure and s· le which is turned to the outside w 
Alluding to the solution being offered to the non-app icant EFfA countries of a 11 ree trade. ;Lgret!ment", W .E. 
writes that "the European Community no longer considers the customs union, which was its own starting poinii'Jrl 
as an element essential to its continued existence." It is odd that W.E. should think that the attaining o~ 
an objective should mean throwing it aside. It is in fact because to all intents and purposes the customs un
ion has been realised that the Community can now look beyond it. The 11first Europe" had to protect the cust-
oms union as it grew from outside threats because this was the only t~ holding it together~ Once it had 
started on the path to economic and monetary union and once the possibi:ity of political unification had be
come less unlikely, the Community was able to start thinking about opening itself more to the outside world. 
Its present posture is thus proof of its strength and not of its weakness, it is not in::·retreat but advancing, 
this is not failure but success. 

W.E. can certainly not be unaware that the "dreamers" and the "academics" (to use his own expressions} 
who founded the "first Europe" had exactly this development in mind. They lmew that what was unacceptable in 
1958 would become so once the trading personality of the Community has become finn. Starting from this posit
ion, the Community was no longer in danger of being diluted like the classic sugar lump in the cup of tea, 
or of being doomed to the ranks of an economy dominated from the outside. 

W.E. is right when he says that the economic and monetary union is the first courageous plan the Commun
ity has produced, one which, "even in its substance, goes well beyond the Treaty of Rome". \le:.does not suspect 
that in saying this, he is paying the best kind of tribute to the 11 first Europe 11 which, a little too super
ficially, he has undertaken to liquidate. The authors of the European treaties were periectly well aware of 
the fact that in 1951-52, as in 1956-57, it would not have been possible to include monetary questions with
in.the respo~sibilities of the Community. But they knew that the process of integration is, by definition, a 
dynamic process, and that the States themselves, once the time had come, would be obliged to accept the in
escapable consequences of this. The events of recent weeks confirm this. 'Proposing and carrying out economic 
and monetary union is thus not a matter of denying the past or of "filling a gap", but of persuing a road al
ready being followed. And of persuing it by a method which bears fruit if it enables the Community to set it
self new goals. 

Next week we will move on to the suggestions W.E. makes on this subject • 

.sUMMARY £t ~-NVV\.~.. L erg..\ 
1 - EDITORIAL: The debate about institutions - Requiem for the "first Europe"? (4) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Socialist Group in the E.P. calls for a joint attitude among the Six on the mon-
etary crisis - No British Minister for European Affairs - Mr Schumann in Hungary - Labour marl<:et
eers criticise leadership of the party - Swiss Federal Council on FEe and Swiss neutrality. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 878 (new series): 

3-4 - Reform of the international monetary sys_tem: suggestions for a "common position" to be submitted 
by the Commission .. to the Council 

4 - The agreement on self-limitation of EJOC: steel exports to USA denounced by EJOC: steel industry. 
- President Nixon puts economic programme to Congress 

5 

6-7 
7 

8 

9 

10 
lO-ll 
ll 

12 

- UNICE: position adopted on the monetary cns1s 
- Acti'On Committee for a United States of Euro e: Triffin report on the monetary crisis 
- EEC Norwa : study of the main characteristics of Norwegian agriculture. 
- Compensatory amounts applied to trade in farm produce: no change 
- Wine: Series of changes proposed for the market organisation 
- SOUth Korea and generalised preferences 
- Consultations between EEC and USA: reply -to question 94 from Mr Vredeling 
- Extension of bilateral trade agreements: reply to qpestion 168 from Mr Vredeling 
- German aid to the flour-milling industry: judged illegal 
- European and American gannent industries: joint position on trade problems 
- Fanning circles worried over the whole of Europe 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Consultative Committee of the JOC:SC: next meeting 
- New structures in the Gennan steel industry: decisions published in O.G. 
- Revising of dhapter VI of the Euratom Treaty 
- Gas diffusion: talks soon between USA and Community 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1708 

FlJROPE/Brief Notes No 312 - France. 
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K 
- Les Problemes,de 11Europe, No 52, Paris (j8, Av. George V) and Rome (Viale Platone 47), 1971.- This num~ 
contains documentation devoted to the problems posed by the relations between the EEC and Latin America. 
also draw attention to art.icles·on the French experiment and European investments iD Africa, the problem ow 
regionalisation in France, thought and opinions on a European currency, the trends of the merger. movement ·0 
in Italy and the role and action of the European Community industries. 

- MORINOSUKE KAJIMA - JACQUFS DE LAUNAU - VITTORIO PONS - ARNOID ~URCHER: Coudenhove-Kaler&i, le iionier de 
1 1Europe unie, Preface by Henri Rieben, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne (9 Chemin dU.C vaire), 
128 pages, 20 SF.- Four friends and collaborators of the founder of the Pan-European Union, Courtt Richard 
de Coudenhove-Kalergi, present this ex.ceptional personality. .,.. 

- EECs industri lolitik - Ett memorandum fran EEC-kommissionen till Miniterradet, March 1970, Industrifo~ 
bundets Forlag, 97l, 200 pages.- This translation of the European Commission's memorandum on the industrial 
policy has been published in a Swedish translation by the Federation of Swedish Industries, in collaborat-
ion with the Commission. ' · · 

- CLAUDIO CALVARUSO: Sotto proletariato in Svizzera, Coines Edizioni SpA (Roma, Corso Vittorio Flnanuele 337), 
1971, 181 pages, sewn, 1,200 lire.- This study on the 152,000 seasonal workers in Switzerland is aimed at 
approaching the problem from the structural point of view and at going into the many aspects in depth. 

- OECD: Computerised Data Banks in Public Administration, Trends and Policies Issues by UWE THOMAS, OECD 
Consultant, l971, 75 pages, Price: $2.25, £ 0.77.- This report- the first in a new series published under 
the title 110ECD Infonnatics Studies" :... is substantially devoted to the policy j,Bsu2s which are posed by the 
growing burden of work which the public administrations must face, as well as to the possibilities offered 
by modern technology for so~ving some of their data management problems. 

- Courrier de !'Association, No 9, September-October 1971, European Community (200, rue de .la Loi, 1040-
Rrussels).- This number of the review devoted to the EEC 1s relations with the AASM particularly analyses the 
industrialisation file: present situation, Community action, the financing of projects, the 11Guillabert11 

report an industrialisation, etc. We also draw attention to an interview with Mr. Andre Guillabert~ Ambass
ador ~f Senegal in France •. 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrift voor Europese Eenheid, No 9 - September 1971, Monthly review of the European 
Movement in the Netherlands.- In the summary: Interview with Minister Schmelzer, the storm about Mr. Dahr
endorf, linguistic problems in the EEC. 

--~= C!ourrier, July 1971, Geneva.- This number reports on the work of the Amsterdam Conference on elemen
tary particles and on the 46th. session of the CERN Council. 

- Comitato Na:z.ionale Energia Nucleare: Notiziario, July 1971, Rome.- This number is devoted largely to a 
~urvey of the EUREX programme. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: E.P. Socialist Group: problem of EEC Institutions - Christian Democrat Group: streng-

thening the Institutions - Mr Heath on parliamentary vote - Mr Schumann on European security. 

DAILY BULLETIN·No 879 (new series): 
3-4-5 - Council meeting on the monetary crisis: communication from the Commission 
5 -Hr Colombo gives 1taly1 s position on monetary reform. 

- The UK could not accept a substantial revaluation of the pound. 
-·Japanese industrialists and economic circles would like to reassure Europe on their intentions 
- E.I.B.: finance for the French steel industry 

6 - oint EEC Turke Parliamenta Conunission: next meeting 
- Tee ic armon1sation: cables, c ains and accessories 
- President Malfatti to go to Canada 

7 - Cereals: record crop 
- AGRICUL'ruRAL INFORMATION: COPA Praesidium: next meeting - Statements from Mr Cointat - Portuguese 

agriculture 
8-9 - Energy policy: new proposals 
9 - N~tiations with the IAEA on verificat~on of Euratom control functiPn 

- n rkohle AG": financia:l difficulties persist 
10 - IMF: annual report 

- 'Ff'O'NetHC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - FI:ON<MIC INTERPFlolETRATION No 1709 

FlJROPE/Documents: No 640 - U.S. and EEC positions on 10% import surcharge introduced by the USA. 
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EDITORIAL 

The institutional debate - The intergovernmental illusion - (lj if 
The monetary events which we have experienced since mid-August hav.e ence again laid bare the tot · 

impotence reached by inter-g~vernmental talks, whose very eharacteristic is that everyone tries to put f _ 
ward national g€llutiens (or concepts), and to impose them on their partners also. The impotence and con 
ion to which we are all witnesses and which were denounced lately by all the political circles and by ~ 
figures (the latest in line being Mr. Etienne Hirseh, in "Le Monde" of ll Septe!Dber). .. 

The present situation is the best answer to the theories which condeJDR the "first Europe" and advo_ ~ · 
ate the arrival of a "second Europe" which, having abandoned the "supranational illusion", would be based ~n 
intergovernmental reality. If Wieland Europa, whe has turned himself int€1 the spokesman for thes_e theories 
(although he then modified his statements)' had drawn tl:te. conclusion from his analysis that the machinery 
set up during these last twenty years has fulfilled the task assigned to it, but now needs to be adapted to 
the more advanced objectives of a political and monetary Europe, his· criticism would have been "credible" 
and constructive. 

In this context, he would no doubt have discovered the logical link which exists between the geograph
ical enlargement of the Community, its deepening, especially in the. monetary field, and its institutional 
development, which is becoming .inevitablec It is paradoxically true that, as W .E. said, insofar as European 
affairs have assumed more importance for the Member States,· 11 the latter have removed them from the Commiss
ion's sphere of influence or have dealt with them in other precincts". Alas, with the results we all know 
about. Mr. Pierre Werner (in his speeeh during. the study sessions of 5-7 May 1971) quite right~ remarked 
that the fathers of Europe had foreseen this development and this·danger and foresaw facing this by "accom
panying the development of the economic, technical and social objectives with an appropriate institutional 
development, strictly adapted to the concrete duties to be carried out by the Community". Obviously, they 
were less utopian and more pragmatic than the adepts of a "second Europe" which rather resembles a "pre
Europe"! Any institutional fetichism must doubtless be condemned·, but at tqe same time the rather too easy 
method which consists of paralysing the functioning of the institutions an~ of then condemning them precisely 
because of this paralysis should also be refused. 

W.E. has explained to us that in the States, there .is a real will to strengthen the Community, but that 
the existing Jnstitutions do not have the ability to translate this will.in~o concrete acts. This is a rat
her strange view. It would then suffice fer the States, which are the source of the powers of the Institut
iens, to give the latter the means to aet, starting from an overall view which they have of the essential 
interests of Europe. W.E. is net of this opinion: for him- and this is the essence of his "doctrine" - the 
path to follow is 'the "Oile indicated by the "Davignon fonnula", which would enable economic integration to 
advance, especially in Europe's relations with the outside world. · 

1 

2 

We shall examine the arguments on the basis of this view. (To be continued) 
Em.G. 

suMMARY ~ ~f>'"te ~b-.Qtr L c:r;:rt 
- EDITORIAL: "The institutional debate - The intergovernmental illusion - (1) 11 

- POLITICAL DAY: Future relations between Switzerland and the EEC - Mr Pompidou to speak on monetary 
problems on September 23 - Scottish Chamber of Commerce supports entry - Mr Schumann to go to Lon
don - Mr Pleven in Bonn - Visit to Bonn by Mr De Martino - Mr Bisheuvel writes to President Pompid
ou about the drug problem. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 880 (new series): 
3 - E•P.: Agenda for the session from 21 to 23 September. 
3-4-5 -
-5b 
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- Council meeting of Finance Ministers: guidelines emerge on refonn of the international monetary 
system. 

- Mr Malfatti addresses a messa e .. to Heads of State and Governments. 
- EEC UK: meeting of Deputies 
- GATT: The SpeCial Group draws up its report. 
- Traii'Sport of goods by road: tariffs and "Community quotas" 
- OECD: report on Austria's economy 
- Effi)N(i.uc AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Steel: production in August 
- British steel production 
- The USSR is ready to enrich uranium for all countries submitting to !AEA inspection 
-Mandate for Community/IAEA talks: towards agreement 
- Euratom: new research programme 
- Use of nuclear technigues in the leather industry 
- Ge·nnan steel industry: reduction in prices for reiforced concrete rods 
- World Bank: annual report · 
- Weekly appendix, 
- ECONrniC INTERPENETRATION No 1710 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

The institutional debate - The intergovernmental illusion (2) t~ 

In his articles, Wieland Europa showed himself as being particularly enthusiastic about the "Da~o~ 
formula" as an instrument for arriving at a unification of Europe not only in the political field, but 8.1~, 
in the economic field. · 

One of the arguments which he presented in support of his view (he repeated it in his statements to~ 
the journal 11 Publik11 of 20 August) is that this formula has enabled the adoption of documents. (including . Q 
ene on the Middle ·East) which the Community as a whole would not have been able to adopt. This argument is 
of no value: the subjects which are dealt with by the Davi~on formula do not come under the competence of 
the Communities: it is impossible to say what might have happened if the Communities had had a general polit
ical competence and had adeqUate institutions for this! 

Probably, those who were most surprised by W.E. 1s statement according to which the Davignon formula 
"is the most important step which has been taken Uiitil now towards the second Euro.pe" are precisely the skil
ful diplomats who put. this famous formula down on paper. The latter was in fact the fruit of a difficult com
promise, and even those who contributed to keeping it at the lowest possible level justified themselves by 
saying that this was only a first, and necessarily modest, attempt. Nevertheless, it is true that the Davi
gnon Report contains a chapter devotee to the revision and improvement of the co-operation. This comes to 
the same as sa~g that the formula in question is, by definition, insufficient in relation to the aims which 
it proposes for itself. It is better than nothing at all, and this is why it was accepted. 

According to W .E., this formula has the advantage of being "international" and not "supranational11 , 

which would lead the parties concerned to commit themselves more seriously than would have been the case 
with a supranational mechanism. This is a rather strange idea. In fact, this preference could only be expl
ained by the fact that the decisions taken outside the Community framework {or in general outside a supra
national framework) are less irreversible and that one can 11uncommit" oneself if the circumstances or nat
ional interests advise this. It would be difficult for us to admit that this represents progress. According 
to W.E., another advantage of the Davignon fonnula is that it enables "direct discussions" and that nobody 
can appeal to the Treaties to block the discussion of interesting subjects. In fact, it is easier to discuss 
something when one knows that one is not forced to reach a constraining decision. But the role of a polit
ical institution is not only to hold debates, but to hold them in relation to decisions to be taken. We can
hot see why the governments might be prepared to make decisions and undertakings in the context of the Davi
gnon formula and might refuse to do the same in that of institutions of the Community type. The problem is 
possibly that.of the extension of the competence of these institutions, to prevent anybody at all from being 
able to appeal to the Treaty to block the decision making process, and that of appropriate control of the 
~t of veto, to avoid blocking of another, but no less harmful, type. The Davignon formula can offer noth-
ing such as this. (To be continued) 

Em.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The 
sUMMARY ILL ~+eY\1\~,..--- tC(tl t-Jo. ~\ 

institutional debate - The intergovernmental illusion (2) 11 · 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Palliser, ijri_tish representative to the EEC - Mr. Luns and the future of 
Europe - The Eurepean Liberals and the University - According to Mr. Enoch Pow'ell, the U.K. will 
not join the EEC -Mr. Harmel in Sweden 

DAILY BULLETIN No 881 {new series): 

3-4-5 - The Council has defined the broad lines of the Community position on the reform of the inter-
national monetary system 

5-6 - Mr. Barre in the Economic Collimittee of the E.P. 
~7 - Towards the extension of the articles of the joint Enteryr.ise.iaid down in the Euratom Treaty 
7 - Impact of the American measures: the Commission prepares its communications to the Council 

' .,. Spanish steel production 
- President of the Economic and Social Committee in Norway 

8 1- Statutes of the J.R.C. personnel: report by Mr. Rossi to the E.P. 
- Structural Mecqanics in Reactor Technology: lst. Congress 

8-9 ' - The Ministers of riculture and Mr. Mansholt meet today in Italy 
9 :-EEC U.K~: meeting at Deputy level 

i - oatlllg 'CUrrencies and cus.toms value: Community measures. 
1 

- Ambassador Bomassei informs the applicant countries about the monetary discussions. 
10 I - Coal mining and coke production 

[ - International symposium on applied radioecology 
ll : - UNCTAD: the Community refutes certain criticisms 

1 

- EFTA: trade . 
I - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

1.2-13 ' - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1711. 
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EDITORIAl. 

The institutional debate - The intergovernmental illusion (3) 

According to Wieland Europa, the only possibility for achieving~~conomic and monetary union 
lies in the application of the "Davignon fo:nmlatt in this field. The reasons for this are not clear, since 
the Davignon fonnula in no way concerns national sovereignties, whereas the econom:i,c and monetary union can 
only·· be completed by- the pooling of these sovereignties. The explanation .for tliis lies perhaps in the ~on
ditions and criteria which W .E. considers essential. for the formula in question to be effective. Firstly, 
he considers that the fonnura-should be promoted to the rank of a doctrine (in other words, the abandoning 
of the pragmatism ·on which its main merit is based). The ministerial meetings to be held from this new in
stit\ltional viewpoint (the "second Europe") should also (a) take place regularly, and have·as their aim the 
adoption of decisions; (b) be regulated by an adequate.machinery, which should be' instituted; (c) the dec
isi0ns reached by the meetings must be constraining and machinery must be instituted to have them carried 
out in the Community; (d) these decisions and this machinery must be subjected to effective control. 

All this is almost improbable. !.:!· condemns the existing institutional system. Then he advises adop
ting the.one.de~ined by t?e "Davign~ formula". Then he considers that.the la~ter requires some adapfat~on, 
with ·a new to 1. ts effect1. veness • · F1nally, he ends up by suggesting .. a system .. lihich resembles the one exl.st
ing at present like two peas. The only important difference is, apparently, that the meetings of the Minist
ers-are called symposia and that, obviously, the majority rule has finally been laid aside. 

We are still _very far from the original view of the second Europe which W .E. promised us when he so 
elegantly demolished the first Europe! 

We do admit, howe\rer, that W .E. does develop certain details which can be considered as a positive 
contribution to the institutional debate. But these are su~estions which are in no way original, or rather 
whose usefulness is doubtful, or which are of minor importance. . 

The first of these suggestions concerns the automatic extension of the Parliament's competence to all 
the.new activities which the Community undertakes. W.E. is perhaps aware of the fact that this extension of 
competences must be earried out for alL the institutions. This is the great problem. 

Anether suggestion which is not originaL and whose usefulness is doubtful: the appointment of "Mini
sters of Europe" who would. replace (?) the Foreign.Ministers wh~ are technically incompetent, and the Perm
anent Repres~ntatives, who are politically incompetent. 

The other suggestions to be discussed, but which do not concern the heart of the problem, are: the 
unification of the departments of the Commission and of the Council~-the abolition of·the ttweighty fiction" 
which is the collegial principle in the Commission, and the location of the Parliament's headquarters where 
those of the other Institutions are located, etc. 

We shall try to d~ conclusions from our analysis tomorrow. (To be continued) 
Em.G. 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

Let us . try to draw conclusions from the critical analysis which we have made of the ideas expr;.il' 
ed by Wieland Europa apout the transition from the "first" to the "second" Europe. 

But firs-tly, we repeat that, in our opinion, W.E. must not·be reproached for'having spoken out, bu 
rather for the ideas· which he has expressed. Nor can-lie be reproached for having expressed, as a member 
the Commission, rather unorthodox ideas. Firstly, because he took care to formally different ate etween· 
political identity and his identity as a European Conmission member• And above all because criticism-of 
methods, even if it co11es from inside the system, must not be rejected· a priori. Semeone who agrees to b 
ome a member of the European Commission doubtless subscribes, in principle, to a ·certain view of Europe an 
of how to build it. The Commission is, as Mr. Altiero Spinelli .said, ·in his metaphorical but concrete tum 
of phrase, "the leader of the European lartf. But we all know that the ideas and sentiments of the Commiss
ion members on this point are not exact y t e same. If Mr. Dahrendorf, for .it is finally he who is involved, 
had contributed new, positive and useful ideas, they would have had to be accepted as a valid contribution •. 
even if t~ey were not »orthodox". 

Having said this, we think·it necessary to summarize our remarks as follows: 
1) In the "first Europe", there are political decisions, machinery and customs which deserve criticism and 
for which reforms should .be envisaged. But W .E. has not provided- the ·slightest proof of the failure of this 
first Europe. The second Europe, which for Ui:rs only the continuation, with larger means, of the first, is 
giving itself objectives which. will be attained because there is a fund of achievements which is providing 
the impulse towards even greater achievements. 
2.). W .E. wants a Europe in which "national interests" can be better expressed and affinned, and wants to do 
thi'ii""DY replacing 11ColllltUnity action" with "co11111on action". Apart from the disagreement over denominations, 
rt-the basis of his sentiment there is total see ticism re ardi ;what is called colllllon interest or Cemmun
ity interest. Does this exist? he asks. Our answer s at o course t s common terest ex sts: t e great 
problem is to succeed in,defining it and for everyone to have the political will to tum it into their own 
interest. This is the grfiat change. W:i;thout this great change,. there·is no Europe, and the occasional coin
ciding of national interests whiCh W·;E-. proposes could open .the way to interesting combinations, but it will 
block the wa~ to Europe. 
3) fGr a moment, W .E. caught sight of one of the ·real. problems of the· moment, but passed it by. This problem 
lies in the fact that the very development of the Co~ty results in a paradoxical situation: most of the 
~blems which must be tackled are now outside the technical eo etence of the Institutions. The latter have 
done their duty, and have achieve w at t e Treaty recp re o t em. e1r aut ori ty s questioned because 
they have no direct control over this vast field: the urgently needed reform consists of extendin~ their 
eo etences and of ivin them. the additional means for exercisi them. This is the problem of t e econo-
mic and monetary union, an · s is t e pro em of researc • s w.1 ·.also be the problem of political urui..,. 
fication tomorrow. This is, finally, the problem of a European Government which governs. This Government 
should naturally be inspired-·by collllllOn interest, and it is incon~.hable (and practically inachievable) for 
it to overlook or ride roughshod over the vital interests·of the ~ember States of a real Community. 

(The End) Em.G. 
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. . ·Books ... which. are '.sent to us and .whose .publication· 
is worth. noting. are reviewed· under this headin . ['~ 

- ERIC STEIN: Harmonization of Euro ean Com an Laws, National Reform and Transnational Coordination-, The ,,£1\ 
Bobbs-Merrill Company Inc -(Indianapolis-NewYork, 1971, 558 pages, Price: $· 22.50.-. For· an· account· of thi~ 
interesting analysis of the. harmonisation of .. company laws in t~e Europ,an Community_, thanks to the reform 
of natio.nal. legislation and Community coordinati.on, cf. our item in the Economic. Interpenetration section. 

- HELMUT RITTST1EG ·: ··Rheinschiffahrt im· Gemeinsamen Markt, Eine Untersuchung zur Kollision ~iachenstaatlich 
Rechtsordnungen; Nomos Vedagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden, Federal Gel11Uiny), 1971, 86' pages·, hardbacked, Price 
12 DM .... The relations between· the tran11port policy of the· EEC' and· the· internatiomil system ·for the navigat
ion of the R.lrlne is the subject~ of.. this, .study, .which particularly examines the counteraction of the Treaty 
instituting. the EEC.and.the.Mannheim Agreement. of 17 October 1868, which was.revised·in 1963. 

- JUERGEN EGERER: Der Plillige~ahrleistungsanspruch, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden), 1971, 136 paaes, 
hardbacked,.Price: 19.80-DM.-:- Can.a citizen .. who has sufferred damages because.~he State has .. changed or aban
doned a plan demand.compensation?.The various aspects o~ this problem are examined in this work. 

- HOMER G'. · ANGELO: Protection· of the Human· Environment --First· Steps Toward· Regional Co-operation in Europe, 
taken from an articleappearing.in the.quarterly review The International Lawyer, published by the American 
Bar Assoc~ation •. This is extracted from pages 511-526 of the July 1971 edition, 

- ANDREs· DAVILA: Libel Law- and the Press, International Press Institute, Zurich, 1971, 143 pages.- This con
tribution to the preparatLon of common rules for a general code of. conduct for journalists examines and com
pares the legislation concerning libel in eight countries. 

- La Suede dans 1 'Europe 1971, Published under the patronage of the Ministry- of· Foreign Affairs· of Sweden, 
Stockholm, 1971, 104 pages.- Eight eminent figures from Swedish· life, including·Mr. SverkerAkstrom, Chiet 
Negotiator of the Swedish Government· for- the· contacts with the EEC·, analY"Se·various aspects of Sweden,'s rel
ations with Europe. "Co-operation and detente. are the requirements of our geographicaL situation, of our 
economy and o! our culture~', .notes Prime Minister Olof Palme in the Preface,· 

- L'Europa, Roma (Via Emilia· 47), of 30 June 19'7L- In· the summary~· The new headquarters· of· the European 
Movement, the monetary· union, Wilson· and Europe.No. of 15 July 1971: In the summary: The Social movement and 
the Right; A common foreign policy, by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo; From the first to the second. Europe~; by Wieland 
Europa; Second stage, not second Europe, a reply by Mrs. Katharina Focke. 

-La Revue Nouvelle, Monthly review, 1050'-Brussels (35, Rue van Elewy·ck), September 19·n··edition.- Three 
art1cles on changing agriculture form the· "d·ossier"section· of this· number. It also contains a portrait of 
Jacques Leclercq, who died on 16 July last and was the man who inspired the team which founded the review, 
an article on the scientific policy as well as numerous brief notes and chronicles. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe between Churchill and Heath - (1) 

We had intehded to<t.Ij. 1;o draw some conclusions,from the ColiiiiUility point of view, from the moneta~ 
e'Vents of this summer and to take stock of th.e situation. after the disappointing {but useful) meeting. of . 
Ten in London. . 

But we shall have plenty time in which to discuss this topic, especially since the Ministers of the , 
meeting in Brussel~ today to examine the consequences of the American measures on the Community's trade ' 
economy 1 may have something to· say about the matter in this context. · · 

Today we feel we should not pass over in silence the celebration. held in ZU~ch on Friday to commemorate 
the speech given there by Winston Churchill twenty five years ago (on 19 Septemb.er 1946, to be exact); in 
particulat we should not ignore the speech given by Mr Edward Heath on Friday, which seems to us to have been 
a very positive element in the very uncertain political Climate passing over Europe today. 

It seems to us significant that this speech should have been given ilL the very heart of Europe, and at 
a time when Chancellor Brandt was talking with Mr Brezhnev beside the Black Sea. We do not of course have the 
slightest doubt about the finnness of the Gennan chancellor's dedication to Europe (and it is not impossible 
that the new foundation stones laid in the Ostpolitik will before long find a counterpart in new steps f~ 
ward in the context of the economic and political construction of Western Europe). But it is right that we 
should un.derline the new dedication to ~e whiCh emerges from the British Prime Minister's speech and 
which now joins the comad.tments already e by others. 

And &!rope has great need of this, since the moment is fast approaching when Europe must produce all its 
moral strength and dedication in order to win, not battles or territory,. but peace for itself, i.e. in order 
to strengthen its own personality and unity for the time when it will take its seat at a European security 
conference. When this time comes, Europe will either be able to express its own individuality or disappear 
for good. And it is all too clear in what quarter efforts are being made, sometimes sounding like a siren's 
song, to prevent this individuality defining itself opening out. Very recent news items (cf our "Political 
Day" on Friday and what the "Sunday Telegraph" has just published) merely confinn an already well-known fact. 

Before analysing Mr Heath 1 s speech, we must recall that when Winston Churchill immediately after the 
War spoke of .a "United States of Europe" 1 he was inviting &!rope to unify itself without committing his own 
country to this, .as he had already made clear in 1930 ("We are with &!rope, but not of it"). We also note that 
while Churchill supported the building of Europe when he was in Opposition, his party,· on returning to p~r 
tried rather to destroy it until its pragmatist "converSion" in. 1960. This we point out in order to recall 
that there is a very great.:difference between Churchill 1 s Europe and Mr Heath's Europe ••• 

(to be continued) Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe between Churchill and Heath - (2) 

18~e ann.Se- No 886_(n.s .. ) 
mardi 21 septembre 1971 

BULLETIN QUOTIOIEN 

The speech which Mr Heath gave in ZUrich, even if one leaves aside the inevitable rhetoric contained ilt 
such open-air c·ommemoration speeches, included important, clearly expressed political colllllitments relating to 
specific points. These are as follows: 
1) I see no reason - Mr Heath said,- why the enlarged Community should not work out a common West European 
policy, and decide ·together upqn the means for carrying that policy into effect. 

By saying this, Mr Heath has gone much further than the usual cautious commit,merits which a head of a 
government makes on such occasions. He doest not speak of "consultations" or "co-operation". He talks of a 
colllllori 'policy. He does not say that it would- be "desirable", but that there are no reasons in the way of it 
being put into practice. It is thus, in Mr Heath's view, possible for there to be a European foreign policy 
(in an enlarged Community): all that is needed is the will to create one. 
2) Mr Heath adds: "It seems to me inevitable that progress towards a common foreign policy will be accompan
ied by increasing cooperation on defence." The shading here is important. Mr Heath does not talk of "common 
defence" but of "increasing cooperation". We know that he is in favour in the long nm of the creation of a 
"European deterrent", but he knows also that the problem is far from being worked out and that opinions are 
still divided on the subject. He knows that the problem is a complex one, linked to the defini\:ion of future 
relations between Europe and the United States. European defence does not necessarily entail a European nuc
lear deterrent. At all events, the link between a common foreign policy and a common defence policy is clear, 
and this is not the first time that Mr Heath has pointed it out. 
3) The Prime Minister was also clear on present monetary questions: "We have to develop a new (monetary) sys
tem ••• in which Europe will play a major role." He did not say what kind of monetary system this would be (in 
this context he could not reasonably do so), but he adds that Great Britain, as a member of the Community, 
would support progress towards the creation of an economic and monetary union. This is a fundamental c()mmit
ment: Mr ~in the Community Council meeting yesterday said that it was fundamental. 
4) Mr 'Heath welcomed the idea put forward by President Pompidou on August 18 for a "European summit" of the 
countries of the enlarged Community. The idea is gaining ground. In Mr Heath's view, this summit, which would 
have to be appropriately prepared, would be to discuss the future of Europe. Circles close to Mr Heath are 
mentioning the beginning of next year as a possible date. Could one not be held at the same time as the ac-
cession treaties are bein si ed? · 
5 One ast point to be mentioned is on institutions. Mr Heath repeated the formula which is already a fav-
. ur,i.te of his, referring to institutions which develop "in response to policy needs" on not on the basis of 
theoretical blueprints. But he pointed out that these institutions will endure "only if they take account of 
the democratic basis of political power in all our countries." This is a precise indication about democratis
ing the institutions and about their validity .to .take decisions, and as such is worth going into in detail. 

· (Concluded) Fln.G. 
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La ...... nt bulletin 6tant reaarve au dastlnatalre abonn6, la reproduction ou dl::~;:~:ureusement lnterdJte sans autorlsatlon i)r6slable. L I R A D J ft( 
An apPointment of great political significance ~\I{~~ l \ 

Small events sometimes. take place which all of a sudden assume great political signi£icance and whic~ 
by forcing in~Uviduals to adapt their actions to them, can be the origin of events oi fal'-reaching import}~ 
ance. ~ 

One of these small events (we do not yet lmow if it is fonnally confirmed, but we will consider it 
such) is the appointment of Mr Christopher Layton as chief )rivate secretary to Mr Altiero Spinelli (to~~ 
place Mr Gianfranco Speranza, who died prematurely recently • . ~ 

Mr Christopher Layton is a British citizen whose commitment to Europe and whose special competence in 
the .fields of industrial policy and the development of a European teclm.ology are· very widely known. But it 
is not our place here to write a panegyric on Mr Layton 1 s qualities; there is in fact no need to do so. The 
important points about this appointment are in our opinion: 
a) that for the first time in the history of the Communities, a European Commissioner has chosen as his chief 
private secretary a person who is not a citizen of the country he himself is a citizen of. This is a major 
decision, the responsibility for which is clearly that of the Commissioner himself, and which must take ac
count basically of the competence of the person chosen and of the confidence which the Commissioner places 
in him. This particular choice is erfectl in line with the commitment to Euro e to which the Commissioner 
subscribed in accepting his office. T s oes not mean that t e appointment o a 11 ore~gner" as chief sec
retary shoUld become a rule, but it should not either be an exception. By his decision, Mr Spinelli has pro
vided proof (if proof indeed was needed) that his 11Europeanism11 is not just a fa~ade, and that the concept 
of "foreigner" should not have a place in the Conmnmity. 
b) that for the first time, the choice has fallen on a citizen of a count~ which is not a member of the Com
munity (he is thus doubly a "foreigner"). Here again, we must stress the ~ortance of this courageous act, 
which is of evident political significance. The entry of Great Britain into the CoiiiUunity - which is general
ly considered as already a fact - must be translated into concrete actions before even all the diplomatic and 
legal fonnalities have been concluded. History does not wait, and realities to not allow themselves to h.e 
held up on the threshold. As has been the case over the recent monetary events, the presence of Great Brit
ain as the .side of the Six, within the Conmnmity, is a reality whose full accomplishment must be helped along 

We feel that Mr Spinelli should: be congratulated on his political act, which i;s in line with the inter
ests of the Community and with our idea of the political personality of the Commissioners, even given all 
the differences arising out of temperament and political origins. 

We would like to add a personal note. The appointment of Chr.istopper Layton is without a doubt the best 
tribute that could have been paid to the memory of Gi.anfranco Speranza; who died so prematurely. Friend Sper
anza would have approved of this appointment, which brings to Mr Spinelli 1 s side a person who is not only 
competent., but also a member of the same party: the European party. 

Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: An appointment of great political significance. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Danish elections - Conservative Party motion in support of entry -Differences con-
tinue between the west and east Gennans - U .N.: General Assembly opens - The Mayor of Brussels el
ected chainnan of the Union of EID Capital~}{r Hannel in Austria. 

DAILY BULLETIN ~o 887 (new series): 
3 - Professor Georges Vedel to head the group of independent figures 

- FIJROSYNDICAT: 130.56 
3-4-5 - Plenary session of the European Parliament: The Parliament calls on the Collllllission and Council to 
-6-7 roduce the necessa 11Commwrit res onse 11 to the international moneta roblems -Long speech by 

7 
8 
8-9 
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10 
11 

Mr Ferrari-Aggradi.- Statements by Mr M fatti and Mr Barre 
- EEC/Norway: deputies' meeting · 
- Pakistan's worries about its exports as a result of the enlargement 
- E&:/Canada: a procedure for periodic contacts may be considered 
- FisherieSulroblems in the context of the enlargement 
- &:~ Con tative Committee.: next meeting 
- Renewal of the Basle Agreements on the Pound Sterling 
- OE£D: Worldllg party No 3 to meet in October 
- ECON<MIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

12-13 - ECON<MIC INTERPENETRATION No 1717 

FIJROPE/Documents No 641: The Policy advocated by the European Commission for the Textile Sector 
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~ Public opinion and the political unification of Europe• 

To what extent should governments be influenced in their actions by the sometimes contradi~to ,~ 
variable, trends shown by public opinion? The question is a controversial one~ but there is a fairly · con-
sensus that a deeper.and more finely-tuned knowledge of what the public is thinking~ how their thinking 
developing and of the ways in which the public reacts to certain ,events can help governments to make p~ 
al choices, both from the point of view of following trends in public opinion in order to gain its sujiG/ 
for government policy and of meeting in time the fears and hopes which the public has. ~ 

We recall the existence of this problem solely because, at the present time, 'the European gove ·. 
doubtl,ess need precise indications about how the public has reacted to recent events. It is clear to · s 
to several other observers, that, as a result of the influence of these events, public opinion in Eu is 
now, more than ever in the past, rece tive to the idea of a olitical unification of Euro e of an affirmat
ion of Europe's personality. Whet er it is ecause of a ac of confidence in t e scope or action which the 
national authorities have, or as a result of an awareness that European cohesion is needed to face up to 
threats from outside, the citizens of Europe have at present, more than ever before, the feeling that the 
only way out of the present difficulties must be sought through the creation of a European political power. 

This "intuitive" knowledge of how public opinion is developing has been strikingly confirmed by a· sum
mary of the results of a poll which appeared on our desks this morning; this was a public opinion poll taken 
in France by SOFRES between September lst and 7th (i.e. after the monetary events of the summer and after the 
national reations shown in the Council of Ministers meeting on August 19). Here in brief are the basic points 
of these results: ' 
1) Asked whether they were for or against the political unification of Europe, 77'out of a hundred of those 
cpestioned said they were for (30 very much in favour and 47 fairly favourable), lO were against and 13 had 
no opinion. We note that in April 1968, the number of those in favour was 97~ (though that poll was of those 
aged 15 and over, while the recent one covered those of 21. and over). 
2) Asked whether the EEC countries should have a common policy towards the rest of the world, 77% still ans
wered yes, with only f:J!, against. 
3)The replie.s were more shaded but also significant when a choice between a national and a European solution 
to certain problems was proposed: 
a) 56% were for and 25% against replacing the French currency with a European one. 
b) 46% were for and 36% against replacing the French anny and 
c) 34% were in favour and 47% opposed to replacing the French Parliament with a European Parliament (which is 
fairly natural, since it is through th.eir·Parliament that the public think: they can express their opinion: it 
is however significant that those against came mainly from the ranks of the Communist Party and the UDR, whil« 
amongst the non-Communist Left there was a majority in favour). 

Without wishing to extrapolate the meaning of:"thes figures too far, we feel that our governments should 
meditate on them, at a time when everything ·seems to be combining to bring about a resolute choice of Europ- . 
ean solutions. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY ~--~ "S..e~n'"! b--e·r \Cf.Cj-1 t-Ja .. gg"'& 
1 - EDITORIAL: Public opinion and the political unification of Europe. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Colombo also pronounces in favour of a European summit - Press conference by & 
Pompidou -

DAILY BULLETIN No 888 (new series): 
3-4 - Plena Session of the Euro ean Parliament: The 11 Dahrendorf Affair:. 11 

4-5-6 - E.P.: Reso ution on the economic and monetary situation- harmonisation of legislation on liquid 
meters: approved;- support for aid to producers of cotton bolls. 

6-7 - Regional Policy: preparations for the next ad hoc Council meeting 
7 - EF~/IAEA: The Community informs !AEA of its intention to negotiate agreement on Euratom controls 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
8-9 - Policies to be followed in the face of the monetary crisis: The Commission invites the Council to 

approve a series of guidelines. 
9 - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
10 - Compensation levies at frontiers in Community agricultural trade: new increases 

- Export to third countries of certain dairy products 
- Mauritius asks for association with the EEC 
- Mr Deniau to go to Norway 

11 - UNCTAD: end of the Council meeting 
- Mr Dahrendorf to visit several Latin American countries 
- Mr R.Rifflet the new Director General for Social Affairs 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1718 
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18~me ann~- No 889 (n.s. 
vendredi 24 septembre_liD 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN . 

- White Papers of .Japan, 1969-1970, Annual abstract of official reports and statistics of the Japanese ~ 
emment, Edited and published by Japan Institute of International Affairs, Tok1o., 1971, 462 pages.- q:l\ 

This vo ume constitutes a precious work for consultation and will mainly· give readers a precise.' de 
of all the aspects of social, political, economic and cultural life in japan, on the basis of scientif' 
prepared information and accompanied by a large amount of statistical material, a vast bibliography . · 
series of analyses of the results of public opinion polls on various subjects. The volume is completed •. 
a pla of the organisation of the Japanese Government. 

It will be difficult for all those directly or indirectly concerned with any aspect of Japanese 
to go without reading this richly documented work. 

- 6ATT: L'e:xpansion economigue et le commerce exterieur du Japon de 1955 a 1970. (Exact title in English un
known), Et~des sur le commerce international, Geneva, July 1971, 59 pages, Pric~: $2.- Among the subjects 
dealt with are the changes in the patterns of growth during successive periods; the prospects for future 
growth; relations between production and trade in goods in japan.and particularly the transition from large 
labour intensity products to large capital intensity products; and finally, japan's position in the world 
economy. 

- Revue de la Societe d'Etudes et d'Expansion, No 246, May-June 1971, Liege (12, avenue Rogier). Among the 
studies of a European and International nature, the following can be noted: Some aspects of the Monetary 
Union by Mr. C.L. van Zuylen (Bank Mees & Hope, Amsterdam); The reform of the international monetary system, 
by Mr. S.Toros (Financial Adviser, Lausanne); Against protectionism, by Mr. R. Brinckman (Warburg-Brinckmann1 
Hamburg); The clock industry· and European integration by Mr. Ch. M. Wittwer (Swiss Chamber for Clocks and 
Watches)~ 

- Socialismo '70, Nos 29-30, June-july 1971, Napoli (Via Generale Orsini 30).- We draw attention to two art
icles by Mr. Andrea Chiti-Batelli: Europe and the monetary storm and the. 110stpolitik11 seen by a federalist. 

- Raymond Kitsch: La croissance de l!economie lux.embourgeoise, Cahiers economiques No 48, Service Central 
de la Statistique et des Etudes economiques, Luxembourg, August 1971, 250 pages.- The .'study stresses the 
profound changes in the Luxembourg economy during the last two decades. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 8-9, 1971, August-September 1971, Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 22).- We draw part
icular attention to an article by Mr. Wilhelm Haferkamp, Vice-President of the European Commission, who stre
sses the importance of the internal strengthening of the Community for the near future. 

- Comunita Europee, No 8-9 1971, August-September 1971, Rome, (Via Pol(,29).- The enlargement of the Conunun
ity does not imply its dilution into a free trade area, notes Mr. Altiero Spinelli, in this numbers' editor
ial. 

- HMARD ANGERMAN: La peche en Norvege, published under the patronage of the Norwegian Foreign Ministry, 44 
pages.- This pamphlet stresses the economic and social importance assumed by fishing for Norway. 

- GATT: International Trade 1970, General Agreement on Tariffs and. Trade, Geneva, 1971, .' 217 pages, Pmce: 
$5.- For a summary of the report, cf. Bull. of 21 September, page 11. 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 -POLITICAL DAY: Assembly,of the Council of Europe: nex.t session- Mr. RipponJhas met Mr. Colombo~ 

Enlarged summit: support of Bonn - Belgo-Austrian talks: conclusion 
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-Community achievements planned by the end of the year 
- "Agricultural" Council: examination of the consequences of the monetary crisis for agriculture 
- I.M.F.: Annual Assembly 
- International Association of Former Officials of the European Communities: Symposium 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Pre aration of the Accession Treat and other texts by the Community and the candidate countries 
- EEC Denmark and Irelahd: negotiations at Deputy level 
- J .R.C.: Account by Mr; Caprioglio 
- Prelimina draft of t.he Euratom pluriannual research programme 
- EEC Iran: examination of the ways and means for developing reciprocal relations 
- To s ori inatin in Formosa: limitation of free movement 
- EEC Austria: negotiations for an agreement on the application of the Community transit system 
- UNO: the EEC would like to be admitted to the 2nd1Commission of the General Assembly 
- InStitutional development of the Community: reply to ~uestion No 1?4 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Protein needs of the world population: reply to qhestion No 205 :.from Mr. Vredeling 
-Notice to Community suppliers of certain chemical·products 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: state of work 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1719 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr Pompidou and &!rope. 

At this point in time as the great monetary debate is opening in the IMF, though little can be~..e .c~ 
from it bar the fixing of a certain order of priorities among the problems to be .. approached in a spin t o 
co-operation (Mr Schweitzer said today in his opening address that it is a question of whether the achic-v -
ments of the laJt quarter century are to be consolidated or destroyed), it is worth re-reading some of t.l~ 
!ltatements made by. President Pompidou at his press conference last Thursday. Present monetary problems w1 . 
. ilealt with extensively in these statements,. with remarkable··.clarlty ·Jltld at a sufficiently elevated leve I. f, 
the traps of falling into pure teclmicalities to be avoided. But for the moment it is not his treatment ~' .. 
l'lpecific problems which we would like to look at so much as the explicit or allusive comments he made wit i' " 
may help us to discover what continuit_y and coherence there is in the President's line on l!hropean pol i<:~ 

We note in' the -:first place that although Mr Pompidou 1 s comments do not contain any indicat.ion that Tie 
has moved away from the positions he adopted at the Hague Conference, they do not either provide us with Hny 
clear indication that - as one might hope there would be - there exists as pa~ of his policy any will (stif
fened as a result of events) to give Europe the new · Ulse she needs to stren then her resence in the world, 
.to attain which it is nCJt enough to hold "common att1tu es" ut or c t approp ate structures mu:-;t be 
created. In other words, these wise but cautious CODIJlents from Mr Pompidou do not give evidence of the ~ 
political impulse, the need for which is being felt more or lessr.e1erywhere by public opinion in l!hrope. 

In spite of all this, there are some positive elements which we can note. 
a) Mr Pompidou reminded the French people again how much their prosperity is linked to the existence of the 
EJ!I:: 11I would like the French people to realise that our economic activity depends largely on international 
trade, especially intra-Community trade, and that it is therefore !inked to »J.rope and the progress it makes." 
Of course, "economic activity" is referred to here, but we know how important this is to the President of the 
French Republic ••• 
b) Mr Pompidou wishe<J. to remove all doubts about a supposed "French hegemony" in Fllrope, though he spoke rat
her of Qalance than of the matter in a frankly Community context, and once again put the stress on economic 
aspects. He wished to assure the French that "we can involve ourselves in &!rope in the certainty of being 
neither master or satellite, but a full partner," which hints at equal coexistence within the Community. "At 
all events," he added, "France does not claim to control Europe, either the Europe of ~ix or still less the 
Europe of Ten. We feel that to be viable and solid, such a construction must be built;:of balanced components." 
c) In addition, without stres~ing the point but at the same time putting it in a non~.:;:.the.,..lf'.S.S .signific#l)lt 
way, President Pompidou pointed out "the ve useful role" la: ed b the Euro ean Commission 'J_irt :tliis as in 
so many cases". And he called on it to " e propos s11 , i.e. to exercise its ri t o initiati-v-e. And this 
is a good thing. 

We will come back tomorrow to the other points worth noting. 
Em. G. 

1 
SUMMARY ~'"1--~~ vvt 6-e y t0o,. '8 ~ () 

- EDITORIAL: ''Mr Pompidou · and Europe" • · 

- POLITICAL DAY: Mr Manlio Brosio awarded the Medal of Freedom - :o;eror Hirohito visits £urope -
The Danish government res1gns - General election in Belgium on oveliiber 7 - Mr Hehri Brug,mans made 
an honorary citizen of Bruges - Mr BreziUiev returns to Moscow - Mr Droeschel' leaves the E.P. · 
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DAILY BULLETIN No 890 (new series): 
3(10) - I.M.F.: Annual Assembly 
3-4 - AgricUlture Council Meeting: consequences of the monetary crisis, prices, modernisation of farn1s 
4 - France favours an agriculture section in agreements with the non-applicant EFTA countries. 

- Denmark ca:tls for a rapid solution to the fisheries problem 
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- Draft Community budget for 1972 
- The CESL asl(s for effects of the monetary crisis to be looked at by the Penaanent Committee on Em-

ployment. . 
- Effects of the American measures in the field of development aid 
- Mr Genton elected Senator, leaves the E.s.c. 
- Court of Justice: Case 18/71: Commission considers that the ban on export taxes creates rl.ghts for 

private indiViduals . 
-Legislation on pharmaceuticals: reply tor question no. 174 from Mr Dittrich 
- New freeing of i~orts of steel products from the countries with state-controlled trade? 
- Raw steel product1on 
- I.M.F.: Annual Assembly (continued from page 3) 
- Weekly Appendix 
- ECON<J.IIC INTERPENETRATION No 1720 
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EDITORIAL · cY"" 
Does Mr Pompidou really want to give a new impulse to the economic and monetary union? tiC~ 

European circles in Brussels have shown some satisfaction following Mr Pompidou' s statements about ~ 
ing the economic and monetary union. Some seem to think that there is now a more positive assessment in ~ 
Elysee now of the proposals from the Commission. By this we mean all the C01mnission 1 s proposals, includin~ 
those which have areused instinctive reactions from among some nostalgic people. We would like to think· . n 
In fact, the will expressed by the Commission and the Community, if one is to believe the discussions an • \l 
stateme~ts df 13 and 20 September, is directed towards an acceleration of the economic and monetary union. 
This acceleration is not an expedient or a last resort but the most effective means to meet the situation 
such as it is following May 8 and August 15. It is also to be the spring-board for a general boost which is 
,the only thing which will enable the Community to produce the overall political response expected of it. 

Mr Pompidou, however, said on this subject: "And what about Europe? Well, once the international system 
has been re-established, then Europe will be able to play its economic and monetary union trump card, and it 
should start now to prepare for this. 11 All those who are aware of whilt is happening know that this preparat
ion has been going on for some time, and that this stage has even been left behind. The Werner Plan has not 
only been translated into formal proposals, but into Community decisions, or at least in part; instruments 
already exist and machinery is ready to start functioning. It could be a little late to wait for the monetary 
system to be re-established, by which time the card to be played could have lost the trump value it has. 

We also note that, in Mr Pompidou 1 s view, we must "resolutely develop economic collaboration between the 
partners in such a way that the Community currencies do not merely have a fixed rate with regard to the rest 
of the world, but that they have fixed and stable rates among ~ach other supported by healthy and balanced 
economies." This is a healthy view, and we think that the clear priority .given here to the economic aspects 
rather than the monetary ones is becoming steadily more inevitable, even if it is to be tempered by the fam~ 
iliar idea of "parallelism". 

But the man who desires the end must also accept the means. Does Mr Pompidou accept them? This is the 
whole problem •. An allusion which he made to the need for the Committee of Central Bank Governors to administ
er reserves jointly,and to possess an organ through which to do this, exited some commentators, who saw this 
- and probably in good faith - as a c~ncrete proposal at last, perhaps the only one, and one for which Mr Pom
pidou deserved the credit. Yet everyone knowns that such a setup has been in existence for some time already, 
not only as part of the Werner Plan (preceded by the Barre Plan) but also as part of the Commission's prop
osals and the Council's discussions; and that within the Council , it was even suggested that this European 
Fund should be set up in the first stage of the e~onomic and monetary union. We are glad to see Mr Pompidou 
adding his own warning of caution - which is not without its place here - over such plans, and let us hope 
that the problem is now tackled ,of putting them into effect. This is what really matters. 

Yet we still have a few comments to make. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY Q~ ~~YYlbev- (4Cf-J ~0 ~ &-q I 
1 - EDITORIAL: Does Mr Pompidou really want to give a new impulse to the economic and monetary union? 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: New Dutch delegation in the E.P.~- The E.P.'s UDE group meets in Venice- Mr Rippon 
in Rome - Mr Rosenthal given responsibility for European policy in German Finance Ministry - A Soc
ial Democrat minority government in Denmark? 
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- The Finance Ministers of the Six meet in Washington 
- The 11 Agriculture 11 Council reaffirms the bsic principles of the common agricultural policy. 
-The monetalt situation has adverse effects on alYaspects of the common agricultural policy 
- E.s.c.: ful session 
- FUnds needed to finance regional development; inforination report to the El£ 
- Disadvantages of 11 tied!1 aid: reply to question.l66/71 from Mr Vredeling 
- E.I.B.: loan floated worth 400 million Luxembourg francs 
- EEC K: session at deputy level 
- EEC Ireland: negotiations at deputy level 
- IMF: Annu Assembly 
- PUbrications of the European Communities 
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The future of Europe and Mr Pompidou' s silences • .. 

To conclude the few remarks which. we have been making, from a purely European point of view, on tw 
ject of President Pompidou 1 s press conference of 23 September, we note the following: · 
1) Mr Pompidou' s' "European" image has not tarnished. It can been consolidated. In the view of the Fre~s-
ident, the Community, the enlargement of which is without much doubt already a fact, is an irreversib -
ity, and the French should adapt to this while trying to catch up their economic 'lag behind their part Ge!'-
many. The Community must in fact be a balanced whole, which is the precondition for its hanging toget . d 
be without the slightest hint of hegemony or the smallest danger of breaking down into leaders and sa ~ s. 
Anyone can have their own conceptions and maintain them {"it is better to isolate oneself than be isola d11 ), 

but the end-point must be common positions and a common front vis-a-vis the rest Qf the world. 
2) Mr Pompidou has not however given in to the easy temptation of making himself a standard-bearer of an em
otional and sterile anti-Americanism, though this has .not prevented him from objectively pointing out the 
"shortcomings" which have led to the present situation. 
3) From the technical point of view, especially in the monetary field, Mr Pompidou has confirmed that Fr~ce'.•· 
pMition, though it has remained firm on some principles, has evolved to a mar!red degree on several impo~-
ant points. It is wnough to quote the widening of fluctuation bands, recourse to SDR's as major element in 
monetary reserves and in international liquidity. He did however stress that parities should be defined in 
terms of· gold and not of SDR's, as the majority of the Group of Ten would like. He agrees that a European 
unit of account should be adjustable, and stresses that priority must be given to economic collaboration. 
4) What Mr Pompidou said about a possible European summit has given rise to interpretations which do not, to 
us, seem quite accurate. He did not push the· possibility of such a· suliunit- into the .remot.e future. When he 
spoke of a summit of the "enlarged Community", he no doubt meant - as the realistic and pragmatic statesman 
he is- that after the accession treaties are signed in:December, the Community will be enlarged in fact if 
not in law and that - as long as certain procedures as adhered to - the decisions which could be taken at such 
a summit could only be so with the participation of the new members (which one can call the "candidates"), 
because they {the decisions) will apply to them as much as the original members. 
5) One must regret on the other hand that Mr Pompidou, when speaking of this summit, did not at the same time 
raise the real problem, which is that of the political and institutional future of the Community (Mr Heath 
did this in ~Urich recently). A summit which was limited to discussions about exchange rates or even the def
ining of a "monetary personal'ityn for the. Community would misfire, since it would not be able to overlook the 
fact that such a personality can only be defined in political. terms, and that this entails the beginning of 
serious talking about a form of Community which would be a valid partner in global dialogues. 

Let us hope that Mr Pompidou 1 ssilence on this point cannot be interprete.d as a refusal to recognise this 
reality. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY ~(\ uptewno-e_ y- l ll9-1 No\ (?C(2. 
1 -EDITORIAL: The future of Europe and.Mr Pompidou 1 s silences. 

2 POLITICAL DAY: W.E.U. Assembly: preparation of the plenary session- Mr. Royle in Bonn- Emperor 
Hirohito in Belgium - Mr. Deniau on an official visit to Norway - The C.B.I. discusses European 
problems with Dutch employers - ~r. Rippon: prices for food products will not increase as much 

. as expected 
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- The transport policy will be given a boost at the Council of Ministers of 12 October 
- Mr. Coppe will present the social repercussions of the monetary crisis to the Standing Committee 

for Employment 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 130.01 
- The German Government challenges the intention attributed to it of wanting to isolate its agricul-

tural market 
- Malta has formally asked for an enlargement of its present agreement with the EEC 
- An extraordinary session of ·the EEC/AASH Association Council has been asked for by the Assoc-

iated African States 
- EEC/Argentina: towards the signing of a trade agreement 
- Greece asks for a session of the Association Council 
- Fishing grounds: German reactions 
- Tariff guotas for 1972 provided by the EEC/Spain agreement 
- Imports of urea from developing countries 
- Tariff 1guota for Israel 
-"Steel": new medium-term research programme 
- Dissemination of knowledge: new technique 
- Multinational uranium enriching plant? 
- Rulers, tape measures: harmonisation of technical legislation 
-New International Tin Agreement: Commission's recommendation 
-·Protection of the environment: reply to question No 173 from Mr. Oele 
- Freeing of public works contracts: reply to question No 197 from Mr. Califice 
- Steel imports from countries with State trade 
- Steel: world production 
- Scrap: partial and temporary suspension of the ban on exporting to third countries 
- COMPOSITE PRICE': 33.17 D/T · 
- I.M.F.: Annual Assembly 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 172~ 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe and Moscow 

We recently devoted a commentary to the speech given by Mr. Edwa:nl Heath in ~urich. This speech ~JIII'"·~ 
us as being a European speech; a courageous speech and one which was not solely concei~ed of for .sho~~J~ 
tactical ends, but in a long-term perspective, and this it was. It is, moreover, tn this perspective 
British membership of.the Community, and the enlargement of the latter to all the free and democratic· 
ions of Europe have a historical meaning and constitute a necessity going be~rtd the purely economic oE 
tives. · · 

It now seems to us extremely significant that the most hostile comments, which sometimes reached 
~olence rarely attained, came from the Soviet Union. The Novosti Press Agency particularly.distinguished 
itself lately, and it attacked both the Zurich speech and· the one which Mr. Heath gave in London·to the 
Atlantic Associationr . 

All this is very significant and explains, much more than any long reasoning, why Great Britain has 
for some time become the main objective, both direct and indirect, of the diplomatic action and the into~ 
icating action which the Soviet Union, with the more or less enthusiastic aid qf its satellites of the 
Warsaw Pact, is carrying out regarding the enlargement of the Community and its progress towards political 
tmificati6n. The Soviets know that if this progress were to be too fast, they might soon have to f~ce, at 
a hypothetical European security conference, not a belligerent bloc, whtch no~dy in the West want~, but a 
coherent desire for peace. They knoW{ that they will not for long be able to nurtu:r.·e the hope of forcing 
each of the Community countries to negotiate the essential problems of trade policy separately and that they 
will not for long be able to take advantage of the outbidding carrie out necessarily by the Western coun-
tries· among themselves. : 

•tbo:Ye all, they know that they do not have much time at their disposal, and this is why ther are mob-
:.lizing ail the :forces available, including "diplomats" who particularly assume this task. · 

It seems t~ us that rarely has the prospect ·Of a 11 pan-European11 policy 1>een defined with so much clar
ity, realism and in such a peaceful spirit as Mr. Brosio did in his very receht speech in Ottawa (text pub
lished in our "Atlantic Documents"): "We cannot hope to establish healthy, stable and confident relations 
with the Communist world if we are not assured of the existence of the solid unity of the Western European 
countries, supported by their allies in North America". 

It is therefore up to the Soviets to let us .know, by their acts and not by their propaganda, whether 
they want the relations between East and West to have a 11healthYJ; stable and confident1i basis, as we do·. In 
this case, it would be in their interests to see Europe unite economically and politically and acquire its 
own personality. Naturally, they should then abandon any plan, whether real or hypothetical, for consider
ing the Western countries as .•• potential satellites. Em.G. 

- EDITORIAL: "Europe and Moscow" 
- POLITICAL DAY: Mr Brandt willing ta meet Mr Malfatti to discuss a summit -

coming to Brussels - The political consequences of enlargement of the EEC: 
2 

DAILY BULLEI'IN No 893 (new series): 
3-4 - Three-~r Euratom research programme: Commission's proposals 
4-~ - A spee ~ g utt the last phase of membership negotiations judged necessary 
5 - E.I.B.: lOO · lion DM loan floated 

- E,.s.c.: full session 
- For a meeting of the EEC/AASH Council: favourable reaction from the Six 

Three ~lster ministers 
rep" y Sir J. Rodge rs. 

- Economic situation survey among company heads 
- Customs tax in postal traffic within EEC: reply to question !2i_from Mr Vredeling 
- Council agreement on a number of ~riculture dossiers 7 
- If parities are adjusted, the Comm1ssion will propose transitional measures for agriculture 

3 - 1972 quotas for Maltese products 
- E.D.F.: favourable opinions on 8 development aid projects 
- The sulphur problem discussed with a Canadian delegation 
- EEC aerospace industry compared to that of the UK ~d the USA 
- ECSC industrial conversion grants 

9 

- Coal ;roducers to meet the Commission 
- Speci ECSC levy: record year 
- No .Japnese-American talks on textiles inthe near future 10 
- Revaluation of the Yen? 
- IMF: Annual Assembly 

11 - ~rgpean Parliamentary Activity 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No l723 and supplementary reply to question 334/70 from Mr Oele 

PlJROPE/Documents No 642: Mr Spinelli 1 s project for reform of the European Institutions. 
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18~me onnfe - No 89 
Vendredi ler octobre 

MARIO PEDINI, Africa armo dieci - Incontri e momenti africani, Editrice La Sc\lola, Brescia, 1971, 252 ~ 
Price: 2~200 l~re.-

Mario Pedini, at present Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, is a well-lmown figure in 
pean circles, if only for ~s activity as a member, since 1959, of the European Parliament, as Committ · 
Chainnan and Rapporteur. Ml-. Pedini has particularly devoted himself to the pro~lems of the association tli 
the Africah ~d :Malagasy States, and, during numereus v~'8i1;s..:t(h these countries, he was able to see this 
African rea.Ii ty which is being born of the end of colonialism, but which. rust net . risks coming· under the 
effect· of a more or less disguised neo-colonialism er into the many traps which accession to independence 
poses for countries whose history has sufferred from such complex vicissitudes and whose traditions are . 
received with different feelings in the younger generations. In this volume, Mr. Pedifu 1.presents the fruit of ' 
these meetings and the results of his thought: beyond the European-African problem, what is concerned is the 
human duty of the Europeans to try, as Mr. Pedini say, to fi.ttd man wherever he, is, and t0 find, in man, the 
sign of the divine. It is therefore under the sign of a brotqerhood to be conquered that this work was Con-

----EUROPEAN LIBRARY---; K 
worth not' are reviewed under this headin 

ceived of and written, and this is not its least merit. · r ~ 

- REINER SCHMIDT: Wirtschafts olitik und Verfassun - 6rund robleme Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Bad.en-Baden; 
Federal Gennany), 9 , 2 pages, 55 DM.- T e re at1ons etween t e State and the economy, and particularly 
the constitutional principles governing the economy, are the subject of this book. The first part is devoted 
to ~atyry and principles of economic policy and the constitution of the F.R.G., taking account of the 
problems posed by the relations between the Federal State and the Lander. This study has been submitted as 
a thesis to the Faculty of Law of the Unive.·sity of Wllrzburg • 

...:. WILFRIED SCHAUMANN: Volkerrechtliches altverbot d Friedenssiche , Berichte - Referate - Diskus·s-
ionen einer Studientagung er Deutsc en Gese lsc aft fUr Volkerrec t, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Bad.en
Baden), 1971, 352 pages, Price: 70 DM.- The introductory reports, speeches and discussions of a symposium 

~on the prohibition of the use of force and the efforts towards maintaining peace at international level, 
fOrganised by~he Gennan Society for International Law, form this book, which is of great actuality for 

Federal Gennany because of the signing of the Gennano-Soviet Treaty of 12 August 1970. The last chapter is 
devoted to basic questions concerning a European security system. · 

- HELMUT GOING - JOSEPH H. KAISER: Plan V 0effentliGhrechtliche Grundle der Unternehmensverfas , 
Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden , 1971, 3 4 pages, Pr1ee: 3 DM.- T is boo ~ne u es e reports and 
speeches of a symposium organised in Autumn 1969 at Regensburg (Germany) on the public law aspects of the 
fonning of firms. Discussion was not limited to the problems posed in Federal Germany, but also took account 
of the particularities of France, Italy, Austria, Great Britain, the United States, 'Yugoslavia and japan. 
We particularly draw attention to a speech by Mr. Fritz Hellwig on the organisation of European co-operation 
in the field of research. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: E.P.: Special session with a view to a European Summit? -The UDE Group opposed to 
anything resembling an assembly system - Unreserved support of Luxembourg for a European Summit -
Irwin/Malfatti meeting - Mr. I.uns assumes his functions in NATO - EEC/UK: the Charmel Islands 

DAILY BULLETIN No B94 ~~ew series): 

3 - The Community prepares to approach the United States 
- EEC/Poland: negotiations on cotton texfiles 
- Regional problems: Council of Ministers on 20 October 

4-5 - CoDDllunity "Liberation· List": new extensions 
S - The economic situation implies the urgent need for calling a minist~rial session, Mr. Malfatti 

stresses 
- Agreement on "International Textile. MachiDery Exhibitions":t favouraJ;ile decision 
- Community Policy for sea-ports and Bremen 

6-7 - Die-stuffs agreement: long debates in the Court of justi-ce 
8 - Fast breeder reactors and question No 330 from Messrs. AJams and Oele 

- Know-how concerning the enrichment tlf uranium 
9 - State of the Community studies on incomes policy: reply to question No 200 from Mr. Vredeling -

Right of vote of the Dutch Comnrunity officials: reply to question No ·186 from Mr. Vredeling -
Common transport policy: reply to question No 147 from Messrs. Posthumus and Seefeld - Trade in 

skimmed milk poWder in Italy: reply to question No 142 from Mr. Vredeling 
10 - I.M.F.: Annual Assembly 
11 - The Week in Europe 
1~13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1724 
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EDITORIAL 

A European summit - what would it deal with? (1) 

18eme ann.§e -No 895 (n 
lundi 4 octobre 1971 

1 
The idea of holding a summit conference soon among the countries of the enlarged Community is beginn~ 

'to emerge from the realm of abstract speculation into the field of definite prospects. A certain amount . 
. psychological preparation has already taelm place: the origin for this has lain .in ·the monetary stonn whi 
has been shaking the·west for some months now. But one cannot deny that a summit devoted solely to monet~ 
;c:pe~tions is hardly conceivable given today's political situation in the world. It is interesting to not. ~ 
:that Mr Malfatti, .who has fully realised that the Community is directly concerned in this matter, has lU.tn 
adopted the idea of a summit conference artd has launched and repeated'. the idea in his letter to the heads 
of state and governments, in his statements to the Council on Septemher.l3 and 20 and in his Speech to the 
;E.P. cm September 22. To the Parliament he said that 11it is not simply a question of continuing to defend 
our legitimate interests with vigour in the short tenn ••• It is a question of having the capacity needed to 
draw up a clear-sighted overall strategy for Europe which will contribute to a better organisation of inte~ 
hational affairs." 
l Mr Podtpidou, in publically expressing his agreement in principle to the holding of a summit, added that 
it would have to meet merely to exchange declarations of intent, but would have to take dectsions. Everyone 
hopes this will be so, but we lmow that normally, the aim of summit conferences is to make clear the polit
ical will to act in a certain direction, the role of the action and the execution of it being left to the 
appropriate authorities. It is natural for things to happen in this way, but there is also a danger in it, 
namely that the decisions which were thought to have been taken a the highest political level remain stuck 
at the stage of being declarations of intent because of the "viscosity" .~f the decision-making machinery and 
the advanced resistence developed by the "responsible" autho-rities. 

This is due to the fact that up until now, one fundamental decision, one which could be considered as a 
pre-conditions, has not been taken, namely that of gradually transferring to the Community authorities - i£ 
need be, authorities adapted to the tas~ - the questions which the summit decides are from now on the subject 
of common insterest and which require the implementing of a common policy. A large part of the difficulties 
being met by the process of integration in Europe reside precisely in the fact that the fields which are a 
inatter of common i~terest are extending and growing all the time (whith is natural), whilst the governments 
continue obtinately to keep these outside the powers and responsibility of the Community. 

Each time a summit takes decisions aimed at unblocking the Community machinery (perfecting of financiaL 
system, opening of enlargement negotiations), the Community Institutions start moving again and the result is 
p6sitive. On the other hand, when a summit dictates certain guidelines in a matter which remains outside the 
effective province of the Community, these guidelines come up against the resistance inherent~in the inte~ 
governmental system and are prevented from making headway. This is one of the reasons why the economic and 
monetary union did not get off the ground as it was supposed to have done. This is only being realised now. 
One therefore has the right to ask what goal a further European summit would be aimed at. 

to be continued Em. G. 

SUMMARY L\_ (5 C~\?-ev l t:t.TI 
1 - EDITORIAL: A European summit - what would it deal with? - (1) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Labout Party against membership - CDU: Election of the new leader - Norway 
and the Common Market - Mr. Schumann to visit Dublin - Marshal Tito to visit the United States -
The Emperor of .Japan's European voyage - Assembly of the Council of Europe: opening of the work 

DAILY BULLETIN No 895 (~ew series): 

3 -"Standing Committee for Employment": third session 
- Enlargement of the Community: problems of sea-fishing 
- The E.P. will examine the Council's report on the economic situation 

4 - Agreements to be negotiated with the neutral countries 
- Talks between the Presidency of the Council and the Presidency of the E.P. 

S-6 - E.S.C.: approval on the whole of the proposals submittedlfor its opinion; amendments asked for 
in the fiscal and insurance sectors 

- Policy for youth: on the agenda of the Political Committee of the £.P. 
7-8 -New common system for the EEC 1 s imports from the GATT countries: Commission's proposals 
8 - Urgent aid for Mauritania for the fight against cholera 

-Restrictions on the exports of Community products: Commission's proposal 
9 -Agriculture Committee of the E.P.: the compensatory charges on trade ih· farm products 

- Special Agriculture Committee: problems posed by the compensatory ch~rges on trade in farm 

10 

11 
12-13 

products 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Iron ore: state of production 
- Steel imports of the United States 
- Weekly Echoes 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1725 
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EDITORIAL 

A .European ·S\UIIJDit -what would it deal with? (2} 
11The sununit on Euro e' s identi as defined b its external relations';. This definition of the n~ 

European summit was suggest t0 us by an eminent dip omat, o as uneeasingly been working to. prevent · 
European integration from becoming bogged down in the swamps of procedure, tec~cal aspects or distruEi · . 

However, this ·same diplomat did not conceal the fact that it would be risky to claim that such a 
it would provide an answer to what is called the European institutional debate. The risk is real, for ~ 
debate has not be~n sufficiently developed, and one could be led to make choices which would compromise e 
future (but we shall return to the possibility, and even the necessity of proceeding by means of successive 
approaches, and therefore without compromising anything). · 

This caution is justified, but the logic of events can at a certain moment force one to pose the prob
lem of the choices to be made. Hence the need to prepare oneself for this. This is the least that can be 
said. 

Let us, in fact, consider events as they are. The idea of this Summit is essentially born of the need 
for the Community to fix a certain attitude for facing the situation created by the monetary events of the 
last few months. In other words, a certain choice has already been made: that of having a common attitude 
towards the outside world, starting from increased economic and monetary co-operation within Europe (hence 
the idea of speeding up the implementation of the machinery of economic and monetary union). 

This definition of the European identity in monetary affairs must enable an effective dialogue with 
the United States and with the other world partners. But this dialogUe, and this everybody knows, does not 
only involve monetary ~lements~ It involves others, which are probably the most important and the most qual
ified from a political'point of view. Therefore, on the European side, it is not enough to fix a certain 
attitude towards gold, towards parities and towards the latitude of margins. We must have a general view, 
an overall view of Community interests, and an overall ability to defend these. What we are trying to say 
is that this overall, and therefore political, view can alone enable disagreements to be overcome and a 
solid and unequivocal European position to be had on the economic and monetary aspects. 

The definition of an identity is a positive thing, but it is not enough. to be able to hold a dialogue. 
The interlocutor cannot be an abstract entity: it must be a reality. The Community could be th is reality, 
but in the present state of affairs, no-one can claim about it that it can conduct this overall dialogue: 
it does not have the political legitimacy, the competence and the means to do so. 

In these conditions the dialo ue would be unbalanced. On some subjects, the Community could hold a 
dialogue and even decide. But on others, it will be t e States which will have the right to speak, and it 
will be national concerns which will inspire them. The voices will be diffJ!-Tent, and even divergent. And 
since the many elements of the dialogue are closely inter-linked, and the final decis~ons can only be over
all ones, Europe will only be able to give in, since, in reality, it will not exist. 

Can we do anything to avoid this sombre prospect? (To be continued) ·· Em..G. 

SUMMARY soc~V'"" l94-t No . ~ <'{ Co 
1 - EDITORIAL: "A European summit - what would it deal with? (2)" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Moro in Norway- Mr. Royle 1 s talks in Bonn - Opening of the Danish Parliament -
Mr. Barzel leader of the CDU - After the Labour Party vote: a resignation - Mr. Henry Kissinger 
to go to China again - Prior-Natali talks - German Government continues "0stpolitik'1 
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"Urgent appeal11 by the EEC for the USA to re'""examine the discriminatory fiscal projects 
- "Standing Committee for Employment": third meeting 
- French customs officers on duty at the frontiers: development of numbers 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-Towards a cbmpromise between the Council and the E.P. about the budget procedures to be implemen-

ted? 
- EEC/Argentina: the agreement has been initialled 
- Mr. Dahrendorf meets the President of Chile 
- He Ko Y osiavia and Colombia have exhausted some of their 1971 export quotas to the EEC 
- T e E.P. and EEC AASM relations 
- Silk !ilorts from third countries: proposed maintaining of the present system for 1972 
- Mr. M fatti to go to Sweden 
- Marketing of potash fertilizers in France: reply to question No 66 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Inclusion of the textile sector in generalized preferences: reply to question 163 from Mr. Spenale 
- Special passport for race-horses: reply to question No 176 from Mrs. Orth 

Retail prices in the EEC: results of a survey 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1726 
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\ \ ~ ~~ p!"an summit - what would it deal with? - (3) 

18~me annee - No 897 ( 
Mercredi 6 octobre 1971 

. Th~ ou~~'-~leak, since. the problem to be ~solved is both simple as re~rd~ the ~ta ?f the 
1on, which 1s all known, and ·sen.ous because the bas1c. factoT needed for a solut1on 1s not 1n s1ght, name 
a real political will among the European States to look together towards the general talks which the siv'l'·'11'l:P~ 
ions deJ,nands be held With the Americans, even though the talks come in the context of a search for new b 
ance in the world, in other words, something with which the economic and political futures of these Stat 
are bound up. Unhappily, as Raymond Aron writes in today's 11Figaro11 , "the nations of the West are acting 
disarray", even though "their future depends on them, their will, their Understanding among themselves." 

The only positive factor to emerge is that at presEnt the European public is -very aware of the situat
ion, and is 11 disposed11 to accept and support resolute action by the govenunents concerned to politicise the 
unification of Europe. 

On the other hand, what have we had from the govenunents? Let us consider the results of the I.M.F. As
sembly. These have been greeted with a certain amount of optimism which is, in our view, purely superficial. 
There is no doubt that there was a certain amount of consensus that, perhaps before the end of the year, an 
"interim" solution should be found to meet the most urgent problems: a realignment of parities (uncluding 
that of the dollar), a temporary widening of fluctuation bands, the removal of the import surcharge. But we 
must also recognise that the "front among the Six" was not as compact and monolithic as wa~ claimed. Far from 
it. Now, if this situation was to be .repeated in the meetings of coming weeks, especially at the meeting of 
the Group of Ten, in mid-November, then the impasse would be serious. Thus, as soon as in the next few weeks, 
and even without a summit meeting, this higher political will must become manifest and begin to produce res
ults. 
-----And even assuming that an interim solution is found, we must recognise that we are only at the start of 
a difficult process. There should be a transition as soon as possible to the most important parts of the dia
logue, i.e.: 
(a) what is called a "greater opening" of borders to American products, that is, questions such as the agri
cultural policy, preferential agreements (including those which will result from the enlargement), non-tar
iff barriers; 
(b) a sharing· of· burdens in the foreign aid and defence fields, a matter in which some Europeans wrongly think 
they are not involved; 
(c) the remoulding of the international monetary system, with care taken not to restrict - at least not by 
too much - the amount of liquidity available, and not to allow the present situation to arise again sooner 
or later. 

The immediate question is the logical one: Who is to conduct this dialogue from the European side? The 
President of the Commission made his appeal to the governments because he is perfectly well aware of the ob
jective limitations on his own scope for action. This is not another Kennedy Round. But those factors which 
are peculiarly within the province of the Community cannot be defended unless there is a collective political 
will, a common will, which includes and supports this common interest. 

A tangible expression of such a political will can only come from a summit. But only if certain condit
ions are fulfilled. 

(to be continued) Em.G. 
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1 -EDITORIAL: A European summit -what would it deal with? - (3) 

2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: Towards the election of the E.P. by direct universal suffrage - Assembly of the 
Council of Europe: speech by Mr. Wickman - Mr. Otto Krag to form the Danish Government 
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4 - Mr. Malfatti mentions "moderate optimism" about the possibility of an agreement with the U.S 
- 11The cohesion of the Six must be maintained" stresses Mr. Pompidou 
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-The budgetary powers of the E.P. 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 130.75 
-"Understanding" for the USA is advocated by the E.P. 1 s Committee for Economic Relations 
-The U.K. and the American tax. measures 
-New Community C.C.T. being prepared 
- "Permanent Committee on Em lo ent": conclusions of its third meeting 
- EEC orwa : Deputy level meeting 
- Stu 'es on employment in Banking and Insurance 
- President Nixon will announce the second phase of measures tomorrow 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Special Agriculture Committee: working of the system of compensatory charges 
- Mr. Ertl: compensatory charges are not customs duties 
- The unions in the textile sector s~1arply criticise the memorandum on policy for this sector 
- "Maximum Prices" at the retail stage for foodstuffs: reply to question 165 from Mr. Vredeling 
- ImSlementing of structural reform in agriculture: replies to questions 201 from Mr. Vredeling 

20 from Mr. Bermani . . 
- The CCOEEC recommends harmonising appeal procedure in customs matters 
- The Director-General of the FAO visits Brussels 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 32.83 D/T 

12-13 . - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1727 

and 
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EDITORIAL • 

A European Summit, what would it deal with? (4) 

BULLETIN QUOTIDI 

Europe has now reached a difficuit, and perh~s dangerous, tuming-point in its history. Each o iY 
countries forming it can consider that the problems - economic, political, military and social - which a 
posed, while being. on a planetar.y scale, can be solved to the individual country's advantage, thanks to= 
individual and· bilateral approach. towards the United.States, the USSR, China, Japan:, the countries of thJ 
Thil'd World and, of course, the other countries of Europe. To-' give only one example, Messrs. Enoch Powe . 
and J. Callaghan in Britain support this point of view. The the Western Communist Parties support this 
as far as their own countries are concerned. 

1
J 

It seems, however, that the Europe.an public on the whole and the European Governments now conside 12 
that Europe could not face events without being.united, and that this unity must ·be organic. Thus, in t 
present context, this union of Europe is no longer the strange design of a few isolated idealists, or the 
subtle manoeuverings of a "foreign agent". A foreign agent is someone who - perhaps unconsciously - contin
ues to maintain division, or who only sees union in the traditional fonn of the hegemony of a nation. Unif
ication is at the moment a State necessity. This enables us to face the future with some optimism, because 
the States will be forced to act, and opinion will support them. 

One cannot talk about the problems to be solved without also talking of structures. Firstly, because 
there are no i~olated problems, each of which can be solved at different levels. It is a question of a 
whole,.and this is now clear, which involves fundamental choices. If we admit that these choices cannot be 
made in isolation, in other words by the existing structures, which are the States, and if we admit that 
the enlarged structures, in other words~ the Cemmunities such as they are at present cannot make these over
all choices, we must also admit that we are in deadlock, and that we should draw the consequences from this. 

In fact, the whole drama is that there is nobody in Europe who can take the urgent decisions that 
Europe needs. 

The only existing political structure is, basically, the Summit (which is becoming, as Mr. Spinelli 
writes, "an essential aspect of European integration"). The problem is that of turning this supreme appeal 
body into an instr.Ument which should at the same time take the urgent decisions that are necessary and grad
ually set up the appropriate permanent structures, in other words, give the European Community the powers 
and means which it does not yet have. 

This is an aim which is certainly ambitious, but worthy of being proposed to a Summit Conference. The 
latter, moreover, should be divided up into a series of meetings, so as to maintain the essential pace for 
the decisions and their execution, and to establish the necessary pressure in opinion towards the success 
of the venture. 

We are in no way overlooking the many difficulties which are to be overcome. The modalities can be 
studied, and they can be adapted to the circumstances with all the necessary flexibility. It is the general 
design, and the final aim which are important. The po~tical will is there, but it is latent, confused and 
cannot find the means for expressing itself. · 

A Summit must allow this will ~o be ex.Pressed, and above all allow it to be translated into effective 
action. Em.G. 

SUMMARY r <'cio~ 
l - EDITORIAL: "A European Summit, what would it deal with? (4)" 

2 - THE POLITICAL DAY: Statements from Chancellor Brandt - Denmark: towards a new Government - Swedish 
consultations in London - Mr Irwin in Bonn -Meeting at Chequers to work out a "strategy" - Mr Abba 
Eban speaks to the Assembly of Europe. 
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- European Parliament: Agenda for the n~x.t plenary session 
- Mr Spinelli's staff renewed 
- EEC/Denmark: ministerial session may be postponed 

General Consultative Committee of the ECSC: opinion on three-year Euratom research programme draft 
- E.I.B.: problems posed by composition of the Management Committee in an enlarged EEC 
- 1he USA fonnally contests the legality of the EEC/Spain and EEC/Israel preferential agreements 
- Mr Dahrendorf ends his visit to Latin America 
- GATT: Roumania admitted 
- WNeutral countries: Council decisions not before November 
- EEC Savings Banks: opinion on pres~nt economic and monetary problems 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Aid to Palestinian refugees? - Imports of olive oil from Spain, Tuni~a, 

Morocco, Turkey - Price support for fisheries products in Netherlands - Price to producers of table 
wines. 

- ECSC levy: Coal and steel producers worried 
- Steel: deterioration in exports prices to third countries 
- j'iiPaiiese steel industry: ready for an "agreement" with the European steel industry 
- S eed limits in certain couptr.ies; reply to question 220 from Mr Seefeld 
- EEC Yugoslavia coo eration: reply to question 214 from Mr Couste 
- Possible participation of the EIB in financing the Channel Tunnel: reply to question 213 (Mr Couste) 
- The E.P. will call for an increase in 1972 credits for the ESF 
- Transport statistics: new directory 
- EEC/Argentina: trade agreement to be signed by Argentina's Foreign Minister 
- OPEC: publication of two secret resolutions taken at 25th extraordinary conference. 
- ElffiN(}IIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- ECON(}IIC INTERPENETRATION No 1728 

IDROPE/Documents No 643: Resolutions adopted by the 1971 Congress of Europa-Union Deutschland 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

This is a new volume in the series 'tSpettatere Intemazionalert, in which the authors analyse the :! 
le~ of security of supply in energy, and more particularly in hydrocarbons, of Europe. They thus succee 
destroying some of the myths in some views which are widespread on the pfoblem of petrolenm, and which · 
constitute sectoral approaches, without going. int~t,.the heart of the problem. On this basis, the authors 
te give the tenns frem which a coherent .and censtructive policy could be carried out, in the perspectiv . ' 
real co-operation between industrial consumer countries and under-developed producer countries. It i4 · ~ 
that the European Commission's most recent studies are orientated in the same direction, and hence the in
terest and actuality of this book. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No l0/1971, October 1971, Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 22), Price: l DM.- A series of 
articles is devoted to agriculture in the EEC: the problems of a Gennan agricultural finn, a speech by ~e 
l'resident of the Federation of German Farmers, a short survey of the place of agriculture in the six coun
tries, exports and over-production. 

M L1Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, RoWe (Via Emilia 47), Director: Angelo Magliano. 
Ne ·l2 of 31 August 1971 and No 13 of 15 September 1971 contain several articles on the monetary situation. 
We draw special attention to "The monetary crisis and the federalist ripostert by Mr. Giuseppe Petrilli, ttThe 
European riposte" by Mr. J?nanuele Gazzo and "Facing reality" by Mr. Gia.nlli 'A,@ielli. 

- Europa-Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeitung fur die Vereinigten Sta~ten von Europa, Bonn (Stockenstrasse l-5), 
Ho.l0/1971, October 1971.- Eight. pages of _this edition.are devoted to the 19th. Congress of the Europa-Uniort1 
which met in Bad Godesberg from ll to 13 September 1971. 

- Rivista di Studi Politici Internazionali, No 3/1971, July-September 1971, Florence (Via degli Alfani), 
Director: Giuseppe Vedovato.- This edition contains several articles of Community interest, including ttThe 
European Coinmunity 1 s own resources" and "The recent developments of the oil situationtt, by Prof. Vedovato. 

- Notes on Current Politics, No 16 (The Common Market Prospects for Britain) 1Conservative Research Departmen1 
(London), 20th September 1971, pages 274-287, Price: lOp · . 

... QNEN: Notiziario~. No 8-9, Rome (VLle Regina Ma*gherita 125).- In the sunmary: The CN»Ps activities at 
Saluggia concerning the manufactm· Lng of nuclear fuel elements; The Italian contribution to the IVth Geneva 
Conference. · 

- PTA Bulletin, S_~ptember-October 1971, EFTA, Geneva.- We particularly mention a study on the application ol 
the international treaties in the EFTA countries (Austria and Denmark). 

- OECD: InternatiQnal Tourism and Pelic f0r. T0urism in the OECD Countries 1971, Paris, 1971, 164 pages, 
Price: $ 4.75, E • 0.- This is the annual report adopted in July 1971 by t e OECD Committee for Tourism. 

~ - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Dutch delegation in the E.P. - Speech by Baron Snoy on the IMF meeting - Mr. 

Schroeder will not be a candidate for the Chancellorship - Emperor Hirohito in the Netherlands 
Mr. Kreisky expects a Socialist victory - Labour Party: difficult situation of "Europeans" -
Mr. Willy Brandt in favour of a European Summit. 
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- EEC/USA: new half-yearly meeting 
- Common transport policy: new impetus at Council meeting on 12 October 
.- A new definition of regional areas worked out by the Belgian Government 
- Commission's osition on a draft Palmolive Colgate Henkel reement and official line on joint 

researc agreements 
- Cooperation agreements between firms: favourable decisions 
- Norwegian agriculture in the enlarged Community 
- Multiannual research and teaching_prog~amme for Euratom: indirect action 
- EEC Chambers of Commerce and Community customs legislation 
- Steel: little change in price scales 
- Special steels: satisfactory growth in production 
-Duty concessions to travellers: reply .to question•227 from Mr. Califice 
- Agreements and dominant positions: reply to question No 219 from Mr. Oele 
- EFTA: Meeting of Consultative Committee 
- ~ixon announces the creation of bodies to control inflation 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1729 
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' tii'~ . EDITORIAL 

18~me ann~ - No 900 (n. 
lundi 11 octobre 1971 

D 

Ensuring the success of a European sum.nit • 

What we wrote last week about the contents and aims of a summit conference (with the new members incl~·. 
ed, naturally) has been correctly interpreted to mean that such a summit could not confine itself to defin- · 
ing the individual identity o,f :&!rope where monetary matters are concerned, but sho~ld at the same .time set 
in motion a process leading to providing the Community with a constitution which would make of this "identity" 
a concrete reality in terms of power, which is what counts at a world level. 

Some of our readers have noticed, however, that we hardly made any mention of the ro'ie which the Euro
pean Parliament should play in this process, while others have regretted that we ignored what is happening 
under the sign of the 11Davignon formula". 

We did however say that the modalities and mechanisms necessary to achieve the two goals mentioned sim
ultaneously would be studies at some later date. It is clear to us that the movement towards direct elections 
to the European Parliament will soon become irresistible, and that those who are resisting it today will one 
day have to acknowledge this .It seems to us, nevertheless, that in order to have a genuine impact on the pub
lic which is an adequate expression of its historic meaning, direct election should be connected with an ev~ 
ent which strikes the imagination, for example the starting of a permanent constitutional procedure in which 
the Parliament would be the driving force and for which the summit would have been the initiative. This is 
somewhat what Mr Spinelli is suggesting, and his proposals should be widely discussed and analysed. 

As for the machinery of political cooperation, better known as the Davignon Plan (simply because Vis
count Davignon chaired the working party which drew up the report, without one being able to say that the 
formulas chosen represent his personal views and preferences), i.e. quarterly meetings of the Foreign Minist
ers, we think that there are elements in it which should be used. Let us add immediately that we in no way 
think that inter-governmental structures can replace Community structures. No European is today ready to sup
port manoevers of "gentle stifling" such as iwagined by Mr Peyrefitte in his unfortunately famous 196o mem
orandUm. But inter-governmental structures can be used to strengthen the Community (and it would not be the 
first time that this had been done). It is interesting to note in this connection that the "Political Commit
teell (tomposed of the Directors for Political Affairs in the foreign ministries) is in the process of making 
sighl.Ucant and remarkable efforts towards politicising :&lropean unification, i.e. towards giving proper val
ue to the a~as of political interest to the Community, by using a formula which seems to us to be quite cor
rect; this formula consists of bringing the political factor inside the Community and not, as is to be fear
ed, confining the Community to participating in a more or less subordinate way, in the working out of polit
ical schemas which are being developed outside the Community istelf. 

For this reason, this committee could have a place of its own within the complex mechanism which must 
ensure the success of a European summit. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: Ensuring the success of a European summit. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Bremen Landtag': elections - Austrian elections: the Socialists obtain 50.2~ of 
the votes - Assembly of the Council of Europe: ~nd of session.- The new Danish Government is 
formed by Mr J .0. Krag 
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- Annual report on the economic situation: adoption by the Council on 26 October? 
Fight against drug-taking: the Commission prepares its case 

- The eo osition of the Court of ustice of the enlarged EEC 
- T e EEC and the. industrialization of Ireland 
- EEC/UK: technical session at Deputy level 
-Executive of the E.P.: improvement in the functioning of the sessions 
-Drug ~blems: France proposes 4 November for the first meeting 
-Mr. P liser new head of the U.K. mission 

The problem of the relationships bet~een the Community currencies is more important than that 
of the relationships with the Dollar, says Mr. Malfatti 
The EEC 1 s trade deficit with the USA has exceeded 1 billion dollars 

- "Transport" Council.; bilateral talks 
- E.I.B.: financing of a European network for transporting ethylene 
-Court of Justice: competition, social security, export duties 
- E.P. Transport Committee pays tribute to Mr. Posthumus _ 
- Italian aids for rural smallholdings: reply to question 211 from Mr, Biaggi 
- Community reserve in tariff quotas: re{'lY to question 202 from Mr. VredeU~ 
-Study on the optical and mechanical industry: reply to question No.Z24 from Mr. Couste 
- S.A.C.: preparation of the "Agricultural" Council meeting 

EEC 1 s cereal harvest in 1971 
AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: ~roceedings against aids in Holland.in Italy 
Energy policy examined by the E.P. 1 s Energy Committee 
General Objectives for Steel 1975-80 published in the O.G. 
Steel production in the Community 

-German steel industry's study session 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Weekly Appendix 
- ECONOMIC INTERPI!NETRATION No 1730 
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. (. \ .. b ""' .. ; i~~ Ul 'tl> %- EDITORIAL 

An initiative is urgently needed to bring together the positions of Germany and 
France 

It is now ·certain that preparations have already been begun for a European summit to be held at the beg
inning of next year and to include all the countries which have signed the accession treaties, though the 
foi'IIB this will take have yet to be defined. The matter will no doubt be discussed at the quarterly meeting 
of the Foreign Ministers, which is to be held in Rome on 5/6 November in the context of political cooperat
ion. The Political Committee, whose present chairman is Ambassador Roberto Ducci, met in Rome on September 
20, and will meet again in Luxembourg at the start of next week to pl'{'pare for the November 5 meeting, and 
it too'will doubtless deal with preparations for a summit. 

We have already discussed the objectives which such a summit conference should set itself, and will not 
therefore go over the same ground again. But it is already clear that this summit will only make sense in 
terms of a contribution to concrete and overall progress in the unification of Europ~, with a view in part
ciular to the talks with the United States which are to deal more particularly with monetary problems and all 
their manifold implications. 

Yet all this pre-supposes - as Mr Malfatti recently said to the UNICE Council (see yesteroay' s bull.) 
the existence of agreement among the ~.ix (plus Great Britain) over the provisional realignment of exchange 
rates and on the monetary system Lo be set up between the Six. We feel in fact that ·such agreement is an 
~te pre-condition for talks with the United States which are to lead to a provisional arrangement con
sisting of a realignment of parities (including that of the dollar) and the removal of the surcharge. 

We re eat without rior a reement amon the Six even the first round of talks with the US - which is 
to take place on November 15 within the Group of Ten - will ead nowhere. Even under the best conditions, 
it woUld be like beating the air. 

The time available, as can be seen, is very short. Now, what is the major difficulty which is prevent
ing the Six reaching such an agreement? It might as well be said plainly: it is the divergence of views be-
tween Germany and France over tpe specific problems which we have mentioned. Unfortunately, this divergence 
is in the process of spilling over into fields outside the monetary one and of affecting the whole of Franco
German relatrons (and not without fall-out in the Community sector). The fact that as 1ittle as possible is 
being said about this malaise is only underlining its gravity. 

Given the imminent dealines which the Community is facing, a' .serious initiative is urgently needed: ~act
ion must be suggested at the political level to bring the view-points together. It is an initiative which 
cannot be subject to domestic policy or prestige considerations. Where should it come from? It is not up to 
us to formulate hypotheses, since all those who have an interest in seeing that .Europe is not shaking or made 
to look ridiculous in the talks to come must see that it is their duty to ensure that it comes. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY 1'2- Oci-o\?-ev- 1'1.9-) \....) o ~ 't,CJ ( 

1 - EDITORIAL: An initiative is urgently needed to bring together the positions of Germany and France. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Statements by Mr. Thorn - Mr. Heath shows optimism - For Mr. Soames, no risk of a 
reduction in Britain's n:atiena:I identity - Conservative Party Conference in BriGhton - Mr. Berth
~ visits Mr. Rippon - Statements by Mr. Palliser - Mr. Nixon to go to Moscow in May 1972. 
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- Iran asks for the further extension by one year of the trade agreement with the EEC 
- TheCouncil of Ministers of Transport expresses its will to free the common transport policy 
- EEC/U.K.: meeting at Deputy level 
- Generalised Preferences and rules of origin -:- Technic, L legislation: new Council directives. 
- Coordination of the general systems of aids for regional purposes in the central regions of the 

Conmtunity 
- Budget of the Communities for 1972 
- Positions adopted by the Economic Committee of the E.P. on the monetary crisis and relations 

with the United States 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Simplified nomenclature for certain ECSC products 
- i\r .S. I. : opening of the Congress 
- Euratom research programme-presented by Mr. Spinelli to the Permanent Representatives 
- European officials and Spanish decorations: reply to question No 225 from Mr. Glinne 
- Conventions on wheat and on food aid: reply to question No 204 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Gennan bill on "active substances": reply to question No 156 from Mr. Heister 
- Publications of the European Conmtunities · 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No l73l 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

Yesterday~ we talked about the urgent need fer an initiative te enable Europe to fix its own at~:miiiR!I!e 
from which it could hold valid discussions with the United States and with its other world partners o 
etary matters. 

The announcement of a coming meeting between President Nixon anq the Soviet leaders merely .strengthen$ 
our arguments. The American plan, .. which is not a plan of withdra~a:l,. "but which is aimed at establishing a 
new world balance in every field, inc~uding that of ~e e~nomy.and currency, is developing and enlarging. 
ln this plan, EUrope does not appear as a subject and as. an interlocutor, but as an object of discussions 
which will take 1place, moreover. This is absolutely normal, as Europe ~s a subject and interlocutor does 
not exist. At most, the European allies will be informed or even consulted, which should satisfy them:--

It is clearer than ever that every week that goes by is a week lost. The Six (with Great Britain, 
which has shown all her "preparedness") must lay down a coherent and constructive attitude as soon as poss
ible, at least concerning the first phase of the operation wlrich should resul~, in the long run, in resto~ 
ing the American balance and setting in motion the process ~ renewing the international monetary system. 

To continue to enunciate principles and to-sJ.i.gfij:ly differentiate between the positions of each of the 
Six and those of the partners does not constitute a constructive attitude. If the Six become aware of the 
fact that the dialogue with the Unite0 States is not a polemic, but must be based on concrete elements, and 
if they understand how sterile it i~ to try te avoid· things, they will succeed in obtaining an ~reement on 
a transitional settlement (alignment of parities and suppression or suspension of the surcharge~While att
aching a plan or timetable to it, which would concern the following phases. For it is in these phases that 
the greatest difficulties will arise. However this may be, ±t would be difficult for the United States, faced 
~th a rapid and, we repeat, ·constructive response flrom Europe, to claim to impose unacceptable conditions 
which would result in the freezin of external relatiens and of the rocess of enlar in the Communit • 

If, qn the ot er hand, the Six were to imagine that it is possible for them to appear at the meeting 
of the Group of Ten, which will be held at mid-November, in the cenditions in which they went to London on 
15 September, in other words, in dispersed order, they ~uld have lost an unique opportunity to stress their 
point of view. And the concessions which they would inevitably be led to make later might not even be able 
to be used for resisting American pressure for obtaining further concessions, and this pressure would inevit
ably increase. 

This is no longer a time to wait and see, but a time for action. Talks at 
taken place recently. Others will take place next week. The Commission has just 
is to enable it to deal efficiently and quickly with this knot of problems. The 
present for no effort to be sp~red on the Community side. Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~-~ (!Jc~ry-

1 - EDITORIAL: 'lA still absent Europe" 

a responsible level have 
formed a task force which 
conditions are therefore 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Unanimous su ort from the Conservative Part for entry - Norwegian public !>Pinion 
and the EEC - Mr Kreis 1 s majority assured - New par iamentary session begins in Luxembourg -
Emperor iii'rohito ends his European trip - Dean Acheson dies - Mr Scheel makes a ten-day visit to 
Africa 

DAILY BULLETIN No 902 (new series): 
3 - "Task force" fonned to examine monetary problems and EEC/USA relations 

-Regional Poiicy: positive attitude from the Dutch Government on the Conmission's proposals 
3-4 - Council meeting of Transport Ministers: satisfaction over me-~ l.ing 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 128.79 
4 - Difficulties in powdered milk supply: Council regulation 
5 -SAC: farm prices for the next season - investment projects in the nuclear field- alterations to 

Chapter VI of Euratom Treaty 
6 - The Community 1 s own revenue 

- Further CoJIIIIIunity exports freed 
7-8 - E.P.: preparations for the plenary session- ecpnomics committee makes comments and suggestions 

about the conjuctural and budget policy to be followed in 1972 
9 - EECJuK: definition of the knowledge to be exchanged when the UK joins Euratom 

- EDF: 9 finance projects adopted 
10 - coal production in the Community 

- CGIPOSITE PRICE: 32.83 D/T 
11 - The OECD 1 s group on trade problems may be formed from the countries belonging to the Group of Ten · 

- Science Ministers meet under the sponsorship of the OECD - Mr Huvelin designated new UNICE President 
- Fall in bank rate in west Gennany - ECON<MIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS. 
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K 
Part o 

The i ortance of a of the Conservative ~ 

It is as we1I to be aware of the decisive importance of the vote yesterday at the Conference of th 
British Conservative Party. This vote followed a particularly elevated and diversified debate. This was a 
precise and concrete vote, since the Conference pronounced on a text which received almost 90% of the votes. 
And above all, as Sir Alec Douglas-Home pointed out, it was a 11decisive debate 11 • From now on, Sir Alec, we 
will no longer use the expression 11if the tenns of entry are right", since we lmow that they are. And Mr Geo
ffrey Ri.ppon in his tum reminded his audience that the vote was taking place only two weeks away from the 
-.ote in Parliament, 11 on which depends Great Britain's membership of the Com11Wlity. 11 

Let us therefore put aside the considerations - and they are not at.; all inconsiderable - of a tactical 
nature. It is clear that defections from the Conservative Party ranks will be vet:y few, whether a whip is im
posed on the vote· or not, while it is probable that those from•;the Labour Party ranks will be much more num
erous, even if the executive of the Party was to harden its line, which does not seem to be the case. The 
pro-Europeans would no doubt have preferred much more massive support from t~ British public, but it must 
be objectively recognised that all important political choices involve doubts and risks. And it should be 
remembered that in some of the parliaments on the Continent, membership of the then revolutionary ECSC and 
later of the Common Market was obtained on a majority c(gai"nst.opposition which only susided much later, as 
positive results began to show. 

The important thing today is that in~ the Community (as in cer.tain other countries which seem to prefer 
to '~wait and see 11 and which up to the last minute are cultivating the secret hope of a British 11no11 ) we must 
be aware of the fact that the enlar ement of the Communi is now becomin a olitical realit , that it is 
now that one must start drawing t e approriate conclusions, bot in the area of every-day act~on and in that 
of the fixing of medium and long-tenn goals. 

The Community is having to face up to a change in size which will doubtless bring with it a change in 
quality. Those who created the Community with a definite political purpose in mind now have the duty - if 
only for reasons of effectiveness - to see that this change also means progress. This is all the more nec
essary because the enlarged Community is going to find itself confronted with problems of a+liitherto unex~ 
perlenced dimension, that is to say, a genuine revision of the economic and political balances in the world, 
and one in which the Community is directly involved. 

The Conservative Conference has furnished indications which we find extremely positive and significant. 
!t is true that Sir Alec did not proclaim his faith in federalism. But he spoke of the :Community Institution! 
and of their democratisation in a way which is perfectly acceptable. And he recalled Europe's position in a 
changing world effectively and realistically, end.ing, 11we Europeans are on the same side o.t: the world's str--
d~~e ~or democracy." And this is not a petty-minded or mercantile motivation ••• 

1 

2 

Em.G. 

- EDITORIAL: The importance of a vote (after the first day of the Conservative Party Conference). 

- POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Schulz leaves the SPD - Mr. Barber: optimistic at the Tory Conference - Austr~ 
ian Pr.esident to v~s~t Italy - President Tito in London soon - Election of President of Itarrail 

Republic on 9 December. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 903 (new series): 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8-9 
9 

lo 
11 
lS-13 

- Ministers of Finance: postponement of the quarterly meeting 
- 11 Summit11 : first exchange of views by the Commission 
- The 11 Vedel Group" is formed 
- Relations with the U .S. : declaration by the European Ct''l"JnJ.ssion to the Council 
- Italy reduces the bank rate to 4.5% 
- Request for membership by Mauritius for the Yaounde Conventiont favourable opinion 
- The President of Upper Volta visits the Commission 
- Chambers of Commerce of the EEC: resolution on the monetary cri~is 
- EEC/Ireland: Deputies session tomorrow 

reements: towards the approf.al of a certain number of agreements 
- EEC Ireland: the problem of the system of tax exemptions for export firms 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The real expenditure of. the common agricultural policy is said to be falling in 1972 
- AGRICULTURAL INFeRMATION: Advance fixing of levies for cereals - Compensatory charges: no change 

Food aid - Beef and veal needs of the industry - Fixing of farm prices in national currencies is 
demanded by German farmers 

- Aids for the collieries 
- ~of the ECSC levy: the Commission intends to maintain it at 0.30% 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1733 
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18~me ann~ - No 904 
Vendredi 15 octobre 19 

BULLETIN OUOTIDIE 

- YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, 13th (19(0-1971) edition, Edited by R.A. Hall for the Union of 
International Associations (rue aux. Laines, 1, lOCO-Brussels, Belgium), 1,053 ~ages, Price: £ 28, £ 11.-

This thirteenth edition of this essential tool for anyone who wants inf~rmation on inter-governmental 
organisations or associations, contains 3,651 references, 2,008 of which are for non-governmental internat
ional associations, 242 for governmental organisations and 288 for the Committees representing various int
erests in the EEC and EFTA. In it can be fotmd information on the names in various languages of the organ
isations or associations, their addresses, the. names of their Chairmen, administrators and ·Secretaries, their 
dates of formation, their total finance, the compositions ~f their msmbers and brief insights into their 
aetivity. The use of the work is made easier by the use of six indices according to the names (Engli!h or 
trench) of the organisations, their abbreviations, an analytical index (English and French) and a geograph
ical index. The latter classifies the organisations according to the countries and towns of the headquarters. · 
In a supplement can be found the list of organisations which have consultative status with the United Nat
ions, a list of multinational companies and the number of their foreign subsidiaries, and a list of the in
stitutes and centres specialising in. foreign. affairs. In fact, this is a precious work for any European lib
racy. 

- JEAN MEYNAl:JD & DUSAN SIDJANSKI: Les <Jrflupes ·d:e Pressien dans la Communaute Europeenne:;l968-1968, Structure 
et Action des Organisations P.ofcssionelles, Institut d'Etudes Europeeru1es~f the Free University of Brussels, 
Editions de l 1Institut de Sociologie~ 1971, 733 pages, Price: 1,170 Bfrs.- FoF an account of this work, see 
our item in the Economic Interpenetration of 14 October 1971. · 

- DANIEL PAULUS: Les Milieux Dirigeants Bel es et les Demandes d 1Adhesion du Ro ahme-Uni a la Communaute 
Economigue Europeenne, Institut 'Etudes Europeennes de l!Universite Libre de Brux.e les, Editions de l'In
stitut de Sociologic, 1971, 3~pages, Price: 594 Bfrs.- Mr. Daniel Paulus, in charge of research at the 
Institute for European Studies (Brussels), has deliberately stressed what, in the attitude of the Belgian 
groups analysed, is distinguished from the stereotyped description presenting Belgium as one of the coun
tries most wanting to get the United Kingdom - 11 its ally of always" - to enter the European Community. Gen
erally speaking, the main Belgian governing circles in the political, economic and social world are in 
favour of the ideas of economic and political integration; however, it seems that this support is not uncon
ditional, or unanimous, or permanent and above all that its motives are not always unequivocal. 

- Publics et Techniques de la Diffusion Collective, Studies offerred to Roger Clausse, for the 25th. aPni
versary of the'Degree in journalism of the Free University of Brussels. Editions de 1 1Institut de Sociologie 
(l040- Brussels, Pare Leopold), Special price of subscription: 580 Bfrs. (before 30 November 1971). 

- 30 ,[ours .. d11Europe, No 159-0ctober 1971, Paris (61, rue des Belles-Feuilles).- '!he ·"dossier" section of 
this number is devoted to the union organisations and their role in the process of European integration. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

~ - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Brandt: the integration of Europe is a "priority aim" - Great Britain: minister-
ial re-shuffle? - Declaration by Mr. Dahrendorf - Mr. Moro in Oslo - Swedish industrialists discon
tent - Mr. Helier for a modest devalUation of the dollar 

DAILr BULLETIN No 904 (new series): 

3 
1-4 

I 

6 

7-8 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

-The future of the Community and the concrete action that •u.n be envisaged 
- Relations with the United States, the neutral Europe·an countries and Algeria at the centre of the 

ministerial session on Monday and Tuesday 
- The Council will adopt the annual report on the situation on 26 October 
- Council for National Education on 16 November next 
- Decision on an agreement 
- EEC Ireland: .Talks~betwe.en the Irish Foreign Minister and Mr. Deniau 
- EEC Ireland: Session at Deputy level 
- ECONOMI. AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Short-term economic development according to the "Graphs and Brief Notes on the Economic Situation" 

No 8/9 1971 
- Draft Community budget for l9V2: being examined by the E.P. 
- European Parliament: preparation of the plenary session; Price of p1gmeat and of olive oil; harmon-

isation of legislation on beer. 
- Food Aid: the E.P. called upon to support the Commission~s suggestions 
- Recommendation by the Commission • 

Pluriannual research programme: being examined by the Scientific and Technical Committee of Euratom 
- Health and environment: towards increased co-operation in the framework of the OECD 
- Uranium: surplus stocks in the USA 
- Ecsy Consultative Committee: next session 
~~ne~gy Policy: Symposium at Ispra . 
- Fertilizers from Yugoslavia: anti-dumping procedure? 
..:. Textile products f agreements on the limiting of imports into the USA 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1734 

FlJROPE/Brief Notes No 314 - Benelux 
0 
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EDITORIAL 

The talks with the United States: urgent priority 

BULLETIN 

The European Commission. has used one of its prerogatives in asking that the age~da for the GOII.Ult:1;.M!M'1;.. 
ing in Luxemb~rg include trade and monetary relations between the Community and the United States. 
surprising is that the Ministers did not take this step themselvesa perhaps they· feel a beniE indifference 
with respect to these problems? Are they not worried about what is happening, in particular the open attemptls 
to divide the Six,. aknowledged by Mr Connally himself (and not without results, according to infonnation from 
BCinn) in offering to remove the surcharge "selectively" for those trading partners who make realistic adjust .. 
ments in thej.l' parities'l . . 

The Ministers will be presented with a statement by President .Malfatti, which will be essentially "fact
ual" and which is the first fruit of the work done by the task-force made up o£ ;senior Commission officials 
on the basis of all the latest information available. He will doubtless confirm what Mr Barre said in Wash
ington last week, namely that a new system of parities must be negotiated as soon as possible, since the lon
ger people wait the more the situanion deteriorates. These talks are only possible, however, if the Six man
age to agree among the~elves. The longer Europe waits to find its own cohesion, the more vulnerable it be
comes, since the possib1lity of their eventually being a set of bilateral negotiations grows stronger with 
each d'y that passes. . 

Mr Barre also said that the trade aspects cannot be negotiated because it li·s .,n6t known· wha1i America 
\'ants. What was true yesterday is not so today. Mr Connally has officially announced that the "American trade 
claims" are to be detailed in the meetings in Paris at the beginning of this week. Bdt unofficial 11listsll 
have been circUlating under cover for several days now. Everyone knows, for example; that apart from improved 
access for certain named products, and a loosening of the agricultural policy, the Americans are said to be 
asking for a standstill on preferential trade agreements, including the negotiations to set up a free trade 
area with the neutral EFTA countries which have not applied for memberShip. 

It seems that the Commission, while waiting for the Ministers to declare their position, has drawn up 
its own. It is said to consider that it is inconceivable for a major trading power to agree not to keep to 
its commitments as a result of outside pressure. _Thus, the Commission will be filaklhg trverf effort needed to 
get a mandate as soon as possible which will enable it to open negotiations with the neutral countries, in 
line with the undertakings it has made and even if these commitments are not entirely in its own interests. 
Its credibility is at stake. It will also press to obttdn a mandate as soon as possible to negotiate an agree
ment with Algeria. This does not rule out the possibility, however, that the problem of the Community's rel
ations with certain other countries may be examined one day, in a wider context, together with the United 
States and the other industrialised countries which have world political and economic responsibilities. 

1 

2 

Em.G. 

- EDI'IURIAL: The talks with the United States: urgent priority. 

- POLITICAL DAY: Dr Schiller openly accused of having isolated Germany within the Community - After 
the Conservative Conference: disquiet in political circles - Mr Droescher replaced by Mr Rei"S'Ciir" 
in the E.P. - Ministerial Conference in Rome: preparations 

bAILY BULLETIN No 905 (new series): 
3 - The Foreigp Ministers have decided in principle that the European Co~ssion will be renewed in 

l973. 
3-3b 
3-4-5 
5 
6 

7 
7-8 
8 
9 

10 

- Council of Ministers: The external relations of the EEC 
- Regional Policy: the Council to start on a new phase on the 20th 
- Ambassador Aldo Maria Mazio arrives in Washington 
- Council of Social Affairs Ministers: finii.shing touches to the reform of the Social twid? 
- EEC/Ireland and EEC/Norway: agenda~ for the ministerial sessions 
- E.P.: Proposal for harmonisation of tax on manufctures tobaccoes 
- E:P7: Harmonisation of law on limited companies {forming of companies etc.) 
-EUrOPean Parliament: opening of the plenary session 
- Ruhr area: rationalisation schemes 
-Steel market: repercussions on the economic. situation 
- EEC technology policy: symposium 
- O.ECD: meeting of Group NO 3 and surprise and concern about Mr Connally 1 s statements on exemptiah of 

west Germany from the surcharge. 
- The economic situati.on of Portugal: O.ECD study 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - Weekly Appendix 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No 1735 
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EDITORIAL 

A growing awareness before it is too late? 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

It is to be hoped that the shattering and almost unbelievable statements made by Hr Connally, which 
~entioned yesterday, have finally had a beneficial effect on the Community. This open threat to.divide th 
Six among themselves, this determination not to negotiate but possibly to •"make _concessions" to those who 
admit themselves vanquished, this suspicion - we do .;not lmow how justified it is -which has been thrown on 
one of the EEC partners, all of this seems to us likely to cause the sudden leap towards a common will among 
the Six which we hoped to see here in Luxembourg today being visibly expressed. 

Let us begin by recognising that it has only been half-expressed, so to speak. The appeal made by the 
European Commission through its President, Mr Maifatti (and it is significant that SimultaneOttsly, in the 
first ·of a series of articles in !\Le Monde 11 , another eminent and in this field part,icularly well..,quali'fied 

1iember of the Commission, Mr Deniau, has expressed fairly similar views) did not fall on deaf ears, though 
there was a certain tendency, at least at the beginni~g, to let it be quickly swallowed up. Let us also re
cognise in all fairness that the speeches of Mr Hannel and Mr Schmelzer had the merit of gi"!ling the discus- · 
sion what it needed, that is, both a sense of urgency and an impulse towards finding new paths forward. 

Those who persist in following legalistic fonnulae which have no contact with surrounding realities are 
in danger of being overtaken by events and of losing on all counts. ' 

As Mr Deniau underlines in his article, and as the Commission has been trying to say for a long time, 
the main merit in this crisis is the universal nature which the United States has given to the whole issue. 
Solidarity and globality are the two themes which must be stressed. When the Community is attacked on several 
fronts, its logical reaction must be to organise its defence globally using, as the strategists say, "intel\-0 
hal lines of communication" and establishing tight solidarity between the various parties. If it acts in this 
way, it will be able to chose the theatre in which it wishes to fight and be able to concentrate all its fo~ 
ces in that area. 

Is there anyone in the Community who is ready to act in a contrary way and open one or several of the 
~ommunity 1 s gates? We do not like making the Community seem like a fortress under siege, and we have explain

.@d why in the past. But it is one think to shut oneself in in order to forget the outside world and another 
to do so in defence. And since the best form of defence is attack, it seems to us that we must welcome the 
Commission's-initiative in suggesting a 11 sortie 11 in force. The Community is not always and everywhere in the 
right, and it must be prepared to admit this, but it often has useful files of documents and it must use these 
to the full. It should not, therefore, fear talks which, in Mr Malfatti 1 s words, are li global and balanced", 
about the problems of world trade, the aims and topics of -Which have been properly defined. But the Ministers 
have also realised that in order to combat the 11 fragmentat;i.on11 which is sapping their strength, there must 
be recourse to a 11method11 which makes possible the global, general approach which is desirable. 

Will the coming weeks tell us whether these words have been translated into concrete action? 
Em• G. 

sUMMARY l1 o c~y- ltr-1-1 No . '=t.D<C 
1 - EDITORIAL: A growing awareness before it is too late? 

i - POLITICAL DAY: Political co-operation, the preparation o the Summit and the signing of the 
membership agreements on the agenda of the Political Committee - Free vote for the Conservative 
M.P.s 

DAILY BULLETIN No 906 (new series): 
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- The Council has put off the in depth debate on relations with the neutral European countries 
until November 

- EEC/Algeria: serious differences of views in the Council 
- The overall nature of the problem of the relations between the EEC and the United States is 

recognised by the Six 
- EEC Ireland: negotiation session at ministerial level 
- EEC Norwa : negotiation session at ministerial level 
-Mr.· Palliser assumes his functions as Head of the U.K.'s Mission 
- 11Social11 Council: the renovated ESF will be operational at the beginning of 1972 
- European Parliament: Plenary Session: Broad debate on the Commission's annual report on the econ--

omic situation of the Community : · 
- EEC/AASM:report on the management(i_of financial and technical co-operation for development in 1970 
- Mr. Georges Berthoin received by Sir Ale~ Douglas-Home 
- Export tax on powdered skimmed milk 
- Is~aelasks again for inclusion in the generalized preferences system 
- OECD: Meeting of Group No. 3 · 
-tBA dehles supposed secret agreement with West Germany 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATIObl 1736 
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BULLETIN OUOTIDIEN 

EDITORIAL J 
The negotiator 

It is significant that, in the face of the American initiatives in economic ~d monetary affairs, 
which must inevitably lead to a new world equilibriuN in these fields, and in the face of the events whi 
are maturing in the political sphere, from the European Conference on security and co-operation to the entry 
of China into the international community, the general trend in Europe and at all levels has been to lay 
the stress on the all-embracing nature of the problems and of the solutions to be given to them. 

This all-embracing nature is of double significance and has a double effect. In the first place, all 
~ropean countries, of at least those who have decided to form a Community amongst themselves, in other 
word~, the Ten, have to seek a common and united position. Secondly, this common position must concern all 
the problems, for the monetary aspect cannot be separated from the commercial aspect, or the latter from the 
economic aspects, o~ this aspect from the political and military aspects. 

Naturally, supposing that the political will to achieve this double all-embracing nature exists, the 
difficult problem must be solved of the method to be used in the two successive phases, that of the forming 
of the common will and that of the negotiations with the external interlocutor or interlocutors. It is clear 
that for certain aspects, where the Community has direct competence, things could move quite quic~ly. But 
it is still necessary for there ~o l-•.' no negative will on the part of the Governments ••• Bu~ this idea of 
an all-embracing nature can only be found and achieved in a framework in which overall respol\sibilities can 
be taken, in other words, in the lramework of a Summit. Mr. Malfatti, addressing the Ministers yesterday, 
pointed out, in fact, that Community solidarity on the problems raised by the Ameri~an measures of 15 August 
is "the condition for the existence of Community solidarity on the broader and more long-term problems of 
the f-eform of the monetary system, of the re-examination of t9'e trade system, and of a new distribution 
of the burdens of defence and of aid to development. The next Summit of the Six," added Mr. Malfatt, "should 
sol~mnly demonstrate this Community solidarity!'. 

But the question which is posed is always the same (cf. our Editorial of 6 October): "who is to con
duct the dialogue on the European side?" Yesterday in the Council, the question was asked by Mr. Schmelzer. 
And the Commission must make suggestions. It will no doubt make its ideas known so that the Summit can dis
cuss them. For his part, Mr. Deniau, in his second article published in "Le Monde", made a precise sugges
tion. According to him, "the Heads of State or of Governments could give a mandate to one of their number 
for such a mission". The suggestion is interesting and deserves to be analysed in all its implications. It 

• presuppose~; on the one hand, that a degree of solidarity and cohesion has been reached which goes far bey
ond what we know, and, on the othe hand, that anLalread~-developed structure is available for conducting 
the dialogue. Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The debate on Europe in the British Parliament 

Now that the parties have pronounced and their stra~egists have produced the weapons fro~ which t~h 
hope to get the best results, the grand debate on Europe has begun today in the 'British Parliament. It 
to end on the -28th with a vote in favour of Great Britain's entry into the Community on the terms nego • 
and which in fact cover virtually all the issues involved. 

The controversy over entry has lead the country and political circles, especially in Parliament, to an 
exceptionally high level of tension. This is apparent among other things from the wry :iargl!:'!tUmber of MP's 
who wish to speak in the course of the debate, and also 'from th~ faet that the two parties facing each other 
have flnally adopted tactics opposite to those originally planned. That is to say, the Conservatives are al .. 
1owing a free vote, although up to the eve of the decision it was thought that they would adopt· strict vot
ing discipline, whilst the Labour Party has adopted what is called a "three-line whip", i.e. the tightest 
discipline possible. What is even more astonishing is that the discipline will be the least observed in the 
camp where it is strongest. . 

We do not wish here to make predictions for which we do not possess suff~cient basic information, and 
which would in any case be premature. We note however that it is not surprising that a country with such 
long democratic traditions should wish to discuss the issue as profoundly as possible before taking a dec
ision which could change the destiny of Great Britain for centuries to come. It is probable that there has 
never been so much discussion in any of the countries in the present Community, even tnougK deep divisions 
have been involved.at times. And a second remark can be made, and that is that this debate does not seem to 
have provided all of the British people with 11hahl11 .and :accurate information. On the whole, minor or margin• 
a1 factors seem to have been having a greater influence than fundamental ones. And above all, one can say 
that al1 the propaganda effort has not been enough to counter the impact of the famous White Paper published 
by the Wilson Government in 1970 on the minds of a very great number of British people. 

This said, one may add that the latest polls, although they show that a slight majority in Britain is 
still opposed to membership, ~s~ indicate that a very large majority, namely 82%, think that entry is in
evitable and that it will take place. One is at liberty to wonder whether this feeling does not hide;.the idea 
that, in the end, the right cause is to triumph. It would be unpleasant, on the otherband, to think that 
Great Britain was entering the Community out of a sense of fatalism ••• 

Em. G. 
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1 EDITORIAL: 1he debate on Europe in the British Parliament 

2 - Pill..ITICAL DAY: The award of the Nobel Prize to Willy BrandS: Commission statement - The longest 
post-war debate in the British Parliament opened this afternoon - The European Movement in Britain 
organises raJJj;es for the weekend. 
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- The Finance Ministers of the Six to meet on November 4 
- The Regional Policy Council meeting made no tangible progress 
- American measures and the ~ 1 s position: preparation Qf:.·a Council communication 
- Messrs Mansholt and Dahrendorf have talks with the American authorities 
- Mr Barre meets the Permanent Representatives of the Member States 
- The Danish surcharge comes into effect . 
- Plenary Session of the European Parliament: Draft budget for 1972; Prices (61" pigmeat and olive oil 

Harmonisation of law on limited companies; legislation on b~er; wine market; products based on ~ 
- VAT to be introduced in Italy on July 1st 1972 
- 1971 tariff guotas for newsprint and certain ferrous alloys: proposal to increase them 
- Suspension of "generalised preferences" for certain products. 
- Nitrogenous fertilizers from Yugoslavia: notice in the O.G. 
- Heads of American finns based in Europe in favour of Great Britain 1 s entry 
- The OECD Committee to deal with trade matters has been formed 
- Mr Dahrendorf receives the Colombian Foreign Minister 
- Council replies to questions 107 ·from Mr Vredeling; 25 from Mr Glinne; 81 from Mr Vredeling; 112 

from Mr Coll;ste; 145 from Mr Vredeling and 146 from MrSchworer. CommissiOn replies to questions-
231, 167 azl'd 92 from Mr Vredeling and 196 from Miss Flesch 

- Pr'Ospects forcoal --
- Dr Sohl awarded the IlSI medallion 
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.-----EUROPEAN -LIBRARY------. 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is wortn not" are reviewed under this he · 

- JEAN PERNET: Die Schwei:r.erische Neutralitat im Hinblick auf einen Beitritt :r.ur EWG, College of Europe 
(Studies in Contemporary European Issues), Bruges (Belgium), l97l, Price: Bfrs. 18o (SF 15).-

Each position adopted, whether it is officially or privately, stresses that neutrality makes it im
possible for Switzerland to join the international organisation which :i.s the European Community, notes the 
author, who is, however, of the opinion that the importance of this co~dition has been exaggerated in EEC
Swit:r.~r~and relations. In this study; he first examines the idea of Swiss neutrality, and then the creation 
and development of the EEC, to relate the two in the third and last chapter. 

-; CollltUlita Europee, No 10- October 1971, Rome (Via Po i 29).- The Editorial ( 11A Risk and an Opportunity") 
by Mr. Franco Maria Malfatti concerns President Nixon 1s decisions. 

- Euroran Communi*, No lO-October 1971, London O~fice (23, Chesham Street), Dublin Office (27, Merion 
Square .- Besides ~e news items, we mention articles on the regional policy (by Mr. Albert Borschette), 
Japan's ·relations with Europe, relations between Finland and the EEC, and.w~rkers 1 participation in EEC 
finns. 

- European Conmunity (Greek edition): No A-/71. In the summary: the monetary crisis, East-West relations, 
Great Britain's entry, the EEC and Greece (Commission's reply to a written question from Mr. Couste), Comm
unity agriculture etc. 

- L1Europeen, No 116-117, Brussels (77 rue Baron de Castro). In the summary: The Construction of Europe, 
by JoliD Davies, British Minister; Prospects for the development of Gennano-Greek trade, by Mr. Fritz BergJ 
the French· Steel Industry, by Jacques Ferry. The "dossier" section is devoted to Portuguese cotfee. 

- Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, No 54 - September/October 1971, Paris (2 rue Merimee).- This number 
contains a study of the British universities_. 

-:- pERN: Courrier, September 1971, Geneva.- In the summary: Experiments with ISR, functioning of the ISR, 
CERN news, News from the other laboratories. 

- OECD: Information for a Changing Society, Some Policy Considerations, Paris, 55 pages, Price~ I 1.75, 
f. 0.62.- This is the report orthe Ad Hoc Group instructed to study what could be the development of the 
OECD's policy in the field of infonnation': The Group is chaired by Mr. Pierre Piganiol. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY - The European debate in the House of Common~ - The new Austrian Government - Mr. M. 
Schumann in Ireland - New Pres1dent f.or Dundesrat - South African Econom1cs Min1ster expected Iri 

9russels - The ICFTU unable to elect new Secretary 
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- 11~ricultural11 Council meeting: important decisions expected on olive oil, wine pigmeat and the 
mlk sector 

- EEC AASM Association Committee: preparation of ex.traordinary session of Association Council 
-Messrs. Mans olt and D ren orf: talks in the U.S.A. 
- End of the lena session of the Euro ean Parliament: Statutes of the personnel of the J .R.C. 

Approval of two raft ad itional bu ets for 97 
-The 11Ceramics11 reement'is cancelled 
- CCOEEC: Position opted on present situation of agricultural market. 
- Production of fruit and vegetables: record cereals harvest 
- European symposium on agricultural law 
- EEC~AASM: next meeting of the joint Committee 
- Telefunken and the PAL system: reply to question No. zJ~ from Mr. Ha:hl;b:.~loncle 
- Weights and dimensions of lorries: reply to question No 240 from Mr. Hougardy 
- Sales of anns by the M.S. to third countries: reply to question No 239 from Messrs. Califice and 

Dewulf 
- Industrial lie : interest of the experts for the "Grouping of common economic interest" 
- Furt er · ber · sation of steel im orts from countries with State trade: opposition from CoiiiiiUnity 

steel industri ists 
- Mr. Coppe presents the reasons for the increase in the ECSC levy 
- Steel production regressing in all the major producing countries 
-ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The Week in ~rope 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

EDITORIAL 

EUrope and the regions L r. ~ 
At first sight, one cannot su~ceed in understandipg why the Ceuncil of Ministers devoted to regiona 

prcblems, reached deadl~ek at· its meeting of 20 October in Luxembourg. 
And yet, tire Conunission 1 s proposals were in no way revelutiona.ry. Let us say .rather that they merely 

assured an initial concrete application of certain expliCit undeJ1akings subseribed to··ilJ "the Governments of 
the Community in tHe context: (a) of the economic and menetary union; (b') of the medium-te:nn policy; (c) of 
the measures for reformin* agricultural struGtures. As for the financial undertakings included in this con
crete :,..ction, let us frankly say that they·are very modest in relation to the order of size of·the problems 
to be solved. · 

We recall that the "first communication" from the Commission to the Council on the regional policy 
dates from 1965 (it was the fruit of a ttsymposium't which was held in 1961), that the proposed "skelet(ln dec
ision" was submitted in October 1969, that in 1970, the E.P. and the Economic and Social Committee gave the:l.:r 
broadly motivated opinions, and that since then the Council has held· a broad d~bate (in October 1970) and the 
national and Community experts have had long and thorough discussions. 

We add another vecy- important consideration. It Jlltl'.St not be thought, in fact, that the proposals which 
were discussed and ·those that the Cm"mi.ssion will be led to make in the future indicate that the Conmunity 
is proposing to conduct a European tetional p0liey. Its aim is mere c~ncrete but, from the political point 
Qf view, much more modest. The Commission, in faet, advocates some economic policy action, necessary for re
ducing the existing disequilibria from a regional p~irrt of view (as laid down'in the preamble to the Treaty), 
in order to assure the success of the eneral olic of economic develo ment in stabilit • This is therefore 

e main aim, and not t e conception of a new policy, whic would give the ·regions a weight which they do 
not have in determining Europe.an economic policy. By vigeurously supporting the Commission 1 s views, the Ger
mans have shown, moreover, that they perfectly understand that expansipn and stability would be compromised 
if serious disequilibria were to occur in any part of* Community. whose economy is becoming more and more 
united. 
, Why, t~en, are we in deadlock? Probably because someone took umbrage at the creation of a (consultat
i~e) Committee for Regional Policy which. will. assist the Cemmissien. These who believe in tha.infallibility 
of the centralist idea in politics and economy are afraid ot seeing in it the beginni~s of a real regional 
policy, which they would. like to nip in the bud. They·are making a mistake. A~ove all because the regional 
reality erlsts: J acques Fauvet wrote in 11Le Monde11 that ttrealism is first and foremost human and economic 
geography, and then administrationtt, By .trying to hinder· modest Enropean action in the framework of region
al problems, one is precisely encourAging the outbidding of the regional authorities of which some are afraid. 

One might wender, moreover, whether the Commission, in view of this procrastination, would not do better 
to abandon this famous committee, by maldng·direct contact with the regions - whatever their levels of deve
lepment are- and by trying to transpose and. interpret their problems at European level. 

F.m.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Europe and the regions" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: The west Ge:nnan Chancellor insists on a summit- The Burgomaster of Berlin visits 
the Commission - Mr Brezhnev in Paris - Mrs Indira Gandhi 1 s visit to Brussels - The French Centre 
Party and the construction of Europe. 

DAILY ButLETIN No 910 (new series): 
3 - The Council will tomorrow approve the first annual report ' , the economic situation in the EEC 
3-4 - In the wake of Mr Mansholt 1 s and Mr Dahrendorf 1 s talks in \1'ashington 
4 - Trade and monetary relations between the EEC and the US: figures 

- "Agriculture" Council: meeting opens 
5 - The heads of the European and Japanese Industry Federations meet in Brussels 

- The OECD Committee to deal with trade problems: first meeting 
- The British chambers of commerce support en+ry 
- ESC: next full session 

6 - Sii1aiJ.. and medium-sized companies: Benelux. asks for special Council meeting 
- Second European Management Symposium in Davos 

7 - Tobacco mono olies in France and Italy: reply to question 229 from Mr Artzinger 
7-8 - EEC a an t ks: replies to questions 184 and 212 from Mr Couste 
8 -EEC AASM: work of the Association Committee 

- OECD DAC: volume of development aid remains stationary. 
- 11Group of 77 11 : preparations for the UNCTAD Conference 

9 - .Japan to bold back.:'steel e:xports to the ECSC countries and the UK 
- Freeing- of further steel imports from countries with State trade: first exchange of views 
- Illegality of certain clauses accompanying the placing of orders: reply to question 187 from Mr 

Vredeling. 
10 - FI:SC Consultative Committee: examination of the transport policy 

- Iron ore: mining in regression 
- FI:ONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFOmtATION 

11 - Weekly AppendiX 
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EDITORIAL 

China in the UN - the meaning for Europe_ -·~ 

The entry of People's China to the United Nations is an historic event, and in ftself a positive one~' 
the history of this organisation. The U.N., in effect, puts ideology aside, with the exception of course 
it accepts - unfortunately with varying degrees of hyppcrisy - certain basic princip~es such as respect fo 
the individual and equal rights for all nations whether large or small, the maintaining of peace, the rule 
of international coexistence and of adherence to commitments made, as well as the promotion, in.a context· of 
liberty, of social progress and a viable standard of living. The United Nations is 'a universalist organisat
ion, and thus the absence from it of a country accounti~g for a quarter of the world's population is not real
istic. The fact that China is a nuclear power and that the fundamental aim of the U.N.O. is to safeguard 
.peace is a further reason for having China present within all its bodies, especially within the Security Coun
cil. 

It is true that the expulsion of Nationalist China from the UN is a shadow·over the scene, to the extent 
that the Taipeh goverrunent is in actual control of an organised population and its expulsion is a ditortion 
to the principle of universality. However, such an expulsion seems logical and legitimate to those who hold 
to the principle that China is a single, unique State (which is the view of Formosa, which claims to repres
ent the whole of the Chinese people), and that a single, unique government should represent it. 

Will time bring a solution to this problem? One must hope so. But in the meantime, it is interesting to 
note that, although the expulsion means a serious tactical defeat for the United States, it may in the end 
be seen to pay off for Washington and Washington 1 s policy. The United States has decided to recognise China 
as a reality, and to take advantage of this. It knows perfectly well that their plans cannot be followed 
through without the way being cleared of the problem of Formosa. But Mr Nixon is finding the greatest diffic
ulty in settling this issue himself, since the public will not forgive him for doing so. 

The adoption of the Albanian resolution and the-reverse suffered by the American procedural resolution 
solve the problem without obliging Mr Nixon to take a painful decision. Mr Kissinger1 s 11 realpolitik11 is bear
ing fruit, and_ President Nixon can now undertake his trip to Peking. 

The event is of great importance to Europe. China 1 s entry to the United Nations may open a new phase in 
which the entry of the two Germanies becomes conceivable. But above all, it seems inevitable that a process 
of struggles for influence is about to start within the UN, leading perhaps to a certain multipolarisation. 
In the course of this process, Europe is in danger of appearing to be what it is, divided and fragmented, 
with the result that its members would. be dra'l}'ll irresistably :i_nto the orbit of some of the Great Powers. The 
11pan-Euro~ean11 idea advocated by some, which would amount in substance to the creation of a solid group of 
satellite countries in the sphere of the Soviet Union, is clearly not an acceptable answer. 

Nothing· will remain but a genuine unification of Europe ••• 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY "2-~ ~ ~ b-e-r- L l(t I Wo · 9_ t l 
1 - EDITORIAL: China in the UN - the meaning for Europe. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: People 1 s China admitted to the UN - Mr Gas ton Thorn in Rome - Queen .Juliana visits 
wel)t Germany - Scandinavian meetings - Mr Westerte.rp in Ireland - Mr RipPon to meet Mr Scheel 
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- EuropeJUnited States: opening of the first phase of the dialogue 
- 11Economic 11 session of the Council 
~ EEC/UK: meeting of the deputies 
- Council of Agriculture Ministers 
- The "Trade Committee of the OECD" begins its work 
- I1al~ to postpone introduction of Vat by six months 
- C ec s on safety in the nuclear field: international meeting 
- Mr Deniau in Dahomey 
- EEC relations with third countries studied by the competent E.P. committee 
- CCT duties temporarily re~introduced with regard to Hong Kong, Yugoslavia and United Arab Republic 
- Morocco asks for food aid 
- Court of .Justice: litigation involving EEC regulations on imports and exports 
- Wages in 1972: Community surveys 
- Comitextil: new approach to Commission 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Hire-purchase sales: reply to question 245 from Mr Wolfram 
- Freeing of public works contracts: reply to questions 258 from Mr Vredeling and 221 from Mr Califice 
- Tinned milk: reply to question 215 from Mr Dullin - -
- Coal policy: present problems 
- Publications of the European Communities 
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EDITORIAL i 
t ;. -

Paneurppe A gogo ~ ~ t. 1:J 

Carried away, perhaps, by the euphoria aroused by the dramatic side of Mr. Brezhnev 1 s visit to Pari 
certain adepts of nebulous 11Paneurope11 (not to be confused with that of Mr. Coudenhove-Kalergi, whO, 1.n 
spite of everything, takes certain political realities into account) talk of their dreams in ternis 1 about 
which the least that ·can be said is that they are not very serious. 

ThUs, a French parliamentarian, Mr. Jacques Bt>uehacourt, deputy for La Nievre, and Secretary of a 
parliamentary group of paneuropean alliance, gives an analysis, ;n a 11 libre opinion" article published in 
"Le Monde11 , of the situation ahd makes suggestions which mainly show an absence of infonnation and judgement 
which is astonishing in a qualified political figure. 

Firstly, the parliamentarian in question also notices the fact that the present crisis is-causing 
Europe to discover the need for solidarity which should result in a lasting construction of Europe. 

Of course, this lasting construction is not that of the 11micro-Europe11 of the Six or of the Ten (who, 
then, said that this Europe of the Ten would be an economic giant and could become a political giant1), but 
a Europe enlarged to i: s geographical limits (up to the Urals or up to China?). The 11micro-Europe11 , with 
its supranational viewpoint, is said te bring··out susce tibilit and national reactions, and the result is 
that "nothing is working any more in the Common Market", · not even succee · ng in settling the char-
acteristics of lorries. 

We note in passing that, almost at the same time, President Pompidou, addressing Mr. Breihnev, began: 
11We are maintaining or seeking to tighten, in the framework of the Communities, for example, our links with 
those of ~r friends or of our neighbours" ••. 

This may well be. Mr. Bouchacourt has h~s recipe. We must all come toge!:her and "examine and settle 
in common the political problems of our Continent". How easy this is, isn't it? By this same method, mon
etary problems, the problems of disarmament, of industrial and scientific co-operation, of aid to develop
ment, of the energy policy' of transport, of agriculture etc. could be settled. 

Indeed, we are not explained by what maysterious mechanisms the susceptibility and national reactions 
would disappear by 20 or 25 meeting around a table instead bf Six or Ten. Mr. Bouchacourt is probably one 
of those who at the same time condemn· enlargement because it means the 11dilution11 of the Community, and 
advocate going beyond this towards the great pan-European conglemerate. He is not aware that it is precise
ly by means of tenacious and patient action that the susceptibility and national reactions can be overcome 
and reconciled, to arrive at a lasting construction, and that this can only be dorle by starting from a 
profound affinity and the converging of views and of ~ocio-political systems. And that there can be no last
ing construction without a freely accepted discipline; in other words common rules and institutions. Mr:--
Bouchacourt seems to have had an intuition of this requirement and suggests ·r·. the forming of a 11pennanent 
secretariat" which would set up ••• a European UNO to organise this 11 exel~Jllliu::y ·co-operation". As if b_y chance: 
this European organisation of the UNO for economic matters-has, exi:stec} f:Dr a loiig.time1·....8.nd the..,S<rtliet-lJnlPh 
i.-s-particulil.rly active in it. But its effectiveness is such that Mr. Bouchacourt h;Ls not noticed its existen
ce. Unless his aim is precisely to dilute, or rather to drown, the Community in this pail-European UNO domin
ated by the Soviet Union. But then this should be frankly confessed, as the ColllllUnists have done 
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Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Putting an end to ambiguities 

18~me ann~- No 913 (n.s.) 
Jeudi 28 octobre 1971 

At the very moment when the British Parliament is showing its support for Great Britain's entry int 
Community, serious concern is being shown in Brussels and in other capitals about .holding to the cOilllili.tme 
which Mr Moro had the Council confirm at its last meeting, that the accession treaties will be signed .;;.b..;;.e~....,':'\ 
the end of this year. 

It is enough to realise that,in practice, there are only seven weeks left for one to see how well-f 
ed this concern is. It is true that this is not an absolute deadline or a question of life or death. And in 
the last resort, one could always stop the hands of the clock. But non-adherence to. a policy undertaking al
ways has unfortunate consequences at the political level. 

This is in fact why Sir Con 0 1Neill has once again drawn his colleagues attention to this point. The 
question is whether this relative slowness with respect to what is desirable and necessary can be attributed 
to technical reasons or whether, as seems more likely, it is due to the presence of political knots which it 
does not seem anyone is ready to cut through. 

For although it is true that at the technical level there is still some hard work to be done and a host 
of details to be settled, it is general knowledge that at the polity level there are only two problems re
maining to be solved. One of them, over fisheries, involves all the applicant countries and has led to div
isions among the Six as well as among the four candidates. The other, over agriculture, only concerns Norway, 
to whom it is however of vital importance. 

It should not be forgotten that as the year draws to a close, the Community finds itself confronted -
as a result of the monetary crisis and very important factors of a policy nature - with a series of problems · 
demanding from it particularly intense activity, some difficult choices, and forcing it to take decisions 
which will commit it for a lorig time to -come. But this is its lot as a result of its increased responsibilit
ies, and of the increasingly important role which is must, and wants to, play. 

A not-unexpected factor - at least in our view - has just been added to the scene, and does not simplify 
matters. This is the attitude of the Scandinavian countries (or at least of certain political forces within 
them), that is to say, a certain Nordic "ambiguity" which - as one of our correspondents writes - has now 
taken hold of the Danish Government. It seems first of all to be making its own membership subject to~that 
of Great Britain. Secondly, it has also been made subject to the concluding of a "satisfactory agreement for 
Norway and Sweden". During the election campaign, the Danish Social Democrats ·were saying that 11a new situat
ion would exist if Norway did not join". At the meeting which has just b.een held in Oslo, Mr Ivar N~rgaard, 
the Danish Foreign Minister, said that "if Norwax does not join, Denmark's entry would be put in doubt." 

The best way out of this ambiguity is probably to speed things up and to propose politically viable spl
utions, the rejection of which would thus have a political significance from which the appropriate conculs
ions would have to be drawn. 

Em. G. 
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EDITOIUAL 

The Long March !I 
It is not i~ order to add yet another "historic" date to the. ones which have marked' the 11long march~' 

the United Kingdom towards Europe that we here draw attention to the vote last night in the Commons. The 
thusiasm or the .satisfaction being shown today is so widespread and load, that it is hard to remember th ~~ 
painful deadlock of 1963 or 1967, or even the more recent expressions of scepticisms and disbelief. 

Last night's event was expected, and even to a certain extent being counted on, but the ll2 majority Wl. 

which the vote succeeded gives it a political dimension which it would not have had if the majority had been 
smaller. The fact that about a third roughly of the Labour Parliamentary Party overcame major psychological 
and political obstacles in voting against the imperative instructions of their party shows that democracy in 
Britain· is still a living thing, and has not been turned into a 11partito-cracy11 • This is a good thing for 
Europe, and proves right those who think that British democratic socialism is an important contribution to 
the edifice of Europe. The 69 Labour MP 1 s, some of them in the Party leadership, who voted for Europe are a 
living prrof of the constructive contribution which the Labour Movement will make to Europe, and which Europe 
needs. 

The size of the majority confinns what we have said several times, namely 'that it is today that the ~
itical event in the process of British entry into Europe has happened. Before the end of this year, we w~ 
witness the 11public11 .eveiit of .the signing of the treaties, and on 1st January 1973 we will see the "legal" 
event of the coming into effect of Community law. This is how, it seems to us, one is to interpret the words 
of Mr Malfatti when he said that the Community 11will very shortly be called upon to define the .responsibill
ities which it is to assume and which it intends to assume inthe world." ·'It' means the enlarged Community. 

It iS' enough in :fact to cast an eye on the reactions from all capitals, especially those from the part
icularly "sensitive" ones, to realise this political impact, .the extent of whose importance we will soon be 
able to measure. 

The Comnnmity which is about to come into being will no doubt be different from the one it was yesterday. 
It will not necessarily be better just because it is large and "powerful". It will be better because (if) its 
members wish it to be. jean Monnet - who is the first person in the world to whom the credit should go for 
this success - said some felicitous things on TV last night (in reply to questions from Richard Mayne). ~ 
stant arogress, he said, is a process of constant adaptation, and the unity of Europe demands this continu
ous ar1 necessary adaptation. But there are things which cannot be given up. It was no by accident that Mon
net recalled that Great Britain's essential role should be to see that the institutions are respected. "We 
continent~s believe that it is men who solve problems, but in reality it is institutions," Mr Monnet con
cluded. 

The course is run~ the path mapped out. The "Battle of Britain" is over, the battle of the Institutions 
is about to begin. F;ven if once again this is also to be a "long march" ••• 

Em.G. 
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BULLETIN QUOTJDIE 

·-~ .:. t L' C !; ~ tJ The elections in Belgium: democracy and regionalism · 

-* <, ·. , f • . _.-~ :. ·:; r
1,J EDITORIAL ~-

Next Sunday, the Belgian people will go to the polls to elect the 212 members of the House of R~pres 0 

atives and 106 Senators (out of 179)~who are electM by direct .universal suffrage·. We recall that the 
of Representatives which has just been dissolved comprised 68 Social-Christians, 59 Socialists, 47 Liber 
5 Communists :and 33 "language group" deputies, i.e. 20 fer the Volksunie (Flemish) and 13 for the FDF-RW 
(French-speaking). The Government in office is a Social-Christian/Socialist coalition headed by Mr Eyskens. 
The Chambers have been dissolved before the legal limit in consideratien of the fact that too long a pre
electionperiod would have paralysed electoral activity and because the essential: i'!lrt .of the .constitutional 
fefonns· designed to resolve the language conflict (for which the ·parliament has been called together as a 
Constitutive Assembly) had been accomplished. · 

It is clearly impossible in a few lines to explain what this constitutional reform has consisted of. We 
will confine ourselves to saying thllt it has achieved a compromise based on a particularly marked regionalis
~ in the cutural and economic fields, and has introduced guarantees and machinery which are more or less 
automatic in order to ensure the development of the two linguistic communities. The most delicate and most 
contentious point remains the position of Brussels, but the danger of a profound split in the country seems 
to have been removed. It is anyway nornta.l experience ,that a conflict whose socio-political origins go back 
some way into the past cannot be resolved by a wave of a magic wand. A compromise solution had to be found, 
and for that to be achieved, a certain amount of courage had to be demanded of political circles, as well as 
a common will among all Belgians to maintain the unity of the country, with a rejection of the views of ex
tremists and of the outrages of fanatics of all kinds. 

The reform brings about, as we have said, a marked regiop.alisation which does not not stretch as far as 
federalism (with two or three seprate federal states?), which would perhaps have lead to a dissolution of nat
ional unity through absorption by other entities. A federal Belgium can only be imagined in the context of 
a federal Euro e in which the basic unit is the re ·on. 

The Be gian reforms nevert e ess constitute progress towards that redistribution of powers, responsibil
ities and funds at local authority level on which is based the buildirtg of a Europe which is faithful to the 
original characteristics which distinguish it, and within which the diversity of cultures is a factor making 
for enrichment and unity and not impoverishment and division. 

The Belgians will no doubt :On Sunday vote ,to endorseJthis demoe:tatic and European choice, and confirm their 
faith in a new and more humanely based unity within their country. 

Em.G. 
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Meeting of the Six (and the Ten) in Rome: taking the initiative i 
The Foreign 'Ministers of the Corrummity meet in Rome tomorrow for their third round of "political c 

ation11 • The day .after, they will meet, in the castle of Orsini-Odescalchi near ijracciano, thei~ colleagu 
from the four candidate countries, with whom they will exchange infonnation (see our bulletins for October 
27th, yesterday and today). We note in passing that at the time that the protocol of 20 July 1971 was being 
discussed, one of the most difficult differences to resolve was the one between those who wanted "unity of 
time and place" for the consultations between the Six and the exchange of infonnation between the Tftft,. and 
those who preferred to separate these two phases in a clear manner. One can now see how fruitless the argu
ment was: realities have imposed a unity which will be changed into "oneness" once membership becomes fonnal. 

lfuat can one expect from this meeting? It seems to us first of all that it will have to take into ac
count the rapid and extraordinary changes which the world is in the process of going through. In a single 
week, China has entered the international community and the European Community has taken a decisive step to
wards its enlargement. The Community is called upon to define the guidelines it is to follow in the face of 
the vario~s change~ of direction in American policy. These guidelines must be the fruit of responsible and 
considered decisions, but they must also be based on a consensus of the people, without which Europe would 
be a soulless techno-structure. Mr Habib-Deloncle said in the Europe;m Parliament on 20 October that the ach
ievements of political cooperation seemed to him to have taken on somewhat 11 the fonn of an iceberg"; what one 
does not see appears much more important than what one does.: Now, secret diplomacy may have its requirements, 
but it can never be the leaven of a European edifice which is to have the support of political forces, esp
ecially if at international le'yel it is to speak with world powers. 

Our second observation is that these political consultations are only justified if they enable a genuine 
new impetus to be given to the policy of European unification. The conc1~te problems facing the Community of 
Six are the following: · 
a) in the short tenn, the Community must be able to put an end to the monetary disprder reigning in its int
ernal and external relations: the Ministers of Finance are discussing the problem, although the solution will 
have to be a political one. 
b) in the near future, the Community must be in a position to enter into general talks with the United States 
and its other partners in the wodd. 
c) in the medium tenn, it must have an attitude of its own, i.e. a European one, to a Conference on Security 
and Cooperation in Europe, the preparatory phase for which will be opening before long. 

With these objectives in mind, the Community must prepare itself to make an effort at reflexion and dec
ision-taking at the highest level, hence the need for a European summit. 

With these topics on the table, and with the explicit will of the European Commission to make its own 
contribution to the discussions, the consultations at the end of this week can hardly be routine. Mr Malfatti 
said recently to some junior executives: "Europe is on the eve of the hour of truth. There exists an internat
ional reality which will tolerate neither indifference nor backsliding on its part." That is the point: some
on~ must take the initiative. 

Em.G. 
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- SYMPOSIUM EUROP~ 1950-1970, Liber discipulorum, College of Europe, Bruges (Belgium), 1971, 517 pages, P ,J 

500 Bfrs.- This ·work was published by the Association of Fonner Students of the College Of Europe (Bruges , 
on the occasion of the 20th. Anniversary of the College. About twenty fonner students have written article ,'ij(ril 
(in English, French or German) on three subjects: Europe being fonned; Paneuropean questions; Europe and t i~ 
world. 

- STANLEY HENIG: External Relations of the Eur~ ean Communit Associations and Trade reements, Chatham 
House -·PEP (London , Distribution by Researc Publications Services Ltd Victoria·Ha 1, East Greenwich, 
London SE 10), 145 pages, Price: £ 1.25.- In the first part, the author gives an insight into the ins·truments, 
objectives, procedures and development since 1958 of the European Community's external relations; the second 
part is devoted to the ex.amination of three concrete cases: the association with Greece, the trade agreement. 
with Israel and the negotiations with Aust'ria. 

- Aiuto fra aesi meno svilu ati, Saggi di L. LAUFER, L. ADAMOVIC, J .C. SRIVASTAVA, A. SADUN; Istituto affari 
internazionali R~ma , Societa editrice il Mulino (Bologna), 1971, 129 pages, Prlce: 1,000 lire.- This work 
analyses reciprocal aid between the less developed countries, and especially the aid granted to the developing 
countries by Yugoslavia, India and Israel. 

- ROLF E. VENTE: Ziel lanun Zwei Plad~ ers fur eine erweiterte Rationalitat, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft 
(Baden-Baden/Federal Germany , 1971, 41 pages, Priee: 9.90 DM.- By means of these "two pleas in favour of 
enlarged rationality", the author stresses that the decisions which enable us to move closer to ~he object
ives which we have chosen, can be taken rationa:l;ty. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 11/1971, Liaison Office in Bonn (Zitelmannstra se 22), Price: 1 DM.- The Euro-· 
pean Community's relations with the United States constitute the main subject. of this number. We also dr$W 
attention to articles on the Community policy in the field of transport (by Mr. Albert Coppe, European ~omm
issipn member) and ten views on the European policy by Mr. Hans von der Groeben. 

- §ur.oJlean Investment Bank 197t'l-1971, Luxembourg (~ Place de Metz). This 24-page booklet gives an insight 
into t e activity of the E.I.B. during financial year 1970-1971. 

- FAO: Monthly Bulletin ef Agricultural Economics and Statistics, No 7/8 - July-August 1971, Rome.- We draw 
attention to an article on agricultural risks and ~ro±ection ·against them by means ~f insurance. 

- Europa-Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten Staaten von Europa, November 1971, Bonn.- This 
number contains an interview with Mr. Rainer Barzel, the new Chainnan of the Gennan CDU Party, on European 
problems and .East-West relations. 

- JACQUES-HENRI PIRFJfflE-:-·E:xiste-t-il une biol~gie s~ciale? Extract from the monthly review syffmESES (Paris
Brussels), No 301-302, July-August 1971, pages 11-16. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

1-3 - POLinCAL DAY: Political Consultations of the Six: towards stre.ngthtming· present procedures? -
First important agreements in the intra-European coordination of the fight again~:~t drugs. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 917 (new series): 

4-5 - Relations with the neutral countrie~ and the problem of fisheries at the centre of the ministerial 
meeting on Monday 

5 - The EEC/Argentina trade agreement will be signed on Monday 
- Optimistic iudgement of the EFTA Council on the negotiations with the Community 

6 - COPA: deman s a substantial rise in farm prices for the 1972/1973 season 
- The!Gommittee for Agriculture of the E.P. in favour of an increase in farm prices 

7 - E.S.C.: position on the "common fann prices" for 1972/73 
8 - 11Thennal pollution" caused by electric power stations: reJ11Y to question No 218 from Mr. Oele 

- Censuses of the EEC population: reply to question No 269 from Mr. Vredeling 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

9 - Rate of the ECSC Levy: position adopted by European. parliamentarians 
~ Coke: production estimates 
- westingpouse: order for a large nuclear power station in Sweden 

10 - Investment ttedits of the ECSC 
~ Housing for ECSC workers:in Belgium: new credits 
- EURATOM Council: postponement to December 
-PrOblems of small and medium-sized firms: towards a .special ministerial meeting 

11 - The Week in Europe " 
12-13 '- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1747 

EUROPE/Documents No. 647 ~ The Monetary and Commercial Relations Between the European Community and the 
United States: Facts and FiQires 
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EDITORIAL 

After the political consultations of the Six and of the Ten (1) 

The pblitical consultations of the Six and of the Ten, which were held last Friday and Saturday · 
Rome, and od which we have reported at length, suggest certain considerations and allow provisional co 
ions to be drawn; which are not ~ntirely pessimistic, but which prompt caution as to the development 
European affairs at the end of 1971 and for 1972 (which will also be the year in which the enlarged Eu 
will rapidly have to "find itself", define its objectives and fix its means). 

We shall try to summarize these considerations and conclusions, by especially developing the aspects 
which seem to us as deserving greater attention, for it is these which can condition the development in 
question. 
1) As fo·r tht political co-operation itself, its scope, forms and effectiveness, a judgement of a general 
nature c~ be given, which is moderately positive, on the usefulness of exchanges of views and of informat
ion among Foreign Ministers. But it must also be recognised that these exchanges of views, which take place 
every six mdnths, and which are thus not directly in tune with the problems of the moment, end u~ by being 
of an acade~c nature. If the co-operation were to maintain this nature, its scope and impact on the conduct
ing of international policy by the member countries would remain very limited. S~nce it is not possible, 
during a rdund of speeches, to change, adjust or eoordinate national attitudes to important political prob
lems, one must draw the conclusion that other much more im ortant instruments must be available {assuming 
that the will for such coordination exists • This instrument can only be a continuous, daily, organic com
parison of views, placed in a general context which enables political decisions to be reached. The personal 
comments of Mr. Ducci, as ~ell as the suggestions of Messrs. Scheel and Schmelzer, point a little in this 
direction, and towards the creation of a permanent body, which would be as close as possible; from the geo
gr~phical point of view as well as in its·method of work, to the institutional system of the Community. 
2) As for the preparation of the GSCE, it is linked to the general organising of political co-operation. The 
question is whether the Six wish the Community to have a single voice at the Conference in question, i.e, if 
they wish there to be a Community policy'towards Eastern Europe (as there should be towards other partners). 
Such a policy could only be born of organised co-operation and inspired by a precise political will. Do all 
these conditions exist? The answer to this is not clear and we will come back ~o the matter. 
3) As for a suMmit meeting, the positive fact to be noted is tha~ the need for it has been recognised and 
that its aims have been indicated. But ever~one also recognised that certain ·conditions have to be fulfil~
ed before asummit can be called. Here, again, there are man doubts. We will come back to this tomorrow. 

To be continued Em.G. 

SUMMARY -~ ~~~..e-Y"" Ul g.-\ ~. '1 I~ 
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results 
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-The U.S. officially approaches the EEC over preferential agreements between it and the non-candi
date European countries 

- Council of Ministers: finishing touches to forms of collaboration with the E.P. as part of budget 
procedure 

- Council of Ministers: position on the system for sea-fishing in the framework of the enlarged EEC 
- Ne otiations with the non-a licant EFTA countries examined by the Council 
- EEC Ar entina: trade agreement signed 
-New phase in ministerial negotiations with the U.K., Norway, Denmark and Ireland 
- The staff .ne ISPRA sends a message to the President of the Council 
-The President of the ESC in Germany- A E.P. delegation visits the Central African Republic 
- British regional policy and Common Market regulations 
- ~ favourable opinion on seven financing projects 
- Uon~essions to the U.S. over oranges: reply to question 267 from Mr. Cifarelli 
- Steel: prospects for 1972 
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EDITORIAL 

consultations of the Six and of the Ten - (2) 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIE 

Let us mention first of all a fairly significant fact: the only important decision adopted by the 
isters of the Six in the course of their consultations on international politics (and the one which raised 
the largest echo from the general public) was to hold a summit conference on the Community's future in 1972. 
But this is a topic which is not, properly speaking, one which should come under political consultations. 

At all events, the decision in principle to hold a European summit conference 11 as early as possible in 
1972" is an important one. It was already known that all the governments shared the conviction that is was 
necessary to hold a summit, but it is important that they have taken a formal decision to do so, thus enabl
ing preparations to begin and at the same time the agreement of the applicant countries to be gained, since 
it is clear to everyone that the summit in question should involve the enlarged Community: the decision to 
be taken at it will in fact be translated into action from 1973 onwards. 

It is also important that the Six have agreed on the topics which should figure on the agenda of the 
summit conference. The text of the final declaration is rather obscure, but there seems no doubt that the 
summit is to: 
1) ive new im etus to the economic and moneta union (and hence fix timetables for the setting up of Com
munity bodies ; 
2) define the Community's posture towards the rest of the world, more particularly: (a) the United States; 
(b) the Eastern European countries, in particular in connection with the calling of a CSCE; (c) the develop
ing countries; 
3) tackle the question of an institutional reform of the Community, in connection with its ~nlargement and 
the new tasks which it will be taking on. On this subject, Mr Maurice Schumann is said to have announced tha· 
President Pompidou will give greater detail about his ideas for a confederal Europe (we can only welcome the 
fact that institutional matters are to be discussed as we have always wished them to be). It has been offic
ially stated that the European Commission will help with the preparations for the summit; these are to start 
very soon (probably at the meeting on December 8). 

The most delicate problem which remains unsolved is that of the date when the summit might be held. Thi 
poses a difficult problem for those candidate countries whose entry is to be decided by referenda, the outco 
of which are· uncertain (Denmark and Norway); this means that these countries are forced to be hesitant. They 
could at all events be associated with the preparations and participate as observers at least. Much more im
portant is the problem raised by France. Mr Schumann has said that a suminit meeting will be impossible as lo 
as the clash between France and Germany over currency problems has not be resolved. It is certain that no 
failure of the summit should be risked. On the other hand, why hold a summit unless it is to resolve problem 
which cannot be settled within other bodies? The very fact of announcing an early summit meeting should make 
it possible to start on a process leadipg to the finding of the necessary compromises. If on the other hand, 
matters were allowed to drift, the risks would be even greater: important deadlines would pass without Euror 
being in a position to speak with its won voice. It is not enough to think out a strategy; one must seize tt 
opportunities which circumstances offer. Europe cannot afford to miss the chances at present within its reac 

(to be continued) Em.G. 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: Position adopted by the President of the E.P. on the coming Summit - Direct elec-
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- European Parliament: agenda of the next session 
- The Council has completed its discussions on the contents of the agreements with the neutral 

countries 
- Important British reservations about the proposals relating to sea-fishing 
- Denmark presents its general political concept of European integration 
- Norway and Ireland reject the proposals on the fisheries policy 
~ E.P.: Preparation of the Plenary Session: problems of the common agricultural policy; Weights 

and sizes of utility vehicles 
-The harmonisation of the legislation on arms advocated by the F.R.G. and France 
- Steel: prospects for 1972 
- Industrial reconversion: ECSC credits 
- Failure of Europa II: need for a strongly int~grated European organisation 

Before Mr. Connally 1 s visit to Japan 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL IN FORMATION 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1749 

EUROPE/Documents No 648 "Atlantic Security in the Seventies 11 
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EDITORIAL 

After the political consultations of the Six and of the Ten - (3) 
D~ 

As we have seen, the meetings in Rome and Bracciano have brought to light reservations ifi'J 
about the date when a European summit conference could be held. These reservations are in some cases base ~Y ~~ 
on reasons which involve the basic features of the matter, and which, as a result, could call into questio 
the very principle of holding a conference. In such matters, the best is often the enemy of the good. It is 
clear that a summit cannot be held if the necessary pre-conditions have not been fulfilled, but it is also 
quite possible that the optimum can never be obtained. Pre-conditions which are too rigid should not there
fore be set. 

The idea of holding a conference has been ripening for a long time, and it is linked in part to the en
largement of the Community (an enlargement which is now becoming a reality) and to the need for this to be 
accompanied by a process of strengthening which tackles both the work to be done and the met ods for carrying 
it out. This ripening process had been under way for some time when President Pompidou brought up the idea of 
a ·summit again on August 18 last. The suggestion was caused by a particular event, namely the American meas
ures in the economic and monetary fields, and its aim was to put Europe in a position of being able to pro
duce a coherent and unified response to these measures, as well as, in the longer term, to provide. the Com
'titunity with appropriate structures, especially in the monetary field, to enable new stability to be achieved, 
and stability in which Europe'would have a full role. 

Now, today it is even more necessary than ever that Europe be in a position to give such a response, and 
it beco~s ·increa~ingly clear too that this must be a general response. This can only come from a decision 
taken at a summit. The same reasoning applies to a conference on security and cooperation in Europe: it would 
be extremely dangerous for Europe to appear at this conference, preparations for which will probably begin 
next spring (these preparations will be more important even than the conference itself), to be in disarray as 
it faces the American and Soviet colossi. As Mr Scheel has rightly said, all possible misunderstandings must 
be cleared up: the European Com.nuni ty should not be confused with the military 11blocs 11 • It is an economic and 
political reality, and an open and a peaceful one, as its daily actions show. Once again, it is the job of a 
sununit to define what role integrated Europe is to play in such a conference, and to support, with its auth
ority, the dynamic initiative which the Community would like to take in the field of cooperation (see our 
"Political Day" for November 4th). 

We add that the summit should give a green light for preparations leading to a reform.o£ the Community's 
institutions, this being linked, as the Luxembourg Report explicitly points out, to the strengthing and improv~ 
ing of political cooperation. 

The folitisation of the Community, under the pressure of events, and for which the summit should give a 
decisive 1mpetus, ought to be based on a consensus of the people. Now; circumstances are such that the peopl~ 
of Europe are calling for courageous and swift action. They milst .not be· disappointed. ·• 

Em. G. 

suMMARY to t0ove.VVt~'Y Uir.:tl ~o. cyz_(!) 
1 - EDITORIAL: After;the political consultations of the Six and of the Ten - (3) 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: WEU Assembly: next meeting - French comments on the recent Rome meetings - Mr Roy 
jenkins: a second ballot - Brandt/Pompidou meeting: end of November/start of December- Mr Schiller 
ends his talks in London - Mr Malfatti on official visit to Sweden. 

DAILY BULLETIN ~o 920 (new series): 
'-3 - In reply to Denmark, the Com.mmity reaffirms the main principles for the entry of the new members. 

- .EXJROSYNDICAT: 11'9.91 
3-4-5-6 - Differences over-fiSheries policy 
6 - Agreements in sight over Isle of Man and the Channel Islands: Mr Rippon pleased 

- Mr Rippon confirms signature before Christmas 
-·The interim period between the EEC and the UK begins. 

7 - S.A.e.: disagreement over prices for wine 
- A'CiUCULTURAL INFORMATION: Shortage of powdered milk; Exemptions from duties proposed for certain 

fruits and vegetables from the Associated African States; Importing of frozen meat; speech by Mr 
Mansholt to the FAO 

8 - Problems of energy policy and energy supply 
9 - Steel: production in October 

- Geiiiiaii screw manufacturers and Italian competition 
- Scientific and technical cooperation: preparations for the 19-man ministerial conference 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 31 D/T 

10 - Environment protection in west Germany 
- Mr Connally 1 s talks in Japan 
- The Group of Ten meeting is postponed 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

11 - Publications of the European Communities 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1750 
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Vendredi 12 novembre 1971 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

: EUROPEAN LIBRARY-----t!II:L 
'!Books which are sent to us and whose publication . . 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 1 . ~ 

CENTRE D1ETUDES EUROPEENNES - UNIVERSITE CATHOLIQUE DE LOUVAIN: La politigue regionale du Marche 'dommun, . 
Vander Editeur (Louvain-Brussels}, 1971, 218 pages, Price: 280 Bfrs. or 34 FF.- After a preliminary chap 
on the regional policy in the Community perspective by Mr.C:-Colonna Di Paliano, the following studies can 
be ~ound in this work: From the regional economy t0 the supranational economy by Prof. L. Davin, the social 
aspects of regional development in the Common Market by Minister G.M.J. Veldkamp and the structural problems 

,of regional development in the Common Market by Prof. j.L. Quennonne. The last part of the work is devoted 
to the work of the ~0und Table on regional policy in~he Common Market, organised at Louvain in May 1969 
and devoted to both:the theoretical aspects of the regional policy and to the applications of this policy 
in the European Community. In conclusion, Mr. Jean Buchmann, President of the Centre for European Studies of 
the University of Louvain drew the following ·two lessons from the symposium: l) an effective and coherent 
regional policy supposes a very considerable increase in Community pqwers, and particularly regarding the 
trans-national regions; 2) a valid regional policy supposes a combination of, on the one hand, the strength
ening, and, on the other, of the strengthening of basic action. 

- KENNETH KAUNDA: Una Zambia zambiana, Publi~hed in the collection of the IAI-Istituto affari internazionali 
(Rome}, Societa editrice il ijplino (Bologna), 19711 81 pages, Price: 500 lire.- Work translated by Anna 
Hausmann. The introduction) devoted to the subject of "from political independence to economic independence" 
is by Mr. Giampaolo Calchi Novati. 

- IAI Informa (L'Italia nella politica internazionale), April-June 1971, Istituto Affari Internazionali 
(Vale Mazzini 88, 00195 Roma).- We particularly draw attention tcr articles on Italian strategic and military 
policy and to Italy's international policy, according to the debates in the Italian Parliament. 

- Atti della Acaademia Nazionale di·Marina Mercantile, Anni 1970-1971, Genoa, June 1971, 82 pages. Camera di 
Commercio,Industria, Artigianato e Agricultura di Genova (Via Garibaldi 4). 

~ Revue de la Commission des Ensei nants Socialistes de la Communaute Euro eenne No l/1971, Secretariat: 
J.B. Installe, Avenue des Villas 77, 10 0-Brussel$.- The first number of this review of the Commission of 
Socialist Teachers of the European Community publishes the regulations of the Commission and reports on 
the inaugural session of 2 and 3 June last. 

- Remargues Africaines, Bi-monthlyReview of Pan-African Information and Documentation, Thirteenth year, 
No 386 of 2-5 October 1971 (1180-Brussels, .rue J .-B. Meunier 13}. In the summary: General Laminaza, President 
in spite'of himself (of the Upper Volta}; The major problems of the Upper Volta; 11 Angela Davis must be saved"; 
the GDR and the Third World etc. 

l - E.UROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The President of the E.P. at the Hague - The members of the Court of .Justice to 
visit London - The Danish press criticises Mr Nprgaard for his attitude in Brussels - Joint Franco
British statement 
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- Ministers of National Education: first session 
- Part of the "liberalisation lists" extended to China and other Asian countries with State trade 
- EEC/IAEA: opening of the negotiations 
- Norway asks for permanent arrangements for certain farm products and a redefinition of its con-

tribution to the EAGGF 
- Importing of wines from Chile and Israel: no compensatory tax 
- Community system for insurance agents and brokers: reply to question No 318 from Mr. Riedel 
- Imposed prices: reply to question No 247 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Pre aration of the Plena- Session of the E.P.: Community budget for 1972; The E.P. advocates 

maintaining the rate of the ECSC levy at 0.3 ; Driving times for road transport 
- Group of Ten: meeting between lst. and 7 December 
- Lowering of bank rate in the USA and Sweden 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Price of steel: falling 
- Coal: rises in prices 
- ~trike of the E.P.'s personnel risks disturbing the session 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1751 
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EDITORIAL 

"Relations of a new kind" 

The renewal of the "entente cordiale" between France and Great Britain, which was solemnly state 0 

joint statement issued in London last Friday, is a highly positive feature on the road towards the bu· 
of a Community.Europe. 

The political implications on this event can be appreciated by anyone 
passage in the statement: 11 ••• this historical friendship will develop and flourish in a new and yet closer 
relationshi as fellow members of the Eu ean Communities." These few words contain and sum up the whole 
p osophy whic msp re t e foundation of Com.nun1ty Europe: the setting up among the partners of a new type 
of relationship which went far beyond the one, which may even have been very friendly, which existed before. 
As a result, the existing friendship, which was a necessary pre-condition for the choice then made of a 11 sha~ 
ed destiny", changed its nature, was transfonned: the fonner allies and friends became partners in an irrev
ersible,common enterprise. 

The presence of this sentence.· in the Franco-British statement has rapidly evaporated the somewhat dis
torted extrapolations or interpretations being made of the event and voiced by observers whom it caught on 
the wrong foot. Some of these observers have tried to claim that the renewed entente was nothing else than 
the finalising of the approach attempted at the time of what is called the 11 Soames Affair". But the affair 
in question was the last episode in a policy what had remained true to the traditional concepts of alliances, 
blocs and the balance of power, i.e. a policy which has become bankrupt and which has been abandonned. The 
Anglo-French declaration of November 12 marks on the other hand the first step in a new policy in the bilat
eral relationship between two members of the same Community. 

Other people are saying that the renewed entente confinns the existence of a "special" relationship be
tween the only European powers which retain "world responsibilities". It is objectively true that residual 
historical responsibilities remain, but they can only be maintained and fulfilled if they have 'a European sup
port to .rest on. This i-s in fact the political reason why Great Britain has entered the Community. This does 
not mean that Europe could be used as a springboard or a pedistal: it is a question of a gradual shifting of 
responsibilities to the European level. Things become a little more complex when araments and defence are 
being discus~ed, but the same conclusion holds in the end: a new approach must be adopted. Last Thursday's 
"Financial Times" put it well in the following words: 11 ... the Europe of tomorrow is the Europe of the enlarged 
Community, and both Britain and France must learn to speak with a European voice." 

Let us therefore salute this new step towards unity in Europe. And above all, let us not forget that, 
in order :tor unity to be achieved, it is not at all necessary for everyone to agree on evei',)'thing every day. 
Community, or confederal or federal Europe does not intend to turn out confonnists or unprote~ting subjects, 
it is a union of free peoples and individuals. 

Eln.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

As is generally known, the e:~::::;:~ :~e t::l~::u::::Y 
0

:s t::t c;:~:~::~dered in Moscow to ·~e· enti~ 
a "fait accompli". On the contrary, there is still a hope that "accidents along the course" will prevent 
or at least delay it. Soviet circles seem convinced that discrete and skillful pressure will serve to a -
uate the persistent doubts and hesitations, especially in Scandinavia. By this means, and through an exp ·· -
ation of the difficulties inherent in the problems which have yet to be settled, it is thought to be possible 
to start a chain reaction which, at a later stage, could even cause severe problems in Great Britain. In this 
context, one of the cards played by the Soviet diplomatic service has been to have Helsinki chosen as the 
likely (and it -seems there· is general agreement to this) venue for the preparation-s for a conference on sec
urity and cooperation in Europe. This is something in the way of being the vocation of Finland, yet it may in 
the end influence, strongly or less strongly, the attitudes of certain countries. 

By giving the impression that they could either reject or have postponed indefinitely any pre-negotiat-
: ions on mutual and balanced force reductions in Europe (MBFR), the Soviets may be nourrishing the hope of 

making European-American relations even more difficult and of securing, in the end, a unilateral withdrawal 
of some ·American troops from Europe without their needing to concede anything in return. At the same time, 
they are putting the accent on the priority which should be given to a CSCE. It is thought in Moscow that thi 
tactic has already brought a certain amount of success. There is in fact already a consensus, expressed in 
clear terms by some countries, that such a conference ought to be able to meet before the end of 1972. By giv 
ing~he idea of such a conference as certain sense of urgency and irrevocability, the USSR knows that it can 
induce a slowing down in oome quarters of efforts aimed in other directions, as well as growing difficulties 
in the Community as a result of the unprecedented accumulation of urgent problems and, one might even say, of 
priorities. It is clear that the Com.nunity is going to have to tackle simulataneously (a) the normal, though 
not the routine, administrative questions, (b) the enlargement operation, (c) the fixing of relations with 
the non-applicant countries, (d) the giving of new impetus to the economic and monetary union, (f) relations 
with the United States, (g) relations with Eastern Europe- not to mention the reform of the Community's own 
Institutions. 

The ent!:l of Great Britain continues to be a source of profound irritation to political circles in Mos
cow. Yurl ShUkov writes in "Pravda" that it strengthens those in Europe .who wish to sabotage the CSCE and 
above all raises the spectre of a European nuclear force being created. "Izvestia" publishes a list of West
em statesmen in favour of the Conference and criticises British leaders. The Europe of Ten will, the news
paper concludes," still .remain little Europe • " 

One thing becomes increasingly clear: the eommunity must 
as quickly as possible in order to bring the enlargement to a 
and monetary structures, and to provide itself with the means 
the United States, but with any other valid speaking partner, 
this means especially in the phase when it is being prepared, 
There· is not a moment to be lOst. 

advance on several fronts at once, and do this 
successful conclusion, to strengthen economic 
it needs to sustain a dialogue, not only with 
especially at the CSCE; in the latter case, 
since this will be by far the most important. 

1 

2 

Eln.G. 
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of the Free University of Brussels~ WEU Council of Ministers to meet on Saturday in Paris - Man
~ in Paris 
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delegation in Washington: reply to question No PB9 from Miss Lulling - International Wheat Agree
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EDITORIAL 1i .~ i. ~· ~~ .e-. G; t '... ~ "" 
Cyclin&.on the spot- or a game of poker? 

~i.oo~'"'"'" 

.Ofcling on the spot exercises, well known to the most professional of racing .cyclif:lta,are 
ous and sometimes lead to the failure of those to decide to take them up. 

What is in the process of happening in the field of relations between Europe and the United State~ in 
the monetarr and trade fields recalls very clearly such dangerous games. As we all know, the Group of Ten ~as 
due to meetd.n Rome on 22/23 November: the Six had prepared for this meeting and it was reasonable to suppose 
that at this meeting the United States would (and they had let this be understood) reveal its intentions,· 
thus opening up the way to a settlement, or at least a provisional one, as a preparation to general talks. 
The meeting was cancelled, or at least postponed. Why? In the opinion of some observers, because the Six had 
not really worlced out their position and because the Franco-German differences had to be surmoimted first, 
this being in fact the purpose of the planned meeting between Mr Brandt and Mr Pompidou. The two dates being 
considered. for. the .Group.-'of Teh meeting were based on the- probable date .for .the.se talks·:. November 30 .or De·~a.. 
ember 6-7. But surprise and irritation was shown on the French side: a Brandt-Pompidou meeting only made sense 
after the Group of Ten session, after it had been possible to ascertain whether Americ:n "was ready" to negot..; 
iate and to compromise on the principle of devaluation. This is why it is now being said that the Brandt-Pom
pidou me~ting may be postponed, as everyone waits for the Americans to move first •. Immobility; cycling on the 
spot; and the economic situation goes on getting worse every day. 

Meanwhile, Mr Connally, back from Japan, has made some statements to the Economic Club in New Yorlc~of 
which some are rather SUillrising. Mr Connally said that the 10% surcharge was not a protectionist measure. 
It would be interesting to know what Mr Connally does call a measure' which prevents or limits the access of 
products to a marlcet. The United States has the lowest customs barrier in the world, Mr Connal}y went on. 
This remarlc is in flat contradiction with the results of the Kennedy Round, as everyone knows. Mr Connally 
also said that he did not think that the American measures would lead to a trade war. In spite of his lack . 
of concern, Mr Connally may be wrong: no later than yesterday, Mr Wilbur Mills, who is not exactly ~ ap9stle 
of free trade, said that maintaining the surcharge would lead to countries "which have always given Washing-
ton their support" to res:Ort to reprisals. · 

Mr Connally:-also said that the United States is not in a osition to devalue the dollar unilateral! , 
as its partners have asked. He did not explain why. On the other hand, in t e same speec , e saL 
United States was ready "to meet its partners half-way". Is this a commitment to progress, after So much im
mobility (and after the others have ~overed a large part of the way themselves)? Is this to mean the offer 
of a modest devaluation or the reduction by stages of the surcharge? 

These questions are still waiting to be answered. The economic (and political) stability of the West 
is not to be gambled on a dangerous game of cycling on rollers or on a poker-play. 

Em.G. 
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~·. ,.,~N QUOTIDIEN 
. ·I 

Can one count on~~:O::S~om of those in power? ~ 
Strangely enough, the remarks made by Mr. Conn~lly to the Economic Club in New York, which we quote~ 

.yesterday, have been interpreted in diametrically o~posite ways by various people. Some have seen them as~~ 
being the slamming of a door on any possible agreement. Others have seen in them a certain "readiness" to~ 
take account of the other speaking partners in this dialogue of the deaf. We would like to accept this sec
ond interpretation, but we fear that this would be too optimistic an attitude. 

Mr. Connally seems, above all, to be irritated by the fact that he ~as·not:.reoeived total acquiescence 
from the rest of the world, in particular those countries who in his view ought to sacrifice themselves in 
order to redress a situation due in part to a bad policy. In ~ur view, the'United States is perfectly ri~t 
to ask for the cest of the world's co-operation in resolving a problem in which no-one can fail to be invol
ved. It should be added that such co-operation has been offerred to the USA on several occasions and in all 
the various organisations. But it is difficult to take unilateral measures and then use them as a weapon in 
laying claim to such co-operation. 

When Mr. Connally seems seriously to believe that the surcharge is not a protectionist instrument, he 
must accept that it is an instrument of blackmail, and this we are the first not to believe. When he says 
that other countries like France and Great Britain have resorted to surcharges or similar systems and that 
these did not arouse the criticism and hostility which greeted the American measure;,then Mr. Connally is 
triply badly informed or badly advised. Firstly, because France and Britain, when they adopted these measures, 
calied forth the most lively protests from their )Partners. Secondly, because the American market and the 
American dollar have world importance anu anytbing &oncerning them has an impact which is hardly comparable 
with anyth~g involving the other currencies mentioned. And thirdly, because the measures adopted by the 
countries in question led every time, in the longer or shorter term, to a devaluation, i.e. a change in the 
parities of the currencies concerned. Is Mr. Connally ready to draw from this situation the consequences 
which France and Britain drew from the fact that their economies were in positions of fundamental instabil
ity? 

For the moment, the figures released by the OECD this afternoon show that the United States has no 
cause for complaint and that it has gained a considerable advantage from the situation it has created, esti~ 
mated at 6 to 7 billion dollars. Has not the time come to try to stabilise a situation which could degenerate 
into a raging crisis which no country could e'scape? The Financial Times bases lits optimistic attitude on the 
fact that, since the world is threatened with a major crisis, the Governments concerned will certainly not 
allow this state of affairs to continue. We would be less confide nt. Basing oneself on the wisdom of those 
in power seems to us a dangerous game, especially if one has to base oneself on Mr. Connally 1 s remarks 

I Em.G. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: "Can one count on the wisdom of those in power'l11 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Moro talks to E.P. 1 s Political Committee on "Co-operation concerning foreign 
policy" - Europa-Union adopts position on direct election of E.P. and on Nordic co-operation -
Mr. Brandt at SPD Congress - Mr. Schiller in Paris 
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- E.P.: Mr. Moro gives the meaning of the mandate given to the Commission for its negotiations with 
~IAEA (oral question No 8/71) - Reply by Mr. Moro to oral question No 11/71 relating to the 
recognition of the "passes" issued to the members of the E.P. 
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----EUROPEAN LIBRARY--~ 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this neadin 

- ROBERT TRifFIN: Que faire face a la derive vers les annees 19 0? Extract from the Bulletin of the Ban e 
Nationale de Belgique Brussels , November 9n .• - Professor Triffin develops three major themes: the pres 
ent situation of international p~yments is untenable and ris~s degenerating into monetary and trade guer~ 
wars, reminiscent of the 1930s. A return to the past, and particularly to the role of the dollar as a domi 
an~ currency, is unth1nkable for political rea~ons as much as for economic ones. It is therefore essentia 
to negotiate the reorganisation of the international monetary system immediately, taking account of the po 
itions of strength present, and in particular of the existence of the European Community. Only the rapid 
setting up of a European Fund for managing exchange and reserves can give the EEC the essential instrument 
for a coherent and effective policy. 

- 30 jours d 1Europe, No 160- November l9Vl, Paris.- Under the general title of 11 The Europe-United States 
Conflict", this number groups together seven articles, one of which is by Mr. Ralf Dahrendorf. We also men
tion an interview of Mrs. Katharina Focke, Secretary of State for the Chancellery of Federal Germany. 

- L!Eurota' 15 October 1971, Rome.- In the summary: In the face of new worldwide situations, by Mr. Emanuele 
Gazzo; T e Conservatives, Labour and Europe; Where is Germany going?; Business strategy in tomorrow's Europe; 
For a European "constituent procedure11 • 

- les Problemes de l'Europe, No 53, Paris (38 bis Av. George V) and Rome (Viale Platone 47).- This number 
contains the important speech which Mr. Raymond Ba~re, Vice~President of the European Commission, gave in 
Kiel on European prospects. For Mr. Barre, the enlargement of the Community involves a double wagerJ on:the 
one hand, that the objectives which justify the effort of European unification will be able to be pursued; 
and on the other, that a coherent and effective organisation will be able to be established. The "Documen
tation" section is devoted to the problems of regional development and industrial reconversion, discussed 
at two meetings between the management of the Italian !RI group and European parliamentarians. 

-Vision, The European Business Magazine, No 12-November 1972, Paris (Rue Taitbout).- "The kind of simplified 
English that emerges from international conferences is quite workable as a means of doing business", notes 
Mr. Anthony Sampson. "But this dcy, mechanical international language can never be a substitute for the nat
ional languages, with all the richness of their associations, their cultural heritage, their vivid slang." 
We also draw attention to the cover story, entitled: "Knitting the new Europe together", by Mr. Philippe 
Heymann, Managing Ed:i tor of Vision, who is asking for 11 a little less ideology and a little more efficiency". 

- G.B.F. NIBLETT: Digital Information and the Privacy Problem, OECD (Paris), 62 pages, Price: $ 2, £ 0.70.
The problem of the invasion of privacy by the computer will only be able to be solved thanks to the joint 
action of data processing specialists, competent. administrators, key technological measures and judicious 
legislation, concludes Mr. Niblett, an OECD consultant. 

- L1Europe en formation, No 140-November 1971, Paris (Published with the support of the Belgian Ministry 
of National Education and Culture).- In the summary: The Irish question at th~ time of enlargement; Plann
ing and Federalism; North-Rhineland-Westphalia. 
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2 POLITICAL DAY: British concern about the CSCE and the future of Europe -Mr. Krag 1 s visit to 

Great Britain - 'Ht. Scheel"has talks '·with -Presidept-Pompidoii in ;Paris .-
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- Mr. Malfatti in Africa and in Madagascar 
- "Agricultural" Council: points on the agenda of the session 
- Messrs. Otto Krag and Norgaard will visit the European Commission 
-Italy has formally asked for the-postponement of the time-iimit for applying the V.A.T. 

Licit Co-operation Agreements and notification of agreements: proposals amended 
E.P.: Caose of Plenary Session: 1972 budget; Weights and dimensions of road vehicles; ~gnment 
of the provisions on driving hours on the ERTA approved of; E.P. asks for generalized preferences 
to be applied to Turkey; Application of the new legislation on the social security of migrant 
workers; Rate of the ECSC levy. 

- Eli;C/Argentina Trade Agreement: text published in O.G. 
- Scientific and technological co-operation: abandonment of an important action 
- The "Group of Ten" will meet on 30 November 
- Committee for Economic Policy of the OECD: conclusion of the work 
- GATT: American offensive 
- organisation of the market for groundnuts between the EEC and AASM; reply to question No 256 from 

Mr. Vredeling; Replies to Mr. Vredeling: No 230, Revision of certain agricultural market organis
ations; No 250 Grant of maize to Somalia; No 249, Duration of the trade decision concerning the 
Benelux:; No 315~,1 Complementary replies; No 298, Generalized pf:eferences for the Portuguese colonies; 
No 276, General systems of aids for regional purposes 

-ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-Steel markets: causes of. the short-term depression 
- Ex.tension to Spain of the genera ized tariff preferences: opposition from steel industrialists 
- American steel industry: applications for price increases 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1756 
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The trade-unions and Europe 

This is not the first time that we have mentioned trade-union activities at European level in o~~~~~ 
editorials. It seems to us unnecessary to stress an already-evident fact: the construction of Euro 
become irreversible and continue to develop in a direction which takes account of the interests of 
of Europe unless there is a wide base of popular support. Up until now, the 11 Europeanism" of the tra 
has mainly el)lanated from gro~pings among. the executive, and the construction of Europe has benfitted from 
the support of particularly far-sighted political circles and economic agents who have been aware of the im
portance of hating large mari<et·s. As for the broad mass of the people, it has been well-aware of the fact 
that Europe can be the response to many problems, but it has not given it abshlute priority and has therefore 
not contributed a basic commitment to bringing the European ideal into existence. At a certain point after 
the War, this support from the people did exist; the European solution seemed the only.·rational answer to 
the factors which were at the origin of the civil wars which had laid Europe waste. But popular pressures 
are of short duration, and the slowness with which politicians and diplomats started on the road towards the 
building of Europe relegated the idea to a place among the fine dreams which are not expected to be realised 
in the foreseeable future. 

It is clear that once trade-unions in the Community countries - whose impact on the political scene in 
the various countries has continued to grow at the same time as the traditional parties have gone into a de
gree of decline - decide to develop their activities at European level, on a unified base, they will not only 
increastf their own credibility but will also turn Europe into an immediate reality, one which can be directly 
perceived by the worl<er as an individual and as member of a collectivity. Without wishing to adopt as posit
ion about the substance of present claims, we feel it is clear that coordinated and articulate action at Eur
opean level, action which engages the mass of the people and takes account of objectives realities {that is 
to say, regional differences and the need to eliminate them gradually), would be of benefit tp the harmon-

. ious development of Europe 1 s economy and wouil..d become an important factor in the realising of economic and 
monetary· union and proper European planning. 

There are increasingly strong indications that the trade-union awareness of Europe is beginni{lg to cross 
from the stage of hopes and\wishes to that of realities. Without, once again, passing judgement on the argu
ments at present under way, let us at least state that the EMF {The European Metalworkers' Federation, CISL) 
at its meeting in Brussels appeall.ed to all worl<ers in Europe for solidarity in the struggle in four of the 
tnember countries for the renewal of collective agreements in the metal-worKing industry {the most important 
of which involves I.G.Metall). Mr Georges Seguy, too, has, on behalf of the French CGT, addressed proposals 
for collaboration and coordination to the trade-union central bodies .iri the countries of the enlarged Commun
ity• Meanwhile, progress is being made towards trade-union unity in Italy, as evidenced by the start of pub
lications by a United Trade-Union Press Agency (AUSI). 

The formation of a powerful current of trade-union action. at European level,can. enly accelerate the 
appearance of a political and contractual power at European level also. 
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2 

Em.G. 

-EDITORIAL: The Trade-Unions and Europe. 

- POLITICAL DAY: The broad outlines of west German 1 s Euro ean olic according to Mr Barzel - Mr 
~skens asked to form a new Belgian Government. - Po idou randt meetin planned for 3 or 4 Dec
ember - WEU Ministerial Council meeting: quarterly meeting - Young EEC parliamentarians meet in 
Aachen- Swiss membership of the U;N.? 
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3 - Conference of 19 on scientific and technical cooperation: the meeting opens 
4 - Council of Agriculture Ministers: modernisation of farms 
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6 
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11 
12-13 

- Mr Krag in Brussels 
- The zero duty quota for banana imports to west Germany increased by 47,000 tons 
- EEC, Italy and imports from japan 
- ESC: .noming meeting 
- Coliiicil meeting on transport: meeting on 2/3 December confirmed 
- Economic situation:evolution in the Community according to Graphs and Brief Notes No 10/71 
- Is the Italian copyright company abusing its dominating position 
- Public financing of research and development in the EEC 
- "Dragon" reactor: twelfth annual report 
- Council replies to questions 198 from Mr Boertien; 210 from several E.P. inembers; 228 from Messrs 

Lange and Seefeld and 259 from Mr Vredeling - American tax measures: reply to question 272 from 
Mr Fellermaier - Continental Can affair: reply to question 322 from Mr Vredeling 

- CCT duties temporarily re-introduced with regard to the developing countri~s 
-The EEC 1 s new liberation lists published in the O.G. 
- Mr Stans has discussions in Moscow 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Weekly Appendix 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1757 
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easily be noted that some union or political organisations lay a claim to monopolising t~se popular foun ~ 
at!ons and thus to turning themselves into the privileged spokesmen for them. This is particularly the ea ~ 
of certain Western Communist parti~s which, after having denied, during many years (and faithfully follo 
ing the directives from Moscow), European integration any future and having openty opposed it by qualify' 
it as an "undertaking for liquidating the economic and technical foundations of national independence", are 
now trying to fight it from the inside. In this spirit, they are wagering everything on what they consider 
to be t!1e master trump in their hand, in other words the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. 

In the context of the concerted action of these parties, which had been foreseen a long time ago and 
is now in full development (cf. our Editorial of 7 April 1971), and which "accompanies" the diplomatic and 
po:)itical action carried out by the Soviet Union, the Italian Communist Party has ta~n the initiative of 
calling the fellow' parties tp;:Rome for a SYIIIposium devoted to Europe. 

While taking account of some difference - at least in presentation - between the positions of the Ital
ian Communist Party and that of the French Communist Party, the first being much more 11possibilist11 than the 
second (one need only read the speech given by Mr. Leonardi in the European Parliament on 20 October), it is 
now obvious that the main effort of the promoters lies in the search for slogans enabling public opinion to 
be guided ~d to have it accept1 the priorities which the Soviet Union wants. 

What do these priorities consist of? The first consists of the achievement, due to the calling of a 
Conference on European Security, of "co-operation with all the European countries without discrimination" 
But the European Community, and for it the Commission, has already suggested proposing a concrete initia
tive for promoting economic co-operation between East and West. This co-operation reqiures, amongst other 
things, that·~roducts coming from the Common Market can be imported into and sold in each of the member coun
tries ofthe Comecon, as if they came from another Comecon country, or at least in comparable conditions. 
One only needs to develop this possibility to become aware that it is utopian. 

To conform to the wishes of the Communist Parties, the countries of the enlarged Community should per
haps abandon ~hat they have in the way of a real Community, in other words the common policies, and above 
all the politisation of the Community, and "fully respecting national sovereignty", envisage joining the 
Comecon, in other words theco-operation and mutual aid organisation of the Eastern European countries. We 
recall that Prof. Kormnov recently remarked, in the review "Problemes d 1economie" that the Soviet Union should 
strengthen its role as the only planning centre in the Comecon, "since the.people 1 s democracies mainly depend 
on raw materials from the USSW' ••. This proposal will doubtless not be made at the symposium of the Commun
ist Parties, for it would be shockingly brutal, and the world is, for the moment, all for gentleness. 

Em.G. 

suMMARY ·'?--~ No v-e.M~Y t0,'TI tSc cc <=f];'8 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11The Communists and Europe: enlarging the COMECON?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Pompidou-Brandt meeting will take place on 3 and 4 December - Cpuncil of Europe 
examines situation in Northern Ireland - Mr. Krag on a visit ~o Brussels - The coming Presidential 
elections in Italy - Meeting of European jou;ralists - Mr. janos Peter has visited Rumania 

DAILY BULLETIN No 928 (new series): 

3 - Broad lines of the Community strategy regarding the United States defined by the European Commission 
-Draft reply to the U.S.A. on the agreements between the EEC and the·non-candidate EFTA countries 

3-4-5 - European Conference on Scientific and Technical Co-operation: beginnings of concerted planning in a 
series of sectors 

5-6 - "Agricultural" Council: France intends to respect her undertakings on the moderni.~ation of agricul-
ture; renewal of the price of wine 

6 - Negotiations for enlargement 
7-8 - Creation in the AASM of industries exporting to the industrialized countries: Community study 
8 - Steel production in the IISI countries in October 

- The steel industrialists of the Community against the increase in the ECSC levy 
- ECSC industrial reconversion: request for credits 

9 - CEEP: Reflexions on the Community energy problem 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

10 

11 
12-13 

- Consum tion of electri~it : reply to question No. 319 from Mr. Couste 
- Pluriannual estimates 1972, 73 and 74) of the development of Community spending: reply to question 

No. 304 from Mr. Vredeling 
- 11 LeaSIIig of labour": reply to question No. 310 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1758 
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The Com.nunists and Europe: the Soviet colossus is not an embarassment ••• 

It is natur.al, and is proof of a certain amount of flexibility in policy, that the Comnnmists are t 
ing to jump the European train and possibly tcike over the controls at ·a time when the popularity of the e _ 
fice of Europe is increasing under the pressure of events {British entry, expemal pressures, acuteness o 
monetary problems, politisation as a lead up to the European summit). No doubt the Italian Communists ha 
been the first to realise the sterility of a position which consisted in ignoring, the process of Europe 
integration; they now advocate turning it aside and guiding it. This is the context of their call for a 
"democratisation" of the European Institutions, which they say requires a revision of the Treaties. The 
ious European movements are also calling for a democratisation, one which would set up effective Parliament
ary control and which would make the administrative bodies "politically legitimate". The Comnrunists are say
ing the same thing, but they mean something else by it, since in their view it is a question~of diminishing 
the autonomy and powers of the Community Institutions and strengthening the autonomy of the Member States. 
The ComiJIUJlists are not really aware of the contradictions in this position. What they are trying to do is 
both gain the approval of those Europeans who see in a reinforcing of the E.P. a step towards supranational
ity and those nationalists who are against supranationality. 

This contradiction is a basic feature, in fact, of the 11neo-European" position of these Comnnmists, who 
are calling for a strengthening of Europe, especially with respect to the United States, but are at the same 
time against everything which might serve to strengthen it. They begin by denying that the enlarged Community 
will be the leading trade power in the world. Mr Amendola (E.P., 17.11.71) derided the statements made by 
several speakers to this effect. Mn Amendola even went further: he even denied the existence of the Community 
phenomenon: 11 There is no Community power: there are associated States, each with its own sovreignty and. in
dependence." They deny the goal of political union. The same speaker expressed his own satisfaction when men
tioning the disappointments suffered by the process of political unification. 

Thus, in the smae way, the Com.nunist believe, in the economic and monetary field, that there is no coher
ent action being taken and that the entry of Great Britain will only serve to make the situation more serious 
something they say they welcome, since they are certain that G~at Britain will in fact encourage the conclus
ion by the-various States, of sepa:rate agreements adapted to suit national interests, i.e. the disintegratic:m 
of the Community. 

How could a "dis;..integrated11 Europe face up to the United States, or at least stand up to pressures from 
it, as the Communists would like? The answer is ready: it is a question of encouraging· 11 a general process of 
cooperation" between the West European and the East European countries 11 on an egual footing11 • It does not see: 
to worry the Communists that the Soviet colossus is one of the Eastern European countries. And yet the size 
of the colossus is increasing all the time. Only today, Mr Kosygin has said that in 1975, the total volume of 
Soviet production will exceed that of the United States now. 

"On an equal footing 11 ••• who is likely to believe that? 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~ tf t0c \reN\-\t~Y U17i "-to ~ o/2-4 
1 -EDITORIAL: The Com.nunists and Europe: the Soviet colossus is not an embarassment ... 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Nixon/Pompidou meeting in December in the Azores - Statements by Mr. Krag ~ Mr. 
Eyskens agrees to form the new Belgian Gevernment - Symposium of yuung parliamentarians of the 
Community - Mr. Scheel to visit Soviet Union - Mr. Schumann in Spain - News from the United States 
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- Exceptional effort needed by Community apparatus to be able to sign the acts of accession before 
the end of the year 

- The monetary meeting next week in Rome 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 122.39 
- Euratom Council on 6 December 
- Mr. Manshol t in Ireland 
- EEC Norwa : the problems relating to the industrial sector are settled 
-EEC U.K.: difficulties in finalising the texts 
- Meeting with Danish and Irish 
- Mr. Malfatti gives an important speech in Tananarive 
- Public works contracts: publication of notices in the O.G. 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- 11 Agriculture" Council: no decisions on the administrative dossiers 
- The financing of development projects in the AASM 
- Special EDF loan to Reunion to be administered by the EIB 
- EEC/AASM Association Council: preparations for the ministerial meeting 
- The freeing of public works contracts: reply .to question 279 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Commission replies to questions Nos. 113, 257 and 309/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Steel products: new orders in October 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 30.34 D/T 
- Publications of the EuropJan Communities 
- IDONOMIC INTERPFNETRATION No. 1759 
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EDITORIAL 

The Communists and Europe: Moscow's strategy 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

'
~u r T~:\ 
Ul'\j'~J, '·~ ...... 

Let us assume that the Com.nunists will, provisionally, accept a 11 co-existence11 of fferent economic 
social systems and that they will give up - even if this may appear absurd - the basic aim of their doctL·.'un'!JH'!f 
the establishment of a dictatorship of the proletariat. The question is what will be, in''the contett of thi 
"liberty reprieved", the aim of their "European policy11 • 

Leaving aside all slogans and propaganda declarations, one can define such a policy as follows. 
new of the Communists, the European Com.nunity is, and will re.nain for a long time to come, a con lomerat 
of national and sectoral forces divided by contradictory interests and aspirations. In such a situation, an 
given tl,.at the Com.nunity belongs to the Western, capitalist sphere, the Community must inevitably fall prey 
to the dominating power in this sphere, namely the United States and capitalist circles (multinational mono
polies and companies) which are b~sed in the United States. The latter, with their political, economic and 
military power, are a major obstacle on the road to the expansion of Com.nunism in the world. '!he Conununists 
also recognise that the ComiJUility could in fact escape from American domination by realising its own g9als 
and by transforming itself in this way into a separate entity, at first an economic one and later a political 
one, with a world dimension and a direct influence on world affairs. They believe, however, that this auton
omous entity would be independent not only of America but also of the Soviet Union and any other world super
power, and that very probably it would be the carrier of an advanced and peacefu1 type of culture which would 
leave very little room for the expansion of a retrograde and conservative Communism. In addition, it would 

· exert a probably irresistable attraction on t~e countries from the Baltic to the Black Sea which form a bul
\'arl<: which the Soviet Union will not' give up for any reason in the world. It is thus in the interests of the 
Soviet Union and the expansion of Communism to discourage and bring to a halt the enlargement and strengthen
ing of the Com:nunity and instead to encourage all forces of disintegration, whatever their origin or purpose. 
Once this process of disintegration is. well under way, the Western conglomerate, ~ready weakened, would be 
put in co~tact with and confronted by the collection of Eastern European countries (those which are firmly 
in the grip of the Soviet Union) and launched into the "general process of cooperation" for i1:he achievement 
of which the security conference would be the main instrument. In such a situation, the last traces of in
tegration would disappear, the States (in the Western part of Europe) would regain their own autonomy and 
\'oiiid thus be removed from the influence of America. On the other hand, their links,with~ and ultilllately 
their inevitable subordination to, their new privileged partner, i.e. the political, e~onomic and military 
colossus of the Soviet Union, would be bound to increase, especially since this latter country has instrum
ents available such as the C(l.tECON, which a French diplomat has called 11 the USSR' s council for maintaining 
hegemony over the States of Eastern Europe". In fact, when we wrote the day before yesterday that the final 
aim might be the enlargement of CCMECON, the paradox me:r:ely became all--too apparent. 

The 11Neo-Europeanism11 of the We stem Com.nunist parties is not the caprice of. deviationist intellectuals. 
It has to be taken seriously, because it is an important instrument in the strategy for power being conduct
ed by Moscow. 

Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL:The Co~.nunists and Europe: Moscow's strategy. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: European summit: Mr Thoro speaking to the Luxembourg Parliament - Mr Schumann to 
visit Luxembourg at the start of December - Conference in Norway on the Community - Statements by 
Mr Schumann - Mr Scheel in Moscow - Agreement between London and Salisbury~ 
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12-13 

- Enlargement of the Community: the fisheries policy contfuues to cause difficulties 
- Euratom multiannual research programme: serious difficulties over adopting it 
- Court of justice: new ruling in a case involving exclusive rights (case no.22/71) 
- Change in the date for .the introduction of VAT in Italy: Commission proposal 

- Coflensation at frontiers has not been altered since October 4 
- De iberate stocking policy advocated by the Commission 
- E.C.P.E. advocates a series of measures to aimprove conditions in intra-ColllliiUlli.ty trade of energy 

prodUcts 
- Safety and health. factors in.world.ilg conditions in .the rose industries 
- The U. S. i);ort surcharge : reply to question 301 from Mr Couste · 
-Mergers li ly to hiiider fair competition in the C.M.: reply to question~ from Mr Vredeling 
- Com anies manfuacturin electric 1 s: reply to question 246 from Mr Vredeiing 
-The E.P.'.s soci committee c s for a ban on ce:ry;ain detergents 
- GATT: presentation of the EEC's position in problems of world trade 
- 'ECON(i.nc AND FINANCIAL NEWS . 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECON(l.tiC INTERPENETRATION No 17 00 
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---EUROPEAN LIBRARY---
:Books which.are sent to us and whose publicatio 
'is worth notin are reviewed under this headi 

- I.OUIS CAMU: La crise du dollar et 1 1Europe, Atlantif Institute (12q, rue de Longchampl Paris 16e), ~ove ' 
ber 1971, 71 Pages.- It ~ill only be thanks to its monAtary unification that Europe wil be able to fdrm I 
counter-balance'to the power of America, remRrks Mr. rp'is Camu, President of the Banque de Bruxelles, in ' 
this work to which we shall return at·greater length in our Editorials. ~ 

- ROBERT -TRIFFIN: Pour un Fends Europeen de Reserve, Centre de Recherches Europeennes (Lausanne), 1971, 39 
pages, Price: 11 SF.- This publication contains the report given by Prof. Robert Triffin to the Action Comm
ittee for the United States of Europe, as well as the resolutions, adopted by this Committee during its Bonn 
session, on 15 and 16 December 1969. · 

- HENRI RIEBFN - CHANTAL LAGGER- MARTIN NATHUSIUS: Pour une Conununaute de l'Industrie Horlogere Europeenne, 
Centre de Recherches Europeennes (Lausanne), 1971,~53 pages~ Price: 13 SF.- After examining the development 
of the world watch and clock industry as well as the main groups in this industry, this study, prepared at 
the request of the Swiss Wateh and Clock Federation, prepares the elements of' a European watch and clock 
industry response to the large external challenges. 

- CORAL BELL: The Conventions of Crisis, A Study in Diplomatic Management, Published for Chatham House by 
The Ox.ford University Press {Oxford Paperbacks}, November· 1971; 131 pages, Price: ~ 1.0.- What are the modes 
of behaviour which have prevented the endemic crises of the· postwar period from turning into central war? 
It is this question which the author wants to-answer by examining.the nat~~e and origin of crises, the 
figures who have played an important role in them and the instruments and techniques of crisis management. 

- Comunita Europee, November l97l,'Rome (Via Poli 29).- The editorial by Mr. Altiero Spinelli is devoted to 
the calling of a new summit conference. In the summary: the enlargement of Europe, the monetary crisis, the 
Social Fund, Europe/U.S. relations. 

-European Community, November 1971, (Brussels- London- Dublin).- This number gives an account of the vote 
in the British Parliament on joining the European CommUnity, as well as press comments on this historic dec
ision. 

- Decumentos.. de Comunidad Europea,. No 13 (Brussels - Santiago de Chile ._ Montevideo).- Under the title '"The 
European Community and the third world countries", this number is devoted to the generalized preferences in 
favour of the developing countries. 

- Agenor, No 23, September-October 1971, Brussels (13 rue Hobbema}.- We draw attention to articles on the 
monetary crisis, Ulster, young German Socialists, Norway. 

~ Iniziativa europea, No 148- October 1971, Rome (Piazza Augusto Imperatore 32).- This review, whose Manag
ing Editor is Mr. Mario tagari, contains the following articles: international prospects, the European Left
Wing, the political debate, the third world, cultural revolution. 

- OOVERNMFNT OF PAKISTAN: White Paper on the Crisis in East Pakistan, August 1971, 92 pages. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Nixon/Heath meeting before the end of the year- W.E.l1.: agenda of the session of 
the Assembly - Mr. Behrendt in Rome - Mr. Schumann received by General Franco - A Conference of 
the Warsaw Pact countries? 
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- Yugoslavia is to take an initiative soort with a view to negotiating an "economic agreement" with 
the enlarged Community 

- Euratom multiannual programme: question asked about it of the Council by several parliamentarians 
(No 425/71) 

- In re aration for the moneta meetings in Rome: coordination of the positions of the Six 
-EEC Candidate countries: resumption of the ·scussions on fisheries on Monday 
- EEC United States: confidential exchanges of views among the Foreign .Ministers of the Six? 
- Application for associate status by Mauritius: the Six debate the procedure to be followed 
- Mr. David Kennedy to visit the Commission on lst. December 
- Quinine cartel: rejection of a request for a reduction in a fine 
- The effects of the American measures on the employment situation 
- ESC: Positions adopted on several Community proposals 
- SAC: meeting from November 29 to December lst. 
- 'E.I .B.: 14 loans to help Southern Italy 
- Three oil companies take a European initiative 
- Electricity power stations in the context of energy supply 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- The "generalized preferences" system to be retained by the EEC next year 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe in the world 

J8eme ann~- No 932 (n.s.) 
lundi 29 novembre 1971 

BULLETIN QUO'riDIEN 

The week which starts today sees the epening of a period of an intensive series of meetings, delibe 
ions and discussions at different levels and in different contexts, but all of them ultimately linked to ~ 
crucial problem of Europe 1 s role in a changing world. 

To speak generally, there is a feeling at present that the European problem, or the European compone 
of the world problem, is becoming less and less a factor which can be ignored. Coupled with :this is· a sen 
of urgency, with the result that everyone realises that crucial decision cannot be put off any longer, and 
that it is at all events urgent to prepare for them. 

Today, the Community's Council of Ministers, metting with each of the four applicant countries in turn1 
should be able to judge whether the last obstacles in the way of a signing of the accession treaties can be 
overcome in time for this event to take place before the end of the year (29th December is being mentioned 
as a deadline). We have already commented here on the practical and psychological importance of a rapid con
clusion to the negotiations: the technical people involved have been making an exceptional effort to make it 
possible for the treaties of accession to be signed before the end of the year. It is now up to the policy
makers to take decisions. A delay of one or two weeks is probably acceptable if this makes it possible to 
find a solution to the Norwegian fisheries problem. If this possibility has to be ruled out, others solutions 
must be considered in the case of Norway (and Denmark, which has H.nked its future to that of Norway),so that 
there is no delay over the signing of the accession documents with the United Kingdom. 

At the same time, a "showdown" ;is approaching in Rome in the monetary field. Subtle tactics are at pres
ent being employed to get the other side to reveal its hand, but the point of no return has now been reached, 
and even if final decisions are not taken until later, everything is set for the implementing of a provision
al arrangement which will make the necessary reforms possible at a later date. 

The meeting which takesplace next weekend between Mr Brandt and Mr Pompidou will be followed by talks 
between President Nixon and European leaders: economics and politics are now closely associated with the al
ready traditional topics: the enlargement of 'economic Europe' and the giving to it of an individuality of 
i,ts own, and the emergence of a 'political Europe 1 as a speaking partner in the major dialogues at world lev
el: the conference on European security and Mr Nixon 1 s visits to Peking and Moscow. 

Meanwhile the Warsaw Pact is meeting (tomorrow and the following day}; it will doubtless give 11 signals11 

directed at the Atlantic alliance discussions to be held in Brussels next week. 
The transforming of Europe is posing structural and institutional problems, discussion of which is con

tinuing in widening contexts. This week's WEU Assembly 111eeting in B:riissels will-mark· and important· stage in 
this process, as does the adoption by the European Socialist Parties of the Spinelli Plan for nconstituant 
procedures" based on direct elections to the E.P. and the turning of summit meetings into a permanent feat-
ure ••• 

Em.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11Europe in the worldll 

2-3 -POLITICAL DAY: President Nixon's meetings with Western leaders- The Warsaw Pact conference- Switz-
erland decided to negotiate with the Community - Mr Krag would like the accession treaties to ~ 
signed before Christmas - WEU Assembly in Brussels - Mr Thorn elected chairman of the Luxembourg 
Liberal Party. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 932 (new series): 
4 ~ - Strike by personnel in the Community Institutions 

- The Council meeting on transport to meet on December 3rd 
4-5-Sb - Fisheries regime: ;nodified proposals, as also on Norwegian agriculture 
6 - A ban soon on the bu .. in u of several Euro an co anies by 11Continental .Can?" 

-The ma·or Western t ks on moneta matters to open in Rome tomorrow 
7 AASM: extrao · ary session of the Association Council 

- EDF: approval for nine financing schemes 
8 - CoUrt of justice concludes that the provisions of Chapter VI of the Euratom Treaty are still valid 
9 - EIB: industrialisation projects in Southern Italy 

- ECONOMIC AND F1NANCIAL NE..WS 
10 - Effects of generalised preferences and the enlargement of the EEC on the wood industry: reply to 

question 223 from Mr Bermani and Mr Bregegere 
ll - Weekly Appendix 
12-13 -ECONOMIC INTmPENETRATION No 1762 
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EDITORIAL 

In ten days ••• or ten,years? 

18~me ann~ - No 933 
Mardi 30 novembre 197 

Decidedly, the lessons 
history. 

of history are qu;ickly forgotten, especially by those whose role it is to 11 

This bitter truth has just been confirmed for us by the course taken by the negotiations at present unde 
way to adapt the Community's fisheries policy to the new conditions which will obtain once the EEC has been 
enlarged by the accession of countries ~ Norway in particular - which are rightly particular concerned with 
this policy and With a judicious use of their natural fishing resources. 

After several months of talks, ~uring which we have seen a slow but progressive reduction of the gap be
tween the Community's positions and those of the applicant countries (a reduction· which, to be fair, has been 
mainly due to the Com:nunity' s position coming closer to that of the countries in question), we have now aiT
ived at the nub of the affair. Last night, the Community offered the applicant countries wide-rangin except
ions to the Community regulations governing access to territorial waters, exceptions which considerably safe
guard the interests of national fishermen and which postpon~to a very distant date, lst January 1983, the 
full application of these regulations, which form part of what the Community has already achieved and which 
are based on a principle which, in itself, is unassailable because it is inspired by the idea of non-discrim
ination. Thus, according to the proposals put foward by the Commission, the enlarged Community must ensure 
that the application of these regulations to the sensitive areas which everyone has in mind here does not 
cause ec:Dnomic and social difficulties; if this were likely to occur, the appropriate measures would be ad
opted. 

The candidate countries to not seem to have fully appreciated the effort made by the CollllllUlity, and some 
people have complained, not about the 'rejec.tian. of the~:~e. offers.,._ negotiating is negotiating - but·;about the 
way in which this rejection has been expressed. At all events, the point over which the positions are in con
flict concerns the passage from this long transitional period to the definitive regime. Will there be an autc 
~tic changeover to the Co~mwrrity system? Will this automatic changeover be accompanied by guarantees, or cap 
able of being made more flexible? Will it be subject to certain conditions obtaining and will it involve a 
Unanimous or a majority vote? These are the main questions being asked. Each party is trying to obtain guar
antees, counter-assurances, escape clauses. This is legitimate and usual, there ·Jis no question of that. But 
has enough thought been given, by all parties, to the somewhat illusory, if not to say erratic, character o£ 
these academic discussions about events which will happen, if they do happen, a dozen years from now? When 
the Treaty of Rome was being negotiated, each party was trying to get intorduced the greatest number of so
called safeguard or other clauses, and was thinking up all kinds of lifelines, to take care of every event
uality; whereupon, things turned out quite differently. Clauses have been applied to the benefi~ of those whc 
had not demanded them. Others have remained untouched. 

Our negotiators, who,are politicians after all, must, while covering their rear, be able to accept thei1 
responsibilities and to realise that,in a world of'rapid socio-economic change such as ours, ten years are 
not ten days. Without this effort of imagination and, let us put it frankly, optimism, they will not find the 
selves any further forward in ten days time. than they are today. 

Fln.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 -EDITORIAL: In ten days ••• or ten years? 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Rainer Barzel: candidate for the Chancellorship - Mr. Brandt in Paris - Mr. 
Nixon to go to China on 21 ~ebruary next - Statements by Mr. Spinelli In1tiative of the EUro
pean Movement 

DAILY BULLETIN No 933 (new series): 

3 - EEC eutral countries: the negotiations will begin in the next few days 
3-4~5-6 - EEC Candidate countries: gap closed between positions on the problem of se~fishing 
6-6b -"Group o Ten": start of work 
7 - Mauritius could join the present Yaounde Convention 

- EEC/AASM Association Council: Extraordinary session 
- ECSCiindustrial reconversion grants: concerted ppinion on two grants 

8 - Dairy products: present situation and prospect~ 
9 -Destruction of birds: reply to question No. 28S·from Mr. Glesener 

- Free movement of Turkish workers in the EEC: answer to question No. 294 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Driving hours for heavy lorries: reply to question No 294 from Mr. Vredeling 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
10 - Liberalisation of steel imports from countries with State trade: disagreement of the national 

experts 
11 - Policy for the environment and scientific co-operation: parliamentary considerations 

- En~ching of &ranium by the gaseous scattering method 
- UNCTAD: Report on the monetary crisis 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1763 
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Fisheries P6lic : there is a wa out 

18~e annee - No 934 (n 
Mercredi 1 er decembre 19~..-;~"" 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

UBRAru EDITORIAL 

A · to us that it is not politicians who make history, but the people and the 
Statesmen who know how to interpret its needs and wishes and who have the means of turning these into re 
ities. We completely agree. The fact remains, however, that politicians, even if they are not in a position 
to be able to pull some of the levers, are often able to demonstrate wisdom and far-sightedness in helping 
bring about decisions which are aimed in the right sirection. 

It is nevertheless true that politicians remain extremely sensitive, allowing themselves to be influenc
ed if not dominated by snort-term considerations, considerations linked to the feelings of the electorate 
and more particularly certain constituencies.within it. It is perhaps in this context that one must look for 
an explanation of Mr Rippon 1 s attitude during the latest session of the negotiations. To express it in another 
way, Mr Rippon seems to have felt the need to demonstrate explicitly that he was doggedly defending specific 
interests which everyone in fact recognises and respects. 

In his press conference held at the end of the session, Mr Rippon made a point of stating once more that 
he wanted to make clear and to underline "the importance which the United Kingdom ••• attaches to a satisfact
ory solution." He also stressed the fact that, as far as the United Kingdom is concerned, he had "stood by 
the position which was publically stated in the House of Commons." Here, as we have just pointed out, a link 
is made with particUlar interests and parliamentary factors. One can see therefore that Britain's tactics -
which some people have complained about- has been inspired essentially by the wish to make'it clear to the 
British publi that its delegation in Brussels has adopted a hard line, and that this has and will pay off. 
At the same time, Mr Rippon also wished to stress his solidarity with the other applicants and to reject the 
increasingly frequent suggestions that there should be separate signings of the accession treaties. "We want 
an enlarged Community of Ten," Mr Rippon said,: "our purpose has never wavered ••• we have always said that .what 

· w~ sought in .the United Kingdom is a settlement which gives comparable treatment to us all and gives a fair 
balance of advantage." 

What can one say now about the immediate future? On the one hand, it is confirmed that there will be no 
~jor change in the position of the Six, which is based on the principles involved. On the other hand, Mr 
Rippon has alluded to a possible solution. There is said to have been a point duripg the night when agreement 
seemed near: "we appeared to be relatively close to the definition of the review clause; unfortunately we 
have not agreed on a form of words acceptable to everyone, so we have to try agajn." · 

We indicated in yesterday's. bulletin the various formulae put forward. Mr Rippon is doubtless referring 
to the formula sug ested b the Commission (which was not discussed by the Conference, but which was known to 
the Bntis team , and we know that several of the Me.nber States were prepared to accept it. Perhaps that is 
the direction in which a way out lies. We shall see on December 11th. 

Eln.G. 

SUMMARY \ D-eca_rvt,\o-€V {97-l ~ • 9~9 
1 - EDITORIAL: The Fisheries Policy: there is a way out. 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Nixon-Trudeau meeting on 6 December - F .R.G.: opinion poll - Mr. Kreisky proposes 
co-operation between Austria and the neighbouring countries - The Nordic countries want to continue 
their co-operation - Inter-German talks: last phase? - Statements by Mr. Luns 
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12-13 

- Mr. David Kennedy has had talks with President Malfatti and Mr. Dahrendorf 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 125.42 
- "Group of Ten": taking stock of the work in progress 
- EEC/AASM Association Council: the "specifications" for the EDF contracts is adopted 
- . ..CCOEEC and the officials 1 strike 
- "Transport" Council: the points on the agenda of the next session 
- Civil responsibility concerning the transporting of nuclear substances: diplomatic conference 
- Iron Mines: state of investments 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Right of establishment in the pharmaceutical sector: amendment of certain aspects of the pro~ 

posals 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- E.S.C.: ·level of security stocks of crude oil and petroleum products 
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EDITORIAL 

A short step away from agreement. 

18~e ann~- No 935 (n.s.) 
Jeudi 2 decembre 1971 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

In Rome yesterday evening, as in Brussels the day before, agreement was only a short step away. And in 
both cases, we feel sure, an agreement will be reached in the next few weeks. 

With regard to Brussels and the fisheries policy, it has been Mr Rippon himself who has said that an 
agreement had been very close. Perhaps if Mr Rippon had been less impulsive and abrupt (these are two faults 
which are not generally thought of as British), reasonable fonnulas with measured doses of contmitment and am
biguity might have been worked out. Positions now seem to be hardening again: Mr Rippon has made a statement 
to the House of Commons, and Mr Sclrumann has made another to the Council of Ministers meeting at the Elysee. 
Now we are being induced to look towards the Elysee again, where Mr Brandt is to have talks with Mr Pompidou 
this weekend. The Chancellor has an interest in a way out of present difficulties being found as rapidly as 
possible. He would like to see Norway in the Community, not only for personal reasons but also for clear and 
plausible political reasons. He will certain emphasize his arguments and stress the serious implications which 
a b~akdown in the negotiations with Norway could have on the process of enlargement and its .political sig
nificance. But the British must also contribute something; above all, they must be more clear and explicit on 
bne particular point. If they feel that the Community should consider Norway to be a special case (as far as 
fisheries are concerned), they must also treat it ,as such·. They should not therefore make the solution of this 
problem still more difficult by claiming to stand by any concession which the Community may make to Norway. 

In Rome happily, in the talks on monetary problems, Mr Baroer showed that Great Britain was solidly be
hind the Community position. This European solidarity has probably made a big contribution to the progress 
made. The meeting to be held during the weekend of 17-18 December, when the stock-exchanges will be closed 
(a situation which may continue into the next week), will be the ·one for. conclusions, just as yesterday's 
was the showdown meeting. Meanwhile, all the monetary machinery must be got ready, given the considerable 
impact of the decisions which will have been taken. 

It is extremely important to point out that, as Mr Connally himself has. saiCI. in reply to a question, one 
should not 01V'erestimate the i ortance of the moneta a ects of the sum.nits which are to take place in the 
coming days and weeks. T 's amounts to saying that final agreement is not subject to major policy choices. 
being made. This has been confirmed by the information we have had from Rome and the statements made by sev
eral ministers, who had not ruled out the possibility of a settlement being reached yesterday.evening. 

Ein.G. 
wf 

1 - EDITORIAL: A short step away from agreement. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Hall stein and Mr Rey made Honorary Citizens of Brussels - The Warsaw Pact coun
tries favour a security conference for 1972 - Mr Westerte:rp: Ebropean summit in late spring 1972 -
Mr Saragat to be Social Democrat candidate for the Presidency. 
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3-4 - Grou of Ten: the final decisions on realignment and other measures ~re to be taken on 17/18 Dec. 
4 -EEC nited Arab Re ublic: resumption of negotiations? 
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-EEC Neutr countries: opening of talks 
- Aircraft industdt: suspensions of customs duties proposed by Commission for 1972 
- E&:: Regional po icy in the priority farming regions 
- ~inelli: to meet representatives of British industry 
- EEC __ atin America: 2nd meeting at ambassadorial level 
- Proceedings against Belgium for maintaining export taxes 
- The restrictive information policy conducted by the Commission 
- Sulphur mining in Sicily: reply to question 30& from Mr Vredeling 
-Commission's replies to questions 254 from Mr Vredeling; 288 from Mr Hougardy; 248,275,312 and 191 

from Mr Vredeling · 
- ICC: advocates a modest devaluation of the dollar 
- CESL: position in reform of the international monetary system 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1765 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

~ -· ~~·· --~ -······ :.:.£:a~:~~~~·~;~~~;: ·:b::::· /fJ IJ~fl¥: 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headi ~ArJr~ 

- THE ECONOMICS OF EUROPE, What the Common Market Means for Britain, Edited by John Pinde , 1 hed for 
the Federal Trust by Charles Knight & Co Ltd {London), 1971, 222 pages.- This work is based on t e report 
given at a Conference organised on 7, 8 and 9 May 1971 at Wiston House by the Federal Trust. Intended for 
both economists and the public at large, this book analyses ·the economic consequences of Great Britain's 
entry into the Common Market, to arrive at results clearly in favour of entry. 

- ~ST-WF.ST, Prospects of economic integration in Comecon, An analysis of Comecon Complex Program, Edited 
by "East-West" Fortnightly Bulletin, 13, rue Hobbema, 1040 Brussels, Nov. 1971, 1,350 Bfrs. 

'!he "Research and Advisory" Department of the fortnightly 11East-West11 Bulletin, published in Brussels, 
is providing a document whose importance and actuality will not escape all those wno are interested in the 
problems of economic relations between the East and the West, which will develop impressively in the near 
future. The study in question is based on the "complex program" which was adopted by the Comecon Council 
at its 25th. session which was held last July. This "complex. program" marks a turning-point in the history 
of the economic unification of Eastern Europe, for it gives guidelines which will be followed in the next 
two decades. It also constitutes a political choice, for it rejects any idea of institutional "integration" 
and any idea of supranationality, putting forward, on the other hand, co-operation and coordination in 
general planning and by sectors. The authors of this study stress the impact of these new guidelines on 
the general concept of the type of relations which must be established between East and West in economic 
affairs. It is impossible to imagine what could take place in a Conference on Security and Co-operation in 
Europe, without knowing the problems which form the subject of this study. 

- European Community (Greek Edition), October-November 1971.- In the summary: Great Britain in Europe; EEC
Japan relations;the Community's social policy; The EEC 1 s economic situation in 1971 and the economic mea
sures for 1972; The strengthening of the powers of the European Parliament; The Community's energy policy. 

- ANDRE TRINE: Le Statut social des Travailleurs inde endants dans la C , Published as a special number 
(No 10 - 1971) of t e review "Informations" of the Institut Economique et Social des Classes Moyennes (9, 
rue Joseph II, Brussels). 

- Europa-Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten Staaten von.Europa, Published monthly, Decem
ber l97l, Bonn. Price: 1 DM.- 11 We are already working as Ten" notes Mr. Walter Scheel in an article devo
ted to the progress made in the EEC. We also mention an interview of Mr. Wilhelm Droscher, leader of the 
socialist opposition in the Land of Rhineland-Palatinate, who is for closer links between the Lander of 
the Federal German Republic and the European institutions. 

- OECD: Eleventh Annual Report on the OECD Halden Reactor Project 1970, OECD/ENEA (Paris), 147 pages. 

- OECD: Reviews of National Policies for Education: United States, Paris, 1971, 473 pages, Price: $ 10, 
£ 3.~5.- This report is of very special interest, because the Uni ted States is taking the lead with the 
application of resources to edueative R & D. 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Brandt in Paris - Mr Schumann meets Mr Thorn - Mr Burin des Roziers to replace 
A.nbassador Boegner - The new Belgian government may be fonned next week - Should the E.P. have its 
seat in London?- The British shadow cabinet: a jump to the Left -Liberal leaders of the enlarged 
Com .. mnity meet in Brussels. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 936 (new series): 
3-3b - Council of Ministers (Transport) 
4-5 - Council meetin on Euratom: points on the agenda 
5 - EEC Switzerland: negotiations start 
6 - Shipbui ding: proposal for a reduction in grants 

- In the wake of the Rome meeting: a fall in the dollar 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

7-8 - ESC : maximum daily driving times; EEC action in the social field _.. 
8 - The Community budget for 1972 to be adopted on Monday by the Council 
9 - AASM: creation of replacement industries 

- EIB: finance for a project in the Zaire Republic 
10 -Steel industry aid and replies to questions 286 and 314 from Mr Oele and Mr Vredeling 

- Specific consumption of primary energy 
- Hoesch-Hoogovens merger: decision soon? 

11 - The Week In Europe 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1766 
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EDITORIAL 

"Immediate" trade negotiations with the United States? 

18~e ann~- No 937 (n. 
lundi 6 d6cembre 1971 

Community .circles seemed to have been somewhat surprised about the follow-up to be given immediate 
to the discussions which took place in Rome in the Group of Ten and the Ministers. of Finance of t e Six 
(plus Great Britain). In fact, an agency report from Washington stated on Friday that '"on Monday, the Am 
ican experts will begl.n talks on trade questions with the European countries". It was then learnt, as we 
point out in our Bulletin, that Mr. Eberle {who was present during the work of the Ten) will be in Brussels 
the day after tomorrow precisely for making contacts with a view to these talks, which must be conducted by 
the Commission and for which the latter must a receive a mandate from the Council. 

The allusion Mr. Connally made to the trade problems in his final press conference in Rome was not 
very clear. We have discussed the trade questions which concern the Community, he said. "It was recogni~ed 
that there could be no resolution of a matter of that kind in this particular '.forum, and consequently negot
iations were antir.ipated, and were called for in the immediate future, with respect particularly to items 
that look to be soluble in the short run, and by that I mean in the next 60 days." 

But the latest information indicates that the negotiation of a "small trade package'' would be part of 
a general and immediate arrangement on the realignment of parities. In other words, the agreement would be 
based on the following elements: 
1) quite a substantial evaluation of the dollar, 
2) realignment of certain currencies, and especially of the yen and the DM, so as to attain an average reval
uation in relation to the dollar of 11%, 
3) agreement on a "small package" of a commercial nature to be negotiated immediately with the Conununity, 
and which would include: (a) better access for citrus fruit; (b) arrangements concerning tax.ation in the 
field of tobacco; (c) provisions for the stocking of cereals; (d) better conditions for the access of cere
als. 
~underta:dng to start largescale trade negotiations in the GATT. 
5) undertaking to start discussions on "burden sharing". 
6) removal of the surcharge and of related measures. 

This means that the United States has obtained that the monetary realignment be accompanied by con
cessions on tne part of the Community in trade matters, which would enable Mr. Nixon to ask Congress for a 
realistic alignment of the dollar. Was there in fact an agreement on this series of points? This is one as
pect which is not clear. 

Secon 1y1 by envisaging, in their "models", a devaluation of the dollar which could go as far as l<Yi(, 
the Americans have sown disarray amongst the Community ranks. The United States is in an unassailable posit
ion, since it has been asked to draw the appropriate conclusions from the situation of ttfundamental imbalan
ce" in which it is placed, and therefore to devalue. But if the USA were to devalue substantially, it would 
automatically remove or iron out any difference between the European currencies, which would finally please 
some, but not others. It was in fact this that was noted in the Pompidou-Brandt talks last Saturday. 

. Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Does Euratom have a future? 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

The problem of Euratom is a typical example of what happens to that notorious "political will", even 
when expressed at the highest level, when it doe~ not have the means to extend over into the "technostruct 
ures" which develop and behave under other pressures. At the sum;nit at the Hague, the spirit of which, tho 
mentioned and invoked, certainly did not dominate the discussions during yesterday's Council meeting on Eu 
atom, it was stated that: (a) the technological activities of the Community should be more intensely persued 
"particularly in the form of Community program:nes", for which funds would be provided; (b) in the case of 
Euratom, a research programme would soon be drawn up which would meet the requirements of modern industrial 
management and w9uld enable the oint Research Centre to be used as efficientl as ossible. 
. It would seem from these quotations that a precise wil be expressed at The Hague to give a Community 
(and not 11 comple;nenta:ry") character to nuclear and non-nuclear research and to use the JRC as rationally as 
possible. . 

The accounts which we have regularly published of the Council meetings on Euratom from December 1969 on 
up to yesterday show that this political will has certainly not been behind at least one of the Member States. 
The latter is explicitly trying to introduce a la carte management - i.e., therefore·,: not .Comnnmity manage ... 
ment - into scientific research in all fields including the non-nuclear sector, and has refused to particip
ate in any projects which, although of potential value to the Community, have no direct and concrete value 
for it. This behaviour is preventing the attainment of the main goal, the rational use of the JRC, only 12% 
of whose· capacity, it seems, is likely to be used! This in spite of the remarkable effort which has been made 
to reorganise the way the Centre is run, which has been the result of an initiative from the Commission. 

For the present, once again, an expedient will be found to make it possible to escape from the impasse 
and to continue to limp along. But the problem is not here. The problem must be gone into with calm determin-
ation. · 

One is entitled to wonder, therefore, whether the Euratom question should not be made a test of the Euv
ope~ political will of the States, the touchstone in fact, which would make their conception of Europe clear. 
If t · s was to be seen to be an "a la carte" conception, then the consequences of this would have to be drawn& 
we would see whole sections of European policy crumble away. But one may also wonder whether, in the face of 
a danger likely to give a mortal wound to what has already been achieved and the prospects it offers for the 
future, it would not be better to "isolate" Euratom, if not liquidate it; if it would not be better, in fact, 
to regard it as a special case which should not be allowed to poison the European edifice. 
· A third possibility might emerge. Assu.ning that the basic, Community principles, on which Euratom is 
based, come out unscathed, one might start a profound and objective examination of their contents in an att
empt to isolate and identify what is genuinely in the common interest, given probable developments in the 
field of technology and given the new dimen$ions of the Community. 

It is worth looking at these alternatives, with the hope of arriving at something better than a negat
ive and destructive judgement. 

Dn.G. 
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Euratom and the Institutions · · Y · ll · I · ~ 
In explaining what is happening to Euratom, the responsible Commissioner, Mr Spinelli, wanted to trac 

the origins of the crisis back beyond Euratom itself, i.e. in the institutional aspects of the problem. 
As we said yesterday, the political will of the Heads of Government, i.e. of those who exercise the 

icy choices in each of the Me .1ber States of the Community, is not being translated into actual action because 
·of the lack of the appropriate institutional structures. The mechanism which should be turning policy think
ing into action does not exist or is not working. 

At this point, one may wonder whether it is not absurd to talk of an 11executive 11 in the Community con
text, whether this refers to the Commission or the Council. The 11executive 11 does in fact not exist because 
it can "be paralysed at any moment. To paralyse it, one does not even need to shelter behind the so-called 
"vital interests" of a country. 

Mr Spinelli rightly said that this system, in which everything depends on the Council and in which the 
Council is not succeeding in taking decisions, cannot work. Only a few days ago, when receiving the honour
ary citizenship of Brussels, Mr Rey wondered "why the Council still continues to behave like a diplomatic con
ference when the Com.nunity, like each of our countries, has needed for a long time already to be run accord
ing to the methods of and in the style of a government. 11 Why indeed do we have an instrument and do every
thing we can to prevent it working? This is the big question. Everyone knows and recognises that if the sys
tem is not working, this is not because of a fault at the origin of the instrument, but in the use which is 
made of it. This fundamental factor cannot be overlooked when institutional reform it being advocated. The 
fact is that at given moments there is clear action to hinder the functioning of the instrument which is. av
ailable, to discredit it in the eyes of the public, to have it considered as technocratic machinery without 
any effect on reality, and thereby to bring about a more or less resigned consensus on reforms which would 
definitively dest~y what is new and original. 

All these factors must be borne in mind once the debate about institutions really comes to grips with 
the matter. particularly since this debate cannot be gone into in depth without the participation of Britain. 
Referring recently to the British attitude to the Institutions, Lord Jellicoe, the Lord Privy Seal, recalled 
his countrymen's pragmatic and undoctrinaire spirit, and added: 11My view is that,with time, as we become more 
used to the Community Institutions,'you will find that the British are not among the timid in their pressure 
for a development and a deepening of the political institutions of Europe. 11 

We hope so. 
Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe and the United States: neither a wall nor a collapse in 
relations 

For several months now, relations between Europe and the United States, especial~y in the trade, monet
ary and economic fields, have been at the centre of discussions, and almost everything there was to be said 
has been said. But we are now, if not in a final phase, then at least at a point where a whole se~es of prob
lems has to be settled, which cannot only be done at top political level. Some of these problems are of an 
importance which some think marginal, while others feel that they are of electoral importance. Yet other iss
ues are probably of decisive significance for the development of the Community although their impact on trade 
is perhaps rather li.nited. 

At all events, develop~ents in the last few hours have confirmed what we wrote last Monday. It can be 
hoted that: 
a) an agreement has been reached in Rome to link the alignment of currencies to a series of unilateral trade 
boncessions by the partners of the United States, above all the Community. 
b) this agreement has been reached in rather Unclear circumstances, which has put the Community and more esp
ecially the Commission in a rather difficult situation. 
t) the resulting attempt by the Commission to "gain time" and to avoid real negotiations by limiting itself 
to a preliminary approach cannot succeed, unless all that was said and done in Rome is put at risk. 
d) things have been conducted in such a way that, especially at the monetary level, those who thought that 
they held all the trump cards have not been able to play them; everything now suggests that it is in the Comm
unity's own interests to negotiate at trade level if it wants to break the deadlock. 

Some are '!!Urprised at the demands presented by the Americans. We will confine ourselves to referring read-. 
ers to our editorial of 18 October, in which we gave an example of some of these demands. We added that neg
otiati.ons must have absolute priority, since any delay would weaken the Commission 1 s negotiating position. 
lt seems as if this has proved true. 

There is now a double danger: a collapse of relations or a wall. Mr Malfatti, addressing Mr Rogers today, 
expressed himself very explicitly. The frienship between the Community and the United States calls for a spec
ial commitment to openess and mutual solidarity. 

Neither a wall nor a collapse, therefore. But the basic pre-condition is reciprocity. An excess of con
fidence on one side, or tactical virtuosity on the other should not be allowed to gain the upper hand, or 
errode in an irremediable way the present relations, which may be difficult but whi.ch must be preserved. 

Em.G. 
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- EEC Denmark: Deputy level meeting 
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- INTEGRATION, Cahiers de recherches europeennes, quarterly review, l/1971, Published by the Commission 
the European Communities, Distribution and sales: La Librairie Europeenne SA, 244 rue de la Loi, B-1040 
Brussels, Annual subscription: 300 Bfrs.- The review· 11 Integration", which has until now only appeared i 
German, has changed into a multilingual review (French, English, German) which will afford it a much wider 
distribution. Of University level, the review is published by the Commission of the European Communities, 
Directorate General for Press and Information. Number 1/1971, wh~ch is appearing with some delay, contains 
the following articles: The American theories on regional integration and the European Community; The polit
ical and institutional factors of the development of the Community budget; The EEC 1 s offer of generalized 
preferences. Regular features also report on the work of symposia and on new books of European interest. 

- L1Europa, Quindicinale di Politica~ Economia e Cultura, 15 November 1971, Rome (Via. Emilia 47).- In the 
summary: Europe: the11 Balkall8" of the world, by Mr. 6iuseppe Petrilli; The surrunit: neither too soon nor too 
late, by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo; Towards the European conference, by Mr. Aldo Garosci; Business strategy in 
tomorrow's Europe, by Mr. Vicenzo Cazzaniga. This same review devotes a special number (No. 16 of 31 Octo
ber) to documentation - from 1961 to 1971 - on what has happened in the Community concerning regional pol
icy. The conclusions are disappointing ••• 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 12/1971, Bo~ Liaison Office (Zitelmannstrasse 22).- T~e central theme of 
this number is 11 the child" in the various countries of the European Community. Other series of articles 
concern t'1e Community of the Ten and Great Britain 1 s membership. 

- Revue de la Societe d'Etudes et d'Ex ansion, No 247 - September/October 1971, bi-monthly publication, 
Liege 12 Avenue Rogier .- This number contains two studies of a European nature: Energy in Western Europe, 
by Mr. Woronoff, Secretary General of the Study Committee of the Coal Producers of Western Europe, and Quo 
Vadis Europa?, by Mr. F. Haerecke (Cologne). 

- NATO: Prospects for Soviet Economic Growth in the 1970s, Main findings of the Symposium held on 14-16 
April 1971 in Brussels, Editor and Chairman of Symposium: Mr. Yves Laulan, Director of Economic Affairs, 
NAT9. Issued by the NATO Information Service (1110 Brussels), 156 pages. 

- Forward in Europe, Bulletin in eight. languages of the Council of Europe, No. 3/1971, Strasbourg.- This 
number reports on the 2nd. part of the 23rd. Session of the Consultative Assembly. 

- EFTA Bulletin, December 1971, Geneva. In the summary: The attitude of the United States towards the EFTA 
countries; EFTA Ministerial Conference - potrai t gallery.; The application of the international treaties in 
EFTA (Iceland, Switzerland, United Kingdom), The agricultural and forestry economy of Austria. 

- OECD: Road Research - Be1'-earch into Road Safety at Junctions in Urban Areas, Paris, 57 pages, Price: £0.62,. 
t 1. 75. 

- Annuaire Statistigue di Luxe1nbourg; 1971, Service central de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques, 
Luxembourg, 1971, 207 pages.- This statistical directory provides very broad documentation about the struc
ture. and development 6f Luxembourg. 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Hr. Rogers replies to Hr. Malfatti - The Presidential elections in Italy - Presen-
tation of the Nobel Peace Prize to Mr. Brandt - Mr. Barzel in the USSR. 
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EDITORji;AL 

The' end of a series of negetj:ations and the new problems which are posed 
I 

The last ·marathon of the year has enabled the finishing teuches to be put to the negotiations fo 
enlargement of the Communities. The formal act of signing will follow shortly and then the national 
ation procedures will take their course. 

We shall not .·repeat how much we should welceme this conclusion, even if it is a conclusion which 
cerned a problem which was certainly difficult, and to which certain groups and sectors are particularly 
sensitive, but which does not involve any fundamental political options. Moreover, this agreement, which 
the British proposed and which the Danish and Irish accepted, not without great reluctance, was not accep
ted by the Norwegians. It follows that only Nine will very probably sign the acts of. accession together. 
We hope that the efforts of Mr. Thorn, who is to preside the Council from lst. January, succeed in con\tl.n
cing the Nontegians to associate themselves with the other partners, on the basis of a formula which should 
reasuure them and of a Community spirit which is for them the best possible guarantee. 

If we are recalling what happened from Saturday until Supday morning, it is mainly to stress two as
pects which do not solely concern the negotiations themselves, but more generally the method used in the 
negotiations and the absurdity of certain decision-making structures which have been set up. 

In the first place, it is to be wondered why the problem of fisheries could not have been decided at 
the meeting of 29 November, when: (a) it had been clear for a long time that Norway constituted a special 
case; (b) the formula adopted for the "revision clause" (point IV of the declaration) was exactly the same 
as the one proposed on 29 November by the Commission; (e) the Community finally accepted almost all the 
British and other requests about the extenSion of reserved fishing waters. We wrote on lst. and 2nd Decem
ber that we were one step away from agreement and that it was not understood why this agreement had been 
put off._ Did it have to be shown that one can only become flexible after having had summit talks? 

The secon: point to be stressed consists of the absurd spectacle presented by six Foreign Ministers 
meeting at dawn on a misty Sunday to debate (if this is the right expression) regulations to be provided 
in the field of veterinary protection following British membership. We in no way want to question the impor
tance of the'problem which was to be solved or the fact that at a certain moment an adequate political body 
had to solve it. We question the efficiency of a system in which gradually Foreign Ministers, whose duties 
lie elsewhere, must take decisions in all the fields of the economic and social life of the Community which 
in fact should be taken by a European Government, and the fact that they must take the decisions in condit
i0nS which would not allow any Government to govern •••. 

Is it in this way that the Community of the Ten will be governed? 
Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe ahd its institutions are being short-circuited 

18~e ann~- No 943 (n. 
Mardi 14 decembre 1971 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

If the news coming from the Azores is confirmed, an agreement on a realignment of parities has now 
reached. 

Those who took part in last week-ends marathon in Brussels, aimed at working out the conditions in which 
trade negotiations might start with the United States in connection with such a realignment, will not be sur
prised any longer at the attitude of Mr Maurice Schumann, which was clearly aimed at gaining (or losing) time. 

As we know, the principle that such talks should open immediately was agreed on at the Group of Ten meet
ing in Rome. Someone, Mr Schumann in fact, denied this, but it seems that considerations of a legalistic kind 
have given way in the face of the realities of the world economic and monetary situation. At all events, what 
was important was not the fact of having to negotiate 11with a knife at ones throat11 but being able to negot
iate from a position of strength, i.e. of being able to take a coherent line with the United States on the 
basis of valid demands. However, the Commission has precise powers in trade policy matters, i.e. it is up to 
the Commission to negotiate on the basis of recom.nendations submitted by it to the Council, which takes a 
qualified majority vote on the matter. If the Council puts obstacles in the way of the exercising of these 
powers, or if members of the Council take initiatives in trade policy without referring to the Commission, 
it is clear that they put that latter, and with it the Community, in a weak position vis-a-vis an outside 
negotiating partner. The position is made even more weak by the fact that the negotiating partner thinks he 
has acted correctly in applying to the Institution empowered to negotiate for Europe. The result most app
arent from outside will be a decreasing conviction that it is possible or useful to negotiate with the Euro
pean Institutions, and a growing feeling that one must turn rather to the governments themselves. 

We add that, in the case before us, the Com<nission, iri asking for 'the directives ·it needs to be able to 
negotiate, clearly and energetically underlined that talks would have to be conducted on the basis of recip
rocity and mutual advantage. It was really unnecessary to say this, but it left no room for doubt. The Comm
ission also said that the results of the talks would not come into effect until a satisfactory settlement ha~ 
been reached regarding currency realignment and the removal of the US surcharge, and until the agreed solut
ions "had actually been implemented." The Commissiun proposed, finally, to keep to what might be called a 
11hard" line. By: opposing or delaying the adoption of its proposals, the Council has given room for the idea 
that greater flexibility was needed. 

In the light of the news from the Azores, everything is becoming clear: once again Europe and its Inst
itutions will have been short-circuited, in a way willed by the Europeans themselves. 

J!in.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: Europe and its Institutions are being short-circuited 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: Agreement in the Azores on a realignment of currencies including a devaluation of 
the dollar- Council of Europe: agendas for the coming ministerial and parliamentary sessions. 
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EDITORIAL 

After the summit of the Azores: events are in command 

BULLETIN 

The agreement reached yesterday between Presidents Nixon and PompidOu has been a surprise 
a confinnatien of :the inevitable force of events for many others. 

If, in faet, we examine the eonte:x:t in whieh this agreement must be situated, we can see the fv.L ... v•r.Lxl~ 
a) .The devaluation of the dollar was obtained a fortnight ago when the Group of Ten met in Rome. At that mom
ent, it appeared as one of the working assumptions in the various ttmodels" which were taken into considerat
ion. It can be added t''at various rates of deve.luation of the dollar had been laid down, in order to judge 
their impaet in the solutions envisaged~ 
b) The AmeriGan re aredness to devalue b ite a lBJr e ereent e even exceedi , spread panic in 
certain countries and more particularly amongst t ose which...H.ad ~hith to .. succeedal in controlling the float
ing of their currencies or in preventing it. And this is normal, since these countries, in the event of a 
large devaluation of the dollar, would automatically have lost the advantage which they had gained on the 
Eu~pean market, in relation to the markets whose currencies had been greatly revalued. We can understand 
why Mr. Schiller was satisfied with the American proposal. And we can understand Mr. Connally when he say 
that the most difficult problem is not posed by the rate of devaluation of the dollar, but by the relation
ships between the European currencies. 
c) From that moment, the positions were, so to speak, reversed, The United States was then called upon to 
11 limit11 the devaluation rate (which threatened putting all the European. partners on an equal footing), which, 
however, forced these countries to accept the principle of the compensations of a commercial nature to be 
given to the United States. Hence the undertaking made in Rome to open negotiations. 
d) In the Azores, Mr. Nix.on merely confirmed what had been agreed on in Rome and he probably acced~d to Mr. 
Pompidou 1 ~ request not to go too far in devaluing the dollar, whieh enables a differentiated realignment. 
For his part, Mr. Pompidou had to confirm his acceptance to open trade negotiations, and to open them immed
iately. The French Government had prevented the eouncil meeting in Brussels from taking such a decision, 
not so much to assure itself of a prestige success, consisting of providing, between Heads of State, what 
Brussels hBJd been unable to provide, but mainly to first obtain the guarantee relating to the rate of devalua
tion of the dollar and the place of the French franc in the realignment. This therefore merely involved a 
purely national goal. . · 
~) The trade negotiations could now begin and nothing has changed in the substance of the situation exist
ing at the time of the marathon last Saturday. The United States want, and will get, trBJde advantages. Will 
they be. satisfied, to start with, wi.th something symbolic? We shall see. 

Meanwhile, it is symptomatic that in the Azores ceiiBIIuniqu~ nothing was said about the removal of the 
10% surcharge. Does this mean that the United States first wants to know about the size of the trade concesS
ions? This is possible. In this case, Mr. Pom idou has not succeeded in weakenin the American attitude. 

However this may be, and however muc noise it is creating, it is events as we can see, are in 
command ••• Em.G. 
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- After the Nixon/Pompidou decisions 
- The trade negotiations between the EEC and the United States could begin at the end of the week 

or at the beginning of nex.t week 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 126.66 
- The new monetary parities will make a revision of the "unit of account" used for the common 

agricultural policy necessa"y 
- Offer from Washington to deliver teehnical know-how in the field of the enriching of uranium: first 

contacts 
- Plena session of the Euro ean Parliament: opening of the work 
- Court of ustice: v · di ty of ehapter of the Euratom Treaty (case 7/71) 
-~le: elect Chairman of the E.P. 1s transport committee 
- Contents and modalities of the "Generalized preferences" in favour of the developing countries 

which the Community will open in 1972 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The EEC Chambers of Commerc~ call for an exchange guarantee system for all trade transactions 
- The postponement of VAT in Italy by six months: the E.P. aske( to approve 
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EDITORIAL 

After~the;Azores: ·and now we must negotiate ••• 

As and when the 11fall-out11 from the little summit in the Azores is clarified, it seems 
clearer that, apart from the assurance obtained by France about the maintaining of some differende· 
the new parity of the DM and that of the French franc, nothing very new or very advantageous for the 
ity has happened on the little island in ~~e Atlantic! Raymond.Aron today exp.essed cold but o~jective 
in writing in·~ Figaro11 that: "Until nqw, the French negotiators were saying "no" to the trade negotiat
ions "at gunpoint". In the Azores, they have said yes, and, to judge from the communique, the only price 
the Americans had to pay for this was the revealing of an open secret". 

Concerning the removal of the American surcharge, to which no allusion' is found in the Franco-American 
communi_91:le, Mr. Giscard d 1Estaing pointed out this morning that it would take place "automatically" durlng 
the rea.:}.i.grunent. This is no doubt true, but only inasmuch as the United States will have in the meantime 
obtained trade concessions from Europe, and have judged them to be sufficient. This is logical and normal, 
since the United States, in threatening a massive devaluation, has had the principle accepte· of a connect
ion between the rate of devaluation and the volume of trade concessions, since these two elements are inver
sely proportional to one another. The aim of the United States is, in fact, to obtain a "recovery" of ~t~· 
balance of about 13 billion dollars. The realignment of parities, such as it is envisaged (cf. our Bulletin 
today) would correspond t:o an 11 average" devaluation of the dollar by ll%, and would bring a profit of 9 
billion dollars. The rest must come from the trade concessions as well as from burden-sharing (no allusion 
to the latter is found in the Azores communique). 

The American trade requests are heavy, and the Commission will have a difficult task. It ha8 been made 
even more difficult by the delaying action (and uselessly delaying) of the Council, adopted at the instigat
ion of Mr. Maurice Schumann. However, it being understood that the manifestly unfounded requests (such as 
the one for prior discussion of certain tlew preferential agreements) wil . have to be rejected, some of the 
others could finally exert a positive influence on the reorganisation of European agriculture. 

A last reflexion is neces~ary, however. All these things were known for several months, and even 
before the crisis broke. These developments could be foreseen since the visit paid by Mr. Malfatti to Wash
ington last spring. The Community could have prepared· itself a long time ago - and as some of us have 
written - it could even have undertaken action in order to begin negotiations in which it would have been 
.in a much better posture than it is now. 

. Once again, Europe has missed an opportunity and has allowed itself to be surprised by events. It is 
useless to shrug off the responsibility fo~ our own misfortunes onto others ••••• 

i 
2 

Em.G. 

-EDITORIAL: "After the Azores: and now we must negotiate ••• 11 

- POLITICAL DAY: Council of Europe: Committee of Ministers - The United Kingdom leaves ELDO - The 
Channel Islands approve· of membership - Italy: still no President - Norway hopes to 'f±gb.;~li~: 

,Accession Treaties at the same time as the other candidates - Denmark: entry~lly certain 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 945 (new series): 
3-4 - The Ministers of the Sroup of Ten open a session in Washington which could be decisive ~ the last 

model for realignments - The repercussions on the Community 
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- Ere/Austria: Community .o.ffer for interim agreement is unacceptable to Austria as long as it is 
not completed 

-Trade ne otiations with the U. ' .: The directives have been finalised 
e "technic " negotiations for t e accession of the U.K., Ireland ~d Denmark should be concluded 

next week 
- Communi t treatment of certain etroleum roducts imported from thit11 countries 
- Plenary session of the European Par iament: European Social Fund; Controls on Foreigners 
- Rate of ECSC levy fixed at 0.29% 
- "Tax on increases in capital": no change in the date of entry into force of the first directive 
- EEC/FAO: towards the institutionalisation of relations 
- The General Specifications for the public contracts financed by the EDF operational from 31 March 

1972 
- EDF: approval of a Sfries of projects 
- coar-production in November 
- Mr. Reichert, birector for Coal in the Commission 

11 ~ European parliamentary activitY 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No fflJ75 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publicatio · · @ ~ f ~ ~ "" rr ~ 
is worth noti are reviewed under this headin ~~ 

- Gemeinschaftsrecht und ~ationale Rechte, Das Zusammenwirken der europaischen Rechtsordnung mit den natio~ 
· nalen Rechtsoi'dilungen, CARL HEYMANNS VERLAG KG, Volume 13 of the series "Kolner Schriften zum Europarecht"t.fu'il((U : 
1971, 786 pages, 85 DM~- This work contains phe reports presented to the fifth European Law Congress, org~ 

;ised in Berlin from 23 to 26 September 1970 by the Initernational Federation for European Law (I.F. E.L.) • 
. Under the general titH! .. of 11 CollllllUility Law anl:t National Laws", it groups together the reports prepared by 
1 eminent experts it;rom each of the six Member States of the European Collllluni ty, in three fields: agriculture; 
competition and energy. The great merit of the werk is· thus to give a full insight .into the national law 
of the six member countries and into the problems posed for them in view of Community law. The general con
clusions of the Congr ess were drawn by Mr. Pierre Peseat0re, member of the European Court of justice, where
as Mr. Fritz Hellwig gave an address on the ColllliUnity policy in the field of research and technology. We 
ipoint out that the reports are published in either Gennan or French. 
I 
- leichu des Rechts der Wirtschaft in Euro a - Le R rochement du Droit 
HEfMANNS VERIAG KG Cologne , Vo ume II of e "Kolner Se riften zum Europarecht", 1971, 
This work contains the papers of the Internatienal C0ngress en the 11hannonisation of economic law in Europ~" 
which was held in Cologne from 18 to 20 March 1969 at the initiative of four institutes of the University 
·of Cologne. The Congress dealt with institutional and legal aspects in the following fields: right of estab
lishment, responsibility for dangerous installations, legislation on capital markets, external economy, 
transport, patents, taxation systems, e~ergy, and technical trade barriers. During the closing session, 
chaired by Mr. Walter Hallstein, Mr. Roger Houin devoted his speech to the prospect of the harmonisation 
of legislation at the end'of the transitional period. 

- Preuves, les idees qui changent le m0nde, No 9- lsr quarter of 1972, Paris 9e (rue Saint-Georges). ¥e 
draw attention to articles by Lord George-Brown, who states that Britain will"be a hot favourite in the 
European stakes, and by Rainer Barzel on the Soviet o~fensive of charm. Two articles are devoted to the 
new dimensions of trade unionism, one dealing with the uniens on the political stage and the other with 
the unions ~aced with the multinational challenge. 

- Cemunita Europee, No 12-1971, December 1971, Roma (Via Poll 29).- This number is largely devoted to Europe 
of the Ten. We also mention articles on the European summit by Mr. Fmanuele Oa.zzo and on the European Univ
ersity by Mr. Gianni Li vi. 

- DC - Europe Bulletin, N'o 9/71 of 29 November 1971, Editor: Christian Democrat Group of the European Parl
iament, Price of annual subscription: lOO Bfrs.- In the summary: The point of view of the Dutch Government 
on the plan for a Conference on Security and Co-operatien in Europe, by Mr. W.K.N. Schmelzer; The role 
of the e~arged Community in the development of international relations and the consolidation of peace, by 
Mr. Marib Scelba. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Policy stand from the European Movement chaired by Prof.Hallstein- The British 
Shadow Cabinet - the Island of Sark hesitates - Council of Europe: Ministers and MP' s in colloquy 

DAILY BULLETIN No 946 (new series): 
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- Council of Ministers to deal with Euratom: preparations for the meeting 
- EF.l!/USA trade talks can begin 
- Group of Ten meeting begins 
- li:uropean Parliament: plenary session.- Pollution of the Rhine - E.P. appeals to the Group of Ten 

- safety in industry - Generalised preferences - application for associate status from Mauritius: 
approved - the problem of Euratom - harmonisation of legislation on units of length - harmonisat
ion of statistical systems - E.P. approves some agriculture dossiers. 

- EEC/UK: meeting at Deputy level 
- Community procedures to apply to unilateral freeing of imports by Member States 
- OFI:D group for trade questions: further meeting 
- Chairman of the ESJ visits Mr Pompidou 
- Creation of a "made :ln EUrope" trade mark? 
- :FI:ONOMIC AND FIN~IAL NEWS 
- EEC grain ha:cye st 
- EDF: ten new finance decisions 
- 'Effi/Portugal: talks begin 
- Effects of the conjunttural depression in the iron and steel industry on employment 
- Steel imports from third countries 
- Events in Europe up to the end of the year 
- ECONOMIC INTnU'ENETRATION No 1776 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEI4 

The agreements reached in Washington: realignment ef parities, widening of margins of fluctuation, 
suppression of the 10% surcharge, are much mere impertant than those of Bretton Woods, s~d Mr. Nixon on 
Saturday evening. This must be understood in the sense· that these agreements are the starting point for a 
worldwide reorganisation of the monetary system, which would correspond to the great changes in economic 
reality since Bretten Woods, but without abandoning certain principles, namely the very ones which enabled 
a beneficial expansion of world trade. 

It is clear, however, that these agreements could, at more or less short-term, turn to bitter disapp
ointment if the respite which they offer were net to be used as it should be used by the Western world as a 
whole, and by Europe in particular. 

Foft this to be possible, an.end should, in the first place, be put to the main questions which atE! 
posed at short-term between Europe and the IJ.iited States concerning trade. In other words, the negotiations 
wbich o en' tomorrow.mornin in Brussels will have to be suecessfull conducted as swiftl as ossible on the 
basis of '~reciprocal geo faith", as it was said i:n Reme. This will be facilitated by the very positive state 
of mind wpich is reigning after the agreements in W~shington, where the United States adopted a very posit
ive attitude on these trade problems, by agreeing to suppress the surcharge, before knowing the outcome of 
the future negotiations, and by being satisfied with the ~ouncement that.~egotiations will be begun. 

Secondly, the Community should urgently proceed to set in motion the machinery of the economic and mon
~ta.y union, which has been moribund since last May. The events of the last few months will have been a prec
ious experience, in fact, and they will in any case have won over those who had doubts on the subject to the 
idea of the economic and monetary union. We are now faced with new developments which should enable the move
ment, which had unfortunately been delayed, to be speeded up. The realignment of parities, and especially 
that of the dollar, has cleared the ground and is to some extent allowing a start from scratch. The new par
ities are capable of adjustments (it is not yet known what the. margin for the fluctuation of the Community 
currencies amongst themselves will be), which should enable that minimum of cohesion and coherence in econ
omic development to be reached which alone can allew one to think of taking the only way out, wliich is fo~ 
wards, in the monetary field. 

In· addition, the uncertainty hovering over the future "dimension" of the Community has now been dissi
pated, which allows coherent and valid projects for the future to be formed. 

It is significant that this ttway out by making progress 11 , in other words the gradual adoption of a 
European currency, is increasingly advised and demanded bf the most varied circles. It is interesting, for 
example, that twpnty.;;.feur hours apart, two men of such different motives and origins as Mr. Jean-Marcel 
J e~eney and..Baren Lambert should be for a European currency, accepting the political implications which 
this involv.es. The former, moreover; sees this a:s a sort of "riposte" to Americ~f whereas the latter sees 
it as a valid European contribution to the better solidarity ef the West. Which no doubt conforms more to 
reality and to the interests of our peoples. 

Em.G. 

- EDITORIAL: "After Washington" 1 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Scheel stresses the political objectives of the EF£ - An anti-Market group form-
ed in the Danish parli~ent - Mr KirchschUi.ger in favour of a security conference - CDU/CSU oppos
ition to the signing of the inter-German agreements - televised interview with Mr Pompidou on Wed
nesday. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 947 (new series) 
3 - EEC/United States trade talks to begin tomorrow in Brussels 
3~4 - European agriculture following the Washington agreements 
4-6 - Council meeting on Euratom 
5-6 - The Washin ton a reements: realignment of the main currencies following the dollar devaluation 
7 - EEC Portu : t e principle of agriculture concessions agreed on 

- EEC Iceland: first phase of the negotiations 
8 - Belgian aid to help industrial firms in difficulties 

- Export bureau in France (SARCO): approved 
- Inter~company agreement in the Dutch cement sector: authorisation refused. 

9 - E.I.B.: finance for a motorway in Southern Italy and a Franco-German chemicals plant in France 
- Fr;TM: --a number of .resolutions adopted 

10 - m production in the nin countries 
- Study into techniques for surveillance of nuclear power station components 
- Scrap: temporary liberalisation 

11 - Weekly Appendix 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1777 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

In the Azore•, Pre~:::~::: .::: :.:=:::e::n~~"t::: interlocutor, who wa• Hr Pompidoi! 
by announciug that the United States had devaluei the dellar. In the Bermudas, where the interlocutor is · 
Mr. Heath, the scenario is in part being repeated, and Mr. Nixon has announced with a flourish the signing 
of the "proclamation" suppressing the 10% surcharge. 

In both cases, Mr. Nixon has made neither a present, ner any sensational revelations. But both declara
tions are part of a perfectly logical development. It seemed to us that the suppression of the surcharge was 
one of the elements of the agreement reached in Washington, and we stressed yesterday that Mr. Nixon, by 
accepting it, Has in fact satisfied with an almost symbolic opening of the trade negotiations. Community cir
cles· were, however, worried by the fact that the suppression of the surcharge seemed to be subject to condit
ions, which Mr. Connally confirmed by brandis'1ing the threat of seeing Congress refuse to sanction the Pres
ident's proposals in the absence of tra~e concessions. 

By his gesture, Mr. Nixon has obtained a psychological advantage. It was he who took the initiative 
of the concessions, and it is therefore he who has prepared the ground for the further negotiations, and 
who has created a favourable climate. He has suppressed the surcharge and the "Buy American11 advantages and 
has announced the forthcoming application of generalized preferences to the developing countries. 

It is in this context, and manifestly influenced by the Washington agreements and by these American 
11 gestures11 , that the 11 short-term" trade negotiations between the Community and the United States opened to
day in Brussels. Everybody knows that, initially, the positions of the two parties_are very far apart. But 
everybody also knows that the negotiations cannot fail and cannot drag on for ever, for all the agreements 
could then be jeopardised. 

These agreements are, in fact, the f~it of a laborious compromise, in which the fixing of the exchange 
rates was carried out by taking account of a certain balance also resulting from the trade concessions, which 
should emerge from the negotiations in progress. It is probable, the~efore, that at a high level reciprocal 
assurances about the success of these negotiations have already been exchanged. 

It is obvious that those required to conduct negotiations start with 11 tough11 positions. In this case, 
11 realistic11 positions should above all be started from. We repeat the phrase which we have already used: 
"neither a wall, nor a collapse11 • Two economi~ powers such as the United States and the Community cannot 
avoid their worldwide responsibilities. The ~~st urgent thing to do is, in fact, to re-establish confidence 
everywhere. 

As for the Community, it knows that it must devote all its energy to medium and long-term problems 
which ~nvolve fundamental choices, such as the practical achievement of its enlargement, of the economic 
and monetary union, and of the reform of its institutions. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~\ D-e CJ211V\. '=::>--e -v- { qq.-1 No ~ 7 tj"(S 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Negotiations which must not drag on for ,ever" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Nixon/Heath meeting- French Senate's new delegation to the E.P. ESRO Council: agree-
ment with the USA - Final talks for formation of a Belgian Government?- WiUMr Giovanni Leone be ,· 
elected tomorrmv? 

DAILY BULLETIN No 948 (new series): 
3 - European Parliament: timetable and main topics for the monthly sessions in 1972 
3-4-5 - Council meeting on Euratom: agreement on a one-year research programme 
5-6 - Community exchange system: Com:nission to make proposals in January 
6 -Agriculture: compensatory charges to be adapted tomorrow to the new monetary situation 

- EEC/USA: opening of trade talks 
7 - CCT for 1972 adopted by the Council 

- Tariff measures for 1972 
- Zero-duty guotas 
- Exchange markets working smoothly 

8 - Removal of the surcharge officially announced by President Nixon 
-Generalised preferences: approval by the Council 
- EEC/Ireland: the problem of sugar 

9 - Rules on majority voting and provisions for implemen~g the common farm policy: reply to question 
350 from Mr Vredeling 

- Competition in the musical copyright sector: reply to question 349 from Mr Vrede1ing 
10 - Freeing of certain i.rilports of iron and steel products from the countries with State trade 

- Iron ore: gross figures 
- Marketing of coal between now and 1980 

11 - Publications of the European Communities 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1778 
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La prnent bulletin 6tant r6serv6 ·. p~utJion .. ou diffusion en eat rlgoureuaement tnlerdite sans autorlsallon prtalable. 

The United Kingdom, the United States and Europe 
0 

. 
EDITORIAL I 

There is no doubt that it becomes easier to weld together different but converging desires and inte 
once a real or presumed "outside" danger has to be faced. This is a natural reaction, which has contribu @I 
in given circumstances to the creation of the psychological conditions necessary to stimulate and streng ijt. 

the process of European unification. It has been found that it.then becomes much easier to overcome certain 
internal differences of opinion, at least in the short run. 

This does not mean, however, that Europe must solely or mainly be unified under the influence of an out
side danger, in other words by doing it out of fear of someone or as an attack against someone. The construct
ion which thus emerged would be very fragile andephemeral. There are valid and independent motives for build
ing Europe, and unified Europe has objectives which are not at all incompatible with those of other peoples, 
or groups of peoples,;.in the world. 

It seems, however, that too many reactions are still governed by the "beleaguered fortress" mentality, 
which is a mentality which some people have wanted to impose on the Community and which was resort~d to in 
order to create opposition to Great Britain's entry into the Community (it is strange to note that the very 
people who were against opening the Community towards the Anglo-Saxons seem to rejoice at the idea of open
ing the gates of the fortress as wide as possible to the East, where the outline of the Urals can be seen in 
the distance). This reaction can be perceived behind the comments - ranging from satisfaction to hostility
on the Nixon/Heath talks which took place in the Bennudas yesterday and during which the "special relation
ship" between the United Kingdom and the United States was mentioned. 

Mr Heath said that Britain's entry into Europe would change something of the special relationship, but 
that there was no cause for disquiet, since 11 a united Europe will have to maintain the closest possible links 
with the United States, on the basis of the common interests we continue to share." Mr Nixon replied in the 
same vein, stressing above the permanence of the relationship, even in a changed context, and the coomunity 
of ideals and goals which it represented, an observations which has echos of John F .Kennedy' s appeal for a 
"partnership between equals". 

All this seems to us to be as one expects, to be in line with realities and the aspitations of the peop
les. Great Britain is not the Trojan Horse which some people have feared. But no-one can ask Britain to break 
a link which is perfectly compatible with its belon,P.ng to Eu~pe. The hope that an enlarged Europe will be 
able to have better relations with the United States because they will be more balanced, is built on reason
able foUhdations. It is ridiculous to write that "the love-match between Britain and the United States has 
been broken": such comments are based on ignorance of the realities of yesterday and tomorrow. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY g:). ~~~ ("fq.J kJo• Cf'Ll~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: The United Kingdom, the United States and Europe. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Kurt Waldheim is the new UN Secretary General - Chancellor Bran~tJt6 meet Pres-
ident Nixon on 28/29 December - Conclusion of the Nixon/Heath summit - Mr Eyskens unable to form 
a new Belgian Government.- An invitation from Finnish MP's- A new Turkish government installed. 

- Difficult Presidential Elections in Italy. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 949 (new series) 
3 - Commission 11Colltnunication11 on moneta roblems sent to the governments of the Member States 
3-4 - EEC US trade talks to resume on 14 January 
3 - EUROSYNDICAT 132.01 
4 - Agriculture: Italy refuses to introduce compensatory amounts - Council may meet next week 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12-13 

-Agriculture: a number of decisions adopted relating to market administration 
- Statutes of European Cooperatives submitted to the Council by Euro-Coop 
- The fight against drug-abuse to be looked at by the social committee of the E.P. 
- EEC/Denmark: last meeting in January 
- Norway has set itself the aim of signing the accession treaty on 22 January 
- Echos of the currency realignments 
- l972 quotas provided for in the EEC/Spain agreement 
- 1972 quota~ provided for in the EEC/Israel agreement 
- l972 quotas provided for in the EEC/Malta association agreement 
- Complete list of products freed for import by the EEC published in the O.G. 
- EIB: finance for a new thermal power station in Berlin 
- EiB7 finance for the Airbus 
- ECSc industrial conversion loan 
-Voluntary limitation on steel exports to the US: possible participat1on of BSC 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: broad exchange of views on steel forecasts for 1972 
-COMPOSITE PRICE: 30.84 D/T 
- Yugoslavia and the urea quota: reply to question 386 from Mr Vredling 
- World agreement on dairy products: reply to question 359 from Mr Vredeling 
- Aid to Pakistani refugees: reply to question 337 from Messrs Oele and Vredeling 
-Labelling of vegetable oils: ~ply to question 21 from Mr Califice 
- OECD: economic forecasts up to mid-1972 
- EiffiNOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1779 
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BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

EDITORIAL . ~ J i. I 
Eventful years. ' ·· ...; · fJ 

1971 began in an atmosphere, if not of crisis, then at least of disappointment. The :mbitious economic~ 
and monetary union project see .ed to be stuck in an impasse. The Werner Plan was c~mbling under the assaults 
of the guardians of nationalist orthodoxy, and the decisions later adopted were only shadows of the great 
hopes conceived at the time of the conference at The Hague. And when an attempt was' made to implement them, 
it became clear that the centrifugal forces of divergent national interests, let loose by the monetary storm, 
were winning an upper hand over the all-too-feeble structures on which it had been thought possible to erect 
an economic and monetary union. All one can hope is that the experience has been a salutory one. The tempor-
·ary tidying up which has resulted from the monetary agreements in Washington may lead therefore not .only to 
a resumption of the path towards economic and monetary union, but also to the designing of a less fragile 
'structure to support it. 
. At the beginning of this year, too, there was uncertainty arld scepticism hanging over the negotiations 
with Great Britain. It requit'ed the whole of the first part of the year, and the spec1:acular turn-around by 
the French, hallowed in the Heath-Pompidou talks, to cut through the policy knots of the negotiations. On 
the other hand, the course of the negotiations in the second half of the year has been perhaps less dramatic 
- it was thought that they could no longer fail, especially after the memorable vote in the House of Commons 
on 28 October - but it has been no less laborious and difficult for all that. In the last six months, a whole 
series of awkward problems has been solved, a.nong them the question of fisheries, the political and human 
scope of which was much wider than was originally thought. In addition, the problem of relations with the non
applicant EFTA countries, the political implications of which are well-known, has now come to the stage of 
concrete negotiations with each of the countries concerned, which ate no doubt a prelude tp the resolution of 
the matter. 

The consequences of the major monetary bargaining session have not failed to have an£ffect on the Comm
Uhity in a field as delicate and sensitive as that of their implications for agriculture. In spite of the 
f'act that the conflict to be settled concern-s·. limited sectoral interests rather than major principles. 

1971 will doubtless go down in history as the beginning of a period of great political change, the mairt 
one being the entrance of China into the picture. These changes will not fail to involve Europe. The enlarge
ment( l1f the EEC is a political reality on the basis of which a whole collection of acts will become necessary 
if Europe is to have a political and economic personality in the world. The debate about institutions op~ned 
and continued in 1971. But it is in 1972 that certain fundamental choices will have to be made. The decision 
to call a European summit conference is of great significance. This sum.nit should not just be an opportunity 
to pay ritual hommage to great ideas. The task to be accomplished next year is a difficult one, but furope 
cannot shirk it, unless it wants to run the risk of ceas:ing to exist. 

E.n. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: Eventful years. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Pompidou and an agricultural Europe - Europa-Union: no reason to put off the 
direct election of ~he Cerman delegation to the E.P. -Eire's complaint against the U.K. -Norway: 
opinion poll - Mr. Leburton accepts fact-finding mission 

DAILY BULLETIN No 950 (new series): 

3 - The Franco-Italian difference of o inion over the corn could be settled next week 
4 -EEC U.K.: last details of the conditions for entry 

5 

6 
6-7 
7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 
lZ-,13 

- Harmonisation of legislation: 
- Development of the economic cycle according to Graphs and Brief Notes No 11/71 
- E.I.B.: financing of two projects of the Fiat Group in Southern Italy 
- Independent tariff concessions in favour of Turkey 
- Tariff guotas opened for all third countries and customs suspensions for 1972 
- Community plan for the reform of agriculture: reply to question No .135 from Mr. Gerlach 
- Exports of cigarettes to the Netherlands: reply to question No 372 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Fruit ang vegetables: partial results of the 1971 harvest 
-Modernisation of agriculture: 218 projects 
- Results of the Euratom Council examined by the Energy Committee of the E.P. 
- Third party responsibility concerning the marine transporting of nuclear matters: new convention 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Group for ECSC Questions: publishing of prices 
- Three studies in the energy field 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1780 

BECAUSE OF THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS, OUR NEXT 
BULLETIN WILL APPEAR ON 28 DECEMBER'"197J. 
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3JMMARY 

BULLETIN QUOTIDIEN 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Mr Leone to be sworn in tomorrow - Crisis threatened in west Germany? - ~--!!:~~2:!:~~~ 
the two Germanies·may be admitted to the U.N. soon- Mr Holyoake's view of the role of 
First session of talks between President Nixon and Chancellor Brandt. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 951 (new series): 

3 - Mr Malfatti to visit japan in February. 

3-4 - The problem of the "compensatory charges" to be applied by Italy in trade in agricultural produce 
is to be settled by the agricultural committees. 

3-4 - Mr Mansholt to propose considerably higher price increases for the 1972/73 season in order to help 
close the incomes gap. 

5 - Polluting emissions by diesel engines: Community regulations 

- The last series of Kennedy Round tariff reductions will be introduced by the USA 

- Extra quotas for 1971 

-Community "generalised preferences" offers: Dutch position 

6 - University research grants 

- The Dutch economy: OECD report 

7 Greece and the enlargement of the EEC: reply to question 305 from Mr Vredeling 

Oranges withdrawn from the market in Italy: repfy to question 278 from Mr Vredeling 

-The Central Bank of JaEan lowers bank rate from 5-25% to 4-75% 
8 - Mr Peco's study of possible remedies for the imbalance of the steel market 

9 - Publications of the European Communities 

10 - Weekly Appendix 

11 ECONOOIC INTERPENETRATION No 1781 

EUROPE/Documents No 657: relations between the enlarged EEC and the United States 

collsvs
Text Box
No. 95128 December 1971

collsvs
Text Box

collsvs
Text Box

collsvs
Text Box
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SJMMARY 

19ame ann~e - No 952 
mercredi 29 d~cem~ 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Gi.ovanni Leone becomes sixth President of the Italian Republic - ~=-=.;~~\IM~ 
to withdraw from Malta - American trip for Mr Rippon - Nixon-Brandt talks: final -;; 

nAILY BULLETIN No 952 (new series): 

3 - Drawing up of the accession treaties for the UK and the other applicants 

3-4 -Conditions for the supply of enriched uranium. by the United States 

3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 131.68 

- The Canadian economy: O~D report 

agricultural policies of the CommuniiJ·B n~ ~ p \t· 
.· . \ ~ :~ ~. u 

. ..:.A.e ~L .. ;;a u 

5 - Mr Peterson attacks the trade and 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

- The agriculture committees fix compensatory charges 

- Interior fittings in motor vehicles 

- Standard weights: hannonisation of legislation 

7 - Adjustment of budget timetables in the M.S. to suit needs of the economic and monetary union: reply 
· to question No 370 from Mr Vredeling 

- u.s. Foreign Aid: reply to question No 336 from Mr Couste 

- Staggering of holiday periods: reply to question No 334 from Mr Seefeld 

8 - Mr Peco 1 s study of the possible remedies for the structural imbalance of the steel market (II) 

- Inflammability of textiles 

- Production of steel tubes in Scotland 

9 - Publications of the European Communities 

10 - Parliamentary activity in the Netherlands 

11 - ~ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1782 and Agfa-Gevaert merger: reply to question 375 from Mr Vredeling 

collsvs
Text Box
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EUROPEAN LIBRARY----"T 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are r~viewed under this headin 

- KLAUS OTTO NASS: Englands Aufbruch nach Europa, Ein erster Ueberblick uber die Beitrittsverhandlungen, 
Europa-Union Verlag GmbH (Bonn, Federal Germany), 123 pages.- This study, which is a first survey of t~~~ 
negotiations for Great Britain 1 s entry into the European Conununi ty, mainly describes the problems of 1: i\lil~ 

·•·tprocedure according to which the negotiations took place, the fundamental questions only being discusse 1~, 
in a short chapter. In conclusion, Mr. Nass, who took part in the negotiations as a member of the Commun1 y 
delegation, writes: The entry of the United Kingdom into the European Conununity is creating the institution
al; economic, political and - we hope - psychological basis of the unification of our continent. 

- RUDOLF REGUL: Die Zukunft der Scchafen Europas, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden, Federal Germany), 
197 pages, Price: 24.80 DM.- This work is a German edition, in shortened form, of the voluminous collection 
of studies published by the College de Bruges, reporting on the work of the 1970 symposium on the future of 
turopean ports. (Cf. Bull. of 7 May 1971). Mr. Regul was well qualified to prepare the German edition since 
he chaired the symposium which examined the possibilities of the expansion of maritime traffic, the arrival 
of the large ships and ;cost-profit analysis models. 

- Vision, The European Business Magazine, No 13 - December 1971, Paris (13, rue Saint-Georges) .- We mention 
an Editorial by Mr.Je~ Rey, who writes: "the Community gives the impression of not being governed. It is 
urgent that it should be." This number also contains articles on pollution,' the defence of Europe, the air
lines and Swedish firms. 

- MARCHINI-CAMIA ANTONIO: Lo Stato e l 1Impresa Internazionale o Multinazionale, Extract from number l/2 of 
March-June 1971 of the review 11 Il diri tto negli scambi intemazionali", pages 7 to 50. 

- European Cemmunity, No 12/1971, December 1971, Lendon Office (23 Chesham Street, London, SWl).- We partic
ularly mention an article on the translation of the Treaty of Rome. 

- FAO: Monthly Economic Bulletin and Agricultural Statistics, October 1971, Rome.- This number contains a 
study on the "projections relating to agricultural products, 1970-198011 • · 

-NATO: NATO News, November-December 1971, Brussels.- In the sununary: Mr. Luns succeeds Mr. Brosio; The NATO 
befence College; the North Atlantic Assembly. · · 

- Interparliamentary Consultative Council of Benelux: Quinzieme Rapport Commun des Gouvernements belge, neer
landais et lux.embourgeois sur la realisation d'une union ~conomique entre les trois Etats, lst. July 1970 -
30 June 1971, Brussels. 

- CNEN: Notiziario, November 1971, Rome. In the summary: IVth. Geneva Conference; the plutonium programme in 
ltaly. 

- OECD: Develepment Assistance, Efforts and Policies of the Members of the Development Assistance Committee1 
1971 Review, Paris, December 1971, 232 pages, Price: $ 6.50, £ 2.30. 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Luxembourg assumes the Presidency of the 11Polit,i.cal C<?nsultations 11 of the Six -
Mr. David Kennedy, American Ambassador to N.A.T.O. -Mr. Krag adopts a position for Europe, but 
against supra-nationality - Mr. Bratteli will carry out a tour of the European capitals - ~ 
Debre and the defence of Europe - After the Nixon/Brandt summit. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 953 (new series): 

3 
3-4 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 
ll 

- Luxembourg assumes the Presidency of the Conununity Council 
- Regulations relating to the compensation mechanisms at the frohtiers on trade in farm products 
- CCT duties re-established provisionally for certain imports from India and Yugoslavia 
- A.S.P.: one year to suppress it 
- Violations of the treat at present being dealt with 
- Burrou hs Geha Werke Del lan ue Agreements 
- Co-operation between small and medium-sized firms in the Common Market 
- Tanks in plastics intended for the road transporting of petroleum products and of chemical pro-

ducts: proposal for common standards 
Immigration Policies of the M.S. regarding third countries: reply to question No. 333 from Mr. 
Romeo 

- Iron-Mines: problems of' employment 
- Relatively satisfactory steel year for France 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC IN@RPENETRATION No 1783 

BECAUSE OF THE NEW YEAR HOLIDAYS, 
OUR NEXT BULLETIN Will. BE DATED 

'3 AND 4 JANUARY 1972 
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